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Canada .Mortgage and Housing corporation, the Federal 
Government's housing agency is responsible for ac;iministering 
the National Housing Act. 

This legislation is designed to aid in the improvement of 
housing and living in Canada. As a result, the corporation 
has interests in all aspects of housing and urban growth and 

development. 

Under Part IX of this Act, the Government of Canada provides 
funds to CMHC to conduct research into the social, economic 

and technical aspects of housing and related fields, and to 

undertake the publishing and distribution of the results of 

this research. CMHC therefore has a s~atuary responsibility 
to make widely available, information which may be useful in 

the improvement of housing and living conditions. 

This publication is one of many items of information 
published by CMHC with the assistance of federal funds. 





DISCLAIMER 

This study was conducted by BFL Consultants Limited for 
Canada Mortgage and Housing corporation under 

Part IX of the National Housing Act. The analysis, 
interpretations and recommendations are those of the 

consultant and do not necessarily reflect the views of 

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation or those divisions 
of the Corporation that assisted in the study and its 

publication. 
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SUMMARY 

This report presents the findings of a field investigation and 
assessment into air tightness, air movement and indoor air quality 
conducted on two ( 2) residential high-rise apartment buildings 
located in St. John's, Newfoundland. 

The investigations were performed in three phases. The first phase 
involved a building assessment in which the likely candidates for 
the study were screened to meet selected criteria. The second 
phase involved a pollution source identification process in which 
a building survey was conducted with the occupants to identify 
possible pollutants within the building. The third phase involved 
physical testing of the selected buildings during the months of 
February and March 1991 to establish air tightness, air movement 
and air quality. 

Two buildings were selected during Phase 1, Building 1 a seven (7) 
storey building with 51 apartments, Building 2 a six (6) storey 
building with 65 apartments. Phase II survey of the occupants in 
Building 1 revealed only minor problems on the first level while 
most complaints related to the air infiltration problems in the 
structure. In Building 2, similar results related to air quality 
and air tightness were recorded. 

Phase III testing was conducted in both buildings. The air 
tightness of exterior walls and between storey slabs was assessed 
using a storey by storey fan depressurization technique. Certain 
portions of the building were depressurized while flow rates at 
designated external pressure differentials were measured on the 
test storey. Contaminant airflow patterns within the buildings 
were studied using a tracer gas technique. A specified volume of 
tracer gas was instantaneously released at a specified location 
within the building. Following this release, air samples were 
taken at specified locations through the building at pre-determined 
time intervals. Air quality was assessed by monitoring the levels 
of various pollutants, which had previously been identified during 
a building assessment, at various locations through the building. 

From the Phase III testing, it was concluded that in both Building 
1 and Building 2 air infiltration rates exist which are higher than 
NRC and international standards for air infiltration. Building 1 
is substantially leakier than Building 2. Outside weather 
conditions dominate air movement in the buildings by promoting 
·travel up through the building through garbage chutes, stairwells 
and elevator shafts by stack effect in Building 1. Occupant 
movement promotes air movement in Building 2 as opposed to weather 
conditions due to the lower infiltration in this building. 

During testing for indoor air quality, it was observed in Building 
1, co2 , Radon and relative humidities to be lower than Building 2 
due to the relative tightness of Building 1 being less than 
Building 2. However, all contaminant levels, except Total 
Suspended Particulates (TSP) in smoker's apartment, were within 



government recommended guidelines. No testing of the, effectiveness 
of ventilation systems was performed during this project. 

Air change rates were observed to be 6.5 times greater than the 
normal value of 1.5 air changes per hour used for design purposes 
(wind speed = 48 km/h and 75 Pa pressure difference for St . 

. John's). 

· Possible causes include inadequately sealing backdraft dampers, or 
other mechanical system components. The testing procedures did not 
include the complete sealing of all air diffusion equipme.nt which 
can contribute significantly to high air infiltration rates. In 
Building 1 extreme care was exercised to meticulously seal all 
openings for these systems and still higher air infiltration was 
observed. 



RtSUMt 

Ce rapport expose les resultats d'une enquete sur le terrain et 
d'une evaluation de l'etancheite a l'air, du mouvement de l'air 
ainsi que de la qualite de l'air interieur menees dans deux -
tours d'habit~tion situees a Saint John's (Terre-Neuve). 

Les enquetes se sont deroulees en trois phases. La premiere 
visait a examiner des batiments en vue de selectionner ceux qui 
repondaient le mieux aux criteres etablis. La deuxieme a servi 
a determiner les sources possibles de polluants au moyen d'un 
sondage auquel ont repondu les occupants. A la troisieme 
phase, les evaluateurs ont etudie les batiments choisis durant 
les mois de fevrier et de mars 1991 afin de determiner 
l'etancheite a l'air, le mouvement de l'air ainsi que sa 
qualite. 

Deux batiments ont ete selectionnes lors de la phase 1, a 
savoir le batiment 1, une tour de sept etages abritant 51 . 
appartements, et le batiment 2, un immeuble de six etages 
comptant 65 appartements. Le sondage destine aux occupants, 
constituant la phase 2 de l'enquete, n'a mis en evidence que de 
legers problemes touchant le rez-de-chaussee. ta plupart des 
plaintes avaient trait aux problemes d'infiltration d'air a 
travers l'ossature. Dans le cas du batiment 2, des resultats . 
similaires ont ete obtenus au sujet de la qualite de l'air et 
de l'etancheite a l'air. 

Les essais de la phase III ont ete menes dans les deux 
immeubles. En depressurisant chaque etage, on a pu evaluer 
l'etancheite a l'air des murs exterieurs et des dalles separant 
les etages. Certaines parties des immeubles ont ete 
depressurisees tandis qu·•on mesurait le debit, a l'etage soumis 
a l'essai, selon des differences de pression externes 
determinees. La direction des mouvements d'air contaminant a 
l'interieur des batiments a ete observee au moyen d'un gaz 
traceur. un volume precis de ce gaz a ete libere d'un seul 
coup a un endroit precis dans l'immeuble. Par la suite, des 
'chantillons d'air ont ete recueillis a intervalles de temps 
determines au prealable dans des zones bien def inies du 
batiment. on a evalue la qualite de l'air en controlant les 
niveaux de divers polluants, lesquels avaient deja ete cernes a 
!'occasion d'une evaluation preliminaire, a divers endroits de 
l'immeuble. 
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Les evaluations de la phase III permettent de conclure que, 
dans les deux bitiments, les tau~ d'infiltration d'air sont 
superieurs aux normes internationales et a celles du CNR a ce 
sujet. Le bitiment 1 est beaucoup moins etanche que le 
bitiment 2. Les cond~tions climatiques influent grandement sur 
les mouvements d'air a 1 1 interieur des immeubles. Dans le 
bitiment 1, elles contribuent, par effet de tirage, a 
l'ascension de l'air par le vide-ordures, les cages d'escalier 
et-les gaines d'ascenseur. Dans le bitiment 2, les mouvements 
d'air sont davantage favorises par les deplacements des 
occupants que par les conditions climatiques, car le taux 
d'infiltration d'air yest inferieur. 

A !'evaluation de la qualite de l'air interieur du bitiment 1, 
on a releve des · taux de co, de radon et d'humidite relative 
inferieurs a ceux du batim~nt 2 compte tenu de l'etancheite 
relativement superieure de ce dernier. Cependant, tous les 
niveaux de contaminant, sauf le total des particules en 
suspension dans les appartements de fumeurs, respectaient les 
directives gouvernementales a ce sujet. Aucun contr6le de 
l'efficacite des installations de ventilation n'a ete effectue 
au cours de cette etude. 

Les taux de renouvellement d'air se sont averes 6,5 fois 
superieurs a la valeur normale de 1,5 renouvellement d'air par 
heure servant a la conception des habitations (a Saint John's, 
la vitesse du vent est de 48 km/h et la difference de pression 
est de _ 75 Pa). 

on soupconne que cette dif f erertce est due a la presence de · 
registres anti-refoulement, ou autres composants mecaniques, 
mal scell4s. Les methodes d~evaluation ne comprenaient pas le 
scellement de tout l'equipement de distribution d'air, ce qui a 
pu contribuer considerablement aux taux eleves d'infiltration 
d•air. Dans le batiment 1, on a mis une attention particuli~re 
a sceller toutes les ouvertures des installations et le taux 
d'infiltration d'air a quand meme ete superieur. 
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1.0 IHTRODUCTIOH 

Based on the findings of previous CMHC investigations in low-rise 
housing and in high rise . office build.ings, there is reason to 
suspect that high-rise apartment buildings may have ventilation, 
air quality, and moisture problems due to air leakage. 

High-rise apartments rely heavily on air leakage for fresh air, and 
as a result are much leakier and less energy efficient than 
detached housing. Most apartment buildings only provide ventilation 
air to corridors and common . areas. Comfort related complaints 
regarding temperature fluctuations and smells are common, and 
suggest potential problems with air quality and uncontrolled air 
movement within the buildings. 

In a recently completed nation wide survey of eight high-rise 
residential buildings constructed with brick veneer and steel stud 
construction, moisture problems were observed. Corrosion of metal 
framing elements, brick ties, wet brick, and wet sheathing to the 
point of supporting extensive mold growth were found in many of the 
buildings. Warm moist air entering into walls through cracks 
condenses on cold exterior -surfaces within the walls. It is 
suspected that the problems observed can be attributed to this 
condensation. 

Unplanned air leakage through exterior walls, between units, and to 
and from service chases is suspected to be widespread in apartment 
buildings across the country. Little is known about actual air 
change rates, pollution levels, or the incidence of air leakage 
through exterior walls. A survey of high-rise apartment buildings 
is therefore required to assess the air tightness, the air 
movement, and the indoor air quality of high rise buildings in 
order to confirm or disclaim suspicions of these problems. 

BFL Consultants Limited, in conjunction with Heat Seal Limited and 
Newfoundland EnviroTech, has been selected by CMHC to conduct this 
survey in the Atlantic Region. Testing was conducted on buildings 
located in St. John's, Newfoundland. 

The testing procedure itself took place in three (3) phases. 

PHASE I - BUILDING ASSESSMENT: 

Phase I involved building selection and assessment. A basic 
building criteria was established with the intent of providing 
guidelines on which to base building selection. Once the criteria 
was established, those buildings which met the criteria were 
identified and the building owners were determined. Once a building 
was selected, careful analyses was performed on such building 
features as: 
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Exterior Wall Construction 
Window Type 
Quality of Construction, 
Building Age and Overall Condition 
Building Occupancy 
Mechanical Ventilation Systems 
Similarity with Other Building Stock 

This analyses was di~ected towards determining the suitability of 
the building for further testing. 

PHASE I! - POLLUTANT .SOURCE IDENTIFICATION: 

Phase II consisted of collecting information which could be helpful 
in identifying possible pollutants, locating their sources, 
assessing the effectiveness of . the ventilation systems, and 
defining the severity of any problems experienced. This information , 
was obtained from building plans, complaint records, inspecting 
different areas of the building, and interviews with occupants, 
managers, ~nd others. 

Once completed, the buildings were assessed to determine the 
required testing to be performed. The information gath~red at this 
stage will also assist in determining appropriate locations for 
later testing. 

The preliminary assessment provided the greatest single opportunity 
to find - the true cause of any indoor air quality problems. 
Information gathering techniques employed at this stage included 
three steps: Occupant response sampling, Pollutant . source 
identification, and general mechanical systems observation. 

PHASE III - PHYSICAL TESTING: 

Physical testing was conducted in February and March in order to 
help assure that the maximum number of windows and doors controlled 
by the building occupants were closed during the tests. Tests were 
grouped into three categories. 

(a) Air Tightness 

One of the primary objectives for the· testing was to determine the 
air tightness values associated with the buildings. It was 
required to determine the air tightness values for each individual 
floor of the building. This was achieved by the use of portable, 
variable speed fans to pressurize and depressurize certain areas of 
the building. By depressurizing adjacent areas and by the 
calibrated depressurization of the test area, the infiltration rate 
verses test pressure for the test area was determined. 
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(b) Air Movement 

Air flow patterns for the bu~lding were studied by conducting point 
source release tracer gas tests. A specified volume of tracer gas 
was instantaneously released at a specified release site and air 
samples were subsequently taken periodically at different locations 
throughout the building over a three hour duration. These samples 
were then analyzed for changing concentrations of tracer gas. 

(c) Air Quality 

Testing was performed ~or the various pollutants identified by the 
questionnaire analysis in the building. Specific concerns such as 
Carbon Monoxide, Carbon Dioxide, Humidity, Formaldehyde, 
Particulates, Volatile Organic Compounds, Radon, Biological 
Contamination, Ozone, and Asbestos were assessed as indicated by 
the occupant questionnaire. 
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2.0 PHASE I - BUILDING ASSESSMENT 

The first task in this field investigation was to identify and 
assess buildings on which the study could be conducted. In order to 
do this, a basic building criteria had to be determined. 

2.1 Building Selection 

In "Establishing a Protocol for Measuring Air Leakage ~nd Air Flow 
Patterns in High Rise Apartment Buildings", the test building was 
identified as a five story masonry building consisting of a 
basement, a ground floor, and four typical stories. This test 
building was therefore used to set the basic criteria for 
qualifying a "high-rise" building to be used in this study. 

For the purposes of this report a high-rise apartment building was 
therefore defined as a multi-level r~sidential compl€x consisting 
of no fewer than five floors. 

A listing of all residential apartment buildings was obtained from 
the City of St. John's Planning Department. Using this list as a 
guide, all apartment buildings which fit into the basic criteria 
were identi·fied. 

It was found that the majority of residential apartment btiildings 
in the St. John's area would be classified as low-rise apartments. 
Typical building construction has three stories up and one story 
down from the ground level. This typical building falls outside of 
the basic building definition required by the project. Only eight 
residential buildings were identified within the St. John's area 
which fell into the basic building criteria. 
Using information obtained from the City of St. John's tax 
assessment rolls, the owner or managing company for each building 
was determined. Formal requests were sent out to the owners or 
managing companies of each of the buildings. 

In an effort to identify the availability of building drawings, the 
City of St. John's building department was contacted. A search 
through the city's various resources indicated that no drawings 
were available for any of the buildings of interest. Any drawings 
obtained for this project were therefore obtained from the building 
owner or from the building's original design agent. 

Permission to include their buildings in the study was obtained 
from four building owners. Two of these buildings were locally 
owned and managed while the other two were owned by individuals or 
companies outside the province. Budgetary constraints limited the 
testing to two buildings therefore the two locally owned and 
managed buildings were selected since building drawings and the 
owner's co-operation could be obtained more easily. 
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2.2 Building Descriptions 

The first building selected, Building I, is a 7 storey building of 
simple rectangular shape, built in 1982, containing a total of 51 
~partments with 8 on a typical floor. Level 1 has 5 and Level 7 
(known as the Penthouse) has 6, somewhat larger than the rest, but 
within . the same perimeter. There are two elevators, centrally 
located, and a garbage chute serving each floor. A central 
corridor at each level gives access to an exit stair at each end. 
A single level parking garage is adjac~nt to the northern face of 
the building~ Although built as ~n apartment block the units are 
currently owned separately as condominiums. Iri the St. John's area 
they are representative of "above average" in cost and quality, at 
least by reputation. 

The second building selected, Building II, is a 6 storey building 
with a basement under about 60% of it. It was constructed in 1983. 
Its plan is a simple rectangle, essentially the same on all 6 
levels, with 11 apartments per floor except for Level 1 which has 
10. The apartments are virtually identical, having a living room 
and two bedrooms, except for one single-bedroom apartment on level 
1. There is only one elevator, centrally located, and a garbage 
chute serving each floor. A central corridor at each le~el gives 
access to an exit stair near each end. The image of the building 
around town is that it is "low-cost housing", with all that term 
implies. 

The buildings . selected have similar, designs, structures, and 
mechanical systems. 

Mechanical exhaust is provided to common spaces, kitchens areas and 
bathrooms) which are planned typically along the corridor spines. 
The living spaces are dependent on opening windows for ventilation, 
as is customary in the city, although each ~partment on the south 
side of Building I has a through wall air conditioner below the 
Living Room window. Heating is by electricity, employing 
baseboard-type units~ 

The general building designs of are quite similar and are extremely 
simple. A rectangular block of construction is surmounted by an 
off-centre cube containing elevator machinery. The roofs are 
"flat", though there ar~ slight slopes to roof-drains. The main 
entrances are central, on the first level, arid are defined by a 
flat canopies. The exteriors are primarily clad in brown brick. 
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Both buildings' structures are unusual in Newfoundland, being 
comprised of a 11 lift-slab" system, in which steel columns are first 
erected and flat reinforced concrete £loor slabs, cast on top of 
each other at ground level, are then jacked up the columns one by 
one to be anchored in position by the welding of embedded plates. 

Detailed Architectural reviews of the buildings appear in Appendix 
I and Appendix II. 
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3.0 PHASE II - POLLUTANT SOURCE IDENTIFICATION 

Phase II of the study consisted of collecting information which was 
helpful in identifying possible poll utan ts, locating their sources, 
assessing the effectiveness of the ventilation system, and defining 
the severity of any problems encountered. ·This information was 
obtained from building plans, ori site inspections, occupant 
interviews, and building and mechanical systems questionnaires. 

On site inspections of individual apartment units were conducted 
concurrently with the occupant questionnaires in those cases where 
the occupants were contacted in person. An independent inspection 
of the main mechanical systems was also conducted. 

3.1 Ventilation Systems 

The mechanical ventilation system designed for Building I does not 
provide adequate ventilation to the apartments. The ventilation 
required is intended to be introduced into apartments by way of 
openable windows. Each storey is provided with 135 L/s of supply 
air from the penthouse unit which is sufficient to makeup some of 
the air exhausted from each apartment. 

In Building II, a great amount of moisture accumulation was noted 
on windows and water closets. The actual ventilation of the various 
apartments canriot be handled by the present ventilation systems. 
Even though there would be minimal air movement with the apartment 
exhaust fans active, during the winter months with the windows 
closed, very little air exchange would be present. Air infiltration 
would offset, to some degree, the inadequacies associated with this 
lack of air movement provided infiltration, not exfiltration is 
occurring in the respective apartments. However, without mechanical 
means, no net positive supply of ventilation air can be provided 
for the apartments in this building. 112 L/s of supply air from the 
penthouse unit is provided to each level to makeup some of the 
exhausted air. This, however, is not sufficient to satisfy occupant 
ventilation requirements. 

3.2 Occupant Questionnaires 

The objective of conducting the air quality questionnaire was to 
help identify any air quality problems which the building occupants 
may have noticed occurring either in the building in general or in 
their apartments. 

It was decided that in order to maximize the quality and quantity 
of occupant response, the surveys would be· conducted in person. 
Attempts were made to contact by telephone, those people who were 
not contacted in person. Those persons not contacted in person or 
by telephone were sent personalised letters requesting that they 
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fill out the survey and return it to a designated drop off spot. 

The assessment questionnaire was designed so that a yes answer to 
a question implied that a problem was possible. With the subsidiary 
questions, the more yes answers encountered, the more likely that 
a problem existed. A copy of the qu~stionnaire appears in Appendix 
IX. 

The occupant profile portion of the survey was designed to generate 
a profile . · of a typical occupant of the building so that this 
information could be taken into consideration if any air quality or 
moisture problems were identified. 

The occupant complaints section and the apartment - observation 
section were assessed on an individual apartment bases in an 
attempt to identify if and where any air quality problems existed. 
The complaints and observations were recorded on a floor plan of 
the building so that the information and the trends could be noted 
and correlated. 

The compiled irtf ormation was then used to help identify what air 
quality contaminants should be tested for and where the tests 
should be conducted. 

3.2a Building I 

Building I is generally considered to be one of the higher rental 
buildings in St. John's. Each apartment is individually owned by 
individuals, groups, or businesses. Only four of the units are 
owner occupied, the rest are jointly managed by a management 
company which handles the rental of the units. 

Nineteen of the units are considered to be furnished apartments. 
These units are managed somewhat like hotel suites where individual 
apartments can be rented for periods of several days to several 
months. These units are generally let to business professionals who 
are in the city for a week or two and to families who are 
relocating to the area~ The remaining twenty seven units are rented 
by long term tenants. Occupancy in these units range from one to 
two days a week to full time residency. 

At the time the survey was conducted, three long term rental units 
were vacant. This left twenty eight possible long term residential 
units in the building. 

Of the twenty eight possible units, a survey response was obtained 
from twenty six. ( 93% response rate). In addition several short 
term residents were interviewed and the three vacant apartment were 
inspected. 
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From the responses received from the long term apartments, thirty 
two occupants were reported. Fifty percent of these occupants were 
females over the age of sixty five. Sixty eight percent of the 
respondents indicated that they were retired. Fifty percent of the 
respondent~ also indicated that their apartments were occupied an 
average of twenty to twenty four hours a day. In addition, all 
residents indicated that their units were occupied at least twelve 
hours a day. Fifty percent of respondents indicated that there were 
no smokers in the unit. 

When questioned about opening windows, all respondents indicated · 
that the windows were opened regularly in good weather in order to 
get fresh air into the apartment. 

All respondents indicated that exhaust fans were available in the 
bathrooms and kitchen although twenty percent indicated that the 
fans were not used either because they were too drafty or because 
they were too noisy. No particular trends were noticed in kitchen 
or bathroom usage. 

All apartment had their own laundry facility but no particular 
trends were noted as to when and how often, laundry was done. 

The complaints most commonly encountered did not pertain to air 
quality but were associated with air tightness. The most common 
complaint was extreme drafts through windows, exhaust fans, dryer 
vents, and kitchen cabinets. Many occupants had tape and plastic 
secured around their windows and had the kitchen exhaust fan 
blocked off. Many windows leaked water as well as air. Many 
occupants complained of cold feet while sitting in a warm room. 

Detailed analyses of the survey results did not identify any 
specific building air quality problems however a few problem areas 
were noted: 

The building superintendent indicated that mildew is observed on 
the inside of the ext~rnal w~lls when the face brick is removed. 

In Apt 104 the occupant experiences tiredness, dry eyes, blurred 
vision, stuffy nose, and dry throat. In the apartment above (Apt 
207) the occupant experiences runny nose, stuffy nose, and dry 
throat. Apt 104 is the only apartment surveyed which is located 
adjacent to the parking garage. The heal th symptoms noted may 
indicate that some sort of air quality testing may be required. The 
occupant also noted a blackness around the walls of the apartment. 
This was especially prevalent near the heaters. 

In Apt 605, located beside the garbage chute, the smell of garbage 
has sometimes been noted. In addition there appears to be a small 
amount of mould growth along the base boards of the section of wall 
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shared with the garbage chute. 

Another noticeable observation occurs in the apartments located 
across from the elevator. The occupants in the apartments on the 
4th and 5th floors have complained about the smell of the cleaning 
solution used in the elevators. 

_It should also be noted that several apartment occupants c6mplained 
about a white dust which always seemed to ·be covering everything. 

These locations were subsequently identified for air quality 
testing. 

General responses to . some question areas can be summarized as 
follows: 

When asked about temperature 66% of respondents stated it was okay 
or sometimes too hot. Only 10 % stated it was too cold. 

When asked to describe the air 40% respondents stated it was dry, 
stale or stuffy. Ten indicated it was okay and 5 stated it was 
drafty. 

When asked about odour only 4 occasionally and 1 rarely-smell an 
odouri Cooking and garbage odours were noted by respondents. 

Five respondents indicated they had allergies ~ 4 respiratory and 
1 skin allergy. Two of the 5 stated their allergy was worse in the 
building. 

Six respondents suffer various symptoms, such as tiredness, dry 
itching watery eyes, and think the building is the cause. Elevator 
maintenance was noted as a specific cause by one · respondent. 

Thirteen responded with complaints of moisture accumulation around 
windows. Included were complaints of mould on walls and carpet 
dampness. Eight noted visible dust accumulations on flat surfaces. 

3.2b Building II 

Building II consists of sixty five government subsidized units. At 
the time the survey was conducted there was one hundred percent 
occupancy. Of the sixty five units, responses were obtained from 
fifty one (78.5% response rate) 

From the responses received, ninety two residents were repo~ted. 
There was a much greater distribution of people between the age 
groups and the sexes than was noted . in Building I. The lar~est 
component of the residents consisted of females over the age of 
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sixty five. This component only accounted for twenty two percent 
of the reported residents however. Only a very small proportion of 
the residents were under the ag~ of twenty five. The rest of the 
residents were pretty well evenly distributed among the age groups 
and sexes. 

Of those reporting occupation, forty two percent indicated that 
'they were retired, twenty percent indicated that they were 
professionals, fourteen percent indicated that they were labourers, 
and ·eleven percent indicated that they were unemployed 

Fifty three percent of respondents indicated that there were no 
smokers in the household. 

Fifty seven percent of the respondents also indicated that their 
apartments were occupied an average of twenty to twenty four hours 
a day. In addition, ninety seven percent of residents indicated 
that their units were occupied at least twelve hours a day. 

When questioned about opening windows, all respondents indicated 
that the windows were opened regularly in good weather in order to 
get fresh air into the apartment. 

All respondents indicated that exhaust fans were available in the 
bathrooms and kitchen. The bathroom fan was always used because it 
was connected by a single switch system to the light. 

No apartments had their own laundry facility but a common facility 
is available in the basement. No particular trends were noted as to 
when and how often laundry was done. However it became apparent 
that the laundry room is iri operation at least twelve hours each 
day. 

The complaints most commonly encountered did not pertain to air 
quality but were associated with air tightness. The most common 
complaint was extreme drafts and leaks through windows. In 
addition, condensation was reported and observed on many of the 
windows and bathroom fixtures. 

Detailed analyses of the survey results did not identify any . 
specific building air quality problems however a few problem areas 
were noted: 

The occupant of apartment 211 indicated that the air was dry and 
that there always seemed to be a mouldy or musty smell. The 
occupant complained of headaches, dry eyes, sneezing, and stuffy 
nose. Mold and moisture stains were observed around the windows. 
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Many occupant complaints included: 

- mould around windows 
- dry air 

. - cooking smells in apartment 
condensation around toilets causing dampness in washrooms 

- draft windows 
- heavy condensation on the windows 
- smells around the garbage chute. 

In addition, the occupants from the north west side of the fourth 
floor complained of bad odours coming from the corridor. 

When asked about temperature (86 %) responded that it was okay. The 
remaining (24 %) thought that it was neither hot or too cold. 

When asked to describe the air, 58% wer~ satisfied, 31% felt it was 
too dry, and the remainder felt it was stagnant, stale or drafty. 

When questioned about odour, 26% responded positively. However, 
only 6% were frequently bothered by odours. Cooking and garbage 
odours were noted. 

Five respondents indicated a history of allergies - 4 respiratory 
and one skin allergy. Allergies were no worse while in the 
building. 

Seven respondents suffer various symptoms, such as tiredness, sore 
and dry throat which they feel are due to the building. · 

Twenty nine respondents noted condensation and/or mold around 
windows. In 7 cases, there was also condensation reported around 
toilets. 

3.3 Discussion 

Examination of the ventilation systems in both buildings indicated 
that they were insufficient to meet the ventilation requirements of 
the apartment units. Both buildings depended on air infiltration 
and ventilation through openable windows to meet fresh air 
requirements. 

Common occupant complaints dealt more with infiltration problems, 
especially around windows, than air quality problems. The occupants 
complaints regarding drafts were therefore taken into consideration 
when air tightness and air movement testing was conducted. 
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Based on the information obtained from the surveys, it was 
determined that it was not necessary to test for Volatile Organic 
Compounds, Ozone, or Asbestos. No particular air quality problems 
were identified therefore, as a matter of standard procedure, a 
series of tests were conducted to monitor Carbon Dioxide, Carbon 
Monoxide, Relative Humidity, Temperature, Radon, Bioaerosols, 

. Formaldehyde, and Total Suspended Particulate levels. 
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4.0 PHYSICAL TESTING 

Physical testing was conducted in order to monitor air tightness, 
air movement, and indoor air quality in the test buildings. Testing 
was conducted in February and march of 1991 in order to help assure 
that the maximum number of windows and doors controlled by the 
building occupants were closed. 

Air tightness testing was conducted using the fan depressurization 
method; air movement testing was conducted using point source 
release of tracer gas to measure contaminant migration; and air 
quality was measured by monitoring various contaminant levels. 

4.1 Air Tightness Testing 

Air tightness testing was conducted in late February and early 
March of 1991. The objective of the testing was to determine the 
component air leakage through the walls and slabs of each storey of 
the test buildings. Testing and calculation procedures were 
conducted in accordance to National Standard Of Canada #CAN/CGSB-
149 .10-M86 · - " Determination of the Air Tightness of Building 
Envelopes by the Fan Depressurization Method" - and in accordance 
to the procedures outlined in the CMHC publication "Establishing 
The Protocol for Measuring Air Leakage and Air Flow Patterns in 
High~Rise Apartment Buildings". 

A testing procedure was established with the objective of 
.minimizing the testing which was required while maximizing the 
results obtained. Thirteen physical air leakage tests were to be 
conducted on each building and as a result data for twenty one 
tests would be obtained. The test set ups are listed in Table 1 of 
Appendix V. 

The data from the physical tests was used to conduct "paper tests" 
in which further data was. generated. These "paper tests" consisted 
of combining measured flows from previous tests to estimate flows 
through different building components under similar conditions. 

Based· on the procedures outlined in CAN/CGSB-149.10-M86, the actual 
measurement data was corrected for differences in air density 
between the reference and calibration conditions and between the 
indoor and outdoor air temperature. The resultant flows were those 
which would occur under the reference conditions where atmospheric 
pressure would be 101.325 kPa and the inside and outside 
temperatures would both equal 20 °C. 

The corrected flows were then used 
coefficient (C) and the flow exponent 
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generate a representative equation of the form Q=C~Pn relating 
pressure to the flow through the unbalanced building components. · 

A detailed explanation of the testing and calculation procedures 
appears in Appendix III. 

4.la Building I 

Building I was the first building tested. The desired pressure 
differentials, which we.re expected to be generated, were not 
obtained during the testing. As a result, a great deal of time was 
lost attempting to determine why the desired pressures were not 
being achieved. Due to the problems which were encountered, the 
planned testing sequence was not followed. Appendix IV outlines the 
problems encountered during the testing and presents detailed 
analyses of the data which was obtained. 

Although the planned testing sequence was not followed, several 
tests were successfully completed. Exterior wall leakage tests 
were performed on the first five storeys of the building and on 
four adjacent apartments on the fifth storey. The slabs were 
successfully balanced during the storey by storey testing. However, 
it was not possible to balance the slabs during the individual 
apartment testing since access to the apartments above and below 
the test unit was not available. 

The tests for determining slab leakage rates were not performed. 
For the purposes of analyzing the data, the slab leakage rate was 
therefore assumed to be 5% of the total leakage determined for the 
floor. This estimate was based on information obtained from the 
CMHC protocol mentioned previously. 

The external wall leakage rates for each floor and for each 
apartment were then determined and normalized. The normalized 
leakage rates determined for each floor were then compared to each 
other and the normalized leakage rates determined for each 
apartment were compared to each other. In addition, the average 
normalized leakage rate determined for the apartments was compared 
to the normalized leakage rate -determined for the fifth floor. The 
comparison of this data illustrated several points. 

The wall leakage rates determined for some stories were quite close 
to the wall leakage rate determined for other floors. This was 
particularly evident in the comparison of the first, fourth and 
fifth floors. The wall leakage determined for other floors, 
however, varied considerably from the others. This is evident when 
the data for the second and third stories is studied. The wall 
leakage rates determined for the individual apartments ~ompared 
quite well to each other. As with the story by story analyses, 
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however, a great variance was noted between one unit and the 
others. Table 1 lists the air change rates at 50 Pa associated with 
the exterior wall component of the zones listed. 

TABLE 1: BUILDING I - LEAKAGE THROUGH WALLS 

ZONE AIR CHANGES PER HOUR @ 50 Pa 

Apt 501 7.2 

Apt 503 6.1 

Apt 505 7.7 

Apt 507 7.9 

5th Floor 5.5 

4th Floor 5.2 

3rd Floor 7.4 

2nd Floor 4.2 

1st Floor 5.4 

These air change rates were based on the leakage rates through the 
exterior wall of the zone under an external presiure differential 
of 50 Pa. The air changes are in terms of the air changes of the 
particular zone. For example, the leakage through the external wall 
of apartment 501 will cause the air in that apartment to change 
itself 7.2 times. 

The average of the normalized leakage rates determined for the 
apartments was compared to the normalized leakage rate determined 
for the fifth floor. The two corresponded quite well. This 
indicates that, in this particular case, the estimate that the slab 
would account for 5% of the total flow for the floor is reasonable. 

The overall results, however, demonstrate that although the 
assumptions taken about the slabs seem to be relatively valid in 
this case, there ·is a great amount of variance which can exist 
within an individual building component. This is evident when the 
variance .of some of the wall leakage rates are considered. 

4.lb Building II 

Based on the experience gained from testing Building I, it was 
decided to conduct the planned testing · sequence on Building I I 
regardless as to whether or not the desired maximum pressure 
differential was obtained. During this testing, a higher success 
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rate was achieved in obtaining pressure differentials of over 30 
Pa. Appendix V presents a detailed analyses of the data obtained 
from testing Building II. 

Each of the physical tests met the CAN/CGSB standard. When the 
"paper tests" were performed, however, it was · found that several of 
the results failed to meet the standard. 

From subsequent examination of the data, it was determined that the 
integrity of the measured flows associated with the third floor 
became questionable. The measured combinec;i flow through the 
external walls and the lower slab was only marginally greater than 
the measured flow through the external wall by itself. The 
difference between the two ranged from 0.4% to 4.3%. A similar 
situation occurred between the mea_sured combined flow through the 
external walls and the upper slab and th~ measured flow through the 
external wall by itself. In this case the difference between the 
two ranged from 1.6% to 9.9%. 

The accepted margin of error for this type of testing is ± 5%. When 
the calculated differences between the measured values are taken as 
a percent of the measured values, these are, for the most part, 
found to be ~maller than a reasonable error estimation for either 
of the measurements. This problem reduces the reliability of the 
calculated flows through the upper and lower slabs which in turn 
effect the calculated flows for the floor above and . the floor · 
below. 

For each floor, the percentage influence of each building component 
(lower slab, walls, upper slab) was determined. In studying and 
comparing the graphs which were generated, it becomes apparent that 
the component breakdown of air leakage for the basement, first, 
fifth and sixth floors, remained relatively constant from pressure 
to pressure while the second, third, and fourth floors' component 
breakdown tended to vary substantially from pressure to pressure. 
The variance noted for the second, third and fourth floors is 
directly related to the flows associated with the third floor's 
upper and lower slabs. 

When studying the data for the other floors, it can be seen that the 
contribution of the slab is much greater than the .4 to 9. 9% 
indicated by the third floor slabs. The basement, first floor, 
fifth floor and sixth floor all indicate that the influence of the 
slab is in the neighbourhood of 10 to 20% of the total flow. This 
again brings into question the integrity of the third floor data. 
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The air chang~ rates attributed to each component of each floor was 
determined and are presented in Table 2. 

TABLE 2: BUILDING II - AIR CHARGE RATES 

AIR CHANGES PER HOUR (ACH) @ 50 Pa 
FLOOR 

OVERALL LOWER SLAB WALLS UPPER SLAB 

BASEMENT 7.7 5.9 1. 84 

lST 4.6 1. 37 2.5 0.80 

2ND 9.8 0.79 4.3 0.18 

·3RD 5.5 0.18 5.4 0.03 

4TH 3.9 0.03 3.6 0.48 

5TH 5.8 0.48 3.8 1. 43 

6TH 6.0 1.55 4.5 

The influence of the slabs is relatively small when compared to the 
influence of the walls. Since the air tightness values of the slab 
separations were obtained indirectly by subtracting the exterior 
wall leakage from the - combined leakage, the flows determined for 
the slabs are very sensitive to even the smallest error in the 
measurement of the combined flows. 

Something as simple as turning an exhaust fan on during a test 
could therefore have · serious consequences in the slab flow 
determination. 

In order to provide_ a fair comparison between floors, plots of 
normalized leakage rates verses pressure differential were 
generated for each type of component. The results clearly indicated 
that the air tightness of the exterior walls varied from storey to 
storey. When the leakage rates for the slabs were compared, these 
too were found to vary from floor to floor. This comparison also 
demonstrated the problems which exist with the third floor data. 
The flow through the 3rd to 4th floor slab was actually found to 
decrease with increased pressure. This is a physical impossibility 
although the data all falls within the margin of error for the 
test. 

These results again echo the problems which exist with the third 
floor data. The conclusion must be drawn that either the third 
floor slabs are very tight - and consequently the small measured 
flows are subject to great sensitivity - or that there was an 
unaccountable factor which influenced the measured readings . 
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•. le Discussion 

Taking all these factors into consideration, the most definite 
conclusion which may be drawn from these results indicate that the 
influence of a particular building component varies from .floor to 
floor. For example, the individual slab components range in 
influence from as little as 4% of a floor's flow to almost 25% of 
a floor's flow; This would indicate very tight to very leaky slabs. 

Subsequently, it can be concluded that it is not a legitimate 
practice to estimate the influence of a particular building 
component ( ie a slab). based solely on the construction of the 
building. The effectiveness of the construction technique, no 
matter how sophisticated,_ is at the mercy of the quality of the 
workmanship which went into the building. A large database needs to 
be developed before any general conclusions can be dawn for each 
component construction type. 

The 5% slab leakage assumption used for Building I proved valid in 
the case of the fifth floor. However, further verification is 
required to determine if this assumption is valid for the other 
floors. 

The testing sequence was set up so as to minimize the physical 
testing required. As a result, the leakage through certain 
components of the building, specifically the exterior walls on some 
floors which could have been measured directly, were calculated 
from data obtained from other tests. Due to the great inaccuracies 
involved in determining the leakage through the slabs, this 
procedure proved to be insufficient as problems where amplified 
when one derived value was used to determine another derived value. 
This clearly becomes evident when the problems encountered on the 
third floor of Building II is considered. In short, anything that 
can be measured directly should be measured directly. This results 
in more data of higher integrity, and thus more reliable 
conclusions may be drawn. 

As indicated earlier, since air tightness values of the slabs are 
obtained indirectly from measured values, and since the influence 
of the slabs is relatively small when compared to the influence of 
the walls, the flows determined for the slabs are sensitive to even 
the smal1est errors in the measurement of the combined flows. This 
is a strong argument for minimizing the number ·of leakage rates 
determined indirectly. Consideration must also be given to other 
sources of errors which are present during pressurization testing. 

Errors can be present in pressurization measurements due to the 
test conditions. This may include factors such as physical 
characteristics of the building leaks or the ~eather conditions, 
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such as ~emperature and wind speed, which existed during the test. 

Some building leaks may behave differently when the inside is at a 
higher pressure than the outside, as opposed to the inside pressure 
being lower. Testing the building at both positive and negative 
pressure differences would avoid serious errors due to extreme 
directional effects due to directional openings. 

A significant inside~outside temperature difference will cause a 
pressure difference across the building envelope that varies with 
height. This may lead to results which may not correctly 
characterize the building's leakage. 

Excessive wind speeds induce unsteady exterior pressures which 
inhibit the establishment of a constant inside-outside pressure 
difference during a test. On upwind building faces, the static 
pressures are higher due to the stagnation of the wind velocity. To 
reduce the errors due to wind effect, a mixing box was used to 
average the pressures · on the four faces of the building. The 
pressure taps were located on each test floor at the _positions 
indicated by Figure 1 and Figure 2. This technique improves the 
accuracy of.the pressure measurement, however, it assumes that each 
building face represents one quarter of the leakage sites. This 
technique does not take into account the non-uniform distribution 
of leakage sites on the four faces of the building. In addition, 
the leakage through the floor or ceiling might not be properly 
represented by this averaged pressure either. 

According to the National Building Code, the internal walls of a 
residential apartment unit should be smoke tight. Therefore the 
internal walls should actually be tighter than the external walls. 
Since apartment units have less external wall area than a 
residential home, the apartment uni ts should actually be more 
airtight than residential homes. According to 1989 AIRTIGHTNESS 
SURVEY, co-sponsored by CMHC and CHBA, the national norm of leakage 
rates in conventionally built residential homes is 3 ACH at 50 Pa. 
R-2000 residential homes are usually less than 1.5 ACH at 50 Pa. 
Apartment units in high-rise buildings should have leakage rates in 
the neighbourhood of 1 to 3 ACH at 50 Pa. 

Countries such as Sweden have already initiated programs that 
specify building tightness standards in new construction. 1 The 
maximum air leakage rate has been set at 1 ACH at 50 Pa for multi-

1 . Jackman, P.J., 1984. "Review of building airtightness and 
ventilation standards," The Implementation and Effectiveness of Air 
Infiltration Standards in Buildings - 5th AIC Conference 
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family buildings of three or more stories. The results of this 
study indicate leakage rates of 5 to 10 times this rate. 

As can be seen from Table 1 and Table 2, Building I's external 
walls are extremely leaky compared to Building II. This could 
account for the inability of the test team to generate the desired 
pressure differentials at B~ilding I. 

Previous testing, conducted in 1985 by Heat Seal Limited, 
identified several leakage sources in the building. The current 
testing and interviews with tenants confirmed many of these 
locations as sources _of continuing problems. The. problem areas 
which have been identified are listed below: 

Through air conditioner heater unit 
Around the air conditioner heating units 
Electrical outlets on exterior walls 
Around window sills 
Around operable windows 
Window Mullions 
Exterior wall baseboard 
Plaster cracks around windows 
Around heaters 
All around kitchen cabinets 
Electrical, telephone, cable t.v. outlets interior walls 
Around plumbing pipes 
Around fans 
Around door frames 
Around dryer vents 
Around electrical panel 
Around light fixture and smoke detector 
Interior wall baseboards 
Floor drain in Laundry room 
Mechanical penetrations through concrete slab 
Through exterior block joist at concrete slab 
Through exterior block 
Around steel columns 
Joists in exterior gyplap sheeting 

Some of these problem areas have been corrected in some of the 
units. However, it must be realized that simply sealing locations, 
such as electrical outlets, does not solve the overall problems. By 
simply sealing one leakage site, the leaking air will be redirected 
to another location. The issue of making the overall building 
envelope tighter has to be addressed if any significant gains are 
to be made. 

The commercial building sector has fallen behind the residential 
home sector in research and development as it relates to air 
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tightness. Further studies directed towards improving air 
tightness of individual apartment units is necessary. 

Information regarding leakage through exterior walls and between 
storey slabs has been obtained - in this study. However, further 
information pertaining to internal wall leakage rates needs to be 
assembled. 

4.2 Air Movement Testing 

Tracer gas testing was conducted with the objective of providing a 
mechanism by which indoor airflow patterns within a test building 
could be qualitatively be studied. Based on information received 
from the building and occupant questionnaires, specific release 
sites and sampling locations were identified for each test 
building. Testing was conducted in late February and early March of 
1991. 

Testing was conducted by instantaneously releasing a specified 
amount of tracer gas (SF6 ) at the release site. At specified 
intervals during the test, air samples were taken at the release 
site and at designated sampling locations throughout the building. 
Due to budgetary constraints, only four sampling locations on four 
floors of each building were selected. Two tests were conducted on 
each building with different release sites being selected for each 
test. 

The testing procedure followed was based on testing procedures 
presented in "ESTABLISHING THE PROTOCOL FOR MEASURING AIR LEAKAGE 
AND AIR FLOW PATTERNS IN HIGH RISE APARTMENT BUILDINGS" and on ASTM 
standard # E741-83 - STANDARD TEST METHOD FOR DETERMINING AIR 
LEAKAGE RATE BY TRACER DILUTION. A description of the testing 
procedure appears Appendix VI. Gas chromatography with electron 
capture was used to determine the tracer gas concentrations in the 
samples. 

Tracer gas concentrations which were detected were found to be much 
lower than initially expected. Upon further examination it was 
determined that vacutainers punctured with a syringe needle appear 
to have tracer gas loss due to diffusion through the syringe needle 
hole in the septa. Analysis of known sample concentrations checked 
on successive days demonstrated this problem. 

The data therefore does not provide quantitative information 
regarding tracer gas concentration dispersal. However, it does 
provide information on tracer gas flow patterns. Detailed analysis 
of the tracer gas tests appears in Appendix VII. 
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4.2a Building I 

Analysis of the tracer gas data obtained for Building I indicated 
that there is a tendency for the tracer gas to rise ~o the upper 
floors and congregate on the leeward side of the building. This 
indicated that the wind and the stack effect were the most 
influential factors effecting air movement in the building. Such a 
finding would indicate that the building is not very air tight. 

This finding is echoed by informal discussions with tenants 
regarding electrical bills. Although not formally addressed in the 
survey and therefore not analyzed scientifically, the responses 
from many tenants indicated that electrical bills tended to be 
lower in the upper and southern facing apartments. Some tenants 
even noted that on cold days with northerly winds they do not have 
to turn on their heat. A formal study into electrical consumption 
correlated with information regarding position within the building 
and outside weather conditions may be another avenue of approach in 
assessing the influence of wind and stack effects on air movement. 

4.2b Building II 

Analysis of the tracer gas data obt~ined for Building II did not 
reveal any discernable trends in the air flow patterns of the 
building. No correlation between wind direction and higher tracer 
gas concentrations could be determined. 

Higher ·concentrations were noted on the upper floors ·indicating 
that the stack effect could be playing a roll. In the case where 
the gas was released on a middle floor, none of the gas was 
detected migrating downwards as no tracer gas concentrations were 
detected on the lower floors. 

When variances in tracer gas concentrations were . correlated to 
occupant activity, some trends we~e noted. This tends to indicate 
that the factor influencing tracer gas distribution within this 
building is internal building activity. Opening and closing doors, 
elevator activity, exhaust fans, and even people walking around all 
creates air movement which moves the tracer gas around. 

4.2c.Discussion 

Generally, apartments in closer proximity to the garbage chute, 
stairwells or elevators experienced the greatest rise in tracer gas 
concentration. It was noted that in Building I the sampling 
location located furthest away from the corridor experienced the 
slowest initial increase in tracer gas concentration. In addition, 
it was noted that the upper floors of both buildings tended to 
reach peak concentrations at a later time than the other floors. 
All these factors suggest that stack effect caused the contaminant 
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to disperse into the corridor on every floor from the garbage 
chute, stair and elevator shafts. The contaminant would then 
migrate into individual apartment units from the corridor. 

The extent and rate of this migration would depend on wind speed 
and direction, stack action, and on the use of exhaust fans in the 
apartments. The influence of the wind was particularly strong in 
Building I which was apparently not as tight as Building II. 

Concurrently, with the increase in quality of building construction 
and the subsequent increase in air tightness of the building, the 
influence of climatic parameters, such as wind, is reduced. Other 
parameters gain a greater influence on the air movement. In such 
cases, the influence of the building occupants becomes much more 
prevalent as indicated in the results for Building II. 

With the influence of the building occupants on air movement 
becoming of greater importance, the source of error due to the 
movement of the sampling team inside the building, opening and 
closing corridor doors, becomes increasingly important. 

Further testing is required in Building II if any clear air flow 
patterns are to be detected. More sampling locations would be 
required on more floors. In conducting further tests, ho~ever, the 
expenses involved in sample analyses need to be considered. 

4.3 Air Quality Testing 

Investigations into indoor air quality is often broken down into 
preliminary assessment, simple measurements, and complex 
measurements. The preliminary assessment was conducted in the form 
of site inspections and investigation of potential problems and 
complaints by use of occupant and building questionnaires. 
Examples of these questionnaires appear in Appendix IX. The results 
of the questionnaire have already been discussed. The simple 
measurements were conducted in those areas indicated by the 
preliminary assessment. These measurements are dealt with in this 
section. Complex measurements were not conducted. No definite air 
quality problems were identified although some areas where further 
investigation would be beneficial were noted. 

Air quality testing was conducted during March and April of 1991. 
The tests which were conducted were selected as a result of 
studying the preliminary air quality assessment. The objective of 
the testing was to identify any air quality problems which might 
exist and to indicate areas where further testing would be 
required. 
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Respondents in both buildings indicated that odours seemed to be 
originating from the garbage chute. In Building I, an occupant 
adjacent to the garbage chute noticed mould growth along the wall 
shared with the garbage chute . In Building II, mould growth was 
detected around several windows. Based on these responses it was 
decided to conduct Bioaerosal sampling . in both Buildings. In 
Building I the units adjacent to the garbage chute were identified 
as the sampling locations. 

Complaints regarding the stuffiness and the staleness of the air 
occurred in both buildings. Such complaints are indicative of 
Carbon Dioxide (C02 ) and Relative Humidity (RH) problems. co2 and 
RH monitoring was therefore performed. 

A few occupants in both buildings complained of eye or respiratory 
tract irritation. It was unclear whether such complaints were due 
to allergies or not. It was therefore decided to test for 
formaldehyde (CH20) which could be another cause of such symptoms. 

Both buildings are constructed of concrete which is a potential 
source of Radon. Testing was therefore conducted . to detect any 
possible concentrations of radon in the building. 

Several occupants in both buildings complained of dust 
accumulation. Therefore TSP (Total Suspended Particulates) sampling 
was also conducted. 

Three sampling locations per building were chosen to conduct co 2 , 
CO, CH20, Radon, RH, T, and TSP testing. In addition, a control 
location in the lobby of each building was selected for gathering 
further Radon and CH20 samples. ·Two series at bioaerosol samples 
were taken in each building. Details of the testing techniques and 
the subsequent analyses is presented in Appendix VIII. 

,.la Building I _ 

No quantifiable bioaerosol levels were detected in Building L 
Both runs, incubated at different temperatures, produced no 
measurable results. Radon, CH20, co2 , CO, RH, and T levels all 
remained within the Health and Welfare Canada guidelines. co2 
levels did have a tendency to increase with increased occupancy. 
This result is expected. 

The CO levels noted in apartment 104, adjacent to the parking 
garage, was noticeably transient with peaks occurring in the 
morning and evenings. The RH tended to fluctuate with outside 
weather conditions. 
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The TSP levels in apartment 104 were particularly high (200 ug/m3 
when accepted level is only 40 ug/m3) . Again, this may be linked 
to the proximity of the apartment unit to the parking garage. As 
noted in the survey results, the occupant had reported soot around 
his heaters. 

4-3b Building II 

Radon, CH20, C02 , CO, RH and T levels all remained within the 
guidelines set by Health and Welfare Canada. co2 levels did vary 
with occupancy and did approach and exceed the 1000 ppm level with 
two or more occupants. RH levels tended to fluctuate with outside 
weather conditions. TSP levels were excessive in apartments which 
contained smokers. Although 40 ug/m3 is the recommended exposure 
guidelines, levels as high as 77 ug/m3 were measured. Apart from 
one location which had a lot of plants, all Bioaerosol levels were 
within Agriculture Canada's recommended guidelines. 

4.3c Discussion 

Generally, .air quality is acceptable for occupants of both 
buildings. This is reasonable, given the -few complaints of poor 
air quality and symptoms associated with air quality which were 
received. 

co2 levels does increase with occupancy and often exceeds 1000 ppm 
in apartments with two or more occupants. Studies of office air 
quality have indicated that complaints appear to increase when co 2 
levels are at or above lOOOppm. Apartments occupied by smokers 
will h~ve higher TSP and CO levels. 

Particularly high levels of CO and TSP were noted in apartment 104 
of Building I. Trends were noted in CO levels which would tend to 
correspond to parking garage activity. Further study is required 
in order to better understand the relationship between the . air 
quality of apartment 104 and the parking garage activity. 
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5.0 GENERAL DISCUSSION 

This study was undertaken with the objective of assessing air 
tightness, air movement, and indoor air quality problems in high 
rise apartment buildings with particular attention being directed 
at linking such problems to comfort related complaints regarding 
temperature fluctuations and smells. 

Occupant questionnaire responses did contain comments regarding 
temperature fluctuations and smells but the majority of complaints 
dealt with drafts and other leakage problems. 

Air tightness testing conducted on both buildings indicated that 
both buildings were very leaky by international standards. In 
addition, Building I was found to be substantially more leaky than 
Building II. The air tightness of the buildings tended to have a 
dominant effect on the other building characteristics. This is 
particularly evident in Building I. 

When the air movement testing was conducted on Building I, it was 
found that the outside weather conditions dominated .the tracer gas 
migration. The stack effect carried the gas up the building 
through the garbage chute, stair wells, and elevator shafts and the 
wind moved the gas towards the leeward side of the building. 

Apart from apartment 104, which was located adjacent to the 
southern side of the parking garage, air quality in Building I was 
very good. Of particular note is the fact that no bioaerosals could 
be located in the building. As indicated, apartment 104 did 
experience higher co2 , CO, and TSP levels than would normally be 
expected. Further investigation is required · to determine any 
connection between the parking garage and these high contaminant 
levels. 

Building II was found to be substantially tighter than Building I. 
As a result the influence of the outside weather conditions on 
internal air movement was markedly declined. The stack effect still 
played a role, however occupant activity seemed to have the 
greatest influence on air movement. More testing utilizing a 
greater number of sampling locations is required if any discernable 
air flow patterns are to be noted in the building. 

CO~, Radon, and RH levels were all higher in Building II than in 
Building I. This could be linked to the fact that Building II is 
tighter than Building I. Bioaerosols were also detected. All 
contaminant levels, except TSP in smokers' apartments, remained 
within government recommended guideline. 

This increase in contaminant levels is indicative of situations 
which will occur if adequate mechanical ventilation is not provided 
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in buildings to substitute for natural i?filtration as buildings 
are built tighter. 

No testing was conducted to measure the effectiveness of the 
mechanical ventilation systems to deliver fresh air throughout the 
buildings. This also could be an area of further study . 

. Normal air change rates used in the design calculations to 
determine heater sizing range up to a maximum of 1. 5 ACH. The 
present infiltration standards of NRC indicate a required 
infiltration rate of 0.1 l/s/m. The results for both buildings 
which were tested in~icate air change rates u~ to 6.5 times this 
value. The apartments would require 237 W/m to sustain normal 
heating capacity of . 54 W/m2 • The 1. 5 ACT rate was based on an 
average wind speed of 48 km/h which generates 75 Pa pressure 
differentials on exterior wall faces. While no conclusive evidence 
is available and no conclusions are readily apparent to contradict 
the validity of the calculated air change rate, the values 
determined are significantly higher than the norm. Apartments 
examined do not experience extreme cold as would be the case 
implied by the air change rate determined in the tests. Possible 
contributing factors could be fan back draft dampers not sealing or 
other items in the mechanical system which can provide a 
significant area for air leakage if improper closure occurs. The 
protocol documents do not require sealing of all mechanical system 
air diffusion devices which can contribute significantly to air 
change rates in the experimental procedures outlined in these 
documents. However, at Building I all devices, openings and other 
air leakage sources were meticulously sealed and still high air 
changes were observed. 

International standards are directing leakage rates for apartment 
units to be in the neighbourhood of one air change per hour at 50 
Pa. In order to achieve this, further studies need to be directed 
towards determining leakage rates from individual apartments with 
particular attention being given to individual apartment components 
such as windows, mechanical systems and internal 11 smoke tight 11 

walls. 

As buildings become tighter, equal effort will need to be directed 
at maintaining adequate mechanical ventilation to the apartment 
units. Only by doing this will air quality and air movement 
standards be maintained• Ventilation systems are basic in both the 
buildings examined in this study with ventilation requirements 
handled by the openable windows. First cost considerations are the 
prime concern of the developer and not items which pay over the 
life of the project. Improvements in energy efficiency through the 
reduction of air infiltration and the subsequent need for 
mechanical ventilation to replace the need for openable windows 
will not be the norm in building construction in the near future 
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unless developers are forced by regulatory means to meet energy 
consumption targets. 

From an energy efficiency standpoint the buildings examined in this 
study demonstrate that significant energy wastage is occurring. 
Air infiltration contributes to a~ much as 40 percent of the total 
energy consumed in building construction and the buildings examined 
under this study are exceeding this value. While the scope of this 
project involves the air infiltration thtough exterior walls and 
not overall energy efficiency, it is prudent, in light of present 
trends to improve energy efficiency, to state that the buildings 
examined are wasting energy and contributing to the environmental 
problems such as global warming. 

While no evidence was apparent in the testing of each building 
regarding moisture damage internally, the high air infiltration 
rates should contribute to the potential of water damage in the 
exterior walls. The rain screen effect of curtain wall 
construction is handicapped by the number of leakage sites in the 
wall cavity. Judging by the air infiltration values recorded the 
potential exists to have moisture penetration into the buildings. 

Testing methodology used for this project requires refiI).ement to 
become more practical. The air infiltration methods as described 
in the documentation forwarded by CMHC to be used for this project 
neglects to emphasize the importance of sealing any and all 
potential sites for air infiltration into the . test area. Common 
items include air diffusers and grilles for the mechanical 
ventilation systems, dryer vents, washroom exhaust vents and range 
hoods. Any one grille left uncovered during the test can 
contribute an area for air infiltration significantly greater than 
the area in the wall structure and of much lower resistance to 
airflow as to the invalidate the results obtained. Quality control 
of this effect is extremely cumbersome and plays havoc with the 
budgeted time for the field analysis, but it is a vital part of the 
success of the study. Future test documentation must explain and 
emphasize this exercise to insure proper results are achieved. 

Air movement testing proved to be extremely time consuming and 
difficult in both buildings examined. Difficulties encountered 
revolved around the test sampling frequency and the manpower 
required to perform the testing. Also, analysis facilities cannot 
measure the extremely low levels of sulphur dioxide content 
captured during the test sampling easily and errors can result from 
the handling and processing of the samples obtained. 
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the problems encountered during the testing, and the 
findings resulting form the analysis, this investigation into air 
tightness, air movement, and indoor air quality presents the 
following recommendations. 

l) Conduct Further Air Tightness Testing On Both Buildings. 
2) Create A Large Building Data Base. 
3) Assess Influence of Parking Garage. 
4) Include Margin of Error Analysis Techniques. 
5) Implement A Greater Amount of Direct Testing. 
6) Implement Test Repetition. 
7) Use More Sampling Locations. 
8) Prepare Control Sample of Known Tracer Gas Concentrations. 
9) Establish More Meticulous Air Ti9htness Testing Procedures. 

1) Conduct Further Air Tightness Testing On Both Buildings. 

Both buildings were very leaky when compared to international 
standards. Further testing is required in both buildings in order 
to determine the air tightness of between-apartment internal walls 
and in order to identify primary leakage areas. In Building I, 
further testing is also required in order to verify the validity of 
the assumption regarding the slab leakage rate (ie. slab leakage 
was assumed to be 5% of the total leakage determined for the 
storey). 

2) Create A Large Building Data Base 

A larger data base is required if general assumptions about 
buildings in Atlantic Canada are to be drawn from this study. 
Comparison of building components of like construction has 
demonstrated the greater variability of leakage rates which can 
result within a particular component type. In addition, the two 
buildings compared here, although very similar to each other, are 
not typical of the construction style in the St. John's area. More 
studies of different types need to be conducted before general 
assumptions can be made. 

3) Assess Influence of Parking Garage 

The high TSP levels and the transient CO levels noted in apartment 
104 of Building I, located adjacent to the parking garage, has 
indicated a link between parking garage activity and indoor air 
quality. Further air quality testing of the units adjacent to the 
parking garage is required in order to assess the impact of the 
parking garage on ~ir quality. 
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4) Include Margin of Error Analysis Techniques 

The air tightness testing and the air movement testing procedures 
both have a large margin of error associated with the measurement 

· techriiques. Effort should be directed at reducing the margin of 
error and including such error in the techniques used to analyze 
the data. In this way the validity of the data and the associated 
calculations may be readily assessed. 

5) Implement a Greater Amount of Direct Testing 

Flow values derived from measured v~lues are very susceptible to 
errors in the measured values. This is especially relevant to 
cases where the derived valve is small in comparison to the 
measured value. Such problems are amplified when one derived value 
is used to determine another derived value. In order to minimize 
this problem, any component leakage which can be measured directly 
should be measured directly. 

6) Implement Test Repetition 

The accepted margin of error for air tightness measurements is ±5%. 
Something as simple as a single exhaust fan can effect the measured 
air flow values substantially. For that reason, individual tests 
should be repeated at least twice in order to assess the integrity 
of the measured values obtained. Al though testing costs will 
increase, so too will the data integrity and the reliability of the 
results. 

7) Use More Sampling Locations 

The most important constraint placed on tracer gas testing is the 
analysis costs involved. Budgetary constraints limits the number 
of samples which may be used during the testing. This limits the 
ability of the test to detect discernable air flow patterns in 
tighter buildings, such as Building I I, where outside climatic 
factors do not have such a great influence. 

8) Prepare Control Sample of Known Tracer Gas Concentrations 

Vacutainers previously punctured with a syringe needle appear to 
have SF6 loss due to diffusion through the syringe needle hole in 
the septa. In order to compensate for this, either the sampling 
procedure used in tracer gas testing must be changed to eliminate 
the need to puncture the septa, or control samples containing known 
tracer gas concentrations should be prepared in the same manner and 
at the same time as the tracer gas samples are taken. These 
control samples would provide a method by which the sample 
diffusion rate could be quantified. 
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9) Establish More Meticulous Air Tightness Testing Procedures. 

In order to clearly isolate the air . leakage due to individual 
building components it is required to conduct more rigorous testing 
which isolates the particular component being tested. For example; 
all mechanical systems should be sealed when testing external 
walls. Tests should also be conducted to determine the flow rates 
associated with the individual building components such as windows 
and mechanical systems. 
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Building I 

St. John's, Ne~foundland 

Architectural and Hechanica1 Syste• Review 

1. 0 INTRODUCTION 

This is a 7 storey building of Simple rP.ctangular s~ape, built 
containing a total of 51 ap~rtments with 8 on a typical floor. 
has 5 and Leve] 7 (known as the PP.nthouse) has 6, somewhat larger 
rest, but \\ithin the snme perimeter. 

in 1982, 
Level ] 

than the 

Although built as an apartment blor.k the units am currently Olo;ned 
separately as condominiums. 

This revieK is based on the original construction drawings ·and on-site 
· inspections. It is assumed that construction proceeded in accordance with 

the drawings, except where any obvious differences have become evident. 

2. 0 ARCHITECTURAL REVIEli 

2. 1 GF:NERAl, DESTGN 

The general buildine design is extremely simple. The rectangular block nf 
c. on st r u ct i on i s surmounted h y an of f - centre r. uh e cont a i n i n g e 1 e \.a t or 
machinery. The roofs are "flat", though there are slight slopes to ronf
drains. There is a low parapet all round, ·averagine 600 mm in height. 
The main entrance is central, on [.p\-el 1, and is defined by a flat canopy. 

· The exterior is r.lad in brmrn hri r.k throughout except where lo;indolo;.S or.cur. 

The design uses windows to overcomP. the inevi tahle blandness of the 
building's form and cladding. There are ten types of windows, if one 
counts each size as a type. Windo~s on the Level 1 entrance facade are 
much laq~er than one ~ould normally find in apartments. On each level 
there are bay windows in the Living Rooms, those on the Penthouse level 
having sloped glass "roof" sections, while those on lower levels are 
oversailed by floor extensions. 

There are some common spar.es on Level 1, but these are m:in:imal - storage 
cubicles, a "Common Room" and a small parking garage. 

There a r e two elevators , centrally located, and a earhage chute seiving 
e<ich floor. A r.entrnl corridor at ear.h lP.vel gives access to nn exit 
sta:ir at ear.h end. 
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Some mechanical ventilation is providPrl to common spacRs and kitchens and 
bathrooms. which are plann~d typically alone the corridor spine, have the 
necessary' exhaust systems. Most lid ng spaces are dependent on openi nc 
windows for VP.ntilation as is customary in th~ r.ity, though on thP south 
sjde each apartment has a through Kall a:ir condHioner heloK the Lidi1£ 
Room windoK. Rea.tine is hy P.lHr.trir.ity, employine hosP.hoard-type units. 

2. 2 STRUCTURE 

ThP building's sttur.ture, except for thP steel roof, is unusual in this 
province, be~ne comprised of a "lift-slab" system, in ~hich steel columns 
are first erected and f1at .reinforced concrete floor slabs, cast on top of 
each other at ground level, are then jacked up the columns one by one to 
hP anchored in position by the welding of emhedd~d plates. The system may 
have econom:ir. odvantaees, hut has no :imp1:ications for the succP.ss of th8 
huilding in use as far as this study is concerned. 

2.3 ENVELOPE 

2.3.1 

The roof, which seems to be in reasonably good shape, is comprised 
of conventioMl built-up roofing on 75 mm of r:i£id :insulation on 38 
mm g~lvanized steel fluted deck, supported by open ~eb steel joists. 
A vapour barr:i er is assumed, thoueh not · confi rme<l hy the 
construction drawings. 

The same wal 1 system is usP.d throughout except on the roof-top 
enclosure and part of the East waJ J ·on Level l. Generally :it 
consists of a 100 mm brick veneer backed by a 45 mm air space, 12 mm 
exterior grade e;ypsum board, 150 mm steel studs and 12 mm :inter:ior 
gypsum board with 150 mm fibreglass batt insulation between the 
studs. Again, a vapour horri er :is assumed, though none is shmrn on 
the drawines. The cavity between the brick veneer and concrete slab 
edges :is filled with Styrofoam bottrd. Soffjts heloK bay windows 
have Glasweld -pRnels glued to 75 mm Styrofoam secured to the 
underside of the concrete floor slabs. 

The Elevator Machine Room walls are comprised of a field-assembled 
insulated metal wall system hadng 50 mm blanket insulation 
incorporated. 

Part of the Level 1 East wall has the brick veneer hacked up ~ith a 
45 mm air space, 150 mm concrete block and 75 mm styrofoam beneath 
12 mm gypsum boRrd on the interior. 

~alls below ground are generally of mass concrete w:ithout nny 
perimAtP.T fosu1ati.on. (No insulation under Leve1 1 slah-on-gracie 
either.) 
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2.3.4 

Nindot1s 

The Ki ndows a re of aluminum extrusions, f ac tory-f in i sheci in dark 
brown. It is not clear from the draKines or site insper.tion whether 
or not the sertions are thermally broken. Most of thP Kindows are 
of fixed lites, gasket-2lazed Kith hermet:icaJJy-seaJed clear £la7ine 
units, hut each major room has a sideways-slidine opening lite, 
screened with mesh. The slid .inc sashes are removahlf~, and nre 
weatherstripped with pile strips. 

Superfidal ly the windows are in good concH ti on, hut mo.st easkets 
have shrunk, leavine eaps at corner joints and some are displaced. 
The pi] e str:ippine appears to he :ineffective. There j s r.J e;n 
evidence of leakage at many windo~s, while th~ huildine manaeement 
complains of drafts and water. enterine he1o\\ windows dudnc 
rainstorms. The drawines give no r.lear details of the windoK 
installation. No flashin£S beJow sills are indicated, thoneh r.avhy 
flashings at windoK heads are shown. From the draKines it appears 
thnt the top-most hay windows reJy on only a pre-pa:inted steel 
flashing to proter.t the junr.tion of the sloped glazing with the 
brir.k wall. 

The front P.ntrance has st,rndarci gla7.e<l nluminum doors as do the rear 
apartments on Level 1. Exit doors are holloK metnl. Tnk~n toeether 
the doors are a very minor element in the envelope's pRrf~rmance. 

3. 0 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 

3. 1 GF.NF.RAL 

Mec:hanir.al systems present include residential erade pJumhfoe fixtures and 
related water supply and drainaee system, a wet pipe sprinkler system 
serving the basement apartment storage area and garbage chute, fire hose 
standpipe system, general ventilation providine make up ah for the 
r1part111ent exhaust fans, And mi sr.el laneous exhaust for the garbage room, 
elevator ·equipment room, janitor'~ room, and storage rooms. Each 
apctrtment on the south has a single throueh the wall air conditionfog unit 
and the offir.e area has a r.eHing mounterl water cooled ah r.ondHfonjne 
unit. 

3.2 DESTGN PRTLOSOPHY 

The mechanical systems installed in this buildine are minimal and s~tisfy 
r.ode and jurisdir.t:ionnl authority req11:irements for apartment huild:ines :in 
this area. 
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Each apartment has the required plumh:ing f:ixtures for a single (or double) 
bathroom, a kjtchen sink and a single domestic hot water tank. Provisjon 
is made for individual laundry use. 

Fire protection meP.ts the r.ode and locRl authority HHJuirements for the 
huildine at the time of construction. Protection consists of a wet pipe 
sprinkler system located in the basement · for the tenant storage area and 
a 1 so the garbaee chute. Fi re hose ca hi nets at each 1 evel provide the 
necessary occupant protection along with individuRl apartment multipurpose 
dry chemical fire ext:i neui sher s. A f :ire pump :is a 1 so used to ensure 
required water flow and pressure for the sprinkler and stand pipe system. 

Ventilation provided to this huildine is minimal and basically sat:isfies 
makeup air requirements only for the various apartment exhaust systems and 
also the m:isr.elJttneous exhausts on the f:irst level. It Wi'iS assumed by the 
des i g n er that occupant vent i 1 at i on w o u 1 d he oh t a fn e d h ~- the open ah 1 e 
windows in each apartment anrl not by mechanical vent:ili'ition systems . Air 
conditioning units are installed in this building for the o~cupi'ints on the 
south side of the building and in the office area. 

3.3 DETAILED SYSTEHS DESCRIPTIONS 

PLllHBING 

IndividuA] apRrtment plumbine: systems consist of a sine:1e washroom 
which has a resident:iaJ grade water closet, hc=ithtuh and lavatory. 
The kitchen has a sinele stainlAss steel kitchen sink. 

Domestic hot water is prov:ided by individ11al electric domestic hot 
water tanks located in each apartment. Each tank has a storae:e 
capacity of 136 litres and is heated by a single 3 kW electric 
heating element. 

Provision is also made for the connection of the laundry washer for 
the individual apartments. 

A sump pump is provided for the elevator pit which complies wjth 
code requirements. 

FIRE PROTECTION 

As stated previously, a wet pipe sprinkler system is provided {n the 
basement to provide protect:i on of the apartment tenant storaee 
spaces. Also, sprinklers are provided at the top of the earbage 
chute and also in the garbaee room, and at alternating floor levels 
in the garbage chute. 
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Fire hose cabinets are provided at each levAl. Fach cahinet has a 
4.5 Ke ARC rated ext:inguisher, a 38 mm fire hose and nozzle 
(normally referred to as a sm~11 · hose system), a 65 mm fireman's 
hose valve, and a tri na l_ spanner. 

Indiddua1 apartments han~ a 1.13 Ke wall mounted multipurpose fjre 
extineuisher. 

HF.CHANICAL VENTILATION 

Each apiirtment has a 5d nel e kitchen exhaust hood, a sing] e washroom 
exhaust fan, and a single laundry exhaust fan. Each of these fans 
exhausts dfrectly to the outside throueh individual ducts. ThesP. 
fans are control led solely by the occupants and are r.ite<l ,;s · 
fol] OKS: 

. 1 
• 2. 

washrooms -
Ranee Hood -

55 Lis 
l 00 Lis 

Makeup air for the apartments is provided by a fresh air supply unit 
1 ocated in a penthouse on the roof. The unit consists of a s:i ng] e 
42 k;; electric resistance heatine element, a supply fnn with a 
capacity of 1144 L/s at 505 Pa, and a throw away filter arrangement. 
The unit is time clor.k controlled. Duct-..;ork distributes itir to 
discharge erilles located in the corridor for each floor. 

Miscellaneous exhaust fnns an<l thP n~lated airflo\\ rates an:~ as 
follows: -

. 1 

.2 

.3 

.4 

Storage Room Exhaust 
Garbage Room Exhaust 
First Level Public. ;;ashroom Exhaust -
Ele\rator Machine Room Exhnust 

qo L/s 
90 Lis 
qo L/s 
705 L/s 

The fans have fodiddual r.ontrols and run indP.pendent of the time 
c J o ck cont r o 11 e d supp 1 y a i r u n j t . The e 1 e vat or mac hi n e room fan 
operates through a cooling thermostat which operates the fan only 
during temperatures above the thermostat setpo:int. A separate fresh 
air duct feeds the garbage room independent of thP. supply air unit. 
Th:is air is unheated for the earhage room. 

From the available drawings, ear.h of the seven levels is provided 
with 135 L/s of supply air from thP penthouse unit. While this 
amount of air is used to makeup some of the exhaustecl air . from enc.h 
level, it is apparent that no intention existed to provide 
mechanical ventilation to ear.h apartment of sufficient quantity to 
Stitisfy occupant ventilation requirements . 



DISCUSSION 

The vent i 1 at i on system tor . th i ~ h u i 1 <l i n e was not des i en P. c1 t o 
provide mechanical ventilation of the apartment for the tenants. 
The ventilation rnquired is intended to bP. introduced into thP. 
apartment5 hy way of openah1e window5;. Jn thi5 hui1din£, no 
moisture acr.umu1ation wa~ eddent and this could be attributed to 
the leaky nature of the bui1dine construction. However, should thP. 
buildine be sealed tighter, there would be morP. pronounced evidence 
of ventilation problems due to :insufficient ventilatfon air movement 
to the apartments in this building. 
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R11i1ding II 

St. John's, Ne11found1 and 

Architectural and Mechanical Syste• Revie11 

1. 0 INTRODIJCTJON 

This is a 6 storey building with a bnsemf:rnt under about 60% of it. It tr;as 
constructed in 1983. Its plan :is a simple rectan2le, essentially the same 
on all 6 levels, with 11 apartments per floor except for Level 1 which has 
lO. The apartments are virtually i dent i ca 1, ha vi n{! a 1 i vi ng room and two 
bedrooms, excP.pt for one singh~-bedroom rtpartment for the Bui 1 dine 
Superintendent on Level 1. 

The image of the building nround town is that it is "low-cost housine;", 
with all that term implies. 

This revieK is based on the original construction drawings and on-site 
inspections. It is assumed that construction proceeded fo accordance tr;:ith 
the drawings except where any obvious differences hnve become evident. 

2. 0 ARCHITECTURAL REV I Ell 

2.1 GENERAL DESIGN 

The general building design is extremely simple. The rectangular block of 
construction :is surmounted hy an off-centre cube r.onta:infoe P.Jevator 
machinery. ThA roofs arA "flat", though therA are slight slopes to roof
drafos. There is a lo\\' parnpP.t a11 rouna, averae:ine 300 mm jn hP:ieht. 
ThP. main entrancA is central, on Leve1 1, nnd is dP.fined by a flot canopy. 
The exterior :is clad in brown jumbo brick throughout except Khere pre
painted mP.tal siding is usen at pnrnpets ann under hay windows. 

There are fjve types of windows, if onP. counts each si 1.e as a type. There 
are bay windo~s in each living room. 

There arP. some common spaces on Level 1, but these are minimal - storage 
cubicles, a "Recreation Room" and a laundry. 

There i s on J y om~ e 1 e vat or , cent r a l J y l o cat e d , and a ear h n £ e ch u t e s er d n e 
each floor. A cP.ntraJ corridor at each level gives nccess to an exit 
stair near each end. 

MP.chanical exhaust is provided to common spar.es, kitchens areas an Cl 
bathrooms, which are planned typically along the r.orridor spine. The 
living spaces are dependent on openine windows for ventilation as is 
customary in the c:ity. Heatine :is by electricity, employ:in2 hasehoard
type units. 
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2.2 STRUCTURE . 

ThP. building's structure is unusunl in this province, being comprised of 
a "lift-slab" system, in which steel columns are first erected and flat 
reinforced concrete floor slabs, cast on top of each other at ground 
level, are then jacked up the columns one by one to be anchored in 
position by the welding of embedded plates. The system may have economic 
advantaees, but has no i11pl .i cations for the success of the bui 1 ding in use 
as far as this study is concerned. 

2.3 ENVELOPE 

2.3.1 

The main roof, which seems to be in . reasonably good shape, is 
comprised of conventfonal built-up roofine on R.S.I. 3.5 rieid 
insulation on a sloped concrete slab. A VRpour barrier is 
incorporated below the insulation. The machine room roof is of a 
patented metal roofing system with R.S. I. 2.1 blanket insulation 
and integral vapour barrier. 

The same wal 1 system is · used throughout except on thP. roof-top 
enclosure. Generally it consists of a 100 mm brick ven~er backed by 
a 25 mm air space, 12 mm exterior grade gypsum bonrd, 150 mm steel 
studs and 12 mm interior fypsurn hoard with R.S.I. 3.5 fibreglass 
batt insulation between the studs. A vapour barrier is incorporated 
between the insulation and interior gypsum board. The cavity 
between the brick veneer and concrete slab edges is filled with fire 
stopping. Cavity flashings with weepholes occur where the 
firestopping fills the cavity and also above windows and doors. 
Soffits below bay windows on Levell have plywood panels over R.S.J. 
2.6. Styrofoam secured to the underside of the concrete floor slabs 
through wood strapping. There are no other soffits. 

The Elevator Machine Room walls are comprised of a field-Assembled 
insulated metal wall system having R.S.I. l.75 rigi~ insulation and 
vapour barrier over 12 1nm exterior grade gypsum board on 150 mm 
steel studs. 

Basement walls are of mass concrete with full height perimeter 
insulation, · R.S.J. l. 75, below 1.1. mm gypsum board finish, with 
vapour barrier. 

llindot1s 

All of the windows, which are of mini um size, are fabricated of 
painted wood. All are double hung, except for a fixed lite central 
in each bay window. All are glazed with hermetically-sealed clear 
double glazine unjts. The opening lights are screened, spring-



balanced and operate ort vinyl extrusions working together with vinyl 
weather stripping. Their glass units are held in place with snap-on 
vinyl stops which in a few cases are damaged or missing possibly due 
to vandalism. Seal an.ts around the windows appear to be in good 
condition and indeed the windows generally are so. 

In addition there are flashings below each window while each has a 
vapour seal to achieve continuity with the vapour barrier of the 
wall. 

A few leaks and drafts are reported where vinyl components have been 
broken. 

All exterior doors are insulated hollow metal, glazed or half-glazed 
with clear hermetically sealed double glazing units. Taken together 
the doors are a very minor element in the envelope's performance. 

2.4 DISCUSSION 

The building appears to have been carefully design_ed to achieve good 
envelope performance within the available budeet.· The occupants seem to 
be generally satisfied with their environment and have few complaints. 
Energy bills are said to be low. Some maintenance is required, 
particularly to damaged windows, but by and large the building is 
performing well. 

3. 0 JfECBANICAL SYSTEMS 

3 .1 GENERAi. 

Mechanical systems present include residential grade plumbing fixtures and 
related water supply and drainage system, a wet pipe sprinkler system 
serving the basement apartment storage area and garbage chute, fire hose 
standpipe system, general ventilation providing make up air for the 
apartment exhaust fans, and miscellaneous exhaust for the garbage room, 
elevator equipment room, janitor's room, laundry room and storage rooms. 

3.2 DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 

The mechanical systems installed in this buildine are minimal and satisfy 
code and jurisdictional authority requirements for apartment buildings in 
this area. 

Each apartment has the required plumbing fixtures for a single bathroom, 
a kitchen sink and a single domestic hot water tank. No provision is made 
for individual laundry use. Instead, a common laundry facility is provided 
in the basement. 
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Fire protection meets the code and local l!uthority requirements for the 
building at the time of construction. Protection con~dsts of a \\'et pipe 
sprinkler system located in the basement for the tenant storaee area and 
a 1 so the ea rhaee chutP.. Fire · hosP. r.Cl hi nets at P.ac h 1eve1 pro vi dP. the 
necessary occupant protection along 1"ith individual apartment mu1t:ipurpose 
dry chemical fire extineuishers. · 

Ventilatfon provided to this building is minimal and ba.~dcally sat:isfje.s 
makeup air requirements only for the various apartment exhaust systems and 
also the miscellaneous exhausts in the basement. It was assumed hy the 
designer that ocr.upant ventilation would be .obtained by the openable 
windows in each apartment and not by mechanical ventilation systems. No 
air conditioning units are installed in this building for the occupants. 

3.3 DF.TAILEJJ SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS 

Pl.UHBJNG 

Individual apartment plumbing systems consist of a singlP. ~ashroom 
wh:i ch has a resi dent:i al erade water closet, hath tub and 1 avatory. 
The kitchen has a single stainless steel kitchen sink. 

Domestic hot water :is provided by individual electdc domestic hot 
water tanks located in each apartment. Each tank has a storage 
r.apacity of 136 li~res and is heated by a s:ingle 3 kW electric 
heating element. 

In the basement, there is a laundry room provided for the tenants. 
Four (4) washing machines and a laundry sink are located in the 
laundry room. In addition, a janitor's sink, a service sink, and a 
single washroom w:ith water closet and lavatory are located in 
adjacent rooms. Domestic hot water in the basement area is provided 
by two {2) 454 litre electr:ic~lly heated domestic hot waier tanks 
each with 2 - 10 kW heating elements. A ~ump pump is provided for 
the elevator pit in this build:inf. 

FIRE PROTECTION 

As stated previously, a wet pipe sprinkler system is provided in the 
basement to provide protection of the apartment tenant storage 
spaces. Also, sprinklers are provided at the top of the garbage 
chute and also in the garbage room, and at alternating floor levels 
in the earbage chute. Sprinkler heads are also located at each 
elevator lobby on each level. 

Fire hose cabinets are provided at each level. Each cabinet has a 
4.5 kg ABC rated extinguisher, a 38 mm fire hose and nozzle 
(normally referred to as a small hose system), a 65 mm fireman's 
hose valve, and a trinal spanner~ 

Individual apartments have a 1.13 kg wall mounted mult:ipurposP fire 
extineuish~r. 
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llECHANJCAT. VENTILATION 

Ear.h apartmP.nt has a single kitchP.n P.xhaust hood ttnd o sine1P. 
Kashr<?orn exh~ust fan. Each of thesP. fans exh;rnsts dirertly to the 
outside through indid<lual dur.ts. These fans am r.ontrollen soh~1y 
by the occupants. 

Makeup air for the apartm~rnts is prodch~d by a fn:ish air supply unit 
located in a penthouse on the roof. The unit consists of a sfogJe 
50 kW electric resistance heating element, a supply fan Ki th a · 
cnpacity of 1144 L/s at 186.4 Pa, and a throK away filter 
arrangement. The unit is time clock controllP.d. Ductwork 
distributes air to a single discharge grille located in thP center 
of thP. building in the corridor for each floor. In ctcldition, this 
unit provides air to makeup exhausted air in the basement for the 
mi.scP.]laneous exhaust fans and the laundry dryers. 

In the basement, miscellaneous exhaust fans and the related airflow 
rates are as follows: -

.·1 Storage Room Exhaust 177 I./.c; f 93 Pa 

.2 Garbage Room Exhaust 94.4 L/s f 93 Pa 

.3 Janitor Room and Wiishrnom F.xhRust - 70.8 L/s t 93 Pa 

.4 Laundry Room Exhaust 177 L/s f 93 Pa 

.5 FJevator Machine Room Exhaust - 267 L/s f 150 Pa 

The fans have individual controls and run jndependent of the time 
cJock controlled supply air unit. The elevator machine room fan 
operates through a cooling thermostat which operates the fan only 
durine temperatures above the thermostnt setpo:int. A separate fre~h 
air duct feeds the garbage room in<lependent of the supply air un:it. 
Th:i s air :is unhea tP.<l for the 2arhage room. 

From the available drawings, each of the six levels is provided with 
l12L/s of supply air from the penthouse unit. while this amount of 
air is used to makeup some of the exhausted air from each level, it 
is apparent that · no :intention ex:i sted to prov:i de mechan i ca J 
ventilation to each apartment of suffident quantity to sati~fy 

occupant ventilation requirements. 

DISCUSS TON 

From the eddenrP. of moisture accumulRtion on windows and water 
closets, it :is readily apparent th~t the actual ventilation of the 
various apartmP.nt s cannot he hand led hy the present ventilation 
systems. Fven though there would he minimal air movement Kith thP 
apartm~nt exhaust fans active, during the winter months with the 
windows c] osed, very 1 i ttle air exchanee would he present. Ai r 
infiltration would offset to some deeree the inadeqnade.s assor.iated 
with this lack of air movement providecl infiJtration, not 
exfiltration i .c; or.currine in thP respective apartments. HowevP.r, 
without mechanical means no net positive suppJy of \·entilntion air 
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can he provided for the apartments jn this bujldjne. 
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DETERMINING AIR LEAKAGE RATE 
THROUGH 

EXTERIOR 'ft/ALLS AND FLOOR/CEILING SEPARATIONS 
OF INDIVIDUAL STORIES _ 

BY FAN DEPRESSURIZATION 

The following testing procedure is based on the testing procedures 
presented in "ESTABLISHING THE PROTOCOLS FOR MEASURING AIR LEAKAGE 
AND AIR FLOW PATTERNS IN HIGH-RISE APARTMENT BUILDINGS and on 
NATIONAL STANDARD OF CANADA #CAN/CGSB-.149 .10-M86 - Determination of 
The Airtightness of Building Envelopes by the Fan Depressurization 
Method. 

1. 0 BUILDING DETAILS: 

Conduct an initial site inspection and note the following: 

age 
construction type 
number of storeys 
perimeter (m) 
height (m) 
typical floor plan 
apartment details: 

kitchen exhaust 
bathroom exhaust 
window air conditioners 

heating and ventilation systems: 
location of: 

exhaust fans and controls 
supply fans and controls 
fresh air intakes 
exhaust air ducts 
supply air ducts and grilles 
return air ducts and grilles 

location of roof access(es) 
location of all vertical shafts {elevator, garbage, etc) 
space (cm) below doors to apartments from corridor 
space (cm) below internal doors connecting to building 
periphery 
presence of walls, ceilings, or floors common with adjacent 
rooms which are not to be included in the test 
underground garage access locations 



2. 0 SUITABILITY FOR TESTING: 

door size suitable for fan connection 
area adjacent to door suitable for fan installation (including 
ducting and generator if necessary) 
distribution of traffic flow during testing 
openness of building 
clear route for discharge air to outside 
access to outside for pressure tap installation 
cooperation of tenants and requirement for notification prior 
to testing 
availability of building superintendent to assist with test 
preparation and management. 
space for equipment storage between tests. 

3.0 APPARATUS SPECIFICATIONS AND CALIBRATION: 

All apparatus specifications and calibration shall be in 
-conformance to CAN/CGSB-149.10-M86.Any references to 
appendices are appendices in this standard. 

3.1 APPARATUS SPECIFICATIONS: 

The fan or fans must have a total flow capacity capable of 
producing a pressure difference of at least 50 Pa between the 
inside and outside of the building envelope. 

The fan shall have a variable speed control or a control 
damper in series with the fan 

The fan shall be calibrated in air flow units or be connected 
to an air flow metering system 

The accuracy of air flow measurement shall be ±5% of the 
measured flow rate. 

The Pressure Measuring Appa'ratus shall be capable of measuring 
pressure differences from 0 to at least 50 Pa. It shall have 
an accuracy of ±2 Pa and shall only be operated within its 
calibration range. 

Thermometers shall be used to measure temperature in degrees 
Cel~ius and it shall have an accuracy of ±1 oc 

A sealing apparatus shall be used to seal the fan into a 
window or a door 
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Pressure Averaging and Damping equipment ... a pressure 
averaging container shall be suitable for connection of not 
less than four tubes from exterior pressure taps and shall be 
constructed as described in Appendix A. 

A pressure averaging container shall not . be required if 
capillary tubing, of dimensions corresponding to those in 
Table A-1 of Appendix A is added to the outside ends of the 
tubes from the pressure taps on the exterior walls of the 
building. The tubes from the outside pressure taps shall· be 
manifolded together before connecting to 'the pressure 
measuring device. 

3.2 CALIBRATION OF APPARATUS: 

All equipment must be calibrated originally. Re-calibrate all 
measuring devices when any major component is replaced. 

Calibrate the air flow measuring device in accordance with the 
manufacturer's instructions, or alternately calibrate it in 
accordance with Appendix B-1 and record this fact. 

When the fan is calibrated, calibrate it in accordance with 
Appendix B-2 

Calibrate the pressure measuring device in accordance with the 
manufacturer's instructions or alternately, calibrate it in 
accordance with Appendix B-3 

If paragraph 7.1.3 of CAN/CGSB-149.10-M86 is to be used to 
calculate corrected volumetric air flow rates at ambient test 
conditions, record ambient atmospheric pressure in kPa. ."/\ 
report of the atmospheric pressure from the local weather 
station if not corrected to sea level should normally be 
sufficient. 

4.0 TEST SETUP: 

Tightly shut all windows and exterior doors and turn off all 
kitchen and bathroom exhaust fans on test floor and floors 
above and below (the balancing floors). 

Remove and seal all window air conditioners on test and 
balancing floors. 

Turn off all fans and air conditioners. 

Close and lock all apartment exterior doors and windows. 
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Remove and seal all window air conditioners. 

Close dampers and seal, if possible, all exhaust grilles in 
the building envelope. 

Open all interior doors to stairwell(s). 

Include in the test all rooms which are heated to more than 
1ooc except rooms with separate ventilation (e.g boiler room, 
enclosed furnace rooms, and garages). 

Open all interior doors except to those rooms which are not 
included in the test. 

For all rooms to be included in the test: inspect opening 
below doors connecting th~ rooms to the corridor, remove any 
obstructions. 

If space under door is less than 2 cm, open doors slightly (2 
cm is required for unrestricted air flow from apartment into 
the cor:ridor). 

Install the test apparatus such that air will be exhausted 
from the building. To eliminate the possibility of disturbance 
of the flow entering the nozzle when using a bell-mouthed 
nozzle apparatus, ensure that no obstructions are placed 
within one throat diameter away from the center of the nozzle 
entrance. When using a blower door apparatus, ensure that no 
obstructions are placed within the width of the door and 
closer than three quarters of the fan diameter in front of the 
fan. 

Install fan and flow measuring apparatus follo~ing 
instructions recommended in ASHRAE Fundamentals or CGSB 
Standard CAN/CGSB - 149.10-M86 (depending on capacity, more 
than one fan may have to be installed) . Ehsure that the 
l:nstallation and operation of the fan(s) is/are consistent 
with calibration. 

Install pressure taps (48mm ID tubing: flattened copper tubing 
under doors/windows where necessary) at mid-points of four 
principle exterior walls at least 2m above grade if possible. 
All the square cut ends must point upwards or downwards. 

Install pressure taps to exterior surfaces of windo\..·s at 
midpoints of four principal exterior walls on test floor and 
manifold the taps (taps must point upwards or downwards). 

Install pressure taps at center of corridor on test and 
balancing floors. This may be accomplished by feeding tap 
through garbage chute. 
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Seal garbage chutes. 

In case of top floor testing install pressure tap near center 
of the roof. 

Protect all interior and exterior pressure taps from the 
influence of the fan. 

· Install pressure monitoring equipment to measure pressure 
differences between the center of the test floor and: 

( i) Manifolded exterior wall taps of the test floor 
(reads 4P ew) 

(ii) The center of the floor above the test floor (or 
the roof) (reads 4P ) 

(iii) The center of the floor below the test floor 
(reads 4Pb) 

Install plywood panels in a stairwell door on the test floor 
and on each balancing floor. 

Install fans and flow controllers in each plywood panel (flow 
direction from corridor to stairwell). 

Locate pressure measuring devices immediately adjacent to 
corresponding flow controllers. 

Install flow measuring equipment for fan on test floor. 

Seal door panel and all fan connections. 

Seal elevator doors on test floor and on balancing floors. 

If the test area has doors common with adjacent rooms, 
buildings or tunnels which are not included in the test, then 
close the doors and seal the openings with tapes or plastic 
sheets. 

If possible, position two members of test team at the 
balancing fans located on the floors above and below the test 
floor. During the test, communicate balancing instructions and 
data reporting with these members via two-way radios. 

5. 0 INSPECTION OF INSTALLED TEST EQUIPMENT: 

Visually inspect for any physical defects. 

Visually inspect for proper installation according to 
manufacturers's specifications. 
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Inspect door panel and fan seals. 

Level any devices where required. 

Set all indicators to zero position. 

6. 0 SUITABILITY OF WEATHER CONDITIONS (On-Site or Nearest Weather 
Station: 

Ideal climatic conditions are: 

- temperatll:re differential: (t;n - tout ) < lOOK 
- wind speed < 20 km/h -

These conditions are hard to obtain under St. John's winter 
testing conditions therefore the best judgement of the testing 
team is required to determine if the test may be performed. 

7. 0 TEST PROCEDURE: 

Turn off ventilation system for building and close fresh air 
intake dampers. 

Record test date and start time. 

Measure and record: 
outdoor air temperature, tout 1 ( oc} 
indoor air temperature, tin I I ( °C) 
wind speed, \.' w 1 (km/h) ' 
wind direction, vd 1 
initial ambient atmospheric pressure, Pa.I (kPa} 

In~pect building exterior: make sure all windows and exterior 
doors are tightly closed. 

Open door to outside from stairwell to which fans have been 
connected. 

Zero pressure instruments. NOTE: Whenever a pressure reading 
is taken, it should be taken for a long enough time to be 
within ±1 Pa of its stable value. 

With all fans turned off, seal the pressurization fan 
opening ( s) and record the pressure differences across the 
envelope between the test floor and exterior wall, floor above 
and floor below. APew,l' APa,I and APb,I' respectively. 
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Remove fan seal(s) and switch fan(s) on. 

Adjust air flow to produce a pressure difference across the 
exterior wall, APew' of approximately 50 Pa. 

When the building to be tested has walls, ceilings or floors 
common with rooms that are not included in the test but which 
are heated to more than 1ooc, make provision to reduce the 
pressure in the adjacent rooms to match the pressure in the 
rooms under test at each test point. In other words adjust the 
pressure in any adjacent rooms to achieve a zero pressure 
difference across common partitions. 

Adjust balancing fans to give . 0 ±1 Pa pressure difference 
across floor separations ( Note: · continuous adjustments may be 
required to maintain .4Pew at desired level while balancing is 
in progress). 

Allow pressures and flows to stabilize. 

Measure and record: 
all pressure differences ( 4Pew' .4Pa, .4Pb 
air flow rate, Q

1 
(L/s) at fan 

air temperature at fan intake, tfan (°C) 

Adjust pressure difference across exterior wall to approximate 
40 Pa . . Re-balance and repeat measurements. 

Repeat for 4Pew of approximately 30, 20, 15 and/or 10 Pa (in 
that order). 

For each test the measured value of the pressure difference 
must be within ±2. 5 Pa of the above specified pressure 
difference. 

Switch fan(s) off, seal the fan(s) and record the final 
pressure differences ( .4Pew,F' 4Pa,F' 4Pb,F ) . 

Note time of test completion. 

Measure and record: 
- outdoor air temperature, tout F ( °C) 

indoor air temperature, tin p'(°C) 
wind speed, V 

11 
F (km/h) ' 

wind direction, v~F 
ambient atmospher1'c pressure, Pa,F (kPa) 

Re-inspect building exterior: make sure all windows and 
exterior doors are still tightly closed (note any exceptions: 
repeat test if necessary; ideally, windows and doors should be 
continuously monitored while the test is in progress). 
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Repeat test with one balancing fan on floor above turned off 
and sealed. 

Proceed as above balancing the other floor. 

Record the pressure differences generated across the t ~·o 
floors ( APx) • 

Record the flow measured at the test floor fan Qmx where x= a,b 
depending on which component was unbalanced. {Q

1
x is the 

combined leakage of the test floor ·exterior wall and the 
unbalanced floor). 

Repeat for fan on floor below. 

This procedure is repeated for each floor of the building to 
be tested. 

8. 0 CALCULATIONS: 

8. 1 TEST ENVELOPE AREA: 

When determining the area of the test envelope, the interior 
dimensions of the test space were used. All ceilings (flat or 
sloping), floors and walls {including door and windows) that 
were correspondingly below; above and adjacent to the test 
envelope were included. This included: 

ceilings below unheated attics and roofs. 
basement floors and floors above unheated basements, 
cellars, crawl spaces, cold $torage rooms, garages and 
floors exposed to the ambient environment. 
exterior above grade and below grade walls and walls 
adjacent to unheated areas. 

The area of the test envelope is considered to be the total 
area of all eligible ceilings, floors and walls. 

In cases where a middle floor is being tested with both 
balancing floor fans in operation, the area in question is 
considered to be the area of the exterior walls. In a case 
where a middle floor is being tested with one balancing fan 
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turned off, the area in question is considered to be the area 
of the exterior walls of the storey plus the area of the 
unbalanced partition (ceiling or floor). 

8. 2 TEST ENVELOPE VOLUME: 

Include in the test envelope interior volume is the total 
volume of all rooms which are heated to more than 10°C except 
rooms ~ith separate ventilation. (eg boiler room, enclosed 
furnace rooms and garages.) 

8. 3 DATA TO BE RECORDED: 

Prior to testing, with the fans turned off and sealed, the 
following were measured and recorded: 

Outdoor Air Temperature tout.I 
Indoor Air Temperature tin.I 
Wind Speed V1 ,I [km/h] 
Wind Direction Vd,I 

oc 
oc ] 

Ambient Atmospheric Pressure Pa.I [kPa] 

Pressure Differences Between test floor and: 
Exterior wall 4Pew,I 
Floor above 4P a.I 
Floor below APb,I 

for pressure differences of 50, 40, 30, 20 and 10 Pa measured 
across the manifolded exterior wall taps of the test floor 
(4Pew> the following were measured and recorded: 4Pew,i' 4Pa,i, 

4Pb,i, Q1,i, tfan,i' where 

4P's are the pressure differences 
Q1,: is the air flow rate at fan 
ttan,i is the air temperature at fan 

(kPa) 
{L/s) 
(OC) 

After testing with the fans turned off and sealed t 0ut,F, tin,F, 
VW,f' VD,f' Pa,f' 4Pew,f' 4Pa,f' 4Pb,F were measured and recorded. 
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8. 4 DATA CORRECTION: 

Verify that data recorded meets CAN/CGSB-149.10-M86. 

In this testing procedure, three cases existed: 

CASE I 
CASE II 
CASE III 

- All three fans turned on 
- Upper balancing fan turned off 
- Lower balancing fan turned off 

8.41 CASE I - All three fans turned on: 

In this case 4Pa and 4Pb should be 0 ~ 1 Pa according to the 
testing standard. As such their influence is considered to be 
insign~ficant. Oew,i, the flow rate through the exterior wall, 
is measured at the fan on the test floor. APew is the measured 
pressure difference across the exterior wall. Both Oew,i and 
4Pew,i are corrected to reference conditions in accordance to 
CAN/CGSB-149.10-M86. In order to correct pressure difference 
readings the base exterior wall pressure difference is first 
determined by: 

This base value is a constant which is used to correct each 
individual pressure difference reading as follows: 

Each air flow reading needs to be corrected for differences in 
the indoor, outdoor, and calibrated air temperatures in 
accordance to procedures presented in CAN/CGSB-149 .10-M86. The 
measured air flow rates (Q

1
) needs to be corrected for the 

differences in air density between: 

(a) The reference and calibration conditions, and 



(b) The indoor air moving out through the measuring device 
and the outdoor air moving in through the leaks in the 
building envelope. (the air flow of interest) 

Assuming that indoor and outdoor atmospheric pressures are 
essentially the same, the measured air flow rate for each 
reading can be corrected for the differences in air density by 
using the following equation. 

Pc(ti+273.15) 

Pa ( tc+273 .15) 

Where o•ew,i is the corrected outside volumetric air flow rate 
into the building through the exterior wall at outdoor test 
conditions [ L/s ] . This may be corrected to reference 
conditions ( ti = t 0 = 20 oc ; P = 101.325 kPa ) by applying 
the following formulae. 

P• (20+273 .15) 

101.325(t
0
+273.15) 

( ti+273.15)101. 325 ( tc+273 .15) 
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Where: 
<Oew,r) i is the corrected outside air flow rate into the 
building · through th~ exterior wall under reference 
conditions. (L/s) 
t 0 - is the outside air temperature {°C) 
ti - is the indoor air temperature ( °C) 
tc - is the calibration air temperature (°C) 
Pc - is the calibration atmospheric pressure (kPa) 
Pa - is the ambient atmospheric pressure (kPa) 
Oe•,i - the flow rate through the exterior wall as 

measured at the fan on the test floor. (L/s) 

Using the AP and Q values corrected to reference conditions 
the procedure outlined in Can/CGSB - 149.10-M86 was used to 
calculate the following: 

i} Regression Coefficients (C and n) and the correlation 
coefficient (r) of the fit of the data. 

ii) The percent difference between the estimated air flow 
( ~Oew,r) i and the measured airflow {Qe1,r) i at each measured 
pressure difference. 

iii) The relative standard error of ("Qeu)i 

iv) The standard error for the regression coefficient. 

If the data has be~n collected at N corrected pressure 
differentials AP 1, AP 2 •• APn giving corrected air flow rates Q1, 
Q2, •• Qn respectively, the following procedures should be used 
to fit the equation of the form Q=CAPn to the data and to 
determine the correlation coefficient (r) and the various 
other measures of goodness of fit. To do this the following 
procedure was followed: 
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The following quantities were determined: 

The best fit estimates of the regression (n and C} are 
calculated by: 

From the flow coefficient C and the flow exponent (n), the 
infiltration rate can be estimated by Q=CAPe:· The correlation 
coefficient (r} is calculated by: 

I= 
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The percent difference between the estimated air flow ("'Qe•.r)i 

and the measured airflow (Qew,r) i at each measured pressure 
difference can then be determined. The estimated air flo~ 

("'Qew r)i can be calculated from the regression line for each , . 
corrected pressure difference (AP ew,i) as defined by: 

The relative error of each estimate can be calculated by: 

abs [ <o • .,, r> 1- <O.w, r> 11 
<O..,,r> 1 

The standard error of estimate of {Qeli,r) i on APeli,i is: 

Thus the relative standard error of ( "'Qew,r) i at AP = 10 Pa is: 

N N 

l+ 
[ (J~/)2 

..,, 1 ) lnl0- 1~10
2 ..,,:il~P..,, 1 1 2 

s~ 
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The standard error for . the regression coefficient can be 
calculated as follows: 

N 

E 0 2 •w 1 (lnAP.., 1 ) 2 
1•1 , , 

s"" 

Whence the standard error range for C is between exp (lnC+S
0

) and 
exp ( lnC-S0) 

Whence the standard error range for n is n~ S1; 

If any of the following conditions are not met, the test must 
be repeated. 

a} 0. 5 ~ n ~ 1. 00 

b) r > 0.990 

c} for all i 

d} relative standard error of ( "'Oew,r} 10 is less than 0. 07 
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8.42 CASE II - Upper balancing fan turned off: 

During this test the fan on the balancing floor above is 
turned off while the fan on the balancing floor below remains 
running. In this way the pressure of the test floor and the 
floor below are balanced (ie 4Pb • O·± 1 Pa}. Except for 
this difference, the test in CASE II is carried out in the 
~ame manner as the test for CASE I. 

The pressure difference across the partitions (AP ew, i) a ' 
indicates (4Pa,i)a, C4Pb,i)a - are measure. The subscript 'a' 

that the fan above is turned off. 

The fan flow on the test floor - (Q
11
,i} a - is recorded. This 

is the combined leakage of the test apartment exterior wall 
and th~ Unbalanced partition (ceiling). 

Using the same procedures stipulated in CASE I, 
corrected to get ( 4P* e•, i) a. This represents 
pressure difference across the exterior wall of 
while (Q 11 ,i) a was measured. 

C APew d - can be , • d 

the corrected 
the test floor 

To determine the leakage through the ceiling the uncorrected 
flo\..· rate Qew from CASE I is plotted against the corrected 
pressure difference across the exterior wall AP'ew in CASE I. 
On the same graph, the uncorrected flow rate (Q1 ,i) a from this 
case is plotted against the corrected pressure difference 
across the exterior wall while (Q1 ,i) a was being measured. 

Oew vs 4Pie• from the previous test ( wall only) 

Q1x vs C4Pt ew>u from the current test ( wall and ceiling) 
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This in ef feet plots uncorrected leakage against corrected 
pressures. Measured leakage values are regularly corrected for 
differences in the air densities between: 

(a) the reference and calibration conditions 
(b) indoor air moving out through the measuring device, 

outdoor air moving in through the leaks 

Oew measures only the outdoor air moving in through the 
external wall. It must be corrected for both these factors. 

Oax measures the combined air flow into the space through the 
exterior walls and through the unbalanced partition (ceiling). 
The flow through the exterior wall would need to be corrected 
for both factors but the flow through the ceiling would only 
need to be corrected for the first factor. 

By plotting the uncorrected Q values, it is possible to do a 
straight subtraction (QIX - Oew) to get the uncorrected flo\\· 
associated with the unbalanced partition (ceiling). 

This may be achieved by plotting a best fit curve through each 
set of points and then subtracting the Q values at the 
appropriate AP values. The best fit curve can be estimated by 
assuming that the uncorrected flow rates are related to the 
corrected pressure differentials in the same manner as the 
corrected flow rates. ( ie. Q would be related to AP by the 
following equation: Q = (C)APn). In this way the flow at any 
pressure difference could be determined numerically instead of 
by graphical approximation. 

To determine the best fit equation the uncorrected leakage 
values and the corrected pressure differences could be used to 
determine the regression coefficients, "n" and "C", according 
to the same procedures used in CASE I. Two curves would 
result: (assume ., = wall and we = wall and ceiling ) 
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The APs can be considered to be the independent variable and 
are considered to be the same. Thus the equations can be 
combined. To determine the uncorrected flow rate for the 
ceiling only ..• 

This equation can then be used to determine the uncorrected 
leakage value through the ceiling at specific values of 4P. 

In this manner, the combined leakage of the test floor 
exterior wall and the unbalanced ceiling can be compared 
directly to the leakage rate for the exterior wall which was 
determined in CASE I. The difference between the two at any 
particular corrected external wall pressure difference can be 
attributed to the leakage through the unbalanced partition 
(ceiling) <Oa,i)a at that pressure difference. 

It must be remembered, however, that at the same time the 
pressure difference across the external wall was being 
measured, the pressure difference between the test floor and 
the floors above and below were also being measured. The 
uncorrected flow rate determined for the ceiling at a 
particular corrected external · wall pressure difference is 
therefore the same flow rate which occurs for the 
corresponding uncorrected pressure difference between the two 
floors. In this manner, uncorrected Q an 4P values a re 
obtained for the ceiling. 

The flow rate and pressure differences across the unbalanced 
partition is corrected for pressure, temperature, and air 
density differences so that the regression and the correlation 
coefficients for the characteristic leakage through the 
unbalanced partition (ceiling) can be determined using methods 
~imilar to those presented in CASE I. 
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Pressure is corrected by determining the base pressure 
correction. 

and then correcting each reading for the base ... 

Assuming the density of the air is the same between floors, Q 
only needs to be corrected for the differences in air density 

- between the reference condition ~nd the calibration condition, 
the following correction method is therefore followed: 

but, 

The true air f lo~ through the measuring device is : 

Where: Om is the measured flowrate 
~ is calibration air density 
Pi is indoor air density 

p 
p= R( t+273 .15) 

Pc R( ti+273 .15) 

R(Tc+273 .15) P1 

Pc( t 1+273 .15) 

Pi ( tc+273 .15) 

Qi is the corrected inside volumetric air flow rate into the 
space at inside test conditions. 
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To correct to reference conditions: 

Pa (20+273 .15) 

(101.325) (ti+273.15) 

Pi ( Cc-t273.15)101. 325 ( Ci-t273 .15) 

Pc(20-t273 .15) 

These corrected P and Q values for infiltration through the 
unbalanced par ti ti on would then be used to determine the 
regression and correlation coefficients for the best fit 
curve. The same checks used in CASE I are used to determine if 
the data from the test run falls within the standards 
stipulated by CAN/CGSB-149.10-M86. If any of the conditions 
are not met, the test must be repeated. _ 

8.43 CASE III - The fan on the balancing floor below is turned off: 

puring this test the fan on the balancing floor below the test 
floor is turned off while the fan on the balancing floor above 
remains on. The analyses for this case is exactly the same as 
the analyses applied to CASE II. 

In the case where a top floor or ,a ground floor \..'i th no 
basement is tested (ie. no upper or no lower balancing fan) 
analyses is performed as in CASE I. Care must be taken, 
however, in determining the area of the test envelope. 
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Once all the runs have been completed and the data has been 
verified, data analyses can begin. 

8. 5 EQUIVALENT AND NORMALIZED LEAKAGE AREA: 

EQUIVALENT LEAKAGE AREA (ELA) is a calculated value used for 
comparison. It is based on the assumption that the leakage 
openings in the building envelope can be combined and 
represented by a singe sharp-edged orifice. ELA can be 
calculated as follows: 

where: 

ELA=. 001157 {P; •C•1on-o. 5 

'I 

- ELA is in units of rn' 
- Pr is the air density at reference conditions 

Pr = 1 • 2 O 4 O 9 7 
- C and n as determined previously 

To compare ELA of different areas or of different buildings, 
it is more informative to normalize the leakage area. 
Normalized Leakage Area (NLA) can is calculated by: 

NL.A= ELA xlOOOO 
Test.Envelope.Area 

where: 

- NLA is in units of cm2/m 2 

- ELA is in units of m2 
Area of the test envelope is in units of rn 2 
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APPENDIX IV 
CALCULATIONS AND ANALYSES 

BUILDING I - AIR TIGHTNESS TESTING 

The objective of the testing was to determine the component air leakage of the 
lower slabs, the upper slabs, and the exterior walls of the test building on a 
per storey bases. A testing setup procedure was established with the objective 
of minimizing the testing which was required while maximizing the results 
obtained. Thirteen physical air leakage tests were to be conducted and as a 
result data for twenty one tests would be obtained. 

Given that six Blower _Door (fans) were available for use, a fan setup system was 
needed. Based on drawing reviews, building visits, · calculated building volumes, 
and information obtained from the CMHC doc·ument entitled " Establishing The 
Protocol For Measuring Air Leakage And Airflow Patterns In High-Rise Apartment 
Buildings", a fan setup plan was established to maximize the efficient use of the 
units. Although TEST lg (page 6) AIR TIGHTNESS VALUES OF EXTERIOR WALLS AND 
FLOOR/CEILING SEPARATION OF INDIVIDUAL STOREYS, outlined in the CMHC protocol, 
only utilized a variable speed fan ~ith a capacity of 0-1300 L/s on the test 
story, the established fan setup plan had a variable speed capacity of 0-3000 L/s 
available on the test story. 

When testing was originally proposed, it . was expected that an upper limit of a 
minimum of 30 Pa could be achieved. With an increase in fan capacity of 130% it 
was felt that each level could be tested to a minimum upper limit of 50 Pa. The 
objective therefore was set to generate a pressure differential of 50 Pa across 
the exterior walls as indicated by testing standard CAN/CGSB-149 .10-!'186 -
Determination of the Airtightness of Building Envelopes by the Fan 
Depressurization Method. 

When the test was actually performed, however, it was found that it -·as not 
possible to generate sufficiently high pressure differentials to meet this 
objective. Subsequently the testing sequence was not followed. The maximum 
pressures which were generated ranged from 20 to 30 Pa. Between each test, the 
test team met to analyze the results and to attempt to determine why the desired 
pressures were not generated. In each case it was determined that the fan 
capacity being utilized was sufficient (130% or greater) and the setup was 
sufficient. 

It was verified that the elevators were sealed; the garbage chut~ was sealed at 
the base and at each opening; the stairwell doors were sealed; all corridor 
ventilation louvres were sealed; the elevator exhaust fan was turned off and 
sealed; and the fresh air supply fan was turned .off and sealed. Upon re
examination of the mechanical system some errors were found and corrected but 
this did not solve the problem. Throughout the day other reasonable, or what was 
thought to be reasonable, solutions to the problems of low pressures were 
attempted. Unfortunately nothing proved effective. 

Before starting the second day of testing, the project team met and concluded 
that the problem must be with the mechanical system. Each story had the following 
ventilation sysfem elements: 4 supply grills from the central system and 40 
exhaust fans. It was felt that the dampers were inoperable and were causing 
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problems with air leakage. 

Before starting the re-testing, all 44 supply and exhaust grills were sealed. The 
results of the testing ~ere the same. Two levels were tested and the cause of the 
low pressures was still not identified. 

At this point, in an effort to obtain at least some usable data, four adjacent 
apartment units on the fifth level, which happened to be vacant, were tested 
individually. Balancing pressures in adjacent apartments were maintained. Since 
access to the apartments above and below was not available, the upper and lower 
slabs were not balanced. 

The data which was obtained was then analyzed. Due to the limited amount of data 
available, it was only possible to direct the data analyses towards establishing 
the air leakage for the exterior walls of the building. 

During the story by story testing, al though the desired pressures were not 
obtained, the testing procedure was followed as far as maintaining a zero 
pressure differential between the test story and the l~vels above and belo~. 
Consequently, it was assumed that there was zero air flow through the slabs in 
the story by story data. Each one of the tests conducted met the standard. 

Building I - Aix ~ightnees 
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Figure 1: The 1st, 4th, and 5th floc:s' flows compare very closely to each othe~ 
but are quite different fro1 the 2nd and 3rd floor:' flows. 

The flows on each story at an exterior pressure differential of 10 Pa were then 
normalized by dividing each by the associated exterior wall area. These 
normalized flow rates were then graphed and appear in Figure 1. 
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In studying Figure 1, it becomes evident that the leakage rates vary from story 
to story. At first glance, the normalized flow rate for the first level is very 
low when compared to the others. This is due to the fact that the first level 
also had the influence of the lower slab, which is much tighter, included. In 
such a case, the additional flow was far outweighed by the additional area, and 
so the normalized flow decreased. In order to provide better comparison between 
stories, the influence of the slab had to be removed. 

The building's structure is comprised of a "lift slab" system. The between storey 
separations therefore consist of solid concrete slabs. Since the between storey 
separations were slabs, it was assumed that the between storey leakage would be 
minimal. 

Since no data was available on which to base an estimate for slab leakage, it was 
assumed that the leakage through the slab would correspond to the same values 
indicated in the CMHC protocol. For that reason it was assumed that the slab 
leakage rate would be comprised of 5% of the total leakage for an individual 
storey. 

Therefore, based on this assumption, 90% of the actual flows measured for each 
apartment and 95% of the flow measured on the first level was assumed to be 
associated with flow through the exterior walls. 

When the effect of the slab was eliminated from the first level' s data, as 
indicated by the bar labelled "1st Floor*", it was found that the first, fourth, 
and fifth levels all had very similar normalized leakage rates. It also became 
evident, however, that the normalized leakage rates for the second and third 
levels varied considerably from the normalized leakage rate of the other stories. 

An alternative method used to compare air tightness of th~ exterior walls was to 
calculate the normalized leakage area of each level' s exterior walls. These 
results are illustrated in Figure 2. Again the comparison of the results 
indicates that the air tightness of the first, fourth, and fifth levels are very 
similar. These results also indicat~d that the air tightness for the second and 
third levels varied considerably from the air tightness of the other stories. 

Next the air tightness values of the exterior walls of the four apartments were 
compared. 

The four apartments which were tested were all adjacent and on the fifth story. 
This represented half the apartments on the floor. As indicated previously, the 
floor and ceiling slabs were not balanced during the testing and so it was 
assumed that 5% of the measured flow would be attributed to each slab. 

During the testing, it was not possible to balance the corridor walls. Since the 
apartment doors were sealed with the test fans, any leakage through the corridor 
walls could only occur through the walls themselves . Since there was no data 
available on which to base an estimate, the air flow leakage through 
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Figure 2: Comparison using nonalized leakage areas echoes the results deterained um; 
normalized flow rates. 
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Figure 3: The average deterained for the apart1ents compares well 1nth the nonalized flo• 
already determined for the 5th floor. 
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these walls was not separated from the measured flows. 

Adjacent walls to neighbouring apartments were balanced at a zero pressure 
differential and the flow through these walls was considered to be zero. 

Given these factors, 90% of the flows measured for each apartment was considered 
to be through the exterior walls of the apartment. 

The normalized flow rates at an exterior pressure differential of 10 Pa was 
determined for each apartment. These were averaged and compared to the normalized 
flow rate already determined for the fifth level. The results of this appear in 
Figure 3. It is evident that the average normalized flow determined from half the 
apartments on the story corresponds quite closely to the normalized flow 
determined for the story as a whole. 

This indicates that the assumption of a 5% slab leakage is quite reasonable in 
this case. These results are echoed when normalized leakage areas were determined 
and compared in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Comparison using nor1alized leakage area echoes the results determined using 
:c~~alized flo• rates. 

As a final step in the analyses, the corrected flows associated with each story 
or apartment were used to determine the flow coefficient (C) and the flow 
exponent (n). These were used to generate a representative equation relating the 
exterior walls' pressure differential to the flow through the component. In each 
case, the standards set out by CAN/CGSB-149.10-M86 were met. Figures 5 and 6 
present the logarithmic representation of these normalized equations. 
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Figure 5 clearly shows how close the flows through the first, fourth, and fifth 
levels are to each other. Figure 5 also shows the great variability which exists 
between the flows associated with the second and third levels and the flows 
associated with the other levels. 

Figure 6 shows how closely related the individual apartment flows are to the flo~ 
determined for the entire story. It also demonstrates the variability which can 
exist within a single building component. This is indicated by the great 
difference between the flows associated with apartment . 501 and the flows 
associated with the other apartments. 

These figures demonstrate that although the assumptions taken about the slabs 
seem to be relatively valid in these cases, there is a great amount of 
variability which can exist within an indiyidual building component (in this case 
the exterior walls). This indicates that general assumptions may not always be 
valid when similar building components are compared. 

DATA TABLES: 

Table 1 summarizes the calculations involved in determining the flow c6ef f icient 
(C) and the flow exponent (n} for various tests. A validity check is performed 
to verify if the standard is met. An explanation of the calculations involved 
appear in Appendix III. 
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APPENDIX V 
CALCULATIONS AND ANALYSES 

BUILDING II - AIR TIGHTNESS TESTING 

Air tightness testing was conducted on March 1 and March 6 1991. Testing and 
calculation procedures '-'ere conducted in accordance to National Standard Of 
Canada ICAN/CGSB-149.10-M86 - "Determination of the Air Tightness of Building 
Envelopes b}' the Fan Depressurization Method" - and in accordance to the 
procedures outlined in the · CMHC publication "Establishing The Protocol for 
Measuring Air Leakage and Air Flow Patterns in High-Rise Apartment Buildings''. 

The test names and sequencing are presented in Table 1. The structure of the test 
name is directed towards identifying which component of the building is being 
tested for air leakage. The names are broken into two parts; the first portion 
identifies on which floor the measurements were taken; the second portion lists 
the building component through which the measured air flow is moving. 
(ie. 1-W,PLS implies First Floor - Walls & Partial Lower Slab) 

A fundamental precept of the testing procedure stipulated that if a pressure 
differential across a building component was maintained at zero, there would be 
no air flow across that component. The measured air flow during the test would 
then represent the flow through the building components which were not balanced. 

Based on the procedures outlined in CAN/CGSB-149.10-M86, the actual measurement 
data was corrected for the differences in air density between the reference and 
calibration conditions and between the indoor and the outdoor air. The resultant 
flows were those which would occur under the reference conditions where 
atmospheric pressure would be 101.325 kPa and the inside and outside temperatures 
would both equal 20 •c. Since the eleYation of the building was closer to sea 
level than to the elevation of the airport, the barometric pressure used for 
correcting the flow measurements were those taken at sea level. 

The corrected f lo~s were then used to determine the f lo~ coefficient (C) and the 
flow exponent {n) which are used to generate a representative equation of the 
forn1 Q=CAP" relating pressure to the flow through the unbalanced building 
components. Except where indicated, these equations were used to represent the 
air flows associated with that particular test. 

The following summarizes, in a floor by floor fashion, what testing was performed 
and illustrates how the resulting data was treated. 

BASEKENT: 

Three physical tests were performed in order to determine the flows thro~gh each 
component of the half-basement. 

During the first test, B-W,LS, {ie. Basement - Wall & Lower Slab} the flows were 
measured in the basement while the basement-to-first-floor pressure differential 

i 



TABLE 1 : Building II - Testing Sequence 

BUILDING II - AIR TEST SETUP 

TEST TEST NAME STATUS TEST STATUS 
NUMBER OF FAN FLOOR OF FAN 

BELO~· ABOVE 

1 B-1'· I LS N/A B ON 
') 1-W,PLS ON 1 ON 

3 1-W,PLS,LS OFF 1 ON 

4 1-LS PAPER TEST 4 = 3-2 

5 1-W,PLS,US ON 1 OFF 

6 1-US PAPER TEST 6 = 5-2 

7 2-lti' I LS OFF 2 ON 

8 2-W PAPER TEST 8 = 7-6 

9 3-1'· ON 3 ON 

10 3-W,LS OFF 3 ON 

11 3-LS PAPER TEST 11 = 10-9 

12 3-W,US o~ 3 OFF 

13 3-US PAPER TEST 13 = 12-9 

14 4-W,LS OFF 4 ON 

15 4-lri' PAPER TEST 15 = 14-13 

16 5-ti ON 5 ON 

17 5-W,LS OFF 5 ON 

18 5-LS PAPER TEST 18 = 17-16 

19 5-W,US ON 5 OFF 

20 5-US P.l\PER TEST 20 = 19-16 

21 6-W,US,PE~T o~ 6 NIA 

LEGEND 

w - EXTERNAL WALLS PLS - P.l\RTIAL LOWER SL.l\B 

LS - LOWER SLAB PENT - PENTHOUSE 

us - UPPER SLAB 

ii 
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~as maintained at zero. By doing this, it ~as assumed that the between-floor flow 
would be zero and the measured flow would represent the flow through the combined 
external walls and lower slab. These results are tabulated in Table 2 under the 
heading B-W,LS. 

Building II - Air Tightness 
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Figure 1: The component leakage rates wh:: t have bee n dete!'1med may be co;tir:ed to ;e: 
a total leakage rate :~r ~he : 2 ~~r. 

During the second test, 1-W,PLS (ie. First Floor - Walls & Partial Lower Slab), 
the flows were measured on the first floor while the basement-to-first-floor and 
the first-to-second-floor pressure differentials were maintained at zero. The 
measured flow therefore represented the flow through the external walls of the 
first floor and that part of the first floors' lower slab which was not balanced 
by the ·basement. The results of this test are tabulated in Table 2 under the 
heading 1-W,PLS. 

During the third test, 1-W,PLS,LS, the flows were again measured on the first 
floor and the first-to-second-floor pressure differential was maintained at zero. 
The basement-to-first-floor partition was not balanced and so the measured flo~ 

represented the flow through the first · floor external walls and the entire first 
floor lower slab. These results are tabulated under 1-W,PLS,LS. 

A paper test using the representative equations was then conducted whereby the 
flows from the second test (1-W,PLS) were subtracted from the flows from the 
third test (1-W,PLS,LS). · B~1 using the test data in this manner, the flo~· 

associated with the portion of the first floor's lower slab shared b~f the 
basement was isolated. These results are tabulated under 1-LS. Figure 2 
illustrates graphically the resulting curves from these tests. 
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Bui1ding rr - Aix Tightness 
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Figure 2: The flo• through the lower siab is deter1ined ty subtracting the flo1-i throug h 
~alls an~ partial lower slab only from the combined flow ~1th the :~wer slab included. 

This flow through the common portion of the first floor lower slab is also the 
flow through the upper slab of the basement. By combining this with the flo~ 
measured from the first test (B-W, LS), the total flow for the basement ~·as 
determined. This is illustrated in Figure 1 which was shown previously. 
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FIRST FLOOR: 

Since Building II contains only a half basement, it was only possible to isolate 
the flow through that portion of the first floor lower slab which was shared by 
the excavated portion of the basement. This was determined by paper test 1-LS. 
The flow through that portion of the lower slab over the unexcavated area was 
included in the flow through the external walls. This combined flow was 
determined by test 1-W,PLS. 

The next test involved maintaining the basement-to-first-floor pressure 
differential at zero. The subsequent flow, which was measured on the first floor, 
represented the combined flow through the first floor external walls, partial 
lower slab, and entire upper slab. These results are tabulated in 1-W,PLS,US. 

A paper test using representative equations was then conducted whereby the flows 
from test 1-W,PLS were subtracted from the flows from 1-W,PLS,US. In this manner 
the flow associated with the upper slab shared by the first and the second floors 
could be isolated at each given external wall pressure differential. These 
results are tabulated under 1-US and are illustrated in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: The flow through the upper slab is detenined by subtracting the f lo• through 
the 1alls and partial lower slab only fros the co1bined flow with the upper slab 
included. 
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In this manner the flow for each component of the first floor was determined. The 
total flow for the fioor can be determined by combining these components. This 
is illustrated in Figure 4. When studying this figure it ~ust be remembered that 
the walls component also includes that portion of the lower slab which could not 
be balanced. This does not imply, however, that the leakage rate through the 
unbalanced portion of the lower slab is the same as the leakage rate through the 
walls. One cannot be isolated from the other thus the combined flo"· is 
illustrated under the single heading of walls. 
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Figure 4: By co11bining the co1ponent leakage rates, a leakage rate for the entire fioor 
1ay be deter1ined. 
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SECOND FLOOR: 

Only one test was conducted where flow measurements were taken on the second 
floor. During this test the pressure differential between the second floor and 
the third floor was maintained at zero while the flow at incremental external 
wall pressure differentials was measured. These flows represented the combined 
flow through the second floor external walls and the second floor lower slab. The 
results of this test are tabulated in 2-W,LS. 

Since the first floor upper slab is the same as the second floor lower slab, the 
first floor upper slab flow, which was already established, was used to determine 
the second floor external wall flow. This was achieved by conducting a "paper 
test" whereby the first floor upper slab flow rates (1-US) were subtracted from 
the second floor combined walls and lower slab flow rates (2-W,LS) at specified 
external wall pressure differentials. These results are tabulated under 2-W and 
are illustrated by Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: The second floor external wall ieakage rate can be detemned by subtracting the 
first floor upper slab (second floor lower slab~ leakage rate from the coabined 
second floor and lover slab leakage rate. 

The flow through the second floor upper slab was determined from calculations 
from the third floor tests . The combined second floor results are illustrated 
in Figure 6 and Figure 6B . 
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Figure 6: The equation determined to represent the third floor lower slab crea::s problems 
when it is used to calcuiate the second floor's overall flow. 

Figure 6B: 

Building II - Aix Tightness 
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Better overall results are achieved when the actual aeasured values for 
the third floor lower slab's flow are used to detenine :he second 
floor's overall flo•. 
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THIRD FLOOR: 

Testing on the third floor was conducted in the same manner as the testing which 
~as conducted on the first floor. During the first test, the second-to-third
floor and the third-to-fourth-floor pressure differentials wete maintained at 
zero so that the flow measured on the third floor represented the flow through 
the exterior walls only. This data is tabulated under 3-W. 

During the next test the third-to-fourth-floor pressure differential was 
maintained at zero while the flow was measured on the third floor. In this case 
the measured flow represented the combined flow through the external ~alls and 
the third floor lower slab. These results are tabulated under . 3-W,LS. 

Both the above tests met CAN/CGSB-149.10-M86, however, when the paper test was 
conducted, whereby the representative equation for the flow through the walls was 
subtracted from the representative equation for the combined flows through the 
external walls and the lower slab, it was found that the test failed to meet the 
standard. These results are tabulated · under ~ 3-LS. 

The accepted margin of error for this type of testing is ± 5%. When the 
calculated differences between the two representative equations were taken as a_ 
percentage, they were found to be smaller than reasonable error estimations for 
either of the measurements. The representative equation created using these 
calculated differences did not conform to the standard shape which is expected 
tot a flow equation. This is illustrated in Figure 7. 
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equat or:. 
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When the actual sub~racted vaiues are plotted, a curve corresponding 
more closeiy to the ~ommon flo~ equation results. 

In order to compensate for this, the actual flow differences at specified 
pressure differentials were used in the calculations. As can be seen from Figure 
7B, this provided a much better representation of the flow through the third 
floor lower slab. · 

The problems encountered in determining the third floor lower slab flows have an 
effect on the calculations for the second floor since the third floor lower slab 
flow is also the second floor upper slab flow. Figures 6 and 6B illustrate the 
effect the third floor lower slab representation has on the second floor total 
flow calculations. In order to maintain a curve which conforms to the accepted 
shape of a flow curve, the actual flow differences between 3-~,LS and 3-W were 
used to represent the flows through the second-to-third-floor slab. 

Another test was conducted on the third floor whereby the second-to-third-floor 
pressure differential was maintained at zero and the combined flow through the 
third floor external walls and third floor upper slab was measured. The results 
of this test are tabulated in 3-W,US. A similar problem to that which occurred 
with the lower slab paper test occurred with the upper slab paper test. The 
results of this are tabulated under 3-US. Again, the paper test failed the 
standard although the physical tests both met the standard. In this case, the 
calculated flows represented a higher percentage of the actual flows. However, 
these percentages were not great enough to overcome, with any degree of 
certainty, the inherent errors in the measurement techniques. Again, as 
illustrated by Figures 8 and 8B, these problems were minimized by using the 
actual subtracted values rather than a representative equation calculated by the 
techniques outlined in CAN/CGSB-149.10-M86. 

The combined flows from the third floor are presented in Figures 9 and 9B. 
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Figure 8: The 1easured flows are so close together that the calculated equation for the 
third floo: upper slab is not representative of the co11on flow equation. 
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Whe: the actual subtracted values are plotted, a curve corresponding 
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Figure· 9: The problems encountered in determining the flow through the slabs is clea:ly 
echoed in the co1bined results. 
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Using the actual subtracted values leads to results which corresponc 
aore closely to the com~oL fiow equat!on. 
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FOURTH FLOOR: 

The same testing procedure used on the second floor ~as used on the fourth floor. 
The forth-to-f if th-floor pressure differential was maintained at zero while the 
flow representing the flow through the walls and lower slab was measured on the 
fourth floor. These results are tabulated under 4-W,LS. 

A paper test was then conducted whereby the flow through the third floor upper 
slab (3-US) was subtracted from the combined flow from the test above (4-W,LS). 
This is tabulated under test 4-W. In this case, the paper test passed the 
standard when th~ estimating equations were used. However, looking at Figure 10, 
it can be seen that the resulting curve for the wall does not correspond very 
well to the calculated points. This problem can be linked to the representative 
equation for the third floor upper slab. If the actual subtracted values for the 
third floor upper slab flows are used, a better correlation results. 
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The influence of the third floor slabs also affects the determination 
of the fourth floor's external walls. 
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Using the actual subtracted values for the third floor upper slat 
resuits in a 1:;re representative flo• curve for the fourth floor 
external walls. 

The combined fourth floor results are illustrated in Figure 11 and llB. Again, 
it is clear that by using the actual values a more regular representation of the 
combined flow results. 
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The flo11 deter1ined for the third floor upper slab has a definite 
influence on the flo•s determined for the fourth floor. 
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If the actual subtracted values for third floor results are used, be 
tte: curves co::esponding more closely to common flow equations result 
on the fourth fioor. 
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FIFTH FLOOR. 

Three physical tests were conducted on the fifth floor. 

In the first test the fourth-to-fifth-floor and f if th-to-sixth-floor pressure 
differentials were maintained at zero. The flows which were measured represented 
the flows through the fifth floor walls only. These results are tabulated in 5-K. 

The next test entailed maintaining the fifth-to-sixth-floor pressure differential 
at zero and measuring the combined fifth floor lower slab and fifth floor wall 
flow. These results are tabulated. in 5-W,LS. 

A paper test was then conducted whereby the representative flow equation for the 
fifth floor wall flow was subtracted from the ~epresentative equation of the 
combined fifth floor walls and lower slab flow at specified pressure 
differentials. In this manner the flow through the fifth floor lower slab was 
determined. These results are tabulated in 5-LS and are illustrated in Figure 12. 
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The flow through the fifth floor lower slab is ~eter1ined by 
subtracting the flow through the wall froa the co1bined flow through 
the walls and lower slab. 

As indicated, the test ·failed to meet the standard because the calculated "n" 
value did not fall within the required limits. It should be noted that the 
representative curve did correspond reasonably well with the accepted norm for 
flow curves and so these representative curve values were used as is. 
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The next test entailed maintaining the fourth-to-fifth-floor pressure 
differential at zero.and measuring the combined fifth floor lower slab and fifth 
floor wall flow. These results are tabulated in 5-W,US. 

Again a paper test was conducted subtracting the wall flows from the combined 
flows to determine the flow th~ough the upper slab. These results are tabulated 
in 5-US. Again the test failed to meet the standard but the graphical 
representation was close enough to the normal flow curve to be acceptable. These 
results are illustrated in Figure 13. 
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The flow through the fifth floor upper slab is determined by 
subtracting the f lo~ through the •all from the co1b1ned f lo• through 
the wall and iower slab. 
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The combined flows for the fifth floor are illustrated on Figure 14. 
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SIXTH FLOOR: 

The flow rate through the lower slab of the sixth floor is the same as the flow 
rate determined for the upper slab of the fifth floor. 

The final test conducted maintained a zero pressure differential between the 
fifth and sixth floor and measured the flow on the sixth floor. In this case the 
flow represented the combined flow through the walls and the roof of the sixth 
floor including the penthouse. This test met the standard. The results are 
presented in table 6-W,US,PENT and are illustrated in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15: The overall flow is determined by su1m1ng the co1ponent pa:ts~ 
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COllPONENT AIR LEAKAGE: 

For each floor, the percentage influence of each building component (lower slab, 
walls, upper slab) was determined. This was achieved by taking the flow 
associated with each component of each floor as a percentage of the total flow 
for that floor. This calculation was performed for external wall pressure 
differentials of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 Pa. The results appear in Figures 16 
through 20. 

In stud}"ing and comparing Figures 16 through 20, the following must be 
remembered: 

- the wall component for the basement includes the basement's lower slab. 
- the wall component for the first floor includes a portion the first 

floor's lower slab. 
- the wall component for the sixth floor includes the roof. 

With these factors taken into consideration, it is apparent that the component 
breakdown of air leakage for the basement, first, fifth and sixth floors, 
remains relatively constant from pressure to pressure. On the other hand, the 
second, third, and fourth floors' component breakdown tends to vary substantially 
from pressure to pressure. In fact, the data for a pressure differential of 50 
Pa was so inconsistent that it was not appropriate to attempt to graph it for 
these floors. 

The following briefly describes changes in the influence of each component of 
each floor as the pressure differential rises: 

In the basement, the component flow distribution remained relatively constant for 
each of the pressures. ~hen the other floors were examined, however, it was found 
that the percent influence for each building component tended to shift with an 
increase in the external pressure difference. 

On the first floor, the influence of upper slab tended to increase steadily while 
the influence of the walls and lower slab both tended to decrease at about the 
same constant rate. 

On the second floor, the influence of the lower slab increased at a constant rate 
while the influence of the upper slab decreased at about twice the rate at which 
the influence of walls decreased. 

On the third floor, the influence of the walls increased drastically with the 
increased pressure while the influence of the upper slab decreased at about two 
and a half times the rate at which the influence of lower slab decreased. 

On the fourth floor, the infl11ence of the walls increased drastically while the 
influence of the upper slab decreased at about three times the rate at which the 
influence of the lower slab decreased. 

On the fifth floor the influence of the walls increased while the influence of 
the upper and lower slabs decreased at about the same constant rate. 
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Figure 16: Influence of third floor siabs is relat1veiy small. 
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Figure 20: Data for the 3rd and 4th floor is very inconsistent and so is not shown. 

On the sixth floor, the influence of both components remained relatively constant 
when compared to the other floors. It should be noted however, that the influence 
of the walls of the sixth floor did .gradually increase as the influence of the 
lower slab gradually decreased. 

The changes in the component perc~ntages are dire~tly echoed by the flow curves 
for the associated floors. By studying Figures 6B, 9B, and lOB, it becomes 
apparent that these trends directly reflect the influence of the third floor's 
upper and lower slabs. 

EQUIVALENT LEAKAGE AREA: 

The paper test 3-LS, where the flow rate through the third floor lower slab is 
determined by subtracting values from previous tests, did not meet standard 
CAN/CGSB-149.10-M86 even though the tests it was based on both met the standard. 

Every calculated difference between 3-W,LS and 3-W was found to be below 5% of 
the original values. The flow measurements cannot be assumed to be more accurate 
than ±5%. 

An alternate method for estimating the air tightness for the lower slab is to 
subtract the equivalent leakage area (ELA) of 3-W from 3-W,LS. Equivalent leakage 
area is calculated using the flow coefficient (C) and f lo~ exponent (n) in the 
equation: 

ELA = • 001157*C*l0 1 -u*~ p where ELA is in uni ts of nl 
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Figure· 21: Component air leakage, as determined using ELA, also indicates that the 
influence of the third floor slabs is relatively s1all. 

The equivalent leakage area of each of the building components was determined. 
For each floor, the ELA's were totalled and then the ELA of each component was 
taken as a percent of the total for the floor. When this calculation was 
performed, it was found that the component influence for the third floor upper 
and lower slabs corresponded more closely to the component influence of the other 
slabs. The floor by floor component air leakage, as calculated using ELA is 
displayed in Figure 21. 

Again it can be seen from the figure that the percent participation of each 
individual component changes from floor to floor. What is particularly notable 
is that the significance of the leakage through the third floor slabs is 
relatively small. 

COllPOJiE.NT COllPARISON: 

The final step in the analyses of the data was to provide a direct comparison 
between the different building components in the different test floors. In order 
to achieve this, the corrected flows associated with each component were used to 
determine the flow coefficient {C) and the flow exponent {n} which are used to 
generate a representative equation relating the external wall pressure 
differential to the flow through the component. When this was perfor~ed, it was 
found that the resulting equations for the 2nd to 3rd, 3rd to 4th, 4th to 5th, 
and 5th to 6th, floor slabs all failed to meet the standard set out by CAN/CGSB 
149.10-MBG. In each case, the flow exponent was too small. 

This, however, does not imply that the data obtained is invalid. This is, on the 
other hand, an indication that the margin of error of the measurements is having 
an important influence on the results. 
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Since the slabs are generally considered to be quite tight, the leakage through 
them only represents .a small proportion of the overall leakage. The slab leakage 
is determined by subtracting leakage rates determined by physical tests. A small 
error in the determination of these measured leakage rates would result in a 
large error in the determination of the calculated leakage rate associated with 
the slab. The severity of the problem may be illustrated by the follmdng 
example. 

Two leakage rates, 1500 L/s and 1450 L/s, are subtracted to determine a slab 
leakage rate. Straight subtraction would result in a slab leakage rate of 50 L/s. 
When the margin of error of ± 5% is considered, however, drastic results develop. 
The 1500 L/s measured flow could range from 1425 L/s to 1575 L/s. The 1450 L/s 
measured flow could range from 1377.5 L/s to 1522.5 L/s. With these extremes 
considered, the possible slab flow rate range becomes 22.5 L/s to 197.5 L/s. This 
is equivalent to 1.5% to 13.6% of the measured flows. 

Such a great range in possible flows results in a great range of possible flow 
exponents (n) when the flows associated with different pressures are considered. 
Thus, although the standard is not met, it is still valid to graph the results 
in order to compare the slab flow rates which were determined. 

So that each floor's components could be compared on an equal bases, the flows 
were normalized by dividing each by the associated component area. Log-log plots 
of the normalized flows verses pressure were then generated to allow easy 
comparison and extrapolation. 

Figure 22 shows the normalized leakage rates of the exterior walls. The results 
clearly indicate that the air tightness of the exterior walls varies from storey 
to storey. It is noted that the basement, first floor and sixth floor normalized 
leakage rates are all lower that the other floors. It cannot be assumed, however, 
that these floors are necessarily more air tight than the other floors. When 
studying this, it must be acknowledged that these leakage rates are for leakage 
through more than the exterior wall. Subsequently, the leakage area increases 
proportionally more than the leakage rate as the additional components are 
included. The slabs and roof are tighter than the walls thus, when they are 
included, the normalized leakage rate decreases. 

From Figure 22, it is also noted that the normalized leakage rate for the other 
floors, although relatively closely grouped together, still varies from floor to 
floor. 

Figure 23 illustrates the normalized leakage rates for the slabs. This clearly 
indicates the variability of the flows which are occurring from one slab to 
another. It also demonstrates the inaccuracies involved in the procedure. The 
figure indicates that the flow through the 3rd to 4th floor slab actually 
decreases with increased pressure. This is not possible even though this result 
is permitted within the margin of error allowed by the standard. The 2nd to 3rd 
floor slab also has a decreasing leakage rate with increasing pressure. 

These results again echo the problems which exist with the third floor data. The 
conclusion must be drawn that either the third floor slabs are very tight and 
consequently the small measured flows are subject to great sensitivity, or that 
there was an unaccountable factor which influenced the measured readings. 
Something as simple as a person turning on a single exhaust fan of 15 L/s could 
have a major effect when slab flow rates of such a small magnitude are involved. 
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As noted previously, the air tightness values for the slab separations were 
obtained indirectly by subtracting the exterior wall leakage from the combined 
leakage. Comparatively speaking, the influence of the slabs is relatively small 
compared to the influence of the walls. The flows determined for the slabs are 
therefore very sensitive to even the smallest error in the measurements of the 
combined flows 

Something as simple as turning an exhaust tan on during a test could therefore 
have serious consequences in the slab flow determination. 

Figure 24 illustrates the overall leakage rates. Again the great variance between 
floors is noted. 

DATA TABLES: 

Table 2, which follows, summarizes the calculations involved in determining the 
flow coefficient (C) and the flow exponent (n) for the various tests. A validity 
check is performed to verify if the standard is met. A detailed explanation of 
the calculations involved appear in Appendix III. 
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·H---·t-- --~--#-ttt-n ~ 0

0 35 0 0 21 1147.134 II 35 O 

2~ ~ ~ n '~II ~~ 0 
15 0 0 21 713. 7838 : : 15 0 
10 0 0 21 574.4414 I I 10 0 
0 0 0 0 0 " 0 0 

. . - -·· - - -- · - ·-· - - .. .. -·-···-- ··-- ... . --- . . 
&ASE PRESSURE 0 IFHREHCE: 

ACl"AI 
CORRECTED 
HOii RATE 

o mom 
0 1247.568 
0 1086. 948 
0 969.67H 
0 851 9176 
0 676.3339 
0 I 544. 3034 
0 I 0 

EXIERNAL WALL: 0 FLOOR ABOVE: 0 FLOOR BElOll: 
SUMS: 

0 
fAN NOllH: ( ::::::::::::) Pc • 101.3 kPI Alf!) Tc • 
AVERA~ 0Ul$10( TEMP· - ---~8 WINO VHOCITY1 111111 ll kl/hr 

21. l c 
ATMOSPHERIC Pt!ESSURE: 102.8 kPa 

USING CORRECTED HOii RATE ANO CORRECTED EXTERNAL llALL PRESSURE DIFFERENCE 

ENVELOPE AREA: 739.1764 1· 2 

EST. HOii RATE (l/s) 
UNDER REF. CONDIT IONS 
(EXl[RUI SURFACES 011 Y)-. _ ___: _ _______ _ 

fl!* RELATIVE YAl IOllY CHEU 
A 8 A"8 AT2 c A

1

C AT2 A·e·c Rlm(H~,. ~~~Jl.) .. , ... 
U7l670 1 mm 7JCSAU 28735122 l mm US6198l 97955097 s1oson s11x - 1 Of•B -~-"*.. .. ·---O 
1556427. 3.806662 5924794. 22553694 7.128951 11095698 79100699 42237578 Syy I 3.0E•12 1276.600 2.327088 f 0 
1181456. 3.SSSHS 4200487. 149:34195 6.991129 8259711. 57744713 29366151 Sxy : 5.5E•12 1113.783 2.468860 1 0 
940267.8 3.218875 3026605. 9742267. 6.876960 6466184. 44467693 20813845 Syx= 33.77873 927.8290 4.315373 1 0 
m161 1 l 995m l174193 6Slll02 ' wm 4897081 1100021 U670l5l .. ; o S4m8 .ai1 969l l 515398 --ialaa --- --- ll -q 

457427.6 2.708050 1238737, 3354562, 6,516687 2980912, 19425677 8072462, c: 161.6322 703,ll53 3,959775 I 0 
296266.2 2.302585 682178.1 1570773. 6.299506 1866331. 11756965 4297386. r • 0.993342 564.1918 3.653927 I 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 ELA =O. 226511 I ·2 0 0 I 0 
- -----·----------------~~1-~a·u .a·l-- ·- n 0 

7035279. 24592486 87404518 49127905 3.4E•08 l. 7E•08 r 0 
RELATIVE STANDARD ERROR: 0.035924 r'I std trr 0 

HllS JEST NHTS CAll/Cm-u9 10-.86 

USING UNCORRECTED HOii RATE ANO CORRECTED EXTERNAL llALl PRESSl#IE DIFFERENCE 

ENVELOPE AREA: 739.1764 .-2 

------- -- . . - ---.0 . 

ESTlllATED FlOll RATE (l/s) 
NOT CORRECTED TO REF. COMO 
.Ul.~~ . P~E. 

flOll RELATI VE YAl.IDITY CHECK 

I 

I 
! 
J . 

2091~61 1 912021 818~~~6 12~ia. 1 21666• ls2~;h6 1Ai~:~a s9~i~~ s ... i 1011 ~~~~(~~)~R~~zn> - · - --·:_·-~=~-- · ___ L 
1
1 

1733564. 3. 806662 6599093. 25120522 7.182845 12451922 89440230 47400266 Syy : 3.8E • 12 1347.288 2. 327088 I 0 . 
1315917. 3.555348 467850. 16633850 7.045022 9270665. 65312044 32960442 Sxy = 6.8E•12 1175.455 2.468860 1

1 

0 · 
1047279. 3.218875 3371062. 10851031 6.930853 7258539. 50307872 23364337 Syx= 35.64912 979.2046 4.315373 " O 
808362 6 2 995132 2Ul6l8 125'579 6 80B83 5'97983 37l9389C 16UOU4---o.5C289L-J6U832-l.515398 HL tRL - . . ---0 
509487,3 2,708050 1379717, 3736343, 6,570580 3347627, 21995854 9065543, c O 170,5821 742,0480 3,959775 I 0 
329984.1 2.30Z585 759816 .5 1749542. 6.353399 2096521. 13320038 4827418. r = 0.993342 595.4321 3.653927 ! 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 OELA=0.2390541·2 0 0 0 
·----------SU-M-S1--7-8J-59_6_1. _____ ]7_)9-l-)4-7-97-3-51-99-J 55141437 ],9£•08 l.9E•08 MIA ·•l 2J406! ca_l_J_a L--- · - ~ - ~ 1 

RELATIVE STANOAIO ERROR: 0.035924 rtl std m 0 
·------·-· --· - - ·- - - - ·- - - - -- ----- --- ·· ... - ... _ JHIS TESJ MEEJS CAll'C'58· 1'9 10-~ . 0 

1 11 :111::1: s1 r: :::: :: : : :: :: :: :: :: : : :: :: :: .:::::: :: : : :: :::::: : : :: :% : : :::::::::: :: :::: :: :: :::::: :: :::::::::::::: z:1::::: : :::c:: :: :: :: :: :: :::::: : : :: :: :: :: :: :: :::: ::::::::::::zi::::::: : s:: :::::::: :: : ::::: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ::. :: ::::1::: 

-------------- · ·- - . .. - - __ , .. 



-------------------- --------------------------

TA8lf 2: CAlCtlATION Of REPRESENTATIYE FUJII EOUAT ION 8UllOING II 

. 8 • Lii Of PRESSURE OIFF Syy • · SUll A SUM A-C-2 - SUll A1C r2 A • HOii SQUARED S•x • isuulls1M1A·n11·1SUll1A·un 

---~_:_u• Off~----_________ ~:?:,~:,A,;~::~ ,1 ~~: _:;c ~m~(~~~i_,_ 
••• ••••••••••••caaa 111: :: :: :t 1s sa :: :: 1: as11s: :: :: ss :1 ::1s1s1saaaaasa1aasas:ss1a1s 1s :: :11: •• :: :: :: 1: :s :: :: :: :::a :1 :: c: :s:::: 1:::a: :1 :: :: :: :r: ::11 aas: :: ::::s: ::s11aaa1::a1s:a :aass:s:::s: :: :a:::::: :1 :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :t: :: :: •• :11s :: :1a1 a~ 

80TTOll FAii Off 

F IXEO VAl.tU IN HERE JUST NW 
llEASUREO PRESSURE D !ff llEASURED MEASURED 11 CORRECTED PRESSUREFOLOOIFFR 
EXTERNAL FLOOR FLOOR T£11P FLOll I I EXTERNAL FLOOR 

----»AIL l2AaOYE OBEIOM 00 --21-1692.976--ffMA'I 32AMllE OBf!OM 0 

26 0 O 21 1526. 376 II 26 0 0 
20 0 21 1339.107 II 20 0 0 

12 0 
9 0 
0 0 

. - Q __ . - 0 

BASE PRESSURE DIFFERENCE: 
EXTERNAL WALL: 0 

AYE RAGE OUTS 10£ TEllP: : WINO VELOCITY: llNll 21 k1/hr 
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE: 102.8 kP1 

USlllG UNCORRECTED FLOll RATE ANO CORRECTED EXTERNAL llAll PRESSllE OIFFEREllCE 

10071113 30734 797 95348421 

THIS TEST llEETS CAll/CGS8-149.10-M86 

n 
r 

rel std err 

. . 0 

0 
0 

- 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
: as :11asasac~ :•:: :: :: :: :: :::: :: :: :: :: :: :::: :: :: :: :: :: :::::z1za:zc:csss: :: :: :::: 11 :: :: ===~== :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :::: :: :: z::: :::: :: :: :::::: :: ::::s::: :: :: :as:za:::::: :::::: :::::: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :::: :: :: :sat:::: 

TEST: HS PAPER TEST 

CORRECTED EST I NAT ED UNCORRECTED UMCORRECTED 
PRESSIJE fl Oii RA TES @ FLOW TtlOOGH 

___ !_~~~~----- l-~~~~2i0.t~:~~L~---- -- ------~rMAr~x\ .... ~~~o~-D---~~___,..=. 
32 1701.918 1119.6J7 583.2809 
26 1522.126 1000.278 521.8487 
20 1320. 873 86 7 .483 453. 3901 

12 1002.179 657.3848 344.7946 
9 857. 8523 562. 3291 295. 5231 
0 0 0 0 

. -- --- - ~--·----- - _ .. O--·-·-----n- ·--·- --- -- - --------4--

344.1071 
294. 9338 

~ 

52. 34485 
52.44861 

USING CORRECTED FLOll RATE ANO CORRECTED EXTERNAL WALL PRESSURE DIFFERENCE 

VALIDITY CHEU 

0 : 
' 0 
I 0 
I Q __ 

118409.7 2.48006 294237.1 7311Sl.7 5.840953 691625.6 4039752. 1718625. n • 0.535997 344.1071 0.000006 ~RR 0 
86985.98 2.197224 191127.7 419950.5 5.686751 494667.6 2813051. 1086895. C • 90.83546 294.9353 0.000515 I 0 

__ t ~ ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~ rL; .~·nn~ .~2 __ . __ J ____ . ~ . ~ 
SUNS: 

NLA =2.832601 c1·2 I 1·2 n 0 
1181416. 3603753. 11177069 7258711. 44650676 22240382 r 0 

RELATIVE STANDARD ERROR: 0.000002 r~l std m 0 

THIS TEST l!EETS CAN/CGSB-149.10-1186 ---- ····- -·-- - . --- --0 ·-
: :: z:s1 :s :1.:: :: :: :: : : : : : : :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :r :: ~= :: :::: si: :: :t: s1 :tt• ss :st2:a 1& :: :: 2: 2: :: :z :: :: :: :: :: ::: :: :: :: :: :: :: s: :: :: :: :: :: =~ :: :s saz:: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ~= :::s z: :z :: :: :s:2 :::::: :: :: :: :::: :s :c :: :: :: : : : : :: : : :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :s: :: 11 

-----------

.-----------------------------------------.,---------------------------

r---------------=-------------------------------------~-------------- . ---·--------

-----------------,-----------------------------------------=---------- ---------- ---···--

I 

I 

I 



-------·· -·----- ---- -·---· - ------ -- ------

·--------------·--------------------------------------------
lllll! 2: CAlCUllOll OF R!Pl!SUIAllY! Flllll !~mo• IUILDI"' II j 
A • FLOll SQUARED Su • jSUlt A)!SIMJA"nlt·1SUlt~ -·91rT ___ ·---- ·- --- --- '\ 
8 • UI Of PRESSURE DIFF Syy • ~SUll A) SIM(C"2 r SU!t(Cj r2 
c. lit Of FLOll ~:::$~~:,Au~-~ ti ~:_:;~.~1~r~!'-~ ---- -- -----
···SI SI •• ISi& :1 ZI ti::::::::: : :: 1:111 :: :: :: SI 1:: :: :1 :: II :1Slit1111 It:: sr1s1: :: 1'11: ·= 1: :: :s 1: s: :a:::::::::::::::::: s:: :: 1: at 11:1 r: :: :: 1: :: 1: :: :: :: :: 111: :: :: :s 1::: s: 1: 1111:: SS:: 2:111: &: :: :::s :: :1 :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: 1: :& II SI:::: a:::r :::11: 

TESTI 1-11,PlS,US TOP FAM Off USING UNCORRECTED HOii RATE ANO CORRECTED EXTERNAL llAU PRESSllE DlffEREllCE ESTIMATED FLOW RATE (l/s) 
EE C0"'1 

8ASE PRESSURE OIFFEREllCE: 
EXTERNAL llAll: 0 

AVERAGE. OUTSIDE TEMP: : lllMO VELOCITY: Wiii 22 k1/hr THIS TEST llEETS CAM/CGS8-149.10-lt86 0 
mOSPtlRIC PRESSURE: 102.8 kP1 

111ltlllSll111: :: : : :: :: :: :: 21 :1111111 •••••• :: :: :: :111:s:11111:: llSllSll :s ::s: 181111 ::1: :1 s::1111111 SI &S :: :: :: SI:: II t: :::1 :a111: II:: ::zs:: :: :111:1111c :::11111 :11s111s:::: :: :: 1::: ::::1::1 :: :: :: :::::: :: :s:s:::: :: :1::z:1::::111:z11:11 

. ---..l---------·- .. . -·-------·-·-·-------· ------- ------------------·----·--···· ... . . ·· - . ··--· .. 
TEST: 1-US PAPER TEST 

USING COl!RHTED HOii RATE ANO CORRECTED EXTERNAL llAll PRESSllE DIFFERENCE EST lllATEO FLOll RATE Ills) 
•-------------------------------=-=--=-·=·=··=--=-·=·=--=-·=-·=·=--=--=--=··=·=· ·=-·=-·=·=--=-·=--=-=--=--=-·=·=--=-·=··=·=· ·=··=··=··=·=··=-·=··:..:.·-------'C.UIO•~•E~c IE.D-Ul.i££._UJll) _ -·- _ .. 

(UNBALAMCEO PARTITION) CORRECTED EST11tmD UllCORR£CTED UNCORRECTED CORRECTED PARTIT IOM 
PRESSURE FlOll RATES @ FLOll THROOGH FlOll TlfOOGH HOii AS 
EXT llALl CORRECTED P(tv) Ull8AlANCEO Ull&AlANCED t OF 

--- -------•11----- --Mi~~~rtrl:~LS -1:~~ m~· ~~~~ m~· ~,~.m6 

ENVELOPE AREA: 749.9695 •2 
FUlll RELATIVE VAt. ID ITY CHECK 

A I A"I AT2 C A~C---~t.:2~·~t--------,.--1AlE.UJs>iW.-Ul - . 
120288.2 3.688879 443728.6 1636861. 5.848822 703544.4 4114906. 2595290. Sior : 1.1£'10 349.1738 0.676972 0 

32 1m.m lll9.637 282.6385 m.om 25.19341 
24 1172.149 957.7419 214.5075 214.0798 22.35255 
20 10'6 01 itil 4832 178 mg 178 5771 20 S8S6S 
16 910.6U6 768.5087 142.1339 141.8504 18.45789 

79566.30 3.465735 275755.7 955696.7 5.mm 448926.8 2532922. 1555861. Syy = t.OE•IO 280.5378 o.544954 I . o 
45830.17 3.178053 145650.7 462885.9 5.366349 245940.7 1319803. 781612.8 Sxy = 1.0E•lO 211.56811.173242 1 0 

m~u~ u~mi m~u~ mm.1 tmm ~tm~1i mnu ~~m~.~ ~y:· ~.~~re~ uum u~---Rfifij--- ·: 
11 m.1060 m.orn 94.osm 93.86536 14.96928 
0 0 0 0 0 

--· -- --- - - ---~- --------- .... o. -~--- .. -..... ·-·- -~0-----0--

8810. 706 2.397895 21127.15 50660.69 4.541861 40017.01181751.7 95956.60 c: 9.369707 98.43144 4.864495 I 0 I 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~EL• Jmm_.~2-- - - ---L ___ J __ · ~ . 

NlA =0.479905 c1· 2 I 1·2 n 0 
SUMS: 106506. 7 1037584. 3546976. 1703476. 9500704. 5800484. r 0 1 

------------------------------RE_LA_T_IVE_ST_ANO_AR_D_ER_R_oR_: __ o._01_8534 _________ rel std err _. o
0 

I 

------- --- --------·- ---- ·· - · --· - ·- ···-· . 

THIS TEST ltEETS CAN/CGSB-H9.10-M86 

----·---------- ------- - ·-------··--- . - ·· ~· ·· --- · 

USING UNCORRECTED HOii RATE ANO CORRECTED EXTERNAL llAll PRESSURE D If FERENCE ESTIMATED HOii RATE (l/sl 
NOJ CORRECTED TO RH. COHO 
(UNBALANCED PARTITION) 

EWELOPE AREA• i.9 9695 1·2 
flOll REL AT 1vr-·--v-At.TD1fv(HECK-

A A·e AT2 A·c A"n A'8 1 C RATE(l/s)ERROR m 
110769.3 3.688879 445503.61643409, ' 5.850818 706599.7 4134186. 2606561. Su= l.lE•lO 349.8714 0.676972 0 

------1~98~8--• 5Ll ... t65135 276858 8 959519 6 5 644169 •50882 0.2SU8SA 1562638. Sn i: l.OEtl(L_llLI>98lJlSU9S& .,• .. .. .. 0 
46013.49 3.178053 146233.3 464737.5 5.368345 247016.3 1326068. 785031.2 Sxy: l.OE•lO 211.9908 1.173242 1 0 

m~u~ ~:mm m~u~ m~~u tmm rn~~:~ mmJ mmJ ~y:· ~:~~~~~ uum u~m RH tRR ~ 
88•5 95~ 2 19789~ 21211 6~ 50863 3~. 5085~ •019• z~ 182639 i 96382 ,~ ~: ~.~m: 98 6281i. 864 ---·--•--------f . 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 HA =O. 036063 I ·2 0 0 I 0 

lQ?712 1 10.Ult 35611U 
NLA c0,480864 c1·2 I 1·2 0 

1710~• 9545536 5825766 _____ _ ___ __ . r _ ___ . 1 _0 
RELAJIVE STANDARD ERROR: 0.018534 rel std "r 0 

THIS rm ltEETS CAM/CGSB-149.10-lt86 0 
---------------------------__,.---------------------------------··-·- ·--- ---·-·--····· 

••••••• • ••11111 sas1 s: :s11 st ti 11 1 111 r1:1aa1t r: ,.~•••• rrw11w1111a1111aa11111tt •r111at• !11111•••• 11••••1111tt1111.11 er11111111rttt r111111r111~ ! rT: ::: !!!'! • ~ t: t ~:rtt 111wt111111z rr I!! :11:~1: 1r2: t! !'!t'! r : t! t'! :'!!: :: !: :: : : -:- ~ :: 1: 111::t ttrt tttttt 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I . 

!· 
! 



--------·------· ------ · - ·--·---·---------------------------·----. . - ·- ~ - - - ·-----··----·- --· - ·· - - ·· ·-

TAILE 11 CALCIUTION Of REPRESEllTATIYE FLOW EOUATION 8UILOlllG II . 

8 • Lii Of PRESSllE OIFF Syy : SUll A SUI! ATl - SUI! A·c n A • FlOlf SOUAR£0 s •• · 1suul SIJlllAT~l-!su111A·e1n -----·-

___ -~-Lii Of Fl~~-- _ __ - · - --------------·---- ~~ : SUI! A S~~~B ll ~: :;f !m~{A~B)) 
asa1111 a aaaas1a :::a a11: 1: s eas a11c :s :11111aa1: :: :: 1c a11a:11111 sa •• a11:a1a1 as:: r: z: :: : : :c 11 u: :1 :11: :: :a :r 1: :& a111 rs:::: 111& :: 1111 :1 :s r:1ar 11r 11 a1 a1:a ca:: 111111111a1a111aa1111aas aa 1: :111111: :: 1111 :: :::: :: :: :: :: :: :11: :1 aa :11111111111 

TEST: 2-lf,LS LOllER FAii Off USllli UNCORRECTED FLOlf RATE ANO CORRECTED EXTERNAL llAll PRESSllE DIFFERENCE ESl !MATEO FUN RATE (L/s) 
• 11 • •• a11a::1:::::::::::1a:::::::2 

BUT USING CORR PRESSURE 
ENVELOPE AREA: 1168.091 •"2 

8 0 
~ 0 

·- -0----- ·& .. 
BASE PtESSUR£ DIFFERENCE: 
EXTERNAL llAll: 0 

1---i..AVE..._.RAIU4GEt.4JOt.'-U.;...TS-IOE-T-'Ell~P:-• ---'llll.ll.lii..i.i.iil--!'.cll l;._;NOLY-E~lOCu...JIT..JIY1.u....-A1111tu..ll-20--llk~•/Lh-r --L~~--TH_l_S -TE-ST-llE-E T_S_C_Nl-/C-GS-8--l-49-. l-0--M-86---------------------- -- - -·· -=·----0 ·-- l 
AINOSPIOIC PRESSURE1 102.8 kP• 

a••••• • •••••• a:•• a11 : 11aa11•••• • 11111. ss 11 •• a1:: :r: :111 za •• •••••• •••••• aa 11 az aa 1: •••• •• u: st :11 za :: :: :s:a 1a:: 111: •• 1: :: s1 aa •• asza aac:aaaas111: :z :: rz :: z: :s :11a 1asaaa:saa1ssc:sa1t:ra s1aa11:: ::1a:s :: :::: ::::z: :::: :: z: :: :: :: ::::cc s1a1111aaa 

TEST: 2-W 

CORRECTED 
PRESSURE 
EXT llALL 

PAP(R TEST 

EST I MATEO UNCORRECTED UtlCORREC TEO CORRECTED 1-US 
fLOll RATES ~ FUJII THROUGH FLOV THROUGH HOii AS 

CORRECTED P(ew) EXT llAUS EXT llAUS t OF 
M)~~1iat:fu2 ·------·--- --1516-.o-34_______ 12 .. ~fll.L9~-e8--
1595.m 159.8733 ios.362 ll.7ll86 
1438. m m.6947 uos.os4 io. nm 

SUllS: 

·-----------·-- ······-·-·-· -·- - . .. .. 

USING COl!RECTED FlOll RATE ANO CORRECTED EXTERNAL llAU PRESSURE DIFFERENCE 

EllVEL OPE AREA: 

THIS T£ST llEETS CAll/CGS8-149.10-M86 
1 aa11 s a as aa:i. :: :: :: : : :: :: : : :: : : : : :: : t :: :: :z :: : : :: :: :s :: z11a 1s aa 111: 111a ::: :: :: 1: i:: :: : : : : :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: z: 1: :: :: :: :: :: :: :1:: ::·:: :: 1: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: i=%: ::s: :ssz :a:s:s:::az: :::: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :::: :: == :: :.: :: :: :: :: : ::: :: :: :: 

- ------------- -- --------------·----------------------------

f---------------------------------------------------------- ·----------------- - I. 

r---------------------------------------------------------------- --· -- - -·----·-· ----- --'-··· 

--- -·-~ -- -----·--------- J --------------=~-~~---- · ·- --

~ 
t 



um 21 CALCIUllON Of REPRESENTATIVE FLOW EQUATION BUILDING II 

: : r~0~~~m~~~,-f; · - ------- ------·- -· ··-- ~::: ~~Hij~:i~:fw:H~:J~:~~n 
. - - ~ - ~ _L_"· -~-~~~- ---- .. ___ ___ ___ -·- -----·-- __ -·------ ~:? : !~~~tJ~~!.~~:1b~:t:;u~~m<A·s,, 

s 1: 1ss1 as11:1 :: :1 :1 s: :11: :: :: :: :: :: ::::11 :: :: :: :: 11:::: :1::::s1&1s: ::1::111::211: :1 :: :11: :: :: :11: :: :: ::1: :: s: :s c: :: :: :1 :: :: :: :: :1::::1: :: :: :: :: :: :: :c:::: :: :: :111:a1::111:::: ::1::::::: :: :1:: :1:: :: :: :: :: :: :: : : :: :: :: :::: :: :11: ::1: :1 

TEST: 3-1 All FANS OJI 

----~UJaUU.lt.ULOll RUE A!() CIWDtCIEUlIUllAl MAU-HUStlLWEUUCE..---· __ H ___ _ £SJ.lllATU.fLOll RATE (L/$) 
------------------ - -------------------------- ----------------------------· -- NOi CORRECJED TO REF. COHO 

BUT USING CORR PRESS~[ 
ENVELOPE AREA: 418.12 1·2 

~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------U.l~--IEUUVL----VAUO.l.1Y-01£.CL __ A 8 A0 8 A0n c A'C A'C"2 A181C RAIE<l/s)ERROR (t) 
2627823. 2.772588 7285875. 20200735 7.390833 19421809 1.4E•08 53848689 Su• 6.4E•12 1609.321 0.723935 0 
1793208. 2.484906 4455955. 11072633 7.199758 12910667 92953691 32081804 Syy" 2.2E•12 1359.032 1.487924 0 

----··--- ----l49M..-l 1025&5 m2226 1926019 11os299 1062122~ 755'6801 . 2ui~-LUE•ll--l220.mo.139m o 
1136840. 2.079441 2363993. 4915786. 6.971881 791S917; 55258559 16481482 Syx• 15.07043 1070.927 0.440826 j 0 
83823U 1. 791759 1501915. 2691071. 6.819526 5716365. 38982908 10242352 n : 0.587591 904.3710 1.221087 REL tRR 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c : 315. 5819 0 0 ; 0 
t--------------------------------------------------¥-----41------U.----¥----~~-...V.----li-----U-J.-..ii...~~~------IJL-~0~--~--~-0-

o 0 0 0 OELA=0.490193•'2 0 0 0 
NLA •11. 72375 u ·2 I 1·2 n 0 

SUllS: 7891047. 19049965 46806245 56601986 . 4.lE•08 l.4.E•08 r 0 
·-------------- RELUIVl SU9')ARO ERROR1 0 005'12 ·----··- -- --·----- --· tel WI trt- -- ---0 . 

THIS JESJ MEETS CAfl/CGS8-149.10-M86 0 

USING UNCORRECTED HOii Rm ANO CORRECTED EXTERNAL llAll PRESS~E DIFFERENCE ESJIMATED FLOW RATE (l/s) 
------·- · ···-----=- .:. ----------------------------------.:.=-==-:.·-=·=:.:::.: :.==-=..:-=:.~=--~---~=-- -- ··· -··------ MlLtollUJEO .. JO lif. COUO 

TESJ: 3-11,LS 80TH!M FAN OFF 

BUI USING CORR PRESSURE 
I I CORRECTED PRESSURE DIFF ENYELOPE AREA: 1168.09 .-2 
:: EXTERNAL FLOOR FLOOR FLOI REUTIYE VALIDITY CHECk 

18 o o 22 176t.9so 18 o 
11 

1104469. 2.890371 8973069. 2593 506 1.ml76 21203349 i.1E•o8 67066306 s ... 1.6E•u lm.w 1.6n1W-- ~-:~·--=- ~ - ·-·- - ·-0-
16 0 0 22 1583.866 : : 16 0 2508634. 2.772588 6955410. 19284493 7.367624 18482674 l.4E•08 51244855 Syy : 4.8E•12 1623 270 2 487831 I 0 
12 o o 22 1404.320 11 12 o 11 1972115. 2.484906 4900523. mmo 1.247308 14292531 1.0E•08 3S515607 Sxy = 8.6E•12 u05'314 1'353400 1 o 

·-----l.0-- - .. . a . _ _ _n ____ .ll ..1246.SlLrr 10 o : : 1554603 2 302585 3579606 a2mu ! 128365 11osnsn 7899A98C 2551620 s,.= 11 52075 -125i906 o:.Aamo . _ _ . . ! . . ...... _ o. 
8 0 0 22 1066.227 I I 8 0 II 1136840. 2.079441 2363993. 4915786. 6.971881 7925917. 55258559 16481482 n: 0.551011 1107.949 3.913094 REL tRR 0 
6 0 0 22 978.6221 II 6 0 II 957701.3 1.791759 1715970. 3074606. 6.886145 6594871. 45413243 11816422 C = 352.2956 945.5345 3.3810H 1

1 0 
0 0 0 11 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 r • 0. 993382 0 0 , 0 

1------u.----¥----~~-~-____jii--.~----U..--------u.-M...--------~__:__--.u..-__ -.41-___ .u..--_ _....u. __ ...u. __ --1JOL--_....n~f~I A~=01...:50iwu10.uil6'-'1L...
0

2'---_Q__ . -·-.. 0. '··· ·· - -."..· ' ~ , , • ···- ··- __ Q __ _ 
NLA =4.306320 u ·2 I 1'2 n 0 

f IXED YAlUES Ill H£R£ JUST NOW 
llEASURED PRESSURE Olff MEASURED MEASURED 
EXTERNAL FLOOR FLOOR TEMP flOll 

BASE PRESSURE DIFFERENCE: SUMS: 11134364 28488574 73630085 81581115 5.9£•08 2.1E•08 r 0 
EXTERNAL llALL: 0 FLOOR ABOVE: 0 FLOOR llELOll: 0 RELATIVE STANDARD ERROR: 0.013435 rt! std m 0 
U• •OZZEL~---.t..--....nlllla.Ha1 _ __ p,_..,_....lw.Oli..+-l -AtkD~l---'A11111!(),.__J"c-1i•--2ul....i1~C----------------------------------
AVERAGE OUJSIDE TEMP:: -8 WINO VELOCITV: llNW 16 k1/hr THIS TEST llHIS CAN/CGSB-149.10-1186 ·- ·· ··- -- - ···- ··- · - 0 

AlllOSPHERIC PRESSURE : 102.8 kP1 
··=II •••••••121: :1 i:: : : :11: :: : : : : II t:I 1:111:c II s: :1 :: z: II IS •• It 1111' 118118111r11 IW ~= 1121 =~···••t •••• :11: 32: %1' 21111111 =· :1 :: :: IZ II ti II :11: :::: :: :: :e:: :: :: :: :: :: II :z II :11: ::: 1: ::1: 1: :: s::: :: :: :::: :: ::: :: :: :: :: : : : : :::: :: :: :: :: 2: :: :1:: Cl Cl II 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------····· .. .. ···--··-· - - · - · ·-···-----·- - ---- ·-··- - -



} 

------------------·-··-·------------------

TA8lE 2: CALCIUTION IJ REPRESENTATIVE flOV EOUMIOlt BUILDlllG II I 

Sxx s lSUltA~Ult{AT2~-(SU"lA·ei)T _____ ---<_ 
Syy : SUll A SIM A"n -(SUM A·c n . 
Sxy c SUi4 A. SUit ATB ·(SUM A·c )(SUll(A·eu . 

·------------------- - S•• uqc.U. J-= .nS1ty USUI AlUl-2))) . . . 

A c HOW SOllAREO 
8 s LN IJ PRESS~E DIFF 
C • UI IJ FLOW 
a 11s11saasa:a:s1:: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: s:a: :: :: :: :s :: :1::1s:1:1:11 ssats::s :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :::: :::: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :11:::a1: 1: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :::: :: :: ::::sa:1111::: :::::: :::::: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :::: :: :: :1a:1:1111a: 

TEST: HS PAPER TEST 
1:1a:111: 

~-------------------------W~tmlW£UlOIUll£...JULl~~Lllll!WLJUil.L1tESSllLD.JHJWIJC[_ ___ -!SJllllll...£1..IMLWL1l/U--------- : 
CORRECTED TO REF. COMO 
(UllBAl.NICED PARTITION) CORRECTED EST UIATEO UNCORRECTED UltCORRECTEO 

PRESS~E HOii RATES P FLOll TltlOUGH ENVELOPE AREA: 
:JUIL-1£Ull¥E . .. . . VALID llY .CHECL . - . 
RATE1l/s)ERROR m I 

---Ul-.• w~~L~----..C~""""RE~ctw.~~<•~v)~---~"~M~"·K~E011--~-4llllOA4.~W--4-Ull:..----------~---,----------~...,...---~ 
3·11,LS 3-11 PARTITION 

m2. u 4 1724.644 1. uom 
1623.270 1609.321 13.94973 

10 1152. 906 WO. 965 31. 94028 31.87659 
8 1107.949 1070.927 37.02226 36.94844 

2.610768 
3. 450135 
4.542416 --- --t--~~~'.~_1_41904~~.1z _______ . ____ ~!_62~5i~---41_.o_eo_4""'~ ___ _ 

0 0 0 0 0 

SU~S: 

17. 3 467 132. 2395 • l I 
9.15453 37. 58541 : ; 1 I 

1016.117 2.302585 2339.697 5387.351 3.461872 3517.668 12177.72 8099.732 Syxs 4.729289 28.66029 10.08985-.--.----t--; 
1365.187 2.079441 2838.827 5903.176 3.609523 4927.676 17786.56 10246.81 n • -G.85738 • 34.70321 6.076ti59 • REL hR 1 : 
16e7.60~ 1.1m5i 3023. n~ s417.eei 3. 11mi mo.1~trn91.6~ um.9~ ~: flillfl~--~·~1-~-~ -8~.1~1_1_~~ • . • . i i 

0 0 0 0 0 0 ELA =0.011506 1·2 0 0 0 
NLA =0.153426 u·2 I 1·2 1 

5006.306 10609. 94 22910. 92 17585.37 62173.11 36904.51 r 1 
1----------------------------------------------~M+l~-'Ul~4AJiwa.;~-.u..1~1GU--·------ rel std err 1 

THIS TEST DOES NOT llEET STANDARD -·> SEE • OM CAlCULAHOM TABLES 9 

_ .. _ &&l.U 1111111.U.1..U.J.1.;; a .. u .: .1..1.1 . .u .. a ;1.11.:.u..&.a.1.J~a.;;;.m.:.u.nuu 111111111111uuu 11 ua.a.a.u..LU...u.u ... a..allll.l.rn ::u -- ·1 ... • - ·:u,;all.U..J.i..i.&llllll.m.tll.llll.l.U..U..l.ai m1;,armu;u1111a;;;;;,_;;.;;;u; .,_~:.; ;; o_;;_ ~; s:::: :: ~= i: :: i: :: :i u u u 11 u 

l£Sl: 3-11,US TOP FAN IJF 

BASE PRESSURE O IFFERENCE: SUMS: 
EXTERNAL llAll: 0 FlOOR AMYE: FLOOR BELOW: 0 

USING UNCORR£ClED FLOll RATE Atlt> CORREClED EXTERNAL llAll PRESS~E DIFFERENCE 

9441800. 23421186 59236915 

ESTIMATED HOV RATE (l/s) 
_JMlUQRiW[LIJl_JU_ COM)_ . - . 
eu' us ING CORR PRE SS URE 

1--~CM-ww.l"°E~L1---4.C---'-...._ . ..., . . .,..;..,.;-...,·.-.;-..._01--~P,~· __.1~01,....,1._kMP,..1-_,AW19'11----"l'~·.__--1-lhl +.1 ~C---------------'-------------------------·--·- - ---==~--
AVERAGE OUlSIO£ TEllP: : ·8 mo YELOCITY: llflll 14 k1/hr THIS lESl MEETS CAN/CGS8-149.10·M86 

ATl10SPHERIC PRESSURE: 102.8 kP• 
r :s •••• •• s: ss:: 1: :r :: :: :z :: :: 1: 1: :: :sc1a1 :c :: : : : : :: : : :: :c :: 1111s&11 s: :z 1: :: :: :: sz::: :: zest: :1 :: c: :c: :: c: :: :: :: :: :: :c :: : : :::: :: :: :::: :: :: :: :: :: s: c: :: :: :: :: :: :1 ::szsz::::aa :::: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :::: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: 

---------------------·-------·---·-. --- ... 

!--------------------'----------------------------------------- ·----- ··---------

-------------------------------------------------------------·--- -·- -- - ·------··· - --- ··· --- · ..... 



,,,.-------------------------------------------:----------------·--- ···- --- - ... .. ... . -· · - ·· - . .. -

TABLE 2: CALCIUTIOM Of REPRfSEIUATIVE FLOW EOUATIOlt BUILDING 11 
c---------------------------------------------------~-~---:-'.~=-~:--:-7-------·-·- -- · --- .. -·--- ·-·. 

! : t:
0

:r~r~E OIFF . -· -·---- ------------------------------ _____________ j~!(ijll~!!i!!l~!~;!i~il!~h:(A'!)I 
a11 za:w:s s: :s :: :: :: :: : : :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: : : :: :: ~s :1 :: :: :az1z:s:"2t::s: :: :: : : : : :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :z :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :::::: :: :: :z: ::r: :: :::: :: :: :: :::: :: :: :: :::::: :: :r::zzzr :: :::: :::: ::. : : :: :: :: :: :: :: :: : : :: :: :: :: :: : : :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: 

TEST: l·US PAP£R TEST 

THIS TEST OOES llOT IUT STAllOMO --> SEE " OM CAl.CULATIOll TABLES 

. ... ----· ---------- . ·--- ·· ---.. -------- __ .. ------ ------·------·- ----
USING UNCORRECTED FLOll RATE ANO CORRECTED EXTERMAl llALL PRfSSl.IE DIFFERENCE EST !MATEO FLOW RATE (l/s) 

NOT CORRECTED JO REF. COHO 
1----:__----------------------------------------------------WIULAIUO-J>illlllml~- -· -- . 

EllVELOPE AREA: 749.9695 •2 
fLOV RELATIYE ¥Al IDITY CHEU 

.... __________ .. ___ -·---·-· .. --------·- .... .. --.. ·---------------- ______ -l'QJv~2 uim zogn,2 59~;8~~9 1 10~965 i.JkJi~uJ~-sxuwmu-.. .. :~lliW~~~raJI' · _ . ~ 
mu~~ u~m~ m~o~~~ ~~m:~ umn m~s~~~ ~~~:i~ ~m: ~i ~r :~~~m~~ ~U~ll uum . ' 1 I 
7967.650 2.079Hl 16568.26 34452. 73 4.491572 35787.28 160741. 74417.55 Sy;: !0.12710 • 83.06166 6.945909 _;_ __ . ..JEJ._ta ___ j_ __ 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 r I o, 922799 • ~ ~ ' f ~ 
__________________ o ___ o ___ o ___ o __ o o oru~·U~~~~l- - o . : _ __ .. f 

----- -----------
SUMS: 26011.26 54737,76 117680.1 114412.7 505326.6 238671.9 r 1 

RELATIVE STAllOARD ERROR: 0.074567 " r!l std m 1 

1--------------------------------Ul~~~~llU-l~-+M-IW--':.:..L-~--U"-Wll.W~~&-.,~--------·---------"'--__ _J_ __ 

111111••• 11:111111 :a:: i: :: :a:: ~1 it.:: :211111: It 21:1t1111111aa111111t111111111 a1111111:111 :111:a:z11 :s :: 11: a: i111112: :: =~ t.1: 1: 1:: :1a111s12a 11 :: :: :r 111111:: :11s1111:1:111111.11:a:z:1s::::::: :: :: :z :: 1::: :: ::::-:: :: :::: :: :: :t. :: :: :: :: 11 :11111 

rSfiiiTEofi<iRAtE (i/s) -·- -· -- --- --
MOT CORRECTED TO REF. COllO 

TEST: 4-11,LS 
I :1s: 21:z IS :1 : ::: :& :: :: :: : : :::: :11: :: :: :: S 

LOWER FAN CJF USING UNCORRECTED HOii RATE AMO CORRECTED EXTERMAl llAll PRESSl.IE DIFFERENCE 

FIXED YALIU IN HERE JUST NOV BUT us ING CORR PRE ss.-E 

Ftov--rrLmvE - - vAL1D1rvcw--
A 8 . A"8 A"n c A"C A"n A"l'C RATHL/s)ERROR (t) 

3463131. 3. 737669 umou 48!0551 1.52884\ 26om10 J·~:~I mum ~:x = 1.oE•n tm. 152 1.998806 o 
.1B62J89 3 6)7586 10'1364' 3188~2~ i •3365_ 2128098.L µ41Et12--1100 • .045 0.416176 I 0 
2395122: 3.55SH8 8515493. 3027550 7.344472 17590910 1.3E•08 62541808 Sxy • 7.1E•l2 1604.701 3.688.sl 1 0 
1965790. 3.367295 6619397. 22289468 7.2mo2 14243530 l.OE•08 47962181 Syx= 37.91921 1406.293 0.301478 1 o 
1597638. 3:178053 5077382. 16136193 7.142018 11410366 81493049 36262758 n = 0.701828 1231.388 2.578314 REL ~RR 0 
1163156 2 995732 3-USOA 10•3am 6 mm 8122696 56723'18 mum r = m 3500 10B.l..U6 Q.:462516 _ __ ---r --·--- __ .. o 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 r : o, 992336 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ELA =0.267433 1·2 0 0 0 

NLA ~2.289•95 c1 ·2 I 1·2 n 0 
---Wl-.nusuaE..WfWllCE!.-------------- SUMS· llU2628 HOSU63 1 ZE•08 98721860 .J..lEJU.-l..SttOL---------- -· ... --· ..... .. -·- t- .0 

EXTERNAL llAll : 0 FlOOR A60VE: 0 FLOOR 8£LOll: 0 RELArlVE STANDARD ERROR: 0.053293 rel std m 0 

EXTERNAL FLOOR 
llAll A80YE 8HOll : : llAll ABOVE II 

_. __ ____ Jt ___ t _____ z __ ___ n rntm _ -~~----k-2----~~0 ---: ! 
35 0 0 22 1547.618 II 35 O II n ~ ~ ~~ im:~~~ : : ~~ o II 

8 •91 I I 20 0 : : 
0 0 II 0 0 Ii 
0 0 0 0 II 

FAM NOZlEL: C =•=:t•======> Pc • 101.l kPa ANO Tc 1 21.1 C 
AVERAGl OUTSIOf TEMP: : 1 - ~1:$~~~niusrn1.11 Sii ~~ 95 t;~hr THIS TEST llEETS CAM/CGSB-149.10·1186 --·-------.. ···-··--·- .... .. ' .... --- . 0 
lea 81111118811&&& 111111Ii1811111111 II II 11111:11111811111la111111111181 IS aa 111•&111llSI1111 I& al II 8111111111111111111111111111II1111ISSI111111111181111111 lllall lall 1111II1111111811&1111111 SI Ill& I& II II II a a al II 1:111II1111II1&11811111 II 



r 

------~------------------------------------------------- · ·· 

---------·-·------------------------------------- ---------·-·-·--·· ·-····· · --· .. _ 

!ABLE 21 CALCIUllON Of REPR!SUIAllYE Flllll EllU!llOI IUllDllG II J 
: : r~~ ,~~~E Dlff i~ : 1~1 ::c::1::nu=i~:1::i1 ir------ , 
c r LI If FLOll Sxy : ~SUM A~ s~!~~~:!:;~~!m~_we~ >_ _ I 
a:aassasazasa:: s:s:: :::1::: :: :: :: :: :c :: :s:::: :: :::::e :c:ass:asaacss:::: :::z :: :::: :: : : .: : :: :: :: : : : : : : : : !: : :: :: :: :: :: :: :: as ::s: :: :s :: :::: :: sc :: :: :::::::: :: :::::::::::s s::ss:s:::: :zs:ss :::::::: :: :: :: :::: :::: :: :: :: :: :::::: :::::::::: ss::s1 ! 

JEST: 4-11 PAPER TEST 

l---------------------------ilSllli...LlmEJlliD..11.llll.IAlLI~:.llil:.aEJLUl.EU&Lllfil._~&a.l:.-AJJ:wJElCE. ____ lSlJlMIJt.a.EULWL(lJu .. _ .. .. ---- - . 
CORREC TEO TO REF. COND 

CORREClEO ESTIMATED UllCORRECTEO UflCORREClED CORRECTED 3-US (UN8ALANCEO PARTITION) 
PRESSIME FLOll RATES @ FLOll TllOOGH FLOW TllOOGH FLOll AS ENVELOPE AREA: 418.1212 •·2 

----UL.-llll ... L..----'ORREtlEDJ-Wa). _______ .uLIW.LS---UI 11'1' s a or ___ _ fl(., __ 1£UUVE ... ..VALIDJIY OlE.Cl 
4-11,LS 3-US llALL A 8 A"B AT2 . C A•t AT2 A•a•c RATE(l/s)ERROR (t) 

42 1823.752 20.56678 1803.185 1734.388 1.185823 3008102. 3.731669 11243291 42023709 7.458409 22435658 1.7£•0813857077 Su: 7.8E•12 1136.355 0.113450 
8 1700.<M5 22.37463 1677.670 1613.661 1.386575 2603904. 3.637586 9471925. 34454945 7.386261 19233116 1.4E•08 69962117 Syy & 4.2E•12 1613.501 0.009919 I 

1---------1'0-l.lGl- ll mo _sao m mo m i smo2 2311656 1 sssm amm 29221\490 1 nm? J69l6898 1 2Etoa 60216561 s·• ' s mu muau.oano -- . . . 11 
. 

29 1406. 293 28. 09130 ma.202 1325.619 2.119108 1757265. 1. 367295 5917234. 19925078 1 .189634 12634100 90834568 42542753 Sylla 2.112m 1323. rn 0.164989 
24 1231.388 32.94254 1198.445 1152.720 2.857807 1328765. 3.178053 4222888. 13420565 7.049880 9367637. 66040723 29770856 n • 0.133205 1151.971 0.064993 RE~ ~RR 

-----~l~-~~~l~~~-------!-~_5_.o~1~ ___ 1_~_._m __ 1_.8_m_~_1 ___ 10 __ 10_•1~~~2_.99_s_1~,~3-~_ro_o1~b-~-6_~_~.6 _6._91_H_4~~-~-~-w-~4~~,~~~~f~~~~~·9~60, ! 
O O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ELA =0.243406 •"2 0 0 

NLA =5. 821442 c•"2 I 1·2 n 
12020132 42101085 1.5E•08 3.1£•08 

THIS TEST MEETS CMt/CGS8-149.10-M86 

0 
0 -·--· .o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

. ---~..a..;;a.aruu•1--..:;.~~~------·cr•1•1;;n;1•;•gnrur•z11°----··--0 ---:·:·1-----:-·--·1ur·1·;------=---·;.::--------··00--·:n--0r11•111;-;z1111r··-·r·u;,.;.;.,:.;:;:;;u.;.;,.:_:_ i..i .=.;;;:::;:::::: __ :::;:~;:::. ~::; 

1----------------------------------------------------------·--··--·----···· ··· 

------ ----------- ------· -----· .. ··- ----···· ·· ·· .. ,, _ . . , .. 

·, 

-------------------------------------------------------·--··· . .... ____ .. · -"· 

------·------·----·····-

-------·-----· ---- ·-- ·-----····-·-

r-------------------------------------------------------------------·-··--·-------·· 

·---------------------------- ·· ······-·······- . . 

I 
r-----------------------------------------------------------·-· ·- .. ······--·· . I 

I 
·---------· --·---- ·- -···------------------------------- I 

) 



------------------------------------------------···· . .. .. .. . ... . --- - -· -···- -· 

I 
TA8LE 2: CAlCU'..ATION Of REPRESUUTIYE FLOll EOOATIOll 8UllDllG II 1 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~-J 

e • u OF PREss11E DIFF Syy • su11 A> sU11 A-c-2 >-<su" A'c n A , no11 souARED Sn • {su" A> s111{AT2~-(SU1t{A·e1n ) 

c I LN Of FLOll _________________________________ .. s ... y .... 1~su"""i.~A.~)~SUMLl--=-_Aai'C~·e 1(1~:-~;~,}1~~~!~-·~,_, . 
s 1111 1••• s 1 111: :11: :: :: :: : ::1 :: :::: ::ss 11:1 :::: ::: i: :: : 1:1 s z: 1:1::1::: :: :1 :::: :z :: :: :: :: :::: :1 :: :::::::::::: :: :: :: :::::: :: :: :::::: :: :1 :::: :: :: :: :::s ::::: :: : : :: :: ::::aaaaas:::: :::: 1::: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: : : :: :z :: :: :1 :::: ::::::: :: 11:: :: 

TEST: 5·11, 

MEASURED PRESSURE 0 lff 
EXTERNAL FLOOR FLOOR 
llAlL AIO¥E mow 

0 
0 

~ 
BASE PRESSURE DIFFERENCE: 
EXTERNAL VALL: 0 

AVERAGE OUTSIDE TEMP: : 

llEAS~EO ltEASUREO 
TEl!P FLOll 

22 2316.800 
22 1880. 493 
2 171 • 20 

All FANS ON 

j I CORRECTED PRESSURE DIFF 
I I EXTERNM. FLOOR FLOOR 
i I MALL HOY£ IE! 011 

ACTUAL 
l I COf!RECTEO 
II FLOll RATE 

i I 1300.616 
i I 1090. 713 
II ~ 
'' 

FLOOR BElOlf: 

VINO VELOCITY: II 26 k1/hr 
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE: 100 kP1 

SUllS: 

USING CORRECTED FLOll RATE ANO CORRECTED EXJERNAL llALL PRESS~E DIFFERENCE 

ENVELOPE AREA: 
a·n ,.,., 

1691603. 3.044522 5150124. 15679611 7.170593 12129801 86977881 36929453 n s 0.573268 
1189656. 2.772588 3298429. 9145187. 6. 994587 8321159. 58203076 23071151 c • 223. 7550 

EST. FLOll RATE ~--- -·--- - - i' 

(EXTERNAL SURFACES ON\. YI 

RA~~~~~IL_ VM._J~~~v __ c~!~~-- I 
2202.m o.985348 -· --···· o 
1854. 317 2. 707007 ; 0 
1631. 656 0. 691835 I 0 1 

REL RR 0 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ tLA ,1·mm •. cl- ___ 1 ______ 1 __ I o 
. I 0 

. - - ... - -· - -- --· 0 

15888137 56407136 2. OE •08 

THIS TEST MEETS CNl/CGSB-149.10·M86 

lllA c8,042734 u·2 I 1·2 
1.2E•08 8.8E•08 4.2£•08 

RELATIVE STAllOARD ERROR: 0.02450 

USING UNCORRECTED FLOlf RATE ANO CORRECTED EXTERMAl VALL PRESS•E DIFFERENCE 

n 0 
r 0 

rel std err 0 

0 

----------------'Pl..1.:••:..:z.•-::..>.•.L1.%.JP.,._, •=•.s.ou=-<%J'11.&•JL11p •'3-J•PLK'P•=•=n=••:..z.ou..:.:.u :• n•• u UT•,,,. u ••.:••• 3• ••U u •••••••• • 
EST JM TED FLOll RAH (lfs) . 

-11»--U>RREtIU.-lO. REF. COii> 
eur USING CORR PRESSllE 

ENVELOPE AREA: 418.1212 1·2 
FLOW RELATIVE YM. IDIJY CHECK 

A I ,.. • ... l c A'C ··n , .•. , RUE(Lls)ERROR nl---
5367565. 3.988984 mum 85408663 7.747942 41587586 3.2E•08 . 1.7E•08 sxx: 4.4E•13 m1.m o.985348 o 
3536254. 3.688879 13044815 48120753 7.539289 26660844 2.0£•08 98348641 Syy s 1.5E•l3 1931.398 2.707007 0 
2928617. 3.465735 10149816 35176583 7.445020 21803620 1.6£•08 75565591 Sxy : 2.5E•13 1699.481 0.691835 0 

----mfiltt~m~ mH~. mmn Utr1~~ tm~~h~~o~~ ~n~ll ~¥:' f 5mH---ffltmt~mtt . REL lRR · ~ 
mom. 2.772588 3578347. 9921285. 1.mm 9079889. 63879885 25114199 c = m.0561 1142.201 o.541191 ; . o 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ELA -~·mm .·2 ~ t... .. .. !.=-----t 
SUMS: 

NLA =8.377055 e1'2 I 1·2 n 0 
17236469 61194075 2.2E•08 1.3E•08 9. 7E•08 4.6E•08 . r 0 

RELATIVE STANDARD ERROR: 0.02450 rel std m 0 

THIS TEST ltEETS CMl/CGS8-149.10-lt86 
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TEST: 5-11,LS &OTTOM FM OFF USING UNCORRECTED FLOll RATE ANO CORRECTED EXTERNAL llALl PRESSllE DIFFERENCE ESTlllATEO FLOll Rm (l/s) 
................. •========•n•••=•=•=•== ---------------------·------·---------------· ··-- -----·----·-·-······ --·-·· NOT CORRECJED TO REF. COMO 

.. - f1Xl0 -¥Al~~ ll-MER£ JUU_IOlf __ - ·--- -·--~-- - - ------- ------ -- · - --·-------------- -----------·-·---tul . .us.l~ -PR£SSIJ!E 
llEASUREO Pf!ESSURE OIFf llEASUREO MEASURED 11 CORRECTED Pf!ESSURE DIFF ENVELOPE AREA· 
EXTERNAL FLOOR FLOOR TEMP HOW : : EXTERNAL FLOOR FLOOR • FLOW RELATIVE VALIDITY CHECK 

I 

WALL u AeovE 0 mov 0 22 lm m 11 wm A&OVE mo11 RAWHl)~R:~Jll ___ __ ..... , •• _. 
32 0 0 22 1906.522 32 0 0 3634829. 3.465735 12597358 43659117 7.553036 17453998 .1E•08 148306 Syy: 1.3E•l 1930.788 1.272781 . I 

30 0 0 22 1873.835 :: 30 0 0 :: 3511258. 3.401197 11942483 40618744 7.535742 26459941 2.0£•08 89995482 Sxy = 2.4E•l3 1864.640 0.490711 : 

I 
0 ! : 
0 
0 i I 

• 25 0 0 22 1656.903 II 25 0 0 II 2745329. 3.218875 8836873. 28444798 7.412705 20350317 1.5E•08 65505143 Syx= 25.42755 1689.760 1.983063 t 
-- -11 --- --0 . 0 -· - 22-ll1U64- w-----ll---4----~.r-----~~26 2 emu SlUSU 1S2a3810 l 2291•0 lll6S621 995218ll-l90009U-a:---0.5'0l50-..UJJ.OOU~S69185 REL RR 

l~ ~ ~ ~~ ll54.84~ II l~ ~ ~ II 1574633
0 

2.63905~ m55480 1096673~ 7 . 13476~ 1123464~ 8015655~ 2964886~ ~ ~ ~~t9im 1235.40~ 1.5mO~ ! 
0 0 0 22 0 ! ! 0 0 0 ! ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ELA :O. 413563 1 ·2 - 0 0 

r----::--:-::--.:-:-::-:-:-::-::--:-'."'.:°-:-:~-:------------------------:-:-=-:-:-:-:-:----,..-,---:---:--------:--------__.,•iwU~-&..Jl...,S ..... •05~08~c.a-1·_.2-+1_._,-1 _ _ ___ . _____ .. ·-''--· 
8ASEPRESSURE DIFFERENCE: . SUMS: 18722231 63180345 2.2E•08 l.4E•08 1.1E•09 4.8E•08 r 
EXJERNAL WALL: 0 HOOi! ABOVE : 0 FLOOR MLOll: 0 RELAJIVE STANDARD ERROR: 0.018526 r'I std m 
FM NOlZEl: C ============> Pc = 101.3 kP, ANO Tc • 11. l C 

.... Avt~OUl.Sl~-lUP: - • .. --- - - · 0--- --- - . IUllO - W.~1¥~ Sii ll k1'br 
ATllOSPHER IC PRESSURE: 99 . 99 kPa 

0 
- 0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
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---------------------------------------------------------·-- -----·-·-- - --- - - · - -- ·-
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--------------- ----- ------

TABLE 2: CALCIUTJOll Of REPRESENTATIVE FUJI EOUATIOll 8UllOUIG II 
>----,---,..----------------_,..-------------------------------...,..,....--.--...,...-~-------~----~ 

~: r~0~~~~~E 01FF ~;:: ~~~ :u~=~~:rm=rn~:~::~~H 
-~~~Of Fto11 ______________ sxy : hu11 A~!~~:lli1~:!:;U~1~~<~·en __ _ 

I S S SI •••• •• IS s: :: :: :: :: :: :: :z:: : : : : :: :: :z :z :: : : :: :: :: :z :: ::za SS: 1: ZS::: es IS s: :: :: :: a::::: :z :: :: :: :: :: :::s :: :: :: :: :: : : :: :c z: z: :a:::: s::z :: :: :: :: : : : : :: :: :: :: :sz: :c :a IS·= IZZZS• :: ·=== :: :: :: z: :: :: :: :: :: :: : : :: :: :: : : :: : : :: :: :: :: :: IS ::ts:: 

TEST: 5-LS PAPER TEST 
: :: :zasss 

0 

-! I 
~ I 

. . O I 

n 
0 I 

i I 
THIS TEST DOES NOT IUT STAMOARD --> SEE • Oii CAlCULATIOll TABLES 

____ ~naur--11·· ;~;;;; .;...;...u;;.:uam.:.-: .:.;.:;.;a;.a:..; .. ·:--·1·-1111;-·;:u; ·1 -- -- u ·-~· .... ---- ...... -- -- -- -- ·- -- - ·-- -- ·; .. ·;---1·1rnn;· ·--- ., .. ---· ---;;.1·1--z:a:--·:-- --:--·_;;..;;_;;_u_;_u;_;;;.;;;;;;.:.z_;_;;:~; ;:~;::: :::::::::: :::::::: 

TEST: 5-11,US TOP FAN OFF US ING UNCORRECTED FLOll RATE AllO CORRECTED EXTERNAL llALL PRESSURE DIFFERENCE ESTlllA TEO FLOV RATE (l/s) 
·111111 11111111:1:::- -- -- -- -- -- ··1- -- :1· • -- -- • - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -------------- -· -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- -- -------· ------ -- ------ !!QI CORREC IEO IO REF CJllD. ___ -- - --- - ---
FIXED YAllU 111 HERE JUST NOV BUT USING CORR PRESSURE 
MEASURED PRESSURE Olff ~ASURED llEASURED 11 CORRECTED ~ESSURE OIFF 11 ENVELOPE AREA: 1168.09 .·2 
EXTERNAL FLOOR FLOOR TEllP FLOll : : EXTERNAl FLOIMI FLOOR :: . . · . FLOV RELATIVE YAl IDITY CHECK 

uu. 34 AIOVE 0 auow 0 - if i391.oii" II ltAU--14A80¥E-~-o-1r---- - ------571-1ticis2ti6o 201~;~6 7l~~;tr7)~~9T444t;tsa-l~;~9-.~t:tasn-;-fii~ff"- - ~rn~~~~>t~rosU) 0 
30 0 0 22 2259.322 :: 30 0 0 :: Sl04S36. 3.401197 17361535 59050010 7.722820 39421416 3.0£•08 1.3E•08 Syy 1: 9.5E•12 2256.441 0.127493 I 0 
28 0 0 22 2207.700 11 28 0 0 11 4873941. 3.332204 16240970 54118234 7.699706 37527921 .9E•08 l.3E•08 Sxy_- 1.7,£+13 2173.300 1.558198 : 0 

22 O 0 22 1905.662 22 0 3631550. 3.091042 11225275 34697804 7.552585 27427591 2.1E•08 84779850 n = 0.544146 1906.023 0.018955 REL-lRR ·----}- 1

1 

16 0 0 22 1591.608 11 16 0 0 II 2533219. 2.772588 7023574. 19473484 7.372500 18676159 1.4E•08 51781309 c: 354.5305 1602.770 0.701288 I 0 
_____ , __ J __ j ______ J _____ J _____ ~ n _____ J . __ _j _ _j_:: _________ ____ J ___ J_ ~ ~ _J_ ~ ~ I ELA -~·m~t1.~l--- · - ---1- . ~ ! ~ 

llLA s4.265677 u·2 I 1.·2 n 0 
&ASE PRESSURE DIFFERENCE: SUllS: 2.0E•08 1.5£•09 6.5E•08 r 0 
EXTERNAL llALl: 0 FLOOR ABOVE: 0 FLOOR 8ELOll: 0 RELATIVE STAMOARO ERROR: 0.019875 r'I std m 0 

~-~f-NAllµll!t!jQil--<Zl~H~1--~C---"··;..;·---.--...--.-.--.... --..... --...- >L.-_~p,;,-.-....---4'10.ul ... l~~.._~._--"_;.__.u..-~------------------------------------ --- - -- -------- ----- -
AVERA(,£ OUTSIDE TEllP: = 0 lllNO VELOCITY: Sii 33 k1/hr THIS TEST MEETS CAN/CGS8-149.10-N86 0 

2602208 85409142 2.8E•08 

mosPHERIC PRESSURE: 99.99 kPa 
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------------------------------------------------------------------ --·---- . 

TEST: S-US 

CORRECTED 
PRESSURE 
UT llAIL 

5-11,US 5-W 
2415.475 1759.583 
2Z56.441 1637. 752 

P~PER TEST 

RAif (!Is) 
CORRECTED TO REF. COHO 
(UNBAl.AllCED P~RTITION) 

..Ela--UUI Jvt. . . . VAi.JO llY .cHECl . 
RATE(L/~)ERROR (t) 
654.1584 0.026630 
611.011 o.oom5 ~ I 

25 2043.327 1475.211 
22 1906. 023 1370. 975 
16 1601.770 lW.207 

·---41J----- - - 4----4--

568.1092 566.9764 38.43340 321462.2 3.218875 1034747. mom. 6.340317 203em. 12922663 6560625. s111= 0.155360 566.8467 0.022876 i o ··'I 
535.0480 533.9811 38.94898 285135.8 3.091042 881366.9 2724342. 6.280360 1790755. 11246592 5535302. n s 0.468893 • 533.8680 0.021174 REL tRR , 0 

~%_o_.56_2.8 ____ 45_9._~~«~_4_o_.2_41_~ ____ 2_11_n_3.4~-2._1_1~_8·~-5~_,_73~·~~~-~-W48b~6-.1W~~ 12~U9b ~4fil~b 35~~56~: r~~~8~'~:~~~----- ~1-- · ----- -- I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ELA =0.148094 .-2 0 0 01 I 0 0 0 

llLA =1.974671 u·2 I 1"2 n 
SUMS: 1985044. 6500641. 21386670 12637417 81).475409 41431235 'td m ~ _

1 
THIS TEST DOES NOT IUT STAllOAAD --> SEE • ON CALCULATION TABLES 

____ .a&.LU.&&u..a.a.u..:~-rm••::······; 1 a· - · ·; c· ;• -11· ~ - • • •• •c •11.111 11 •• •1 1 11 1 ·1;11 • ;· ;· ·11• 1 - ;; •• • • •• ·1 • 1 • • •• ·; •• ;; ···a ;1:a1• •· 11 ···a··;···-~;- ..... ······,,, .. •••• 1· 111• 1; ·1;11•·- ·; •• ·; ·11· •• •• •• rn.:ll.l.:..:..1:1~.:;;;:;1; :rn:.; :1 ::1;,;s :s1; 
TEST! 6-11,US,PENT All FANS ON EST. FLOll RATE (L/s) 
•••••uuaauu::::::::uu ENVELOPE AAEA: 1172.740 1·2 UICDER REF. CONDITIONS 

(EXTERNAL SURFACES Olll.V) 

FLOll REUTJVE VALIDITY CHECK --· 
. A B A·s AT2 c A·c A'C"2 A1s·c RATHL/s)ERRORJU 

m:~~· i·~Hu Hmm im~m au~' ~mnL1t~1.M~n ~::: i·n:JL.Jllt~tuuiJ .. __ . ----i-~- - ____ -~ 1

1
. 

2513973. 3.218875 8092168. 26047686 7.368687 18524685 l.4E•08 59628663 Sxy= l.4E•l3 1579.00 0.410451 1 0 

m~m: um~~ ~mm: ~mm~ um~~ mm~ 6h~t8~~ ~m~m ~y:· ~~sm~~ tm:m ~:mm REL hR ~ 1 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: r.Mm ~ &------+ --- ----&--
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ELA =O. 395830 .·2 0 0 I 0 

·---------·------- ------------------~--------NLA z),375257 c1·2 I 1·2 n 0 
- - -~~~~M~£•- -~--------~ ·----------s~u~~~•-~ll~82~9~~1--~47~o~~~~7-l~"~·~~·-· --~1~~µ•~~~7~~~J~·M --- ------· ·----- ·- r -- · - 0 -

EXTERllAL llALL: 0 FLOOR ABOVE: 0 FLOOR BELOll: 0 RELATIVE STANOAAD ERROR: 0.018848 rel std m 0 
FAN NOZZEl: C ::::::::::::> Pc = 101. 3 kP1 ANO Tc = 21.1 C 
AVERAGE OUTSIDE TEMP: : 0 lllNO VELOCITY: W 33 kl/hr 

AlMOSPNUIC PR£S$UltE1 09 99 kP1 

EXTERNAL FLOOR FLOOR I I EXTERNAL FLOOR I I HOii RATE 
llAl.l MOVE BHOll II llALL 

45 
ABOVE I I 

4~5~ 0 0 22 2205. 338 II u 0 II 2117. 325 
-~-----4------0-----JW94U601r--... 1--------o ~~~~ 

20 
0 0 22 1651.459 II 25 0 II 1585.551 

14 
0 0 22 1480. 738 I I 20 0 I I 1421.643 

0 
0 0 12 1195.337 II 14 0 II 1147.632 

----ill

0
---u0-- 4 0 0 11 0 0 II 0 

0 ~ ~ ~ ~ II ~ ~ !! ~ 

THIS TEST MEETS CAll/CGS8-149.10-M86 
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APPENDTX VI 

TRACER GAS NETBODS 

TO DETER/tfTNE QUALITATIVELY 

CONTA/t/INANT AIR FLOJI PATTERNS 

IN HIGH RTSE BUII,DINGS 

'ThP. fol]mdng test procedure js based on testing procedures prP.sented 1n 
"ESTABLISHING THE PROTOCOL FOR MEASURING AIR LEAKAGE A!\D A IR FLOW P.~TTrRKS TX 
HIGH RISE APARTMENT BUILDINGS" and ASTM stanoard # F741-83' 3 -·srmm rnr x:m: i >I 

li:n 111111 ' m uum u rwu rnmOI'. This procP.dure assun1P.s that gas samplP. ana]~·sps "dlJ 
hP performed at a lah rattier than at the test site. 

The objective of this pror.edure is to determine qualit.at.ivel~f the cont.aminant air 
flow pa1 terns wlthin Uie hu:iJding. A desigm1ted a111ount of tracer gas is re] eased 
nt a single predetP.rmined location at. the beginning of the test in order to 
create a local "cont.a111inant" source. Jnin1ediat.ely· aft.er t.l1P. :injection, tracer gaf> 
concentrations are measured at designated intervals at. locations throughout the 
hui]ding. The 111Pasured tracer gos concentrat:ions at. each sampling Jocat)m1 are 
then plotted against t.imf'. Baseo on thP. resultB, the air flow directions \r•ithin 
the lndlding can he cleterndn~a. 

1.0 TEST PREPARATION: 

· Cnlculate internal vo]unie of test building, \'0 (n1j) 
Colculate internal volume of tlJe release site, Vr {ni3

) 

Jn order to increase the detectobi1 Hy of the tracer gas ot the sanipl iuy 
locations, the maximun1 allm.·ahlP. SF, concentration at the release site 1r.·as 
determim~cL ThP n1aximun1 safe concentration of SF~ is 1000 ppm. Assuming a 
factor of safety of four, a concentration of 250 ppm was selected to be 
the n1aximum allowable concentration an~·wliere in the building .. Based on 
these nmuhers, the n1axinnm1 volume of gas wh:ich could he relecrned nt. the 
release site was det.erndned using tlle following equation: 

m = an1oun t of SF6 tracer gas, L 
Vr = release space vo]urue, m3 

c, = maxin1un1 concentration, ppb ( 250 ppn1) 

ii 



Based on these calcu1ntions, the volurw of gas required to gPJJerate a 
building concent.ratiori of 500 ppb was rlPtermined. 

lrihere: · 
ni = amount of SF, tracer gos, L 
Vb = huild1r1g volume, n1

3 

C1 = n1axim.um concentration, ppb ( 500 pph) 

Prepare required volume of pure sr. and store j n tight11· sealed syringe {s), 
pressurized cylinder or balloon. 

Prepare 15 mL draw Vacutainers (e.g. FishPr 02-683-54) for sar11p1 fog h1· 
taping septm11s secure]~; in p]ace 

No t.e: each test wi 11 require approx inia t e 1 ~, 10 Va cu tai HP. rs per sar11p 1 i ng 
] ocati on 

Prepare one sampling tube for Pach member of sampling tean1 for ·insertion 
under doors { use a pproxi ma tel y 1 111 lengths of a pproxi mate J 1· 2 llll11 JD 
stainless stet>l tubing bent in L- sl1ape) Cap onP end of each sampling tube 
w::i th rubber sept.ur11. 

Assemble follmdng equipment for ead1 n1emhPr of the sampling tPam: 

stopwat.ch 
nr a r ki n g I> e ri cap ah 1 e of "'Ti t j n g on Va c tu t d in er s 
vacutai ners 
~ - 6 0 cc h J'P o d e rm i c s F i n g e s w it h L 11 e r - Loh t j p s 
21GI hypodermic needles. 
sampling tuhP 
5 spare septums for sampling tube 

In addition assemble the following equipment for the tracer gas release 

J:!" industrial balloons 
tlow-n1eter 
pressurized gas cylinder 

2. 0 TEST PROCEDURE: 

Make sure all exterior winnow~ and doors are closed for the durat]on of 
the test. 

i ij 



Record t es t. d a t e <rn a s t. a r t t i r11 e 

'Measure and record: 
out.door ai.r ten1perature, t 011 .: (OC) 
indoor air te111perature, t. 1;,j (oC) 
wind speed, Vw.: (kru/h) 
wiTJd direct.ion, n.,,i 
initial ambient at111ospheric pressun~, Pa.i (kPa) 

{Note: weather information can he ohta:ined fro111 locn] weather station; Pa must 
not be corrected to se<t .1 eveL) 

Pr i or t. o t es t i n g a s s e nr b 1 e t. he s a nr p 1i n g t. ea ni a t a p re - de t e rr11 in e cl l oc a t i o rr 
within the building hi order to zero alJ st.op watches. 

Di~perse san1pling t.ear11 to tl1eir selP.ct.ed sampling locations 

At a des i g n a t e d ti rw p ri or t o t. r a c er gas re 1 ease , a s ii m I>] e · sh o u 1 a be 
t.ake11 at each designated location. 

3. 0 TRACER GAS RELEASE: 

A predetermined quant.ity of the tracer gas is fostantaneo11sl~ injected into tl1e 
bu:ilding so that the in:itja] concentration of Hie tracer gas is helo"' safet.}; 
limits but ¥;)thin the optiniunr detection rangP of the gas monitor used. Gradunted 
r.;yr) nges or ha 11 oons can ht> used for this i nj ect:i on. These can he pre pa reo before 
the t.P.st or filled from a bottle of compressed tracer gas, using a flown1eter and 
a stopwatch, at. the site. Since tlie ohjer.tive is to determine qualitative11' air 
contan1inant flo~· pat.terns a·it.hin the huildjng, tl1e tracer gas is released at a 
single designated location. (Note: make sure Uie tracer gas contcdner is t:ightl1' 
sealed and do not bring jt into the huilding until the tirue of release.) 

In nml U story structures there seer11s to l>e a t.endenq' for the tracer 
concentration to be higher on t.he upper floors. This is probablj· due to natural 
convect.ion currents caused by rising warm air. S:ince it :is air contandnant f]o;.· 
that. is being n1eas11red, it is not necessar1· to take special 01easures to assure 
uniforr11 gas dist.r:ibnt.ion. Regular n1echanical syste111 operiit ions should he 
majntained 

Lobel ear.h air sample container as fol]ows: 

identification of building (address) 
timP. of inject.ion 
t. i me of sa111pl e 
ser.tion of huildjng fron1 which sample wns taken 
out.door wea t.her cond j U ems 
indoor temperature. 

j \' 



A suitablP. aHPrnatjve procedure is to n~cord the data on n log shePt anil 
j dent if}. the sample l>y nm11bers corresponding to l oy ent.ri es. 

i-·ai t a prior arranged amount of tin1e after the tracer gas was released heforP · 
taking the next sa111ple. This will a]Jo~ the concentratlon of the tracer ga.s at 
thP. reh~ase location to decaj-. Note the dr.tivities of occupants and the ow~ratinn 
ruode of nsechetnfral equipuaent during t.lJis period. 

;\t s1>ecified intervals after the tracer gas iH rPleasP.d, fill the sam1ile 
containers at Pach location ar.r.ording to the sampling procedure ch~scrihed heloi,.· . 
ConU nue this for the duration of the test (at least 2 hours). At all times note 
the act i vi U es of the occupants ancl the opera ti on 111ode of the 111echanfra 1 
equipment. 

Tracer gas concentrations are determined jn an off site lahoratory usirig gas 
monitor equip111ent. Tlw concentrations at each location are then p]otted agcijr1st 
t i rllP • 

4. 0 TRACER GA·S SA/tfPI,ING PROCEDT!RF.: 

Insert sa111pl ing tube under door. Mount h1·poderrn:i c need] e on syrinye and 
re ni o v e need 1 e cove r . Pu r g e the s ~T i n g e h .~?° r. o rn p 1 e t e 1 ~/ d e p res s i n g t h e 
plunger. Insert needle through septum into sampling tube. 

Drdw a 60 nil sample of air into sFinge. 

After pausing several ser.onds to a]]oy,· tlle fiyringe to reach atmospheric 
pressure, ren1ove s~-ringP. and needle from tube, push the plunger for;,·ard to 
thf> 50 nil mark. 

Insert the SFinge nP.ed]e foto the rubber septun1-type stoppP.r of 
Vacut<dner. 

\ii.HILFs NOT EXERTING ANY PRESSURE ON THE PLUNGER, observe the sn·i nge 
plunger to he drawn fop,·ard to approxin1ate]y the 30-35 nil mark of the 
s~,.ringe. If the plunger falls to draw near the 30 nil mark, discard the 
tube and repeet t the purging process. 

Push the pluuger forward to thP. end of the s~{ringe to inject the remaining 
sample jntn the sampljng tube. 

While mairitaining pressure on the s~Tinge plunger, remove the needle fron1 
the tube, and record the sampling ti rue and 1 ocati on of the tu he. 

Move to the next san1pling location and repeat until all . lo~ations l1ave 
been sampl~d 

Repeat tlie proce<lure at t.he spPcified intervals (approxin1ntel.r 20 minutes) 
for the specified period of t.in1e ( at ]east ~ hours} foJlmdng release of 
the tracer gas. Replace san1pl ing tube septun1 ever~· 10-20 samples. 
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5.0 

When the test is cor11pl et erl rr1ectsurfl ancl rPcorcl: 
outdoor air teruperatnre, tu1,r (or.) 
indoor air temperature, ti1.f (oC) 
wind speerl, Vw.f (kru/h) 
lrdnd direction, Dw.i 
a111ldent atmospheric pressure, r •. i (kPa) 

Anal12e SF~ concPntrat.ions using gas chron1atographr P.qujppPrl \rdth electron 
capture dPtector 

F o r each s a nip 1i n g 1 o ca t. i on , p 1 o t SF E co n c e n t r i1 t i o rt v s e 1 a p s e cl t i me f ro ni s F: 
release. 

6. 0 CALIBRATTON: 

SF, standards were prepared b}· injecting allquM nf t.hP. gas j nto l!) n1L vacuti1i riPr 
tube8. The vacuun1s lr.'ere fi mt releosed by rer11oving the caps and theri replacing 
t hen1 in the l n hora tory. The pri 111or:r stand r.t rd sarripl e WflS prep;ffed h)· in j N~ti rig \ ; iii 

a gas-tight syringe, 300 uL of SF&. Tlds corresponcis to <t standard of 20,000 ppn1. 
Four serial dilutions of this primary standard were mane b}· successjvp djlutjons 
of 300 uL a])quot jnt.o 15 rr1L vac11t.ainer tubes. The standarcls Ullls prepared 
contained 400 ppn1, R ppm, 160 pph respectiveJ1· . From the ldst sti1ridard (160 pph) 
] .5 nil· "~ as djlutP.d into a fifth \'acut.ajner. This corresponded t.o a standard of 
16 pph fron1 which successjve dilutions corresponding to 1.6, 0.16, anrl 0.016 ppb 
\·ere prepared. The ca] :i brat ion · cu ne , ... r.t s prP.pa n~d by ana] l' zing t. he e] ect ron
cn pt tJrfl responses t.o duplicate samples corresponding to sr~ amounts of .016 - 9.6 
ppb. 'rlds g.we a linear regression corre]at.:ion coefficient r=0.94. 

7.0 GAS-CHRO/llATOGRAPHIC ANALYSES: 

A Varian 3700 wi t.11 an electron-capture detector 'trtas employed mdng N2 as Uie 
cnrr:ier gas, at a prPssure of 18 psi. A stee] packed (Porapnk N) 4 ft col1J11JTJ \t.'nS 

e111p]ol·ed -w:itli an oven temperature setting of 60 °C, ch~t.Pctor temperature of J~O 
•C and an :inlet te111perature of 100 °r.. 



8. 0 PRECISION AND BIAS: 

At present, in~rnfficient data e,.;ists for purposP.s of pn~cision and accurac1 
deterntinaUcrn. A renB01111l>Je estin111te of the uncertc:dnty in a given change rate 
det.P.rniinat.iort is about 10% or Jess. 

Note t.l1at Ute indoor air now is a strong function of indoor-out.door ternperiiture 
dHference and "'ind speed and direct.ion. WhP.n intf~rpret.ing or comparing data, thP 
fact that a pre~rnun~ a11d temperature dependence does exjst. should be cmHddererl. 
It can have a strong effect on the results. 
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1 • 0 GENERAL: 

APPENDIX VII 
DATA AND ANALYSES 

AIR llOVEJIENT TESTING 

The objective of the tracer gas testing was to qualitatively establish airflow 
patterns within the test building under normal building operating conditions. 
This entailed allowing the building occupant~ to go about their regular 
activities during the test. In addition, building equipment, such as elevators 
and exhaust fans, were maintained in their normal operational mode. 

In the analyses which follows it becomes apparent th~t the magnitude of the SFs 
concentrations which were determined for the samples fall short of the tracer gas 
concentrations which were expected. Enough gas was released at the release site 
to create a tracer gas concentration in the neighbourhood of 250 ppm. When the 
release site samples were analyzed, the maximum SF, concentration encountered was 
found to be in the range of 70 ppb. This would indicate a drastic decline in 
concentration over such a very short period. 

The results determined were therefore brought into question. The calibration 
technique used for the analyses was therefore re-evaluated and repeated. Using 
procedures which were similar to those used to gather the samples, vacutainer 
samples containing pre-determined SF, concentrations were prepared. The samples 
were then analyzed to determine the SF, concentration. The samples were then put 
aside and re-tested the next day. It was determined that the tracer gas 
concentration in the samples dropped by a factor of ten overnight. Vacutainers 
previously punctured with a s~fringe needle appear to have SFe loss due to 
diffusion through the syringe needle holes in the septa. Analysis of the samples 
checked on successive days demonstrates this. 

It is evident therefore, that the tracer gas concentrations detected in the 
samples during the analyses is not a true representation of the concentrations 
which existed at the sampling location at the time the sample was taken. 
Assuming the diffusion rate is the same for all samples however, it can be 
assumed that the magnitude of the sample concentrations remain the same relative 
to one another. In such a case, the sample concentrations determined still 
provide the relative information necessary to qualitatively study air flow 
patterns. 

The results of the tracer gas tests are presented and discussed belo•. 

2. 0 BUILDING I: 

Based on the information obtained from the questionnaires, two tracer gas release 
sites were selected . Odours and apparent mold growth had been reported by those 
occupants whose apartments were adjacent to the garbage chute. The garbage room 
on the first floor was therefore selected as the first release site. Severe 
drafts in kitchen cabinets were reported in several of the apartments on the 
North-East corner of the building. In an attempt to monitor the influence of 

ii 



these drafts on air movement in the building, the ground floor apartment directly 
below the effected apartments was selected as the second release site. 

Due to budgetary constraints, only four sampling locations on four floors of the 
building could be selected. The samples were taken from under the entry door of 
the selected apartments. In apartment 705, where particular noise and drat t 
problems had been noted in the kitchen, the kitchen was selected as the sampling 

·location. In this case the kitchen door was kept closed and the samples were 
taken from under that door. 

The release sites and sampling locations are identified in Figure IA and in 
Figure lB. 

In cases where the apartment occupant opened the door while the sample was being 
taken, a sample was taken directly from the entry way ~ithout using the sampling 
tube. 

A control sample was taken at each location prior to the gas release. 
Instantaneous tracer gas release ~as achieved by bursting a gas filled balloon 
at the release site. Samples were then taken ten minutes after the release and 
every twenty minutes thereafter. The time at which each sample was taken was 
recorded. 

The activities on the sampling floors were recorded so that the information could 
be correlated with the changes in tracer gas concentration. 

Sample tracer gas concentrations were determined using gas chromatography. 

The analyses if the changes in tracer gas concentration was simplified by 
assuming that all the samples taken during a sampling interval (ie 10 minutes 
after the gas was released) were taken instantaneously. The sample concentrations 
associated with each sampling location on a test floor were subsequently plotted 
so that comparisons could be made. Any gaps occurring in these graphs indicate 
places where the samples were lost. 

iii 
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FIGURE 1A 

BUILDING 1 - TRACER GAS TESTING 

RELEASE SITES AND SAMPLING LOCATIONS 

KEY 

TENNn'S 
STORAGE 

FIRST FLOOR PLAN 

FOURTH FLOOR PLAN 

R 1 RELEASE SITE 1 

R2 RELEASE SITE 2 

• SAMPLING LOCATION - BOTH TESTS 

A SAMPLING LOCATION - TEST 1 ONLY . 

mJ SAMPLING LOCATION - TEST 2 ONLY 
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. FIGURE 18 

BUILDING 1 - TRACER GAS TESTING 

RELEASE SITES AND SAMPLING LOCATIONS 

FIFTH FLOOR PLAN 

PENTHOUSE FLOOR PLAN 

KEY 
R1 RELEASE SITE 1 • SAMPLING LOCATION - BOTH TESTS 

R2 RELEASE SITE 2 . A SAMPLING LOCATION - TEST 1 ONLY 

• SAMPLING LOCATION - TEST 2 ONLY 
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2 .1 RELEASE SITE 1: GARBAGE ROON 

During the test the outside temperature fluctuated around 0 •C ± 1 °C, and the 
wind speed remained steady around 10 km/hr ranging in direction from due East .to 
East-South-East. 

As indicated by Figure 2, the tracer gas concentration at the release site 
decreased rapidly. 

Building l: - Tzacez Gas Testing 
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Figure 2: The tracer gas concentrat!on deciined rapidly at the release site. 
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2.11 First Floor: 

Figure 3 illustrates the tracer gas concentrations logged on the first floor. 

Apartment 104, which is adjacent to the release site on the North-East side of 
the building, experienced two peaks in concentration. A concentration decline is 
noted in the thirty two to seventy two minute interval. During this period, it 
was noted that the apartment occupant was coming and going from the apartment 
several times. This action of opening and---closing doors may have "flushed" the 
apartment. After this activity ceased, however, the tracer gas concentration 
again grew at a steady rate and peaked. 

The door between the South-East corridor and the lobby was al~ays kept open. 
During the test, no appreciable concentration of SFs gathered in the lobby. This 
could be due to the fact that the lobby was consistently "flushed" ~·ith fresh air 
as occupants entered into and departed from the building. 

The sampling locations on the South.:..West side of the building were always 
isolated from the release site by a corridor door which remained closed. These 
locations experienced a moderate increase and then decrease in SF, concentration. 
The tracer gas concentrations recorded at these locations amounted to only a 
minute proportion of the concentrations recorded near the release site. 

~ui1ding i - Tracer Gas Testing 
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Figure 3: Two peaks in tracer gas concentration occurred at the locations which were in 
close proxi1ity to the release site. The other locations experienced relatively small 
concentrations. 
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2.12 Fourth Floor: 

Figure 4 illustrates the tracer gas concentrations logged on the fourth floor. 
It is evident that each location experienced an increase and then a decrease in 
tracer gas concentration. Apartment 405, directly over the release site, and 
which ·enclosed the garbage chute, showed the greatest peak in concentration. 

Apartment 404, to the South of the garbage chute, showed the next highest peak. 
Apartment 401 had a concentration curve which echoed the concentration curve of 
apartment 404 but did not reach the same maximum concentration. 

It is interesting to note that apartment 407, to the North-East of the release 
site, although closer to the release site than either apartment 401 or apartment 
404, sho~ed the minimum tracer gas concentration. It should be noted, however, 
that apartment 407 did experience a steady increase and then a steady decline in 
tracer gas concentration~ 

In comparing the concentrations noted, and the location within the building, it 
becomes evident that higher gas concentrations were resulting at the leeward 
sampling locations. 

Building I !" T:race:r Gas Testing 
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Figure 4: Higher tracer gas concentrations occurred on the leeward side of the building. 
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2.13 Fifth Floor: 

Figure 5 illustrates the tracer gas concentrations logged on the fifth floor. 
All the ~oncentrations on th~ fifth floor seemed to peak and then decline and 
then peak again. The concentration peaks noted are only about one tenth of the 
peak concentrations noted on the fourth floor. 

Apartment 506, South-East from the garbage .chute, experienced the greatest rise 
and fall in tracer gas concentration. Apartments 503 and 501, to the South-West 
of the garbage chute, experienced concentrations which were quite close to each 
other but still varied considerably over the duration of the test. · 

Again the apartment to the North-East of the garbage chute experienced the lowest 
tracer gas concentrations. 

All the concentrations noted on the fifth floor were comparable to the 
concentrations encountered in apartments 401 and 407 on the fourth floor. 

Again when comparing concentrations and the location within the building, trends 
regarding wind direction become evident. 

Bui1ding I - Tracer Gas Testing 
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Figure 5: Concentrations detected here are 1uch s1aller than those detected on the four~t. 
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2.14 Seventh Floor: 

Figure 6 illustrates the tracer gas concentrations logged on the seventh floor. 
Apartment 701, to the South-West of the release site experienced a dramatic 
increase in tracer gas concentration while the other locations on the floor 
maintained relatively consistent tracer gas levels. It should be noted that the 
concentration peak occurred much later than the peaks encountered on the other 
test floors. 

The other seventh floor sampling locations experienced tracer gas concentrations 
which rose up and down within the same concentration ranges experienced on the 
fifth floor. 

These findings indicates that the influence of the drafts noted in the kitchen 
of apartment 705 is minimal when compared to ·the influence of other factors such 
as the wind and the stack effect. 

Again it is noted that the location where the highest tracer gas concentrations 
were encountered is on the leeward side of the building. 

When the concentrations for each location in the building are correlated with the 
weather data, it becomes apparent that the air movement is greatly influenced by 
the wind and outside temperatures. Higher concentrations occur on the upper 
floors on the leeward side of the building. 

Building I - Txacex Gas Testing 
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Figure 6: The hi;h~s~ conw:::ations occur on the leewarc side o: the building. 
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2. 2 RELEASE SITE 2: APARTllENT 104 

During the test the outside temperature fluctuated around -3 •c ± 1 •c, and the 
wind speed gusted from 20 km/hr to 30 km/hr from the North. 

It is interesting to note, as sho~n in Figure 7, that the tracer gas did not 
disperse at such a dramatic rate as at the garbage chute. In fact, over the 
duration of the test Cf rom. 10 to 130 minutes after release) the tracer gas 
concentration only decayed by half. 

Building I - Txacex Gas Testing 
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Figure 7: The decay rate of the tracer gas is 1uch lower here than in the garbage roo11. 
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2.21 First Floor: 

Figure 8 illustrates the tracer gas concentrations logged on the first floor. At 
the sampling location in the common room, South of the release site, the 
concentration increased rapidly and then started a gradual decrease. During one 
interval, the concentration appeared to remain relatively constant. This 
coincided to a period when the common room door to the lobby was closed. 

The corridor door to the lobby, and the common room door to the lobby are usually 
kept open. It appears possible that the normal route for the air to take is 
through the common room to the lobby where it is "flushed" by fresh air entering 
the building through the operation of the doors. 

More weight is added to this assertion _vhen it is noted that the concentration 
det~cted in the lobby was also quite high bu~ not as high as the concentration 
detected in the common room. 

The other sampling locations on the first floor experienced concentrations which 
were relatively low when compared to the common room and lobby. The 
concentrations were, however, relatively high when compared to the concentrations 
recorded on the other floors. 

Bui1ding r - Tzacez Gas Testing 
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Figure 8: The highest concentrations are occur in the couon roo11. The concentration 
retained constant when the coamon room door to the lobby re1ained closed. 
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2.22 Fourth Floor: 

Figure 9 illustrates the tracer gas concentrations logged on the fourth floor. 
It can be seen that the peaks on the fourth floor occur at a later time than the 
peaks on the Jirst floor. No particular sampling location dominated over the 
others for . retaining tracer gas concentrations. 

Bui1ding I - Tracer Gas Testing 
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Figure 9: There does not appear to be any particula!' areas of higher tracer ga~ 

concentration. 
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2.23 Fifth Floor: 

Figure 10 illustrates the tracer gas ~oncentrations logged on the fifth floor. 
It is notable that the concentration curves here tend to have a steadier climb 
and fall than they did on the fourth floor. The peak con cent rat ion occurred lat er 
on the fifth floor than on the fourth floor. In addition the peak concentrations 
on the fifth were higher than the peak concentrations on the fourth. 

The concentrations encountered on both floors are of about the same magnitude and 
are lower than the magnitude of the concentrations encountered on the first and 
seventh floors. 

Apartment 506 demonstrated the largest concentrations while apartments 503 and 
508 experienced concentrations of about the same level. Apartment 501, South
west of the release site, encountered the lowest concentrations. 

These observations again correspond to the direction of the wind. The leeward 
apartment, in this case apartment 506, encountered the highest tracer gas 
concentration, while the apartment furthest away from the reiease site on the 
windward side of the building was bypassed by the higher concentrations. 
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Figure 10: Higher tracer ga.; concentrations are encountered on the fift h fl0or tha r: 
on the fourth floor. 
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2.24 Seventh Floor: 

Figure 11 illustrates the tracer gas concentrations logged on the seventh floor. 

As with the first release site, the concentrations observed in the kitchen of 
apartment 705 is very small when compared to the other concentrations on the 
floor. 

It is interesting to note that the concentrations peaked earlier on the seventh 
floor than on the fifth floor however the seventh floor peaks are of much greater 
magnitude than the peaks encountered on the fifth floor. 

Although apartment 701 experienced the highest concentration peak, it also 
experienced a rapid decline. Apartments 703 and 704 both experienced higher 
average tracer gas concentrations. Apartment 704 gained a higher concentration 
peak than 703, but it peaked at a later time. 

Building X - Txacex Gas Testing 
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Figure 11: Tracer gas conce:.t:ations here are 1uch higher thari concentrations on 
the 1iddle floors. In addition, the lee•arj apart~er.ts aaintairi higher 
concentrations than the windward apartments. 

In studying the trend from this test, it again becomes evident that the most 
important influence on the air movement inside the building is the weather 
conditions outside the building. It is evident that a shift in the wind is 
accompanied by a shift in the location where the higher tracer gas concentrations 
would occur on each floor. 
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Higher tracer gas concentrations occurred on the top floor than in the middle 
floors. Only certain areas on the floors where the gas was released had higher 
gas concentrations than the top floor. The fact . that the tracer gas has a 
tendency to rise and accumulate on the top floor indicates that the stack effect 
has some influence on the airflow within the building. 

It was also apparent that apartment 104 experiences less air movement compared 
to the other release site since the tracer gas dilution rate appeared to be so 
much smaller. 

3.0 BUILDING II: 

Smells from the garbage chute had beeri reported by several occupants and so the 
garbage room was selected for the first release site. 

The occupants of the apartments around the fourth floor North-West corridor 
complained about bad smells from the corridor carpet. In order to investigate the 
significance of this, the fourth floor North-~est corridor was chosen as the 
second release site. 

Due to budgetary constraints, only four sampling locations on four floors of the 
building could be selected. The samples were taken from under the entry door of 
the selected apartments. 

The locations of the release sites and sampling locations are indicated in Figure 
12A and Figure 12B 

In cases where the apartment occupant opened the door while the sample was being 
taken, a sample was taken directly from the entry way without using the sampling 
tube. 

A control sample was taken at each location prior to the gas release. 
Instantaneous tracer gas release was achieved by bursting a gas filled balloon 
at the release site. Samples were then taken ten minutes after the release and 
every twenty minutes thereafter. The time at which each sample was taken was 
recorded. 

The activities on the sampling floors were recorded so that the information could 
be correlated with the changes in ttacer gas concentration. 

Sample tracer gas concentrations were determined using gas chromatography. 

The analyses if the changes in tracer gas concentration was simplified by 
assuming that all the samples taken during a sampling interval (ie 10 minutes 
after the gas was released) were taken instantaneously. The sample concentrations 
associated with each sampling location on a test floor were subsequently plotted 
so that comparisons could be made. Any gaps occurring in these graphs indicate 
places where the samples were lost. 
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3 .1 RELEASE SITE 1 : GARBAGE ROOll 

The first release site chosen was the garbage room located in the half basement 
of the building. 

During the test the outside temperature fluctuated around 0 •C ± 1 •c, and the 
wind speed ranged from 5 km/hr to 15 km/hr from the East to East-South-East 

As shown in Figure 13, the ·tracer gas concentration decreased rapidly at the 
release site. 
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Figure 13: Tracer gas concentration decreases rap1diy. 
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3.11 First Floor: 

Figure 14 illustrates the trends in tracer gas concentration noted on the first 
floor. Those locations which were over the half basement showed substantially 
larger concentrations than those locations which were isolated from the half 
basement. 

Apartment 108 only showed trace amounts of tracer gas during the latter portion 
of test. Apartment 105 only had detectable tracer gas concentrations during 30 
to 50 minute period during the test. Both of these apartments are separated from 
the garbage chute by corridor doors. 

Apartment 101, which is directly above the garbage room and adjacent to the 
garbage chute recorded the greatest tracer gas concentrations. Apartment 103, 
which is West of the release site, peaked quickly and then experienced a steady 
decline in tracer gas concentration. 
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Figure 14: The sampling location beside the garbage chute experienced the greatest 
peak in tracer gas concentraticn. 
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3.12 Third Floor: 

Figure 15 illustrates the trends in tracer gas concentration noted on the third 
floor. 

Apartments 303 and 308 showed no traces of S~ at all. Apartment 305, West and 
across the hall from the garbage chute, recorded the largest concentration. 

During the second time interval the garbage chute door was opened. During the 
same period the concentration recorded for apartment 301 went to zero, and the 
concentration reported for apartment 305 increased substantially. Once the door 
was closed again, the concentration reported for 305 decreased again and the 
concentration recorded for apartment 301 rose again. This result may be due to 
wind blowing through the corridor window, across the hall and into apartment 305 

Building II - Tracer Gas Testing 
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Figure 15: Only the two apartaents on the sa1e side of the building as the release 
site had detectable tracer gas concentrations. 
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3.13 Fourth Floor: · 

Figure 16 illustrates the trends in tracer gas concentration noted on the fourth 
floor. The concentrations noted in apartment 411, North-West of the garbage 
chute, experienced a very rapid increase and then decline. The concentrations 
recorded for the other apartments seemed to fluctuate substantially with no 
discernable trends being noted. 
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Figure 16: 
411, nc discernable 
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Apart from the initial increase in tracer gas concentration in apartment 
trends in the concentration data is noted. 
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3.14 Sixth Floor: 

Figure 17 provides a clear example of concentrations increasing and then 
decreasing. Apartment 601, adjacent to the garbage chute peaked with the highest 
concentration. Apartment 602 encountered the next highest concentration and 
apartments 608 and 606 concentrations were very close. 

The concentrations recorded on this floor were higher than any of the 
·concentrations recorded on the other floors. This indicates that the stack effect 
is still having an influence on the air flow in the building. It is apparent, 
however, there is little correspondence between high concentrations and wind 
direction. 
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Figure 17: Tte tracer gas concentrations detected on this fioor are greater thar. 
the concentrations detected on any of the other floors. 
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3.2 RELEASE SITE 2: FOURTH FLOOR NORTB-'llEST CORRIDOR 

During the test the outside temperature fluctuated around ~i •c ± 1 •C, and the 
~ind speed ranged from 10 km/hr to 22 km/hr from the South-East to South-South
East 

As shown in Figure 18, the tracer gas concentration decreased more rapidly at 
this release site than in the garbage room. 

None of the samples taken from sampling locations below the fourth floor 
contained detectable concentrations of gas. 

Bui1ding II - Tracer Gas Testing 
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Figure 18: The tracer gas dissipated 1ore rapidly here than in the garbage rooa. 
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3.21 Fourth Floor: 

As shown in Figure 19, those apartments on the same side _of the building as the 
release site had very large concentrations of tracer gas while those apartments 
on the other side of the building, separated by corridor doors, only had small 
amounts of the tracer gas. 

As seen, apartment 411, on the eastern side of the release site, had a greater 
concentration than apartment 409 which was on the northern side of the release 
site. The wind was blowing from the South-South-East and so the opposite of this 
was expected. 

The rapid decline in tracer gas concentration indicates a rapid dissipation rate. 
It is noted, however, that apartment 411 had a second increase in concentration 
during the latter portion of the test. This corresponded to elevator activity 
which was occurri~g at the time. 

Although much smaller than the other concentrations which were detected, the 
concentrations detected in apartments 401 and 402 peaked early and then declined 
steadily. 
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I 
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Bui1ding II - Txacex Gas Testing 
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Figure 19: The rapid dissipation of the tracer gas f~o11 the corridor release site 
is echoed by the rapid increase and then decrease in tracer gas concentration in the neighbouring 
apart1ents. 
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3.22 Sixth Floor: 

As shown in Figure 20, the concentrations detected on the sixth floor are of the 
same magnitude detected in apartments 401 and 402. Again the apartments on the 
opposite side of the building from the release site experience a lower 
concentration rate. 

Apartment 608 peaked with the greatest concentration of tracer gas. This peak had. 
· a higher concentration than apartments 401 and 402. The peak associated with 
apartment 606 was only one third as high as the peak associated with apartment 
608. 

Apartment 601, next to garbage chute, experienced an early increase in tracer gas 
concentration at a greater rate than the other locations. Once a certain 
concentration level was attained, however, the concentration level remained 
relatively stable compared to the others. 

Apartment 602 recorded the lowest concentration levels but did experience a rise 
to a peak and then experienced a steady decline. 

There are a great number of fluctuations in the data for the sixth floor. These 
fluctuations c6rrespond to the activity which was occurring on the floor at the 
time of the test. 

Building II - Txacex Gas Testing 
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Figure 20: The apartments on the same side of the building as the release site 
experience the greatest increase in tracer gas concentration. 
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4.0 DISCUSSION 

It is apparent that the controlling factors on the internal air flow in Building 
I is the stack effect combined with the outside wind direction. No matter which 
way the wind blew, the tracer gas congregated on the upper floors on the lee~ard 
side of the building. 

Although the wind conditions encountered during the testing of Building II were 
stronger than those encountered during the testing of Building I, the wind had 
less of an effect on Building II. 

In Building II the influence of the wind was not very great. Higher tracer gas 
concentrations on the upper floors indicated that the stack effect ~as 
influencing air flow, however no clear correspondence between higher tracer gas 
concentrations and wind direction could be established. Internal building 
activity seemed to have a greater influence on air movement as elevators moving, 
doors opening and people moving seemed to drag air around. One of the air flow 
paths which is notable is through the garbage chute. 
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APPENDIX VIII 
AIR QUALITY ASSESS!fENT 

1. 0 INTRODUCTION 

In October 1990, BFL Consultants Limited invited Newfoundland EnviroTech to join 
a proposed study of air tightness, air n1ovement and indoor air quality in high 
rise apartment buildings in the Atlantic region, to be sponsored by Canada 
Mortgage and Housing Corporation. Upon acceptance by CMHC of the BFL proposal, 
work on the project began in December. · 

BFL chose 2 buildings for the investigation - Building I, a 7 story condominium 
project in the east end of St. John's and Building II, a 6 story non -profit 
housing unit downtown. The first stage of the investigation was a building 
assessment which included a survey of occupant complaints. Inforruation gleaned 
f roru the building assessment was used in determining subsequent stages of the 
investigation. 

2.0 SAJIPLING PROGRAJ/ 

2.1 Strategy 

Although there were few coruplaints of symptorus typical of indoor air quality 
problems, an air sampling program was undertaken to evaluate air quality, typical 
of apartments in both buildings. 

Bi oaerosol sampling was included. In Building II, some occupants noted the 
presence of mold and some of these apartments were included. In Building I, some 
occupants felt the garbage chute was a source of odour and mold. Apartments 
adjacent to the garbage chute were sampled. In both buildings, the garbage rooru 
and lobby were also included. 

Carbon dioxide (CO:) and Relative Huntidit~f (RH) were monitored in typical 
apartments to investigate complaints of stuffiness and condensation by some 
occupants. Stuffiness and stale air may result froru overcrowding and/or lack of 
ventilation. Apartments do not have mechanical ventilation. Building II may be 
overcrowded, being a non-profit housing unit. 

Carbon monoxide (CO) was included because Building I has a parking garage. 
Smokers occupy a number of apartments in both buil~ings. 

Formaldehyde (C~O}was included to investigate complaints of eye and respiratory 
tract irritation. Sources of formaldehyde include new carpet and furniture. 

Both building are constructed of concrete, potential sources of radon. Building 
I does not have basement below grade. Building II has a half basement which is 
partially below grade. 

Total Suspended Particulate (TSP) was included to investig~te complaints of dust 
accumulation on furniture by some occupants of Building I. 
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Three sampling locations were chosen in each bu:ildi ng for the rueasurement 
of CO:, CO, CH20, Radon, RH, T and TSP. Typical occupancies were choseu. Two 
series of bioaerosol samples were taken in each b-uilding. 

2.2 Methods 

Descriptions of the instrumentation used in testing for the various cont.antinants 
appears in Attachment. I of this appendix. 

2.2.1 Bioaerosols 

The RCS Biotest sampler with Rose-Bengal strip was used. 

At. Building II, 8 minute samples were taken at 7 locations throughout the 
building on April 1 and 4, 1991. Lotations included 5 apartments, the garbage 
room and the lobby. On April 4, sampling time for apartment. 406 was reduced to 
4 minutes because the first sample was overloaded and difficult to count. 

Samples were incubated at 30 •C for 5 days and then the number of colony-forming
uni ts were couuted. Concentrations were then calculated using the technique 
outlined in the manufacturers instructions: 

cfu/ni3 =I colonies* 25 I sampling tin1e 

At Building I, 4 minute duration samples were collected on March 15, -1991, at the 
apartments along the garbage chute, in the garbage room and in the lobby ·. Eight 
minute duration samples were collected on March 21 at the sarue locations. 

Samples were incubated for 5 days at Public Health Laboratories, St. John's. The 
incubation temperature was 35°C for the March 15 saruples and 30°C for the March 
21 samples. 

2.2.2 Carbon Dioxide, Relative Humidity and Temperature 

The EGM-1 Environmental Gas Monitor wa~ used to monitor C~, RH and T. 

The instrument was set up at a central location and C01 , RH and T logged at 10 
minute intervals for 20-24 hours. The instrument. was subsequently moved to 
another location. the instrument. was calibrated prior to setup. 

2.2.3 Carbon Monoxide 

The Exotox 55 Portable Gas Monitor and GL-15 Data Logger were used to monitor co. 

The instrumeut was set up alongside the EGM-1 and CO was logged at 10 minute 
intervals for 20-24 hours. The instrur11ent was subsequent!}· moved to another 
location. Instrument zero and span were verified before and after ea~h sample. 
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2.2.4 Formaldehyde 

PF-1 Passive Formaldehyde Monitors were used to measure C~O levels. 

Samplers were suspended from the ceiling at .each sampling location. After 5-7 
days exposure, samplers were sent back to Ortech International for analysis. 

2.2.5 Radon 

RADPAC cannisters were used to monitor radon. 

The sampler was exposed 5-7 days at each location. Generally,the cannister rested 
on top of furniture at a central location in the apartment. After exposure, the 
cannister was resealed and returned to Alphanuclear, a testing laboratory, for 
analysis. 

2.2.6 Total Suspended Particulate 

The Turner Designs Particulate Sampler was used to sample TSP. 

The sampler was positioned adjacent to the EGM-1 and Exotox samplers. Samples 
were collected at a flow rate of 10.3 Lpm for 20-24 hours. PTFE membrane filters 
(37 mm, 2 um) were weighed using a Cahn microbalance before and after sampling. 
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3. 0 SAJf PLING RESULTS 

3.1 Bioaerosols 

Table 1 contains the bioaerosol monitoring data. 

TABLE 1: BIOAEROSOL DATA 

BUILDING II 

BIOAEROSOL LEVEL Cf U/Dt
2 

April 1/91 April 4/91 

Lobby 9 16 

Garbage Rm 31 19 

Apt 105 6 9 

Apt 107 22 31 

Apt 403 41 13 

Apt 406 >225 >269 

Apt 508 22 53 

BUILDING I 

BIOAEROSOL LEVEL cfu/m·3 

March 15/91 March 21/91 

Lobby no growth no growth 

Garbage Rn1 no growth no growth 

Apt 104 no growth no growth 

Apt 205 no growth no growth 

Apt 305 no growth no growth 

Apt 405 no growth. no growth 

Apt 505 no growth no growth 

Apt 605 no growth no growth 

Apt. 705 no growth no growth 

Generally, typical bioaerosol levels were measured at Building II. Except for 
apartment 406, measured levels on both days were 53 cfu/ru2 or less . Apartment 406 
had 4 occupants (2 children) and many plants. One variety of fungal colon:y· 
appeared to predominate. Budgetary constraints did not allow further 
identification of this colouy. 
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No growth was found on any samples obtained from Building I. The high incubation 
temperature (35°C) and short sampling time (4 mtn.) may have affected the first 
series. However, the second series had an 8 minute sampling tinie and were 
incubated at 30°C. 

3.2 Carbon Dioxide, Relative Humidity and Temperature 

Ta~les 2 through 7 contains COz, RH and T monitoring data. Results are tabulated 
with a 30 minute interval. 

Measured C~ levels at Building II ranged from 413 - 1896 ppru. Apartments 101 
and 601 were occupied by single elderly women and levels ranged from 413 - 1002 
·ppm. Apartment 407 ~as occupied by an elderly couple and levels ranged from 701 -

1896 ppm. 

At Building I, apartruents 301 and 705 were unoccupied during sampling and levels 
did not exceed 436 ppm. Apartment 301 is a rental unit which is infrequently 
occupied. Apartment 705 bas a permanent resident who just happened to be away 
during sampling. 

Building I, apartment 104 is a single unit with one occupant . Measured levels 
were similar to Building II, 101 and 601, 488 - 998 ppn1. 

Apartments at both buildings have electric heat and temperatures did not vary 
more than 2 degrees. Generally, temperatures ranged fron1 21 - 25°C. Relative 
humidity ranged f ron1 25 - 50 % depending on weather conditions. 
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Table 2: Carbon Dioxide, Relative Humidity and Temperature, 
Building It, Apart•ent 101, Mar. 11-12/91 

Ti•e C02 {ppm) RB (%) T ( •C) 

17:15 458 29.6 21.1 
17:45 436 30.0 21.] 
18:15 438 29.5 21. 2 
18:45 436 29.2 21.6 
19:15 425 29.0 21.1 
19:45 414 28.1 21.] 
20:15 414 28.9 21.1 
20:45 413 28.6 21.8 
21: 15 424 29.1 21. 7 
21.45 433 27.6 21.] 
22:15 447 28.5 21. 7 
22.45 436 28.8 21.1 
23:15 435 29.4 21.1 
23:45 436 29.3 21. l 
00: 15 436 29.4 21. 3 
00:45 437 29.7 21.1 
01:45 435 29.3 21.1 
02:45 436 30.1 21. 8 
03:15 436 29.6 21.1 
03:45 446 30 .1 21. 8 
04:15 458 30.7 21. 5 
04:45 480 30.6 21. 8 
05:15 467 30.6 21.1 
05:45 468 30.2 21.] 
06:15 468 30.2 21. 3 
06:45 473 30.6 21.6 
07:15 479 30.3 21. 6 
07:45 468 30.7 21. l 
08: 15 528 31. 3 21. 2 
08:45 599 31.1 21. 5 
09:15 607 32.4 21. 9 
09:45 674 32.8 21.l 
10:15 662 31. 9 21.8 
10:45 714 34.4 22.0 
11: 15 715 38.2 22.6 
11 :45 713 39.7 22.7 
12:15 703 39.4 22.6 
12:45 696 37.4 22.8 
13:15 707 36.3 22.8 
13 :45 695 35.2 22.6 
14:15 663 35.2 22.1 
14:45 604 34.7 22.8 
15:15 550 33.4 22.0 
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Table 3: Carbon Dioxide, Relative Humidity and Temperature, 
Building II, Apartment 407, Mar. 13-14/91 

Time co, (ppm) RH (') T ( •C) 

15:29 1896 49.6 23.5 
19:29 1423 43.8 25.4 
19:59 1383 43.7 25.7 
20:29 1342 43.2 25.8 
20:59 1306 43.1 25.5 
21:29 1287 43.1 25.6 
21:59 1304 42.7 25.9 
22:29 1249 43.1 25.l 
22:59 1230 43.2 25.1 
23:29 1200 43.3 25.9 
23:59 1197 43.2 25.1 
00:29 1191 43.1 25 .1 
00:59 1188 43.0 25.1 
01:29 1178 43.3 25 .1 
01:59 1177 43.7 25.1 
02:29 1176 42.8 25.1 
02:59 1165 43.2 24.3 
03:29 1174 43.2 25.l 
03:59 1174 43.0 25.1 
04:29 1178 43.3 25.7 
04:59 1178 43.4 25.2 
05:29 1176 43.6 24.7 
05:59 1186 43.4 24.9 
06:29 1189 43.6 24.7 
06:29 1193 43.5 24.4 
07:29 1196 43.4 24.2 
07:59 1187 43.8 24.9 
08:29 1027 41.9 25.3 
08:59 993 43.5 25.7 
09:29 964 42.5 25.2 
09:29 964 42.5 25.2 
09:59 1043 43.2 25.2 
10:29 1057 43.2 25.7 
10:59 1072 43.4 25.2 
11: 29 1092 42.6 26.1 
11: 59 . 1091 43.0 26.l 
12:29 1059 42.2 25.1 
12:59 742 37.0 23 .1 
13: 29 704 37.7 23.6 
13:59 1019 42.8 24.7 
14:29 925 41.8 24.1 
14:59 731 37.3 24.1 
15:29 701 37.2 24.1 
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Table 4: Carbon Dioxide, Relative Humidity and Temperature, 
Building II, Apartment 601, Mar. 1?.-13/91 

Ti•e C01 (ppm) RB (') T ( •C) 

18:03 1002 37.4 23.1 
18:33 942 34.3 24.1 
19:03 934 33.2 24.4 
19:33 918 32.5 25.6 
20:03 886 32.5 24.1 
20:33 880 32.8 24.6 
21:03 886 32.7 24.2 
21:33 901 32.5 24.2 
22:03 872 32.2 24.1 
22 :.33 844 32 .. 4 25.4 
23:03 816 32.3 25.2 
23:33 813 32.5 25.1 
00:03 769 32.5 25.4 
01:03 698 31. 9 25~2 

02:03 638 32.1 24.6 
02:33 626 31. 8 24.2 
03:03 606 31. 9 24.7 
03:33 596 31. 7 24.1 
04:03 576 31. 8 24.6 
04:33 540 31.4 24.1 
05:03 527 31. 5 24.3 
05:33 527 31. 7 24.2 
06:03 527 31. 5 2,4. 3 
06:33 521 31. 5 24.8 
07:03 514 31. 5 24.8 
07:33 506 31.2 24.6 
08:03 544 31.8 24.4 
08:33 554 31.4 24.5 
09:03 575 32.1 24.6 
09:33 623 32.3 24.5 
10:03 624 31.8 24.1 
10:33 611 31. 9 24.7 
11 :03 611 32 .1 24.6 
11:33 675 32.6 25.0 
12:03 652 32.2 25.5 
12:33 648 32.1 25.2 
13:03 624 32.0 24.1 
13:33 625 32.2 25.1 
14:03 623 32.0 25.5 
14:33 623 32.2 25.2 
15:03 624 32.8 25.3 
15:33 626 32.7 25.2 
16:03 803 33.5 25.6 
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Table 5: Carbon Dioxide, Relative Humidity and Temperature, 
Building I, Apartment 104, Mar. 8-9/91 

Time COa (ppm) RH {') T ( •C) 

17:15 799 36.2 24.3 
18:15 843 36.3 24.1 
19:15 811 36.6 23.2 
20: 15 813 36.6 23.3 
21:15 757 36.1 22.6 
22:15 732 35.5 23.1 
23:15 611 35.0 23.2 
00: l 5 550 34.6 23.9 
01:15 526 34.9 23.4 
02: 15 516 35.0 23.2 
03:15 538 34.1 22.1 
04:15 514 34.5 23.3 
05:15 505 33.7 23.4 
06: 15 488 33.8 23.2 
07:15 622 34.8 23.1 
08: 15 67'4 36.0 23.1 
09:15 656 36.1 23.1 
10:15 623 36.4 23.1 
10:45 600 35.2 23.6 
11: 15 648 37.1 23.1 
11 :45 648 35.8 23.1 
12: 15 785 36.3 24.0 
12:45 846 37.1 23.2 
13:15 594 34.1 24.2 
13:45 704 36.5 23.1 

. 14: 15 651 34.7 24.7 
14:45 602 35.9 23.4 
15:15 582 34.l 23.6 
16:15 562 34.1 23.3 
16:55 689 35.1 23.0 
17: 35 926 38.5 23.3 
17:55 998 38.3 23.2 
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Table 6: Carbon Dioxide, Relative RU.idity and Temperature, 
Building I, Apartment 301, . Mar. 4-5/9i 

Ti11e C01 (ppm) RB (\) T ( •C) 

22:00 378 24.4 21.1 
23:00 393 25.2 21. 2 
00:00 392 25.2 21.1 
01:00 392 25.6 21.1 
02:00 392 25.3 21.4 
03:00 381 25.9 21.6 
04:00 382 25.3 21.1 
05:00 378 26.2 21.1 
06:00 375 25.7 21.1 
07:00 373 25 .·9 21.2 
08:00 372 25.8 . 21. 8 
09:00 372 25.9 . 21.1 
10:00 372 25.6 21. 5 
11:00 373 26.2 21.1 
12:00 374 26.0 21. 6 
13:00 377 26.1 21. 9 
14:00 373 26.2 21. 7 
15:00 376 26.4 21.1 
16:00 374 26.9 21.1 
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Table 7: Carbon Dioxide, Relative Humidity and Temperature, 
Building I, Apart•ent 705, Mar. 9-10/91 

Ti•e COz (ppm) RB (\} T (•C} 

20:46 433 30.9 20.1 
21:16 436 28.0 23.3 
21:46 418 27.8 23.8 
22: 16 391 27.7 22.1 
22:46 381 27.8 22.0 
23:16 374 27.6 22.7 
23:46 381 27.6 22.2 
00:16 362 27.8 22.6 
00:46 361 27.9 22.2 
01:16 351 27.9 22.8 
01:46 353 27.7 22.5 
02: 16 351 27.7 .22 .1 
02:46 349 27.4 22.1 
03:16 351 27.l 22.1 
03:46 343 27.8 21. 6 
04: 16 340 27.6 21. 4 
04:46 341 27.8 21. 5 
05:16 347 27.6 21.6 
05:46 340 27.1 21.0 
06:16 341 27.9 21.0 
06:46 342 27.8 21.1 
07:16 352 27.2 22.1 
07:46 351 27.3 21. 3 
08: 16 351 27.2 22.5 
08:46 351 27.2 22.6 
09:16 353 27.2 22.1 
09:46 354 27.2 22.1 
10: 16 352 27 .1 22.1 
10:46 352 26.8 22.1 
11: 16 361 27.3 22.4 
11 :46 353 27.3 22.3 
12:16 362 27.2 22.9 
12:46 362 27. 5 •. 22.7 
13: 16 354 27.4 22.4 
13:46 362 27.4 22.4 
14:15 362 27.2 22.1 
14:46 362 27.8 22.1 
15: 16 362 27.5 22.7 
15:46 363 27.5 22.4 
16: 16 369 27.5 22.8 
16:46 368 27.8 22.1 
17 :16 369 27.1 22.1 
17:46 365 27.6 22.6 
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3.3 Carbon Monoxjde 

Tables 8 through 12 contains the CO monitoring data. Data is tabulated with a 10 
minute interval. 

Apartments with smokers - Building II, 101 and 407, Building I, 104 - had 
measurable CO levels. Levels ranged up to 6 ppn1. 

Building I, 104 had the highest CO level (6 ppm). The occupant claims not to be 
a heavy smoker. The apartment js adjacent to the parking garage which may he a 
factor. 

Table 8: Carbon Monoxide Data, Building II, 
Apartment 407, Mar. 13-14/91 

Time CO Level 

17:18 0 ppm 

05:33 0 ppm 
05:38 2 ppm 
05:48 2 ppm 
05:58 2 ppm 
06:08 2 ppo1 
06:18 2 ppm 
06:38 2 ppm 
06:43 0 ppm 

09:58 0 ppr11 
10:03 2 ppm 
10:13 2 ppm 
10:33 2 ppm 
10:43 2 ppm 
10:53 2 ppm 
11 :03 2 ppm 
11:08 2 ppm 
11 :13 0 ppm 

16:13 0 ppm 
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Table 9: Carbon Monoxide Data, Building II, 
Apartment 101, Mar. 11-12/91 

Time 

15:50 

18:10 
18:20 

11: l 0 
11 :20 

lJ: 50 

CO Level 

0 ppm 

0 ppm 
2 ppn1 

2 pprn 
4 ppru 

4 ppm 

Table 10: Carbon Monoxide Data, Building II, 
Apartment 601, Mar. 12-13/91 

Time CO Level 

18:20 0 ppm 

16:20 0 ppm 
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Table 11: Carbon Monoxide Data, Building I, 
Apartment 104, Mar. 8-9/91 

Time 

16:06 

17:26 
17:36 

21: 16 
21:26 

. 
23:46 
23:56 

11:26 
11: 36 
11: 46 

14:46 
14:56 

_co Level 

6 ppm · 

6 ppn1 
4 pprn 

4 ppm 
2 ppnt 

2 ppn1 
0 ppn1 

0 ppr11 
2 ppm 
4 ppm 

4 ppn1 
2 ppm 

Table 12: Carbon Monoxide Data, Building I, 
Apartment 705, Mar. 9-10/91 

Ti•e CO Level 

20:40 0 ppm 

20:20 
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3.4 Formaldehyde 

Table 13 contains the C~O monitoring data. Typical indoor c~o levels were 
measured to be 0~02 ppm to 0.04 ppm. 

TABLE 13: FORMALDEHYDE DATA 

Date Building Location Formaldehyde Level 

Mar. 11-18/91 Building II Lobby < 0.01 ppm 

Mar. 11-18/91 Apt. 101 0.033 ppn1 

Mar. 4-11/91 Apt. 407 0.022 ppn1 

Mar. 4-11/91 Apt. 601 0.044 ppm 

Mar. 4-11/91 Building I Lobby 0.020 ppm 

Mar. 4-11/91 Apt. 104 0.038 ppr11 

Mar. 4-11/91 Apt. 301 0.022 ppn1 

Mar. 4-11/91 Apt. 705 0.022 ppm 
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3.5 Radon 

Table 14 contains the radon monitoring data. 

Measured radon levels did not exceed typical background levels. The samplers 
were exposed for a longer period than recommended. As a result, there is a 
high level of imprecision in the data. If the measured levels had been 
significant, it would have been advisable to repeat sampling. 

TABLE 14: RADON DATA 

Date Building Apartment Radon Level 

Mar. 12-14/91 Building II Lobby sample lost 

Mar. 11-18/91 Apt. 101 18.4 Bq/rn2 

Mar. 4-11/91 Apt. 407 17. 7 Bq/m3 

Mar. 4-11/91 Apt. 601 7. 8 Bq/n12 

Mar. 4-11/91 Building I Lobby 8.1 Bq/1112 

Mar. 4-11/91 Apt.. 104 3.7 Bq/n12 

Mar. 4-11/91 Apt.. 301 11. 4 Bq/m2 

Mar. 4-11 /91 ·Apt.. 705 18.3 Bq/m2 
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3.6 Total Suspended Particulate 

Table 15 contains TSP levels. 

Levels n1easured in apartments occupied by smokers ranged from 45 - 200 ug /01 2. 
Bujlding I, 104 had the highest. level at 200.3 ug/r112

• 

Apartments occupied by non~smokers bad less than 10 ug/o~. During sampling at 
Building I, 705 the sampler stopped preruaturely, which normally happens with 
excessive pressure drop across the filter. 

TABLE 15: TOTAL SUSPENDED PARTICULATE (TSP) DATA 

Date Building Apartment TSP Level 

Mar. 11-12/91 Building JI Apt. 101 77.3 ug/1112 

Mar. 13-14/91 Apt. 407 45.9 ug/m3 

Mar. 12-13/91 Apt. 601 3.9 ug/m2 

Mar. 8-9/91 BuHding I Apt. 104 200.3 ug/m3 

-
Mar. 4-5/91 Apt. 301. 5.2 ug/n12 

I 

Mar. 9-10/91 j ; Apt. 705 0.3 ug/m3 

! Blank 0.2 ug/013 
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4.0 Conclusions/Discussion 

Sampling results and Health and Welfare Canada guidelines are be summarized in 
the Table 16: 

TABLE 16: EXPOSURE GUIDELINES AND SAMPLE RESULTS 

AGENT EXPOSURE GUIDELINE BUILDING I BUILDING II 

Bioaerosol* < 50 cfu/m2
, 1 sp 0 > 269 cf u/m' 

< 150 cf u/m2
, 2 sp 

< 500 cf u/m2 6 - 53 cfu/n12 

CO: 3500 ppn1 340 - 998 ppm 413 - 1896 ppru 

co 11 pp111 0 - 6 pp111 0 - 4 ppm 

CHzO 0.1 ppm < 0. 04 ppn1 < 0.04 ppm 

Radon 150; 800 Bq/m2 < 18. 3 Bq/m: < 18. 4 Bq/m2 

TSP 40 ug/m2 5.2 - 200.3 3.9 - 77.3 

T 20 - 24 •C 21.1 - 24.3 •C 21.1 - 25.9 •C 

RH 30 - 55 % 24.4 - 38.5 % 27.6 - 49.6 % 

* Agriculture Canada recommendation 

Apart from apartment 406, Building II bioaerosol levels were within 
Agriculture Canada recommended guideline. Apartment 406 contained a lot of 
plants which may he the cause of the excessive level. It also had 4 occupants. 
Building II did not have quantifiable bioaerosols. 

Measured C01 levels were within the Health and Welfare Canada guideline. As 
expected, levels increased with occupancy. Although 2000 ppo1 was measured in 
an apartment in Building II with 2 occupants, higher levelB are likely in 
apartments with 3 or 4 occupants {apt. 406, for example). 

Measured CO levels did not exceed the recommended guideline. However, there 
were noticeable transient increases in CO levels particularly in Building I, 
apartment 104. The adjacent parking garage may be contributing to the co level 
in the apartment. The occupant also smokes. 

Figure l and Figure 2 illustrate the trends noted in C01 and CO levels in 
apartment 104 of Building I. Levels seem to peak during periods when the 
parking garage would be busy. 
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Figure 1: Peak concentrations occur when the parking garage 
when the apart1ent would be occupied for longer periods of ti1e. 
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Figure 2: Peak Carbon Monoxide concentratfons occur when the parking garage is busy. 
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Measured CH10 and radon levels were within the recommended guidelines. 

TSP levels were excessiv~ in the apartments of smokers in both buildings. The 
level measured in apartment 104 in Building I was particularly high. As with 
CO, the adjacent parking garage may be the cause. 

Generally, air quality is acceptable for occupants of both buildings. This is 
reasonable, given the few complaints of poor air quality and symptoms 
associated with poor air quality. 

C~ levels will, however, approach and exceed 1000 ppm in apartments with 2 or 
more occupants. Some apartments in this study have 4 occupants. Studies of 
off ice air quality have indicated that complaints appear to increase with C01 

levels at or above 1000 ppm. 

Apartments occupied by smokers will have higher TSP and CO levels. Apartment 
104 in Building I ruay have higher than expected TSP and CO levels because it 
is adjacent to the parking garage. 
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A '!TA CH/llENT I 

INSTRlllfENTATION DESCRIPTIONS 
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Carbon Monoxide (CO) 

Instrumentation: 

Principle of 
Operation: 

Calibration: 

Range: 

Precision: 

Neotronics EXOTOX Gas Detector, Model 55 

Air is pumped or diffuses onto an electrochemical 
detector. Instantaneous or average CO level is 
displa~·ed or logged using a data logger. San1pling 
results are available in real-time. 

Instrument response is verified before and after 
sampling using standard gases. 

0 - 999 ppr11 

+ 2.5% 

Carbon Djoxjde (Co2J, Temperature (T) and Relatjve Humjdjty (RH) 

Instrumentation: 

Principle of 
Operation: 

Calibration: 

Range: 

Precision: 

Alternate Methods: 

EGM-1 Environmental Gas Monitor 

Air is passed through an inf rared bean1. C01 is 
detected and the level displayed and/or logged. 
Results are available in real-time. 

Zero and span verified with appropriate standards 
before, during (continuous sampling) and after 
sampling. 

0 - 5000 ppru (C~) 

+ 5% 

Hygrothermograph {RH,T) 
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Radon 

Instrumentation: 

Principle of 
Operation: 

Calibration: 

Range: 

Precision: 

RADPAC Radon Detection Kit 

Radon absorbs onto activated charcoal in a 
cannister. Gamma radiation emitted by radon 
progeny is measured by gamma spectroscopy to 
estin1ate the radon concentration. Sampling resultB 
are available within 14 days. 

> 1 pCi/L 

Variable 

Bioaerosols (eg. bacteria, fungi} 

Instrumentation: 

Principle of 
Operation: 

Calibration: 

Range: 

Precision: 

BIOTEST RCS Centrifugal Air Sampler with Rose
Bengal Agar Strips. 

Viable particles are impacted on nutrient agar and 
incubated. The number of colonies grown are 
counted and result expressed as colony-forming
units per unit volume air sampled. Sampling results 
(CFU count) are available within 72 hrs. 
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Formalldehyde (CHfJJ 

Instrumentation: 

Principle of 
Operation: 

Calibration: 

Range: 

Precision: 

Alternate Methods: 

AQRI FPl Passive Dosimeter 

C~O diffuse into the sampler and absorbs onto a 
chemicall~,. treated paper. Subsequent laboratory 
analysis yields the TWA CH20 level. Sampling 
results are available within 14 days. 

0.02 - 10 ppm 

+ 25% 

Colorimetric detector tubes MIRAN 1B2 

Total Suspended Particulate (TSP) 

Instrumentation: 

Principle of 
Operation: 

Calibration: 

Range: 

Precision: 

Gravimetric sampling with Turner Designs sampler, 
(10.3 L/min) with 2 um 37 mm PTFE fiHer; 
gravimetric analysis with CAHN microbalance. 

Air is drawn through a pre-weighed filter (10 ug) 
at 10 Lpm for 20 - 24 hours. After sample 
collection the filter is weighed and TSP level 
calculated as the increase in weight due to 
sampling per unit sample volume. Sampling resu1·ts 
are available within 48 hrs. 

Air flow rate is verified before and after san1pling 
with a Gilibrator calibration system (Gilian 
Instruments, Wayne, NJ 07470). 

10 ug/1113 - 1000 ug/n13 

+ 10% 
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APPENDIX IXA 

IHJJLDJNG I 

BUILDING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS QUESTIONN~IRE 





BUILDING: 

BUILDING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS QUESTIONNAIRE 

BUILDING T 

BUILDING COMMON AREAS: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

What year was the building constructed? 1982 
a) Are the as-built design diagrams for 

this building missing? NO 
b) Are the current design diagrams for 

this building missing? N/A 
c) Are the operating and maintenance manuals 

for the building's HVAC system missing? N/A 
d) Is there no routine maintenance program for 

the HVAC syitem. N/A 

Have any areas been recarpeted recently? YES 
a) If YES, did odours persist for more than a 

week after carpet was laid? NO 
b) If YES, describe locations: 

Have any areas been repainted recently? 
a) If YES, did odours persist for more than a 

week after the paint was applied? 
h) If YES, describe locations: 

Has there been a recent or is there a regular 
cleaning process which uses large amounts of 
chemicals or solvents? 
a) If YES, what were the chemicals? 

BPL C~u1cant• L~m~ced 

YES 

NO 

NO 
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5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Is there a fuel-fired central heating unit or 
Domestic Hot Wat.er sys t.em? 
a) Is there any ph}'sical evidence of J eakage 

or combustion gasses from the furnace or 
f] ue room or nearb~· areas? 

b) Is there the odn-tJr of combustion fumes in 
t.he room? 

Is 
a) 

b) 

c) 
d) 

e) 
f) 

g) 

Is 
a) 
b) 

c) 

I s 
a) 

h) 

c) 

d) 
e) 

there an enclosed parking garage? 
Was the venUlat.ion S}'Stern found :in an 
operative state? 
Js the ventilation S};st.em turned off for 
per]ods? 
Is the ventl lat:ion system control led? 
Are t.l1ere carbon monox i dP sP.nsors in the 
garage \.;hj ch control vent.i J aU on? 
If so, have the}' been recently c'1] ibrated? 
.~re th ere obs t. r u c t. :i on s i n th e ex tJ au s t or 
air inlets? 
Are.stack forces pulling air from the garage 
into the building? {check at access doors) 

there a garbage handling faciljty? 
Is the vent s~·stem off or ineffective? 
Is there an air flo\..' pat.tern from garbage 
rooms or chutes into the rest of the building? 
Is there an unusually had odour or mould~· smeJ 1 
associated with system? 

there a pool, hot tub, sauna, or work-out room? 
Does maintenance and cleaning appt=>ar to be 
irregular or inadequate. 
Are there any "milde\..·" stains on \.;alls, 
cei] ings, f] oors, fi>\t.ures or j terns such as 
like shower curtains? 
Is there any condensation on walls, fJoors, 
windows or ceiling? 
Does hurnidj t.j7 appear ver}' high? 
Do any biodegradable products {wood, etc.) 
get. wet reg u 1 a r J )'? 

NO 

NIA 

NIA 

YES 

YF.S 

NO 
NO 

NO 
N/A 

NO 

NO 

YES 
NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

N/"A 

NIA 

NIA 
NIA 

NIA 
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Are there arry basement or sub-basement areas or 
cra~l spacP.s with dirt floors? 
a} Are there occupied areas nearb}·? 

b) 
c) 

If YF.S, describe loc;itions: 

Do these spaces Jack ventilation? 
~re there musty odours in these areas or nearby? 

10. Are there rooms ~it.h sizeable holes in the \li·aJls or 
f1oor, such as sump pjts, gas and ~·ater entrances, 

NO 
N/A 

N/A 
N/A 

cracks, etc.? NO 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

a) If YES, describe location(s): 

b) 
c) 

Do these spaces Jack ventilation? 
Are then~ musty odours in these areas or nearby? 

Is there foam :i nsul at.:i on :in the \..'al 1 s of the 
building? 
a) The t.~fl>e of insulat.:ion is poJ1·urethane/poly

styrene/urea forma1dehyde/unknm.;n. 

Do dr;ndngs sho\..' ashestos insulation for pipes, fire 
protection of structure, etc.? 
a) If YES, does :i nspec.ti on n~vea] loose f :i bre 

especially near air handling equipment and 
ducts? 

Has there ever been a "water crisis" such as a 
flood or overflo~? 

Are there anl'· signs of moisture problems such as: 
a) stains or dampner-;s on wa11s, fJoors or ce:iJ:ings? 
b) stainPd, streaked, or damp carpets? 
c) mould:r· odours, or musty smells? 

NIA 
N/A 

NO 

NO 

N/A 

NO 

YES 
NO 
NO 
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SPECIFIC COMPLAINT AREA OBSERVATIONS: 

15. Where i.n the building dn these observattons app]y? PlPasP 
give t.he floor, room or apartment number or brief 1 l. descri bf-' 
(e.g. main lnbbl·, everywhere): 

NO SPECIFIC: COMPIJAINT AREAS BUT 

ANSWERS APPTJY TO BUILDING PUBLTC AREAS 

Please answer all questions b~~ circling of filling in the 
an:=;wers as n~quired. 

Jfi. General Observations 
a) Are there damp spots or mould on the ~.;al ls or 

ceiling/ NO 
b) Are any of the corpPts, c11rtains, etc. damp? NO 
c) Are there an:y potted pJ an ts in this area? NO 
d) Is therP mould on the plant.s or their pot.s 

e) 
f) 
g) 
h) 

or so:iJ? 
Do mites appear to be nn the plants? 
Are there pets in the ~n:it? 
Are there odours here? 
Which of the fo]]cn..-ing best describes the 
odour? 

auto exhaust. I diesel fumes I furnace room I 
heating system I pet odours I body odour I 
mouldy or musty I chemical I like solvent I 
(wet.) ceme:nt or plaster I dusty I cha] 'ky 

i ) i\ re p e op l e us in g fa n s to c re a t e more a i r· 

NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 

movement? NORMAL EXAUST FANS 
j) Is there much dust visible on flat surfaces? NO 
k) Is there evidence of condensation on \t.'indows 

or wolls? NO 

17. Are there a :i r suppl l:' d:i f f1rners? 
a) Can yo11 see any of the following a round the 

djffusers? 

mou1d I cha1ky dust I dirt. marks 

NO 

NO 



b) Are any of the air supply djffusers b]ocJ.~ed 

hy furnjt.ure, paper, or other obstruct.ions? NO 

18. i\rP. then~ any air exhaust. fans or louvres jn unit 
of complajnt area? YES 
a) Do you have a poor drain rate? NO 
b) Are there d:irt. marks around the a:ir e)\haust 

louvres? NO 
c) Are any of the air exhaust. louvres block by 

furnit.un~, papers or other obstruct.ions? NO 

19. Has carpeting or furniture been inst.aJled :in the 
last three months? YES 

20. Are then~ 1 arge areas of part.1 c] ehoard she a t.hh1g 
or furnishings? NO 

~1. Is t.here a gas stove? NO 
a) Are there exhausts to remove combustion gasses 

produced by the . stoves? N/A 
b) Are the stoves operated wi t".hout exhaust fans 

on? N/A 

?./,. Is there a wood or gas fjrep1ace in the area? NO 

23. 

24. 

a) Does it. appear to be poor]~· ventec3? N/A 
b) Ones it appear to have inadequate supply air? N/A 

If 
Tf 
a) 

b) 

c) 

Is 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 

there a freest.anding heater (gas or kerosene)? 
YE8, 

Are these heaters used in anything but well 
ventilated spaces? 
Is there an odour of combustJon fumes in the 
room? 
Is the room P.Xhaust. recirculated rather than 
di rectJ y expel 1 ed outdoors? 

there a refrigerator in the unit? 
Does an:yt.hing in the fridge _ look mould1·? 
Is the refrigerator drain blocked? 
Is the drain pan wet and mouldy? 
Are the heat exchangers dusty? 

NO 

NIA 

NIA 

N/A 

YES 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
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2~L Ts t.here mould nn bat.hroom tiles, \•:alls or ceilings? NO 

26. Are there humidifiers or dehumidifiers in the 
unit? NO 
a) Do tbe drip pans, co) ls, ann water in these 

units have nccumulation of dust, slime, 
sludge or mould? N/A 

27. Are t.here small hut. steady leaks in ; around, under 
or behind sinks, toi]ets, tubs and/or s.ho\\ers? NO 

28. t\re then~ poorly vented mechan ica 1 I electrical 
chases or other ent.rl' paths for cont.andnant.s 
from outside the unit? NO 

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS AND HVAC OPERATION: 

If the build]ng contains two or more t.owers or wings, each 
cont.rolled ny a different. HVAC S}'st.em, a cop}' of this sheet shou] d 
he filled out for each. 

29. Describe ventilation s}~st.em: 

MAKEUP AIR SYSTEM PROVIDING 100% OUTSIDE AIR 

TO BUILDING CORRIDORS TO MAKEUP VARIOUS DEDICATED 

EXHAUST FANS AND APARTMENT EXHAUSTS 

30. Is the amount of fresh ajr used b~ · t.he ventilation 
system the same all year round? YES 

31. Is the ventilation system of the recirculating type? NO 
a) Does the HVAC system use an economizer cycle? NO 
b) Vf"hat. j s the maximum percentage of fresh air 

used? 100% 
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32. 

c) What l8 the minjmum percent. age of fresh a j r· 
used? ] 00% 

d) \\'hat is the fresh air percentage just now? 100% 

i\ :i r SUPI>l :i ed to the floors h)": 

[CONSTANT VOI.UME SYSTEM] I variable air- vo] ume (\'AV) system / 
heat. pumps I ot.her I unknown? 

3.1. Ts there a corridor pressurization system? YES 
a) Is the "~orr:idor-to-apartment" flo\.i reversed? NO 

3 ~ . A t w ha t t e rn p e r a t u re i. s the tank s 1J pp 11' i n g ho r. w a tf:~ r 
to the building maintained? N/A 

1 5 . i\ re there d i s t i n ct f res h - a i r i n takes for t lw bu i 1 d j n g 
HVi\C 
a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

syBtern? 
Are there intakes below third floor level and 
above a hus:y street.? 
.~re there intakes within 10 metn=!s (30 feet) of 
the exhausts of thiB or a parking garage? 
Are there intakes within 10 metres (30 feet) of 
t. he ex h a us t. s of tJd s or an n d j a c en t. h u j 1 d j n g ? 
Are intakes near standing water or a cooling 
tcrwer? 
Is there a built up of organic dehris near the 
:intakes? 
Are there any other sourr.es or pollution near 
an).r of the intakes? 

3n. Does tlds building have a particular (dust) filter 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

system installed in the fresh air intake? YES 
a) Are the filters missing? NO 
b) Are the filters changed less frequent]y than 

recommended by the manuf act.urer? YES 
c) Do the filters fit so poorl): that air bypasses 

them at the edges? NO 
d) Are the filters matted or dirty? NO 
e) Are the filters wet? NO 

37. Are spray humid:ifiers used :in this building? NO 
a ) Are the s pr· a y humid i f i er s supposed to opera t. e 

at this time of ~:ear? NO 

Page -: 
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38. 

39. 

b) . 

If 

Are 
a) 

.:\n~ the spray humidifiers operating no~? 
'YES, answfff the questions he]m.;: 

bJ Are U1e spray t1umj di fier pans plugged so 
M that they are not draining properly? 

b,_) Is there slime in the hum:idifiP.r pans? 
b~) Are there mouldy odours? 
b~) Is there mould in the ducts near t.he 

humidifiers? 

h} , 

Is there evidence of foaming :in the 
humidifiers? 
Is the water hard in this region? 
If so, are there hard water deposits on 
the vanes? 
.~re the hard water deposits removed by 
scraping the vanes and blowing the dust 
into the ducts? 

steam hum1difiers used in this huildi.ng? 
Are the st.earn humidifiers supposed to operate 
this ti.me of year? 

b) Are the steam humj di f:i ers operating nm;? 
If YES, ~nswer the questions belo~i 

b.) Are chemicals used in the boi 1 er or the 
.1 • • • 

p1pes to protect against corros1on? 
If YES, state the names of chemicals: 

Does this building have an air chilling system? 
a) Is the chilling system supposed to operatP. at 

this time of year? 
b) Is the chilling system operating now? 
If YES, answer the questions bel o~' : 

ba) Are th.e condensate trars cleaned less 
of ten than once a week? 

b,.} 
h~) .. 

Is there slime or growth )n the condensate 
trays? 
Is there dirt on the cooljng coils? 
Are there mouldy odours in the system? 

NO 

N/A 
NIA 
N/A 

N/A 

N/A 
NIA 

N/A 

N/A 

NO 

N/A 
N/A 

N/A 

NO 

NIA 
NIA 

N/A 

N/A 
NIA 
NIA 
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40. Are the ventilation ducts or plenums insulated? YES 
a) Is the insulation on the inside and direct]y 

exposed to the moving ajr? YES 
b) Is j t more than fi Ye :years since the ducts or 

phrnums ~ .. ;ere last cleaned? NO 

41 • Are there an j' s i g n s of con dens a ti on i n ducts ? 
(Check cold spots such as near inlets and after 
cooling co:i 1 s first.) NO 
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BUII.DING II 

BUILDING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS QUESTIONNAIRE 





BUILDING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS QUESTIONNAIRE 

RUILDING: BUILDING TJ 

BUILDING COMMON. AREAS: 

1. 

2. 

3 . 

4 • 

\-;hat 
a} 

b} 

c) 

d) 

Have 
a} 

b) 

year was the building constructed? 
Are the as-built desjgn diagrams for 
this building missing? 
Are the current. design diagrams for 
this building missing? 
Are the operating and maintenance manuals 
for the buildJng's HVAC system missing? 
Is there no routine maintenance program for 
the HVAC system. 

an~' areas been recarpet.ed recent] y? 
If YES, did odours 1>ersist. for more than a 
week after carpet was laid? 
Tf YES, describe locations: 

Have any areas been repainted re~entl~? 
a} If YES, did odours persist for more than a 

week after the paint \..las app]ied? 
b} If YES, describe loca t:ions: 

Has there l>een a recent or is there a regular 
cleaning process which uses large amounts of 
chemicals or soJvents? 
a) If YES, what were the chemicals? 

BPL C~u1eant• L~m~eed 

] 982 

YES 

NO 

YES 

YES 

NO 

N/A 

NO 

N/A 

NO 
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5. 

6. 

7. 

8 . 

Is there a fueJ-f:i red cent.ra] heaU ng unit. or 
Domestic Hot Water S!-'Stem? 
a) Is there an~· ph:yBical evidence of leakage 

or combustion gasses from the furnace or 
flue room or nearh~· areas? 

b) Is t.here the odour of combustion fumP.s in 
the room? 

Is 
a) 

h) 

c) 
d) 

e) 
f} 

g) 

Is 
a) 
b) 

c) 

Is 
a) 

h) 

c) 

d) 
e) 

there an enclosed parkjng garage? 
Was the vent.:ilat.ion system found :in an 
operative state? 
Is the ventilation system turned off for 
periods? 
Is the wmt.i]at.lon system cont.ro]led? 
Are t.here carbon monoxide SP.nsors in the 
garage wh:ich control ventilation? 
If so, have they bP.en recently calibrated? 
Are there obstructions in the exhaust or 
air inlets? 
Are. stack fore es pul 1 i ng a:i r from the garage 
into t. he build i. ng? ( chec1' at access don rs) 

there a garbage handl:ing facility? 
Is the vet1t system off or ineffective? 
Is there an air flo~ pat.tern from garbage 
rooms or chutes into the rest. of the building? 
Is there an unusually bad odour or moulc3y sm0.J J 
associated t..:ith system? 

there a pool, hot tub, sauna, or ~ork-out room? 
-Does maintenance and cleaning appear t.o be 
irregular or inadequate. 
Are U1ere any "milde~· 11 stains on ~·alls, 
ceilings, f]oors, fixtures or items such as 
like - shower curtains? 
Is there an)' condensation on -wa11B, floors, 
~indows or ceiling? 
Doe fl hund di ts appear very high? 
Dn any biodegradable products (wood, etc.) 
get ~et regular1y? 

NO 

NIA 

NIA 

NO 

NIA 

NIA 
NIA 

NIA 
NIA 

NIA 

NIA 

YES 
NO 

.NO 

NO 

NO 

NIA 

NIA 

NIA 
NIA 

NIA 
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9 . Are there any basement. or sub-basement. areas or 
era~] spaces ~ith dirt floors? 
a) Are then-! occupied areas nearb)·? 

b) 
c) 

If YES, describe locations: 

Do these spaces lack ventilation? · 
Are there musty odours in these areas or nearb}·? 

10. Are there rooms with sizeable holes in the \.;aJls or 
floor, such as sump p]ts, gas and watP.r entrances, 

NO 
N/A 

N/A 
N/'A 

cracks, etc.? NO 

11. 

] 2. 

13. 

14. 

a) If YES, describe location(s): 

b) 
c) 

Do these spaces Jack vent.ilat:ion? 
Are then~ musty odours in these areas or nearby? 

Is there foam insulat:ion in thP. ~aJ 1s of t.he 
hui.lding? 
a) T.he type of insulation is po]:J·uret.hane/pol:y

styrene/urea formaldehyde/unknown. 

Do drcn::ings shoi,..· asbestos :insulation for pipes, fire 
protection of structure, etc.? 
a) If YEB, does )n.spect:inn reveal loose fibre 

espPcially near air handling equipment and 
ducts? 

Has there ever been a 11 \1.'a ter cris:i s" such as a 
flood or nverflcn.;? 

Are there any signs of moisture problems such as: 
a) stains or dampness on waJls, floors or ce:il:ings? 
b) stained, streaked, or damp carpets? 
c) mouJd1· odours, or mustl: sme]Js? 

BPL ConAu1eanee L~Mieed 

N/A 
N/A 

NO 

NO 

N/A 

NO 

YES 
NO 
NO 
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SPECIFIC COMPLAINT AREA OBSERVATIONS: 

15. Where in ttte building do these observations apply? Please 
gjve the floor, room or apartment number or br:iefl~· describe 
(e.g. main lobby, everywhere): 

NO SPECIFIC COMPLAINT AREAS BUT 

ANSWERS APPLY TO BUILDING PUBLIC AREAS 

PJease answer aJl quesUons h:y cirr:l:ing of f:i]ljng :in the 
answers as required. 

] n. Genera] ObserYaU ons 
a) Are there damp spots or mould on the wal1s or 

ceiling/ NO 
b) .~n~ an~· of the carpets, curtajns, et.c. damp? NO 
c) Are there an)1 potted plants :in this area? NO 
d) Is there mould on the pl an ts or their pots 

or soil? NO 
e) Do mites appear to be on the plants? NO 
f) Are there pets in the un:i t? NO 
g) Are there odours here? NO 
h) Wh:ich of the fo1Jmdng best describes the 

odour? 

auto exhaust I diese1 fumes I furnace room I 
heating system I pet odours I body odour I 
mouldy or musty I chemical I like so1vent I 
(wet) cement or plaster I dust)· I chal~y 

i) Are people using fans to create more ajr 
movement? NO 

j) Ts there much dust visib]e on flat surfaces? NO 
k) Is there ev)dence of condensat.lon on windows 

or w a 11 s? BROKEN SEATJED UNITS 

17. Are there air supply d:iffusers? YES 
a) Can you see any of the foll md ng around the 

diffusers? 

mould I cha1ky dust I dirt marks NO 
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b) i\re any of t.he air supply d ·iffusPrs blnc'ked 
by furn'i tu re, paper, or other obstruct) ems? NO 

18. Are t.here any a]r exhaust fans or louvres in un]t 
of comp1aint area? YES 
a) Do you have a poor drair1 rate? NO 
b) Are there dirt. marks around the air· exhaust 

c) 
louvres? 
Are any of the air exhaust ] ouvres bJ ncK h:l· 
furniture, papers or other obstructions? 

NO 

NO 

19. Has carpeting or furniture been installed in the 

last three months? 

NO 

20. Are there 1 arge areas of part.:i cl eboard sheathj ng 
or furnishings? NO 

21. Is there a gas stove? NO 
a ) Are the r· e ex ha us t. s to remove comb us t. ion gasses 

produced h:y the stoves? NIA 
b) .i\re the stoves operated without e~:haust fans 

on? NIA 

22. Is there a w-ood or gas fir·eplace in the area? NO 

23. 

24. 

a) Does :it. appear to be poor]~· vented? NIA 
b) Does j t appear to have inadequat.e supply air? N/A 

If 
If 
a) 

b) 

c) 

Is 
n} 
b} 
c} 
d) 

there a freestanding heater (gas or kerosene)? 
YES, 

Are these heaters used in anything but ~ell 
ventilated spares? 
Is there an odour of comhustion fumes in the 
room? 
Is the room exhaust recjrculated rather than 
directly expelJed outdoors? 

there a refrigerator in the unit? 
Does an:ything in the fridge look mould~f? 
Is the refrigerator drain blocked? 
Is the dra:i n pan wet and mould}'? 
Are the heat exchangers dusty? 

NO 

NIA 

NIA 

NIA 

YES 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
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25. Is there mould on bathroom tiles, ~all~ or ceilings? NO 
{GENERALLY NOT) 

26. .:\re there humidifiers or dehumi d:i f :i ers in the 
unit? NO 
a) Do the drip pans, coi 1 s, and ~at.er in these 

units han~ accumulation of dust., slime, 
sludge or mou]d? N/A 

27. ~re thP.re smnll but steady leaks in, around, under 
or behind sinks, toilets, tubs and/or shcnu~rs? NO 

28. Are there poorly vented mechanical/electrical 
chases or other entry paths for contaminants 
from outside the unit? NO 

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS AND HVAC OPERATION: 

If the building contains two or more towers or v.·ings, each 
controlled by a different. HVAC S:l'Stern, a cop:y of this sheet should 
be filled out. for each. 

29. Describe ventilation system: 

ROOF MOUNTED EXHAUST/ SUPPLY FAN SYSTEM FOR 

THE SUPPLY OF FRESH AIR THROUGHOUT THE BUILDING 

INDEPENDENT CORRIDOR SUPPLY DUCTS 

30. Is the amount of fresh air used by the ventilation 
s ~·stem t. he same al l ye a r round ? 

31. Is the ventilation system of the iecirculating typP? 
a) noes the HVAC system ufle an P.conomizer cycle? 
b) What is the maximum percentagP. of fresh air 

used? 

YES 

NO 
NO 

100% 
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~2. 

c) Wht=it is the minimum pP.rcentage of fresh di r· 
used? 100'6 

d) What is the fresh a]r percentage j IJS t nov.·? 100% 

A:ir suppJied to the floors by: 

[CONST~NT VOIJlJME SYSTEM] I variable air volume (VAV) syst.em / 
heat pumps I other I unknmm? 

3.1. TH there a corridor pressurization .syst.em? NO 
a) Is the "corridor-to-apartment" flo\..· reversed? NO 

34. At what temperature is the tank supplying hot \o.'ater 
to the hu:ilding maintained? N/A 

35. Are there distinct fresh-air intakes for the building 
HVAC Ayi:>t.em? NO 
a) Are there ir1takes belo~ third floor level and 

above a busy street? NO 
b) Are there intakes within 10 metres {30 feet) of 

the exhausts of th:is or a porking garage? NO 
c) Are there intakes within 10 metres {30 feet) of 

the exhausts of th:is or an odjacent. building? NO 
d) Are intakes near standing water· or a cooling 

tower? NO 
e) Is therR n huilt up of organic debris near the 

intakes? NO 
f) .:\re th P. r· e a n y o th e r sou r c e s or po 1 J u t i n n n e a r 

any of the intakes? 

3 6 . D cw s th i s bu i 1 d i n g have a pa r t i cu 1 a r ( du s t ) f i 1 t e r 

NO 

Sj.'stem insta1Jed in the fresh air intake? YES 
a) Are the filters missing? NO 
b} Are the f:i] ters changed less frequently than 

recommended by the manufdcturer? NO 
c) Do the filters f:i t so poorl}' that air bypasses 

them at the edges? NO 
d) Are the filters matted or dirtx·? NO 
e) ~re the filters wet? NO 

37. Are spray humidif:iers used ·in this building? NO 
a) A.re the spray humidifiers supposed to operate 

at. this time of year? NO 
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38. 

39. 

b) Are the spray humidi fien~ opera ting nm .. ;? NO 
If YES, answer the quest.ions below: 

Are 
a) 

b) 
If 

ba) Are the spray humidifier pans plugged so 
· that thel'· are not draining propPrl y? NI A 

bd Is there slime :in the lrnnridifier pans? NIA 
b:) Are there mo1Jldy odours? NIA 
bd) Is then=! mould in the ducts near thP 

humidifiers? NIA 
be) Is there ev:i dence of foaming in the 

humidifiers? NIA 
bf) Is the water hard in this region? NIA 
b9) If so, are there hard water deposits on 

the vanes? NIA 
bh) Are the hard ~at.er depos:i ts removed b~7 

scraping the vanes and blmdng the dust. 
:i ntC> the ducts? NIA 

steam humidifiers used in this huilding? 
Are the st.earn humidifiers supposed to operate 
this time of year? 
Are. the steam hum i d :i f i er s opera t.:i n g n en·• ? 

YES, answer the questions helm-.' : 
ba) Are chemicals used :in the boiJer or the 

pipes to protect against corrosion? 
If YFS, state the names of chem:i cal s: . 

NO 

NIA 
NIA 

NIA 

Does this building have an air chi11:ing s:ystern? NO 
a) Is the chilUng system supposed to operate at 

this time.of :year? 
b) Is the chilling system operdting now? 
If YES, answer the quest.ions below: 

ba) Are the condensate trays cleaned less 
of ten than once a week? 

bh) Js there slime or growth :in the condensate 
t rajt·s? 

br} Is there dirt on tJ1e cooling coils? 
ha> Are there mouldy odours in the system? 

NIA 
NIA 

NIA 

NIA 
NIA 
NIA 

l!lPL C0%:1aUl. t:.ant• 



I 
I 

40. Are 
a) 

b) 

the ventilation ducts or p1enums insulated? 
Is the insulation on the inside and directJ·y 
exposed to the moving alr? 
Is it more than five years since the dur.ts or 
plenums wer·e last cleaned? 

4J. Are there an1: signs of condensation in ducts? 
(Che~k cold spots suc:h as near inlets and after 
cooling coils first.} 

YES 

YES 

YES 

NO 
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APPENDIX IXC 

BLANK 

BUILDING AND MECHANICATJ SYSTEMS QUESTIONNAIRE 





RUJI,DING ~ND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS QUESTIONNAIRE 

BUILDING: 

BUILDING COMMON AREAS: 

]. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

What 
a} 

h) 

c} 

d) 

Have 
a) 

b) 

year was the building constructed? 
Are the as-built design diagrams for 
this building missing? 
.?\re the current. design diagrams for 
tbis building missing? 
Are the operating and maintencmce manuals 
for the hui lding 's HVAC S~istem missing? 
I.s there no routine maintenance program for 
the HVAr. system. 

any areas been recarpet.ed recentJy? 
If YES, did odours persist. for more than a 
week after carpet was laid? 
If YES, describe locations: 

Have any areas been repainted recently? 
a) If YES, did odours I1Prsist for more tban a 

week after the paint was applied? 
b) If YF.S, ciescribe locations: 

Has there been a recent or is there a regular 
cleaning process which uD~s large amounts of 
chemicals or solvents? 
a) If YES, what were the chemicals? 

\ES/NO 

)ES/NO 

YES/NO 

iES/NO 

)ES/NO 

l:E8/NO 

IES/"!'JO 

'!ES/NO 

IBS/NO 
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5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Is there a fuel-fired central heat.lng unit or 
Domestic Hot Water system? 
a) Is there an'}1 ph~·sj ca 1 evj dence of 1 eake:tge 

or comhus ti on gasses from the furnace or 
flue room or nearhy nreas? 

b) Is there the odour of combustion fumes in 
the room? 

Is 
a} 

b) 

c) 
d) 

e) 
f} 

g) 

Is 
a) 
b) 

c) 

Is 

there an enclosed parking garage? 
Was the venU] aU on system found in an 
operative state? 
Js t.he vent:ilation system turned off for 
periods? 
Is the venti]at.:ion system cont.rolled? 
Are there carbon monoxide sensors in the 
garage which control ventilation? 
If so, have they been recently calibrated? 
Are there obstruct.ions in the exhaust or 
air inlets? 
Are .stack forces pulling air from the garage 
into the building? (check at access doors) 

there a garbage handling facility? 
Is the vent system off or ineffective? 
Is there an a:ir fJow pattern from garbage 
rooms or chutes into the rest of the building? 
Is there an unusually bad odour or mouldy smell 
associated ~ith system? 

there a pool, hot tub, sauna, or work-out room? 
YES/NO 

a) 

b} 

c) 

d} 
e) 

Does maintenance and cleaning appear to be 
irregular or inadequate. 
Are there any "milde\..·" stains on walls, 
ceilings, floors, f:ixt.ures or jtems such as 
like shower curtains? 
Is there any condensation on walls, floors, 
~indows or ceiling? 
Does humidity appear very high? 
Do any biodegradable products (wood; etc.) 
get wet regularly? 

IBS/~ 

1E8/NO 

'lE8/NO 

IB8/NO 

'rES/NO 

iES/NO 
IBS/NO 

IBS/NO 
IBS/NO 

'rES/NO 

!ES/NO 

IBS/NO 
!ES/NO 

.\ES/NO 

\ES/NO 

1ES/NO 

YES/NO 

iES/NO 
IBS/NO 

YES/NO 
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9. Are there an:y basement or suh-hasement areas or 
cra~l spaces with dirt floors? 
a) Are there occupj ed areas nearhy? 

h) 
c} 

If YES, describe locations: 

Do these spaceB lack ventilation? 
Are there musty odours in these areas or nearby? 

10. Are there rooms with sizeable holes in the walls or 
floor, such as sump pits, gas and water entrances, 
cracks, etc.? 

11. 

J 2. 

13. 

14. 

a} If YES, describe location(s}: 

b} 
c) 

Do these spaces lack ventilation? 
Are there musty odours in these areas or nearby? 

Is there foam insulation in the walls of the 
building? • 
a) The type of insulat:ion js pol·yuret.hane/poJy

styrene/urea formaldehyde/unknown. 

Do drawings show asbestos insulation for pipes, fire 
protection of ~tructure, etc.? 
a) If YES, does :inspect.ion reveal 1oose fibre 

especially near air handJ.ing equipment and 
ducts? 

Has there ever been a "~at.er crisis" such as a 
flood or overflow? 

Are there any signs of moisture problems such as: 
a) stains or dampness on ~alls, floors or ce)lings? 
b) stained, streaked, or damp carpets? 
c} mouldy odours, or musty smells? 

?ES/NO 
YES/\T() 

)ES/NO 
'\ES/NO 

YES/NO 

YES/NO 
iES/NO 

iES/NO 

YES/NO 

YES/NO 

IBS/NO 
iES/NO 
IBS/NO 
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SPECIFIC COMPLAINT AREA OBSERVATIONS: 

15. Where in the b11ilding do these observations apply? Please 
give the floor, room or apartment number or hr:i efl ~, describe 
( e . g . ma i n 1 ob h~· , ·everywhere ) : 

Please answer all questions by circling of filling in the 
ans wen~ as required. 

· J 6. General Observat:i ons 
a) Are there damp spots or mould on the walls or 

ceiling/ 
b) Are any of the carpets, curtains, etc. damp? 
c) Are there any potted plants in this area? 
d) Is there mould on the plants or- their pots 

e) 
f) 
g) 
h) 

i) 

j) 
k) 

or soil? 
Do mites appear to be on the plants? 
Are there pets in the unit? 
Are there odours here? 
Which of the foJJmdng best describes the 
odour? 

auto exhaust I diesel fumes I furnace room I 
heating s~y-st.em I pet odours I bod11 odour I 
mouldy or must~· I chemical I like solvent I 
(\.Jet) cement. or plaster I dusty I chaJk:r· 

Are people using fans to create more air 
movement.? 
Is there much dust visible on flat surfaces? 
Is there ev:idence of condensation on windcn.;s 
or walls? 

17. Are there air supply diffuserA? 
a) Can you see any of the follow-ing around the 

diffusers? 

mould I chalky dust I dirt marks 

Yf.8/NO 
iES/NO 
iES/NO 

YF.S/NO 
'iES/NO 
iES/NO 
JES/NO 

iE8/NO 
IBS/NO 

'rES/NO 

YES/NO 

\E8/NO 
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b} An~ any of thP air supply· diffusers blocked 
by furn)ture, paper, or other obstruct.ions? 

1 R. A.re there an~/ air exhaust fans or 1ouvres in un] t. 
of complaint area? 
a) Do you havP a poor drain ratP.? 
h} Are there dirt marks around the air exhaust 

louvres? 
c) Are an~: of the ajr exha1rnt louvres b]ock by 

furniture, papers or other obstructions? 

19. Has carpeting or furniture been installed in the 
last three months? 

20. Are there large areas of part:i cl eboarcJ sheathing 
or furn]shings? 

21. Is there a gas st.oYe? 
a) Are there exhausts to remove combustion gasses 

produced by the stoves? 
b) Are the stoves operated ~ithout exhaust fans 

on? 

22. Is there a wood or gas fireplace in the area? 

23. 

24. 

a) Does it appear to be poorly vented? 
b) Does it appPar to have inadequatP. supply air? 

If 
Tf 
a) 

b) 

c) 

Is 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 

there a freest.anding heat.er (gas or kero[-)ene)? 
YES, 

Are these hP.aters used in an~· t.hing but well 
ventilated spaces? 
Is there an odour of combustion fumes in the 
room? 
Is U1e room exhaust recirculated rather t'.han 
directly· expe] Jed outdoors? 

there a refrigerotor in the unit? 
Does anything :in the fridge look mouldl~? 
Is the refrigerator drain blocked? 
Is the dra:in pan wet and mouldy? 
Are the heat exchangers dusty? 

BPL C~u1canee L~m~ced 

!ES/NO 

YFS/~O 

'tES/NO 

YES/NO 

'\ES/NO 

YES/NO 

\ES/NO 

IBS/'JO 

iES/NO 

iES/NO 

1ES/NO 
1E..S/NO 
'\ES/NO . 

1ES/NO 

!ES/NO 

i'ES/NO 

lES/NO 

IBS/NO 
)ES/NO 
YP..S/NO 
'\ES/NO 
'tES/NO 
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25. Is there mould on bathroom tiles, \.,;alls or ceilings? 

26. Are there humidifiers or dehumidifiers in the 
unit? 
a) · Do the drip pans, coils, and \·;at.er in these 

units have accumulation of dust, slime, 
sludge or mould? · 

27. Are t.here smal 1 but steady leaks in, around, under 
or behind sinks, t.ojlets, tubs and/or showers? 

28. Are thPre poorly vented mechanical/electrical 
chases or other entry paths for contaminants 
from outside the unit? 

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS AND HVAC OPERATION: 

JES/NO 

iE8/NO 

YES/NO 

IBS/NO 

\ES/NO 

If the building contains two or more towers or wing$, Pach 
controlled b}~ a different HVAC system, a copy of this sheet should 
be filled out for each. 

29. Describe ventilation system: 

30. Is the amount of fresh air used by the ventilation 
system the same all year round? 

31. Is the ventilation system of the ~ecirculating type? 
a) Does t.he HVAC system use an economizer cycle? 
b) What is the maximum percentage of fresh air 

used? 

IBS/NO 

IBS/NO 
IBS/NO 

% 
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r 

c) 

d) 

What is the minimum percentage of fresh air 
used? 
What is the fresh aj r percent.age just nm.:? 

32. Air supplied to the f 1 oors h:y: 

con s ta n t v o 1 um e s :~ls t ems I v a r i a b 1 e a i r v o 1 u nu-~ { V ,:\ V ) sys t. em / 
heat pumps I other I unknown? 

33. 

34. 

35. 

Ts there a corridor pressurization Bfstem? 
a) Is the "corridor-to-apartment" f]O\.; reversed? 

At. what temperature is the tank supplying hot. water 
to the building maintained? 

Are there distinct fresh-air intakes for the building 
HVAC system? 
a) Are there intakes belo\\' third floor level and 

above a bus~1 street? 
b) Ar P the re intakes -w i t. h in J 0 metres ( 3 O feet ) of 

the exhausts of th:i s or a parking g<nage? 
c) Are thPre intakes \.dthin 10 metres (30 feet) of 

the exhausts of t.hi~ or an adjacent bu:ild:ing? 
d) Are intakes near standing ~ater or a cooling 

e) 

f) 

t.o'Wer? 
Is then~ a built up of organic debris near the 
intakes? 
Are there an:y other sources or pol1ution near· 
an:y of t.he intakes? 

36. Does this bujlding have a particular (dust) filter 
system inst.a11ed in the fresh air intake? 
a) Are the filters missing? 
b) ArP the f:i 1 t.ers changed 1 ess fn~quent] y than 

recommended by the manufar.turer? 
c) Do the fi 1 ten:; fj t. HO poor] y that a:ir bypassP.s 

them at the edges? 
d} Are the filters matted or dirty? 
e) Are the filters ~et? 

37. Are spray humid:ifiers used in this building? 
a) Are the spray humidifiers suppo!-H~d to operate 

at this time of year? 

!!lP'L C::>::i.AUl. tant• Li.n:t1 ted 

IES/NO 
'YES/NO 

YES/NO 

YES/NO 

'.rES/NO 

YES/NO 

YES/NO 

!ES/NO 

IBS/NO 

!ES/NO 
YE8/}JO 

IBS/NO 

IBS/NO 
YES/NO 
IBS/NO 

YES/NO 

IBS/NO 
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38. 

39. 

b ) Ate the s pr al'. hum id i f i er s opera t i n g no v.·? 
If YES, ans\.\'er the questions beJov.:: 

Are 
a) 

b
3

) Are the spray humidifier pans f)] ugged so 
that the~' are not. dr-ai ning properly? 

b !i) I s there s 1 i me j n t. h e h urn :i d :i f i er p <rn s ? 
bJ .:\re there mouldy odours? 
b~) Ts there mould in the duf'!ts near the 

humjdifiers? 
be) Is there evidence of foarni ng ·in the 

humidifiers? 
bf) Is the water hard in this region? 
b

9
) If so, are there ha rd ~a ter deposits on 

the vanes? 
bh) .~re the hard water depos:i ts removed b:y 

scraping the vanes and blm.;ing the dust 
into the ducts? 

s team h u nd di f i er s used i n th i s bu i 1 di n g? 
,~n~ the steam hum:i di f :i ers supposed to opera t.e 
this time of year? 

b) Are.the steam humjd]Liers operating now? 
If YES, ansker the questions belo~: 

bd) Are ch end cal s used in the bo:i] er or the 
pipes to protect against corrosion? 
If YES, st.ate the names of chemicals: 

noes this building have an air ch:ilJ:ing system? 
a) -Is the chilling s~(stem supposed to operate at 

th:is t:ime of year? 
b} Is the chilling system operating now? 
If YES, answer the questions below: 

b
0

) Are the condensate tra~·s cleaned less 
of ten than once a wee~? 
Is there slime or growth in the condensate 
trays? 
Is there dirt. on the cooling coils? 
Are there mouldy odours in the system? 

\E8/XO 

IBS/NO 
iFS/NO 
'tE8/NO 

'tES/NO 
'rES/NO 

!ES/NO 

IBS/NO 

'\ES/NO 

!ES/NO 
'rE8/NO 

\ES/NO 

IFS/NO 

iES/NO 
iES/NO 

iES/NO 

IBS/NO 
iES/NO 
\ES/NO 
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I 
r 
I 
r 

40. ~r-e 

a) 

b) 

the vP.nti1ation ducts or plenums insulated? 
Is thP insulation on the :inside anc~ directly 
expnsP.d t.n the modng air? 
Is :it mon~ than fi \'f> ):f>ars si nee the ducts or 
plenurns were last cleaned? 

4]. Are there an}' signs of condensation in ducts? 
(Check cold spot.s such as near inlets and after 
cooling coils f"irst..) 

a PL Cor..eu l. cant:• I..!.!'D:l Ced 

!ES/NO 

YES/NO 

iF.S/7'JO 

)ES/NO 
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OCCUPANT SURVEY 





OCCUPANT SURVEY 

RUILDING: APT #: 

OCCUPANT PROFILE: 

The following questions are directed towards construr.ting a general 
profile of the "typical" occupant of th:is bu:ild)ny. 

1} PleaRe state the number of males and the number of females in 
each age range living in thls apartment.. 

agP. rangP. 

] 5-20 
20-25 
2~-35 
3~-55 
55-65 
over 65 

# males # females 

for children under 15 please state ages: 

2) Please state occupations of any aduJts li\·ing in the 
household. Student, Unemployed, Ret:irec3, and Homemaker may 
each be considered as an occupation. 

3} Ho\\' many smokers are in the household ? 
Where do the smokers tend to smoke ? 

In the apartment./ In the hall/ Outside the building 
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4) How man)· hours j s t.he apartment. occup:i ed ? 

weekdays - hrs/day x 5 

weekends 

5) Ar· e lo\ i n do w .s opened reg u l a r 1 y ? iES/i\0 

If yes, how often ? hrs/day 

For ~hat reason ? 
This next set of quest:i ons w:i 11 help determine any· t.ypi Ced t.1'pes of 
moisture generation for the building. 

6) WASHROOM USl\GE: 

How many Bathrooms an~ in this apar·tmP.nt ? 
Is there an Exhaust. fan in each Bathroom ? 
Does the exhaust fan work ? 
I .s the exhaust. fan used ? If not. , Wh :Y ? 

Is the shower used each day ? 
Approximately how many times a day is the shm.;er usP.d? 
At. \·:hat. point in the da}' is the BhcH~er usua]l)? used ? 

EARLY MORNING I MID-DAY I LATE EVE~ING 

!ES/NO 
'iES/NO 
iES/NO 

!ES/NO 

Is the b n t. h u Bed each d a y ? lES /NO 
Approximately how many times a d~~ is the bath usP.d ? 
At. what point. in the da~' is the hath usua]Jy used ? 

EARLY MORNING I MID-DAY I LATE EVENING 

7) KITCHEN USAGE: 

H n w o f t en do ~· o u ea t. o u t ? 

seldom I once a month/ 
several t.imP.s a rnont.h/ se\·eral t.imes 11 wee~ 

BPL c~u1eant• 



Do you have an exhaust. hooo in your Jd tcben ? 
noes :it. work ? 
Do you use it when you co(Jl:? If not whr? 

When you cook, do you tend to boil a lot of food ? 
Do ~'OU oft.en make soup or· Bt.e~ ? 
Do ~·ou of ten cook spicy foods which would have a 
sp:icy aroma ? 

8) LAUNDRY: 

How often do you do laundry ? 
When do you usual 1 y do 1 aundr~·. ? 

Day(s) of the week: 

iES/NO 
IBS/NO 
iES/NO 

iES/i\O 
iES/NO 
IBS/NO 

Time: . morning I afterncxm I evening 

Do you have your own laundry facilities in your 
apartment ? 
Is the dryer vented ? 
Do you hang cloths out to dry in your apartment ? 

YES/NO 
\ES/NO 
YES/NO 

9) During the i nit i a 1 testing procedures it may be necessar~· 
to access your apartment in order to open :your door a small 
amotJnt or, if you are in a centra] apartment, to place a 
measuring :inRt.rument out.side your window. 
Do you have any oh j e c U on to th is ? IBS/NO 

OCCUPANT COMPLAINTS: 

10) Where in the building are your complaints worst? Please 
give the floor, room or apartment number or hrief]y 
describe (e.g., main lobby, everywhere}: 
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Your ans~ers t.o the que s tions belo~· apply to this locat.ion. 
Where a cho:ice is g:iven, please c:ircle t.he most appropr:iat.e 
answer. Enter your own answer \\here requested. Space for 
comment. iR provided. 

11) Describe Ute usual temperature at this location: 

oka:}' I too hot I too co] d I someU me too hot, 
sometimes ton cold 

12} How would you usua11}' describe the a:ir here? 

okay I drafty I stagnant I st.uffy I 
st.ale I dr}1 

13} A.re yolJ bothered by odour at. this location? 

If YES, how of ten · do 1:ou smel 1 t.hi s odour? 

rarely I occasionaJly / frequently I 
al 1 the t.:ime 

Which of the following best describes the odour? 

auto exhaust I d:i esel fumes I furnace sme] 1 I 
beating sys tern I body odour I mould~· or musty I 
chemical I like solvent I (wet) cement or 
plaster I dusty or chalky smell 

What do you think causes the odour? 

14) Can you "fix" any of t.he problems noted above? 

15} Has there ever been a "water crisis", such as 
flood or overflow, in this area or on the floor(s) 
above it? 

lES/NO 

iES/NO 

YES/NO 
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16) Do you havP. a histor~' of allergies? 

respiratory I sKin I food I other 

Are your alJergieB worr;e while you are in this 
building? 

17) From which of the following do ~·ou suffer that 
you think are due to the huild-Lng? 

headache I tiredness I faintness I dizziness I 
nausea I stomach problems I skin irritation I 
dry eyes I itching eyes I watery eyes I 
blurred visjon I stuffy nose I runn~· nose I 
sneezing I sore throat I dn; throat I 
chest problems I collghing I asthma 

18) What time of day are :your comp] a:i ntr; worse? 

morning I afternoon I e\·ening I night I 
the same all the time 

What day of the week are your comp] aints wor·se? 

~eekday I weeken~ I the same all week 

19) Do t.he symptoms coincide \.;j th or occur soon aft.er 
cleaning or maintenance act.iYit.:ies :in th:is area? 

If YES describe this activit~: 

\ES/NO 

iES/NO 

YES/NO 
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20) Please state any additional comments or complaints. 

INDIVIDUAL APARTMENT OBSERVATION: 

The fo]]o-wing set of questions and observations are meant to 
he1 p id en t. i fy typical air quality proL1 ems \o.'i thin the 
building. The ansv;ers to these quest.ions have no reflection on 
you, the tenant, so pl ease do not take any of these questions 
personal 1 ~,. and pl ease do not be off ended bJ-1 them. 

Please answer a11 questions b~· circling or filling in t.he 
answers as required. 

21) General ObservationB 
a} Are there damp spots or mould on the , . .-a] J s or 

ceiling/ 
b) Are any of the carpets, curtains, etc. damp? 
c} Are there any potted plants in this area? 
d) Is there mould on the plants or their pots 

or soil? 
e) Do mites appear to be on the plants? 
f) Are there pets in the unit? 
g) Are there odours here? 
h) Which of the following best describes the 

odour? 

i) 
j) 

auto exhaust I diesel fumes I furnace room I 
heating s11 stem I pet odours I body odour I 
mouldy or musty· I chemical · I like solvent I 
(wet) cement or pJaster I dusty I chalky 
Are fans used to create more air movement? 
Is there much dust v:is:i.h1e on flat. surfaces? 

\F,8/':\0 
":rES/!\O 
iES/NO 

1ES/i\O 
lE8/NO 
!ES/NO 
!ES/NO 

'\ES/NO 
IBS/NO 
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• k) Is there evidence of cnnrh~nsation on \.;indoi..'s 
or ~a]ls? iES/~O 

1) Are there any indi.cation·s of moisture accumulation 
around \\·indmrn ? (frosting, condensation, tncrnlds, 
moist u rP. st. a ins ) iES/:\O 

22) Are 1.here air suppJ~- d ·iffusers? (v.ent. gr:jJls) 
a) Can you seP. an)-' of t.he f n1 lowing around thP 

diffusers? 
mo u 1 d I r. ha l k )' dust I d j rt m ~ r ks 

b} Are an~~ of the air supply diffusers b1ocked 
b~· furnit.ure, paper, or other obstructions? 

23) Are there any air exhoust fans or louvres (vented 
openings to the outsioe) in this unit ? 
a) Do you hove a poor drain rate? · 
b} A.re there dirt marks around the air exhaust. 

c) 
louvres? 
A.re any of the air exhaust 1.ouvres block by 
furni t.ure, papers or other obstructi ems? 

2 4 ) Has car pe t. in g or f u rrli t. u re been i n st a 11 e d i n · the 
Jast three mont.hs? 

25) Are there large areas of particleboard sheat.hing 
or furnishings? 

26} Ts there a gas stove? 
a) Are there exhausts to remove combustion gasses 

produced by the stoves? 
b) Are the stoves operat.ec3 \.;} t.hout exhaust. fans 

on? 

27} Is there a \r;ood or gas firep]ace in the area? 
a) Does it appear to be poorly vented? 
b) Does :it appear to have inadequate suppJy d:ir? 

28) If there a freestanding heater (gas or kerosene)? 
If YE8, 
a) Are these heaters used in anything but well 

ventilated spaces? 
b) Is there an odour of combustion fumes in the 

c} 
room? 
Is the room exhaust recirculated rather than 
directly expelled outdoors? 

BPL c~u1cance L~m~c•d 

IES/':\.O 

iES/XO 

YES/~O 
)ES/i\0 

1ES/NO 

lES/':\O 

iES/NO 

":rES/NO 

YES/!\O 

iES/NO 

iES/NO 

1ES/NO 
l.ES/NO 
'rES/NO 

iES/NO 

IES/NO 

":rES/NO 

.IBS/NO 
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29) Is there a refrigerator in the unit? 
a) Does crnything :in the fridge look mouldy? 
b) Is the refrigerator drain blocked? 
c) Is the dro:in pan "Wet and mould:y? 
d) Are the heat. exchangers dusty? 

30) Is there mould on bathroom t.:iles, \\al1B or ce:iJings? 

31) Are there humidifiers ot· dehumidifiers in thP. 
unit? 
a) Do the drip pans, coi 1 s, and water in thesP. · 

un:its have accumulation of dust, sJ:irne, 
sludge or mou1d? 

32) Are there sma]} but Ht.ead}-7 leaks in, around, under 
or behind sinks, toilets, tubs and/or showers? 

33) Are there any rner.han:ica] or electrical shafts or 
accP.ss areas in this unit ? 
a) Do ~,.ou not.ice any odours or drafts :in that area ? 
b) Which· of the fol lowing best dP.scd bes the odour? 

auto exhaust I diesel fumes I furnace room I 
heattng system I pet odours I body odour/ . 
mo u 1 d :Y or nrn s t y I ch em :i ca l I J ·j k e fi o J v en t. I 
(wet) cemP.nt or I>laster I dusty I chalky 

'tES/r\O 
iES/NO 
'tE8/~0 
l:E8/NO 
\ES/NO 

IBS/:\O 

1ES/NO 

"\ES/NO 

IES/NO 
YES/NO 
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APPENDIX X 

MONTHLY METEOROLOGICAL SUMMARY 





•• Environmenl 
Caned• 

AtmosPhetic 
Environment 
SetviCI 

Environnemenl 
Canad• 

Service 
0. l'environnement 
atmosph6rique 

MONTHLY METEOROLOGICAL SUMMARY 
SOMMAIRE METEOROLOGIQUE MENSUEL 
"DNTH/"DJSa JANUARY/JANVIER 1991 

AT/Aa ST. JOHN'S NFLD.IT.N. 

47 . 37 52 . ELEVATION (AS LJ STANDAlllD TIME USED n:i1 
LAT "N LONG 45 w ALTITUDE· 140 (MERI HEURE NORMAL[ UTlllS££ NST 

TEMPERATURE DEGREE-DAYS REL HUMID ITY PRECIPITATION WINO 

TEMPERATURE DEGl'IES-JOURS HUMIOITE REL PRECIPITATIONS VENT 
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J~~i .. 
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l!l :> >,... 

I!: t i C; 
HOUF15 

·c •c •c IA!I ti D"C IASf SD"C '"'' ••o·c ' ' "'"' Cfn "'"' cm .... ,,, .,..,,, Hf.URE! 

l -7.6 -12.0 -9.B 27.B 74 SB 42.0 " " so 7.1 
2 2.1 -10.1 -4.0 22.0 93 61 TR 0.4 0.4 25.8 SSW w 45 4.2 
3 2.0 -12.s .. S.3 23.3 94 69 0.4 1.6 2.0 TR 18.5 " SW 341 o.o 
4 -8.9 -14.5 -11. 7 29.7 86 69 0.4 0.4 1 1s.o " w 30 0.7 
5 -4.3 -10.5 -7.4 25.4 93 55 o.e o.e 2 27.6 " " so 4.9 

6 -4.8 -13.8 -9.3 27.3 95 59 8.4 8.4 1 11.1 WHW WHW 28t 3.9 
7 -9.2 -17.0 -13.l 31.l 87 60 0.6 0.6 9 25.2 WNW WNW SO 6.6 
8 -1~.l -17.9 -16.5 34.~ 78 57 0.6 0.6 7 36.4 WNW WHW 4St 0.6 
9 -9.4 -15.9 -12.7 30.7 78 55 0.2 0.2 7 27.8 " WNW 45 6.8 

10 -2.0 -11.3 -6.7 24.7 99 69 17.8 17.8 7 20.6 S I ESE 39 o.o 

11 -2.B -13.4 -B.l 26.1 98 91 12.0 12.0 32 10.0 WHW WNW 89 o.o 
12 -4.l -9.6 -6.9 24.9 91 53 0.4 0.4 35 36.l HWt WNW 75 4.9 
13 -1.6 -9.3 -5.5 23.5 100 71 1.4 6.0 7.4 26 20.3 ESE ESE 41 o.o 
14 -6.l -12.5 -9.3 27.3 BS 69 TR TR 29 33.4 w w 411 6.3 
15 -9.9 -13.4 -ll. 7 29.7 86 67 28 18.2 WNW WNW 30 8.2 

16 -7.l -14.l -10.6 28.6 89 58 28 16.6 w w 241 8.6 
17 4.6 -11.6 -3.5 21.5 100 82 1. 4 s.0 10.2 28 22.3 SSE SE 48 o.o 
18 0.2 -5.9 -2.9 20.9 93 73 TR TR 29 27.8 w w 35 0.7 
19 -3.1 -9.6 -6.4 24.4 94 75 0.0 0.8 28 e.2 " w 22 1 is 
20 0.1 -12.7 -6.3 24.3 94 60 0.2 TR 0.2 28 16.B s s 30 4.8 

21 2.4 -8.5 . -3.l 21.1 100 86 25.0 2.0 27.0 27 32.3 s ENE 47 o.o 
22 -8.3 -10.8 -9.6 27.6 89 77 0.0 0.4 17 21. 4 w WSW 4St o.o 
23 -10.1 -15.7 -12.9 30.9 85 79 2.4 0.6 18 I 8. 1 WNW WNW 26t l. 7 
24 -1.8 -17.l -9.S 27.5 97 60 S.6 l. 2 25 13.l SSE SE 39 6.5 
25 -o.s -17~0 -e.e 26.8 ; 89 68 4.8 4.0 29 30.0 WSW SW 341 2.4 

26 -12.3 -17.5 -14. 9 32.9 86 58 29 45.6 w w 59 7.9 
27 -1.0 -14. 7 -7.9 25.9 95 62 0.2 0.2 28 17.8 SSW s 34 2.3 
28 o.o -9.5 -4.3 22.3 . 99 59 5.4 S.4 28 16.B s s 34 5.7 
29 o.o -11.1 -5.6 23.6 99 67 32 17.7 w W. 43• 8.6 
30 2.2 -14.6 -6.2 24.2 98 57 5.4 5.2 10.6 31 15.S NWt WNW 41 2.7 

31 s.s -7.9 0.3 17.7 100 66 17.0 TR 17.0 24 29.1 SS Wt WSW 73 o.o 
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CO•,,AllATIVE AECOROS AT: 
AELEVlS COMPAAA Tl,.S A: 

'---" .......... "'e - • c.i ..... ,_.,..__. ... __ -um_..,.,. __ ,_, 

.....,_ ...... .. - u111_1,_.,...,.,..,_ ,_, .. _.-.... ..... - c...t•-•,....c..,t-•- ''"'' ..,.........,_..,_ -·-· .. ...,. ,._ . ._... ,._, 

.... --~-· .. - -•-·e""'el 
HIOHUT TEMPERATUAE !MAXIMUM) 
TEMPlRATUAE MAJllMALE 

LOWEST TEMPERATURE CMIHIMUMI 
TEMP(AA TUAI MINIMAL( 

MEAN MONYHl Y TEMPERATURE 
TtMPIRATUAE MENSUELLE MOYENNE 

TOTAL MONTHLY flAIN,.ALL 
HAUTEUR TOTALE MENSUELLE DE "LUIE 

TOTAL MONTH\. Y SNOWFALL 
HAUTEUA TOT AU MENSUELLE DE NEIOE 

TOTAL MONTHLY ""ICIPITATION 
""ECIPITATION TOTALE MENSUELU 

NO 0' DAYS WITH MEASURABLE PRECIPITATION 
NOMllRE OE JOURS AVEC PRECIPITATION MESURA8LE 

GREATEST AAIN,.ALL IN ONE DAY 
HAUTEUR DE PLUIE MAXIMAL( EN UNI JOUANEE 

GlllEATEST SNOWFALL IN ONE DAY 
HAUTEUR OE NEIGE MAXIMALE EN UNI JOI.JANEE 

GREATEST "RECIPITATION IN ONE DAY 
,RECIPl.TATION MAXIMAL£ EN UNE JOUANU 

MAXIMUM RAINFALL AECOROEO IN 
HAUTEUR OE PLUIE MAXIMALE ENREGISTREE EN: 

I MINUTES 

tOMINUTES 

tSMINUTES 

IOMINUTES 

IOMiNUTES 

2• CONSECUTIVE HOURS 
HEUIUS CONSECUTIVE$ 

MEAN WINO S'E!D fkm!Pll 
VITESSE MOYENNE OU VENT fkmltll 

-2-

ST. JOHN'S NrLD 
THIS MONTH 
CEMOIS.CI 

VALUE OAY 
llELEVE JOUR 

a.s 
·17.9 

·8.1 

so.a 
85.2 

128.6 

24 

31 

8 

25.0 21 

17.S 10 

NIA 
NIA 
NIA 
NIA 
NIA 
27.0 21 

ll'AEVIOUS YEAR 
ANN EE 

"AECEOENTE 

VALUE DAY 
RELIVE JOUR 

13.S 27 
-15.9 
-4.4 

S2.S 

54e3 

IOI.I 
21 

23e0 

12.6 

0.2 

0.4 

0.6 

I 
30 

2 

2 

2 

0.8 

1.0 

2 

2 

24.0 . 2 

25el :~:::~-:~:~·:::~.:~.~.:·:::~-:~:j:~.-.:·.~_·.[ 31 0 tf f~( 

69.l 

77. 7 162.1 

145.0 264.7 

22 

27.5 

27 

84.6 

39.4 

3.8 

S.l 

6.4 
8.1 

14.7 

84.6 

41.8 

MONTH 
MO~ JAN./ JAN. 

30 

9 

5 

7 

30 

AECORO FOR THE MONTH · 
AECORO POUR LE MOIS 

1960 

l9SS 

1979 

1942 

1966 

1977 

1977 

1977 

1977 

1977 . 
1942 

leS 

10.2 

70.6 

12 

1[l1111111i1i1lli 1946 

1991 

1957 50 

so 

50 

so 
so 
50 

so 
so 

29 

29 

29 

29 

29 

so 

so 
MAXIMUM SPEEO 12 min -•nl fkmth) 
VITESSE MAXIMAL( fmoyenne aur 2 m1n.) Ckm/h) 

MAXIMUM GUST SPEED fkm/Pll 
'°INTE OU VENT MAXIMAL£ Ckm/.Pll 

I · trtt 
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CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA THIS MONTH FOR THE PAST I 0 YEARS 
00NN£ES CLIMA TOLOGIOUES CE MOIS-CI POUR LES OERN1£RE ANNEES 

MAllWUM llllN•MUM TOTAL MfA ... MAllMUM SVNSHIN( H(ATINO OIOOW•NG COOl.•""G .,....,_ 
""' ""' 

. MIAN fl ... llA .. ,ALL IHOW'ALL ""'lC" 
WINO s•uo WINO s•uo NOUllS DEOAH ·OATS 0£0AH ·OAYS 0£GllEE ·OAVS 

~ , .... , .... TEMP HAUT(Ull Ol HAUllUll Of ...-re•• VITlSSl v•HSSE .. (UAES OEGll(S.JOVllS OfOll(S ·JOVllS OlGA£S· JOu•s 

tl.UIMALI MIHIWALI M()Y(HN( 11\.UI( Ht:•Gf TOTAL( 
W()Y(NN( UA.llMAL( 

tHSO~TION DE CHAUF'[ DE CllOISS•NCf Of 
DU V(NTS DES V[NTS M•A•GERA T•O• 

1982 7.4 -17.3 ·4.2 78.l 142.6 227.8 30.9 82 62.7 687.9 o.o o.o 
1993 10.s -16.4 -2.8 99.3 62.7 ISO.I 26.9 82 57.9 646.3 3.0 o.o 
1984 13.3 -17.2 -5.5 124.6 53.2 188.8 24.6 es 73.7 726.4 0.2 o.o 
1985 5.2 -lS.2 -5.2 39.4 83.S ll l .6 30.0 82 78.3 720.0 o.o o.o 
1986 13.4 -18.0 -2.7 68.7 52.7 117 I 3 31.9 BO 72.4 637.4 7.6 o.o 
1987 S.6 -lS.6 -5.5 SS.2 129.2 174.4 27.0 59 54.3 727. 7 o.o o.o 
1988 10.2 -19.l -5.2 23.1 SB.O 79.7 30.S 83 98.0 719.3 o.o o.o 
1989 e.e -17.6 -6.0 51.0 93.3 141.7 29.7 82 88.0 743.8 o.o o.o 
1990 13.5 -15.9 -4.4 52.5 54.3 101.1 31.0 76 76.9 695.4 0.9 o.o 
1991 E.5 -17.9 -8.l 50.8 85.2 128.6 25.1 89 107.6 BOB.2 o.o o.o 

Nol9/At'll C1tm11otog•C1I Oay,Joum .. c1trn1101og• l.tiJ 1 • ll~JV n;1 
NQ1m1 1( Norm111 1951 - 19&0 
h1reme1 tor penoo of r.cordt Erl,.mtl pt>ur la ptnOOt de r90111r1 
M111rnum ,.1nl1ll r.cor01d 1n m1y OY9rlll> cetend1r dty&/Heuteur Ot plu11 "''"'"'''' tnregl1tr6e tn. peut ... lre 1>our 1>lu1 d 'un1 fournh du c11eno11e r 
• • 1no1ce1" most rM:ef"\t octurtence11nd1Que •• plul t6C:1ri1 

• ln01utH llrll of more ll\1n one occurr1ncttlnO.qut II p1em1tr Ot plu1,.urt -, 

\ 
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DRV BULB TE"PERATURES AT/TE"PERATURES DU THER"O"ETRE SEC A1 ST. JOHN'S NtLD. 
JAN. JAN. 1991 

HEURE/ 
HOUR 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

DATE 
1 -105 -115 -120 -119 -119 -116 -114 -113 -107 -97 -87 -82 -79 -79 -78 -84 -86 -89 -SB -92 -94 -100 -101 -102 

2 ·102 ·98 ·97 ·99 ·100 ·97 -94 ·92 -86 ·75 ·62 ·55 ·49 ·40 -36 ·35 -38 -42 -38 -31 -25 -14 -7 0 

3 8 15 18 16 10 7 3 -I -I -2 -3 -16 -26 -34 -32 -47 -57 -57 -61 -73 ·87 ·93 -101 -113 

4 ·116 -122 ·124 -117 ·Ill ·114 -Ill -114 ·106 -103 -98 -94 -95 -95 -91 -90 -94 -106 -115 -116 -124 -136 -134 ·134 

5 -119 -127 -105 ·BB ·81 -71 -65 -69 -72 -75 -71 -63 -58 ·60 -51 -50 -53 -62 -68 -75 -84 ·90 -95 -96 

6 ·98 ·102 -103 ·106 ·109 ·Ill ·114 ·131 ·133 ·IOI ·96 -78 -75 -76 -64 -75 ·77 -77 ·67 ·59 -54 ·SS -49 -69 

7 -78 -81 ·92 ·101 ·105 ·114 -129 -143 -140 -134 -130 -124 -119 ·116 -109 -106 -105 -100 -105 -119 -130 -143 -157 -167 
8 -167 ·170 ·170 ·170 -171 ·171 ·172 -174 ·170 ·164 ·163 ·160 -157 ·153 ·154 -155 -156 ·160 -169 ·17• ·178 -177 ·176 ·174 

9 -170 -163 -159 -158 -153 ·145 -141 -142 -141 -134 -124 -120 -112 -105 -99 -96 -97 -101 -101 -101 -106 -107 -99 -101 

10 -105 -110 -113 ·99 ·97 -95 -101 -99 ·90 ·79 -68 ·46 -37 ·34 -27 -25 ·24 -26 ·23 -22 -22 -26 -23 -22 

II -21 ·22 -28 -31 ·82 ·IOI ·113 ·119 ·124 ·125 ·132 ·130 ·123 -111 ·Ill -102 -97 -93 -89 -87 -83 ·79 -76 -71 

12 -77 ·65 -54 -44 -43 ·48 -54 -61 -63 -68 ~63 -62 -58 -58 -61 -64 ·71 -73 ·84 ·90 ·91 -95 -91 -90 

13 -93 -91 -92 -90 -93 ·SB -77 ·69 -65 ·57 -51 -43 -32 -25 -22 ·lB -17 -17 -18 -25 -31 -34 -38 -44 

14 ·54 ·59 ·61 ·65 -69 -76 -83 -91 -93 -93 -93 -86 ·82 -91 -95 -90 -96 ·100 -103 ·105 -105 -108 -112 -118 

15 -121 ·123 -125 -126 ·126 -127 -130 -132 -130 -119 -116 -115 ·108 -105 -102 -101 -112 -125 -127 -118 -127 -134 -129 -126 

16 -130 -124 -122 -125 -128 -133 -131 -136 -123 -112 -91 ·BB -81 -77 -74 -74 -83 -86 -97 -94 -101 -101 -100 -108 

17 -108 -120 -107 -114 -107 -98 -94 ·89 -63 -60 -48 -39 -34 -25 -21 -11 -6 1 12 21 36 41 33 24 

18 17 6 2 -1 -4 -8 -9 -14 -14 -20 -21 ·19 -19 ·21 -22 -25 -30 -34 -36 -43 -44 -47 -47 -50 

19 -so -57 -59 -61 -60 -65 ·Bl -es -90 -61 -SB -39 -36 -36 -36 -43 -51 -66 ·82 -82 -87 -74 -81 -es 

20 -84 ·91 -95 -102 -112 -117 -123 -113 -123 -122 -118 ·113 -102 -91 -so -69 -71 -73 ·70 -56 -49 -43 -28 -20 

21 -13 -10 4 e l1 10 9 7 10 7 7 3 -2 0 -1 4 13 l7 10 8 -12 

22 -45 -69 -es -89 -93 -95 ·100 -99 -96 -93 -89 ·BB -91 -92 -94 -94 -92 -92 -92 -95 -107 -101 -92 _,o 

23 ·88 -93 -101 -117 -127 -132 -137 -140 -142 -139 -128 -126 -122 -122 -126 -127 -128 -136 -134 -134 -141 -142 -150 -152 

24 ·152 ·15S ·157 ·153 ·158 ·155 ·159 ·169 ·160 ·131 ·122 ·109 ·97 ·83 ·87 ·89 ·84 ·75 ·66 ·56 ·50 ·39 ·33 ·36 

25 -33 -28 -18 -14 -7 -9 -11 -16 ·16 -24 -26 -40 -so -57 -63 -90 -96 -101 -105 -117 -137 -152 -155 -167 

26 -169 -164 ~158 -156 -156 -164 ·170 -174 ·173 -169 -165 -159 -158 ·153 -153 -155 -154 ·155 -155 -152 -150 -148 -145 -140 

27 -129 -124 ·123 -120 ·134 -132 ·144 -137 -128 -90 -74 -69 -56 -61 -57 ·47 -51 ·51 -39 ·35· ·30 -25 -22 ·IS 

28 -14 -20 -11 ·19 -36 -46 ~59 ·93 -so ·56 ·42 -28 -22 -24 -29 -30 ·35 ·34 ·3S ·31 -22 -13 -13 -14 

29 -7 0 -1 -3 -25 -41 -51 -54 -63 -41 -33 -30 -29 -22 -14 -21 -28 -34 -28 -25 -29 -60 -79 -89 

30 -101 -104 -111 -117 -123 -127 -128 -138 -145 -123 -110 ·101 -97 -92 ·84 ·83 -79 ·72 -69 ·65 -so -41 -32 ·17 

31 -4 e 21 26 19 26 29 30 29 41 44 40 26 30 59 71 10 82 BO 57 43 24 21 -7 

Note/Avis 1. Cli1atolo9ical Day/Journee cli1atolo1ique 0231 N.S.T.- 0230 N.S.T. 
2. Hours are L.S.T./Les heures sont 1 1 heure noraale de la localite 
3. Unit/Unite• 0.1 C 
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WIND SUMMARY I SOMMAIRE DES VENTS 

ST. JOHN'S, NFLD./T.N. JANUARY/JANVIER, 1991 

HOUR 
HEURE 0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
DAY 

1 

2 

WNW W WNW W W W W W W WNW W W W W W W W W W W W W WNW W 
28 37 45 41 43 47 47 43 45 45 48 48 50 41 45 43 34 34 34 41 39 47 41 41 
N N W WNW W N N W N W WSW WSW WSW SSW SSW SSW SSW S SSW SSW SSW SSW SSW SSW 

45 28 32 34 30 34 28 28 19 24 22 22 17 22 22 19 IS 22 24 24 30 32 22 24 
3 SSW SN WSW .WSW N W N N N N WNW W N WNW NNW N NNW NW NNN NW NW NW NW NW 

26 34 32 34 32 34 28 26 19 13 15 13 15 15 9 11 11 9 13 9 13 6 4 22 
N WNW WNW W N W W N N N N W NW N N W N N N WSW WSW SW SSW SW 

24 26 22 22 30 20 17 13 17 15 15 20 13 15 IS 13 9 6 7 11 11 7 7 6 
SN SSW SW SSW SSW W N WNW WNW N N WSW WSW WSW W N N W N N N W WNW W 

13 7 II 13 15 35 22 22 19 19 17 17 20 22 30 34 35 47 47 43 45 50 39 41 

4 

5 

PEAK 
GUST HOUR 

RAf ALE HEURE 
w 0600 
67 
w 0000 
56 
SW 0100 
52 
w 0400 
43 
w 1700 
65 

6 WNW WNW WNW WNW NW WNW C SSW SSW SW WSW W WSW SW S S SE SE SE SSE SSE NNW NNE N N 2300 
28 28 19 9 II 4 4 4 7 6 9 II 7 7 9 9 9 19 19 6 2 17 22 32 

7 N N NNW NNW NNW C NW NW NW WNW WNW WNW WNW W WSW W W W WNW WNW W W WNW WNW WNW 2200 
22 9 17 1~ 9 15 13 22 24 30 28 24 24 26 30 26 24 34 30 41 47 50 41 61 

S WNW WNW WNW WNW WNW WNW WNW WNW WNW W WNW WNW NW NM NW WNW WNW WNW NNW NW WNW WNW SSW WNW WNW 1000 
37 33 41 39 45 45 39 34 37 34 45 43 32 30 30 39 37 34 28 26 35 37 30 37 76 

9 WNW WNW WNW WNW WNW WNW W W WNW WNW W W WNW W W W W W W W W WNW W W W 0600 
37 37 28 34 32 45 . 41 34 34 34 34 30 30 24 26 26 24 19 13 15 15 15 30 II 60 

10 WSW SW SM WSW SSW SSW SSE S S S SE SSE S SSE S SE SSE SE SE SE ESE ESE ENE ENE ESE 2100 
11 4 7 9 6 7 7 7 19 13 4 26 28 26 34 28 37 34 37 30 32 39 30 19 58 

11 NW NW NW NW WNW N W W W W W W WNW WNW WNW WNW WNW WNW WNW WNW WNW WNW WNW NW W 1100 
11 30 34 37 60 75 75 78 75 84 86 88 88 88 89 84 82 80 71 75 75 71 75 69 121 

12 WNW WNW WNW NW NW NNW NW NW NM WNW NM NW WNW WNW NW NW NW WNW WNW NW WNW WNW WNW W NW 2007 
75 65 65 56 61 56 52 47 43 41 22 34 28 28 28 28 17 20 20 19 19 19 6 17 99 

13 S C ESE C SSE ESE ESE ESE ESE ESE ESE ESE ESE E E ENE N NW NW NNW NNW NW NH NW ESE 1200 
2 4 6 4 13 26 26 34 35 32 41 22 34 19 9 9 7 32 32 37 34 30 56 

14 NW WNW ~ W W W WNW W WNW WNH WNW WNW W W W WNW WNW W W WNW W W W WNW WNW WNW 1800 
30 28 34 41 37 41 41 30 37 28 34 34 30 34 32 32 32 37 30 32 34 34 32 28 52 

15 WNW WNW WNW WNW WNW WNW WNW WNW WNW W W W W W WNW WNW W W W WNW W SSW W . W WNW 0400 
24 24 24 28 30 22 24 19 4 11 22 13 26 22 19 15 22 15 ll 15 20 4 9 13 . 41 

16 N N W W WSW WSW WSW WSW SW SW W W W W W W SW WSW W W W W W W 
24 19 1~ 24 22 24 20 19 15 ll 19 22 22 22 15 13 6 6 4 9 13 ll 15 19 

17 WSW WSW N S SSE SSW C SW SSW SSE SSE SE SE SE SE SE SSE SSE SSE S SSW SSW SW SW 
6 4 15 4 4 7 9 15 7 26 22 30 37 37 ~8 41 37 37 30 28 32 28 30 

18 WSW WSW W WSW WSW WSW W W W W W W W W W W W W W W W W W W 
32 34 30 32 32 28 32 30 28 35 34 20 19 24 28 30 28 28 30 26 22 24 20 20 

19 W W W WSW WSW SSW C SSW SSW SW SSE W W W NE NE N N NNW NNW NNW NNW N NNW 
22 20 9 6 13 4 6 6 7 2 6 2 4 6 9 6 6 6 7 13 15 15 7 

20 NNW NNW NNW NW NW NW NW WNW WNW W W W W WSW SW SW SSW S S S S SSW S S 
19 13 9 17 ll 15 ll 15 13 15 15 19 15 15 22 22 11 13 11 17 28 . 19 30 28 . 

SE 1500 
65 

WSW 0400 
58 

s 2320 
47 

21 S S S S S S S S S SSE SSE SSE SE ESE ESE E ENE ENE E E E SW SW WSW ENE 
34 34 32 32 32 26 34 34 35 32 34 30 19 22 26 28 34 47 43 34 35 19 34 45 73 

1816 

0243 22 WSW WSW WSW W W W WNW WNW WNW NW NW WNW W W W W WSW W W WSW SW SW SW SH W 
39 45 45 41 34 32 22 7 15 II 19 19 22 19 15 19 19 9 19 9 11 7 15 20 67 

23 WSW N W W WNW WNW WNW WNW WNW NW NW NW NW NW WNW WNW WNW NW WNW NW WNW WNW WNW NW 
22 13 15 15 13 24 19 22 15 22 17 19 24 24 26 26 26 17 ll 13 15 13 9 15 

24 NW NNW NW NW WNW W SW WSW SSW N W W SW S SSE S SSE SSE SSE SSE SSE SSE SE SE 
6 4 9 13 7 6 2 6 6 9 9 6 9 7 15 13 20 11 19 26 17 34 22 39 

25 SE SSE SSW S S SSW SW SW SW WSW WSW WSW WSW WSW WSW W W W WSW WSW W W W W 

SE 2251 
50 

WSW 1022 
56 32 26 20 26 28 28 30 34 32 28 32 34 34 24 34 34 24 28 30 32 28 34 34 34 

26 W W N W W W W W W N W W W W W W W W N W W W W . W W 1000 
39 41 41 43 43 43 47 50 47 47 52 58 54 54 45 so 39 43 43 39 43 47 43 43 75 

27 W N WSW SW SSW SSW SSW SSW SSW SW SSW SW SSW S S SSW S S S SSE S S S SSW 
32 19 13 13 7 7 9 9 4 9 13 15 15 34 20 19 17 20 30 28 26 26 26 15 

28 SW SW WSW WSW W W W W W w· W S SSE SSE S S S SSE S S S S S S S 2000 
19 13 15 11 15 9 11 15 13 13 13 7 7 7 13 19 20 20 26 24 34 26 24 24 48 

29 SSW SW W WNW W WNW W C W C W W SSW SW WSW WSW WSW WSW WSW WSW WNW W WNW WNW W 2100 
13 11 11 20 22 17 15 4 6 6 7 13 13 22 19 20 30 22 28 43 39 43 52 

30 WNW WNW NW NW C NW NW NW C SW SW SSW S S SSE SE SSE SSE SE ESE SE SE SE SSE WNW 0000 
41 32 19 19 9 7 7 7 9 4 7 7 6 9 17 28 24 20 28 26 26 20 50 

31 c SSW SSW SSW SW SSW SW SSW s s s SSE SSE s SSW SW SSW SW SW SW ws~ SW WSW WSW WSW 2300 
4 22 20 7 15 11 6 15 19 28 30 37 32 32 37 30 28 37 47 56 58 54 73 97 

Note/Avis '· Cli~atologjcalTday/Journee cli~~tol~~;que 0231AIST - 0230.Jl'ST . 2. Rours are L.~. ,/les heures sont a l h~ure nor1ale de la I6~al1te 
3. Unit/Unite = 1.0 ke/h 4. C = Cal~/Cal1 S. M = Hissing/Manquant 
6. • Indicates 1ore than one qccurrence of sa1e speed/ 

f lndique le pre1ier de plusieurs de la ~e~e vitesse 
7. • Gust in next calender day/ • RaJale dans le prochain jour de calendrier 



•• f nvironmenl E nvlronnemenl 
Ceneda Canada 

. Atmosphere • Service 
· Environment de renvifonneinent 

Service ~ 

LAT: 47 • 37 'N LONG. 

TEMPERATURE . . . 
TEMPERATURE 

. " 
I~ . !~ "' zl ·2 c 

DATE 2 · c.., 
. ~~ - . i~ ~i d :12 . 

. •c •c •c 

I -7.6 ·17.S -12.6 
2 -2.1 . -17.3 . -9. 7 
3 -0.3 -12.e ".'6,6 
4 -12.s -20.0 · -16.3 

.. s o.s -18.2 . "".819 

6 0.4 -14.8 -7.2 
7 -0.1 -1s.e -s.o ·e 2.3 .. 4,7 ~1. 2 
9 2.4 -6.9 -2.3 

10 2.4 -7.1 -2.4 

11 l. B -2.4 -0.3 
12 -1.6 -7.4 -4.S 
13 . -7.2 -12.9 -10.1 

. 14 -3.S -11.0 -7.3 
15 · 11.2 -3.S 3.9 

16 11.s 1. 9 6.7 
17 1.9 -5.4 -1.e 
18 -1.4 ·-9,9 -5.7 

. 19 -2.7 -10.1 ·-6.4 
20 2.5. -6.S -2.0 

21 0.6 ..;10.2 -4.B 
. 22 . -2.0 -12.4 -7.2 

23 1.3 .-13. 9 -6.3 
24 -8.3 -13.4 -10.9 
25 -6.0 -1~.6 -9.S 

26 -4.2 -7.7 -6.0 
27 -1.4 -11:-4' ·6.4 
28 -4.4 -11.s -e.o . . 

... [,. .. -0.9 -10.6 -s.e .,.OYEN .. [ 

H()R ... Al 

·MONTHLY METEOROLOGICA.L SUMMARY. 
·soMMAIRE MEIEOROLOGIQUE MENSUEL 

"DNTH/"OIS1 rEBRUARY/FEVRIER 1991" 

AT/As ST. JOHN'~ . NFLD. /T.N 

52 . 45· w, ELEVATION (ASL) STANOARO TIME USED ·~n ALTITUO~ :· 140 (MER) HEURE NORMALE UTILISEf: 

. .' · OEGR!E~OAYS REL HUMIDITY PRECIPITATION WINO. 

• DEGR!S.JOURS HUMIOITE REL PRECIPITATIONS VENT · 

1~ 
... :t z a: ! . ei z~"' 

"' o . 0 ! ·"' ~5H~ . "' i~ 
~ .... "' !:~ f"' iZZl,i! o"' . i~ !~ 2"' 

.,, C> ... 111· -'"' C) .... ~: 2~>- ... ~ 
z~ a:c ....... ........ "'c .,,>- ~gg~ 

~~ 
_.., 

·ii :>~ i! c:> c :> f ... "'i iU!~ . t= c .. ·s !2 · 2 2 u u 2 CCJUZ 

. !5 of :;c iz ... a: 
1~· 

o.., >..,..,- !•"'Ill!; 
i :; ~o :~ 1&11[1[8 11tO~xC 

. !: c5 CJ., d 55 ei "'"' f SS iiii• ! 
a: :> . . ~$ 

: ! ' I 
II.Sf 110"C IASl sere IASI llO"C ~ ~ mm em """ cm km/ti •m1t1 

30.6 73 47 ·TR TR 16 44.B . N WSW 70 
27.7 94 S6 2.0 .1. e 12 36.7 w " so 
24.6 99 85 6.0 s.e 14 24.4 WSW• w 44 
.34.3 83. 65 0.·2 0.2 19 18.l NNW H 33 
26.9 98 47 TR 1.0 1.0 20 16.3 SW · SW 26t 

2s.·2 98 71 TR 3.S 3.0 24 13.S NNW N 29 
·26.0 86 49 24 20.6 WSW WSW 311 
19.2 97 78 2.0 2.0 23 20.4 SSW SW 31 
20.3 .. 95 64 19 6.6 S . SW 13 
20.4 97 ·17 TR . TR · 17 4.3 s s 11 

18.3 99 95 g 4.2 ESEt N . 91 
22.s 96. 88 0.2 . 11. 7 8.4 6 16.l NNE N 31 
28.1 . . 91 17 7.6 1.0 20 36.S w NW 461 
25.3 95 70 0.9 o.s 20 24.1 WSW w 48 
14.1 98 91 27.2 TR 27.2 19 37.9 .5 s 46 

l l. 3 1.7 99 93 18.4 18.4 s 27.8 s . s 48 
19.8 92 , 66 . TR TR 2 24.2 WSW WSW 33 
·23. 7 92 so 1.0 1.0 2 30.3 w w . 44 
24.4 74 43 2 . 32. 9 w w 441 
20.0 99 . so 1. 9 5.2. 7.1 4 22.s w ·S 4~ 

22.B 93 71 0.2 · TR 3 25.3 NNW . w~w ~~ ·2s.2 93 57 . 1. 7 l. 9 3. 12.8 w . 
24.3 97 74 TR 8.4 8.1 7 45.2 w w 631 
28.9 86 59 10 36.7 WNW w 56 
27.B i' 83 58 10 21.1 WNW WNW 39 

: 
24.0 89 71 0.6 0.2 10 S • .1 ENE NE 11• 
24.4 98 84 1.2 11.0 12.2 10 17.9 E E 37 

. 26.0 . 92 62 1.4 1. 4 22 35.6 WNW NW 52 

. . 

. . 

TOTAL TOT Al TOTAL TO T ~(IT Al TOTAL 10TAL ·:::::::::::::::: M(VAILl""'G .-A1tW.ALl 

666.1 . 1. 7 o.o 92 .· 69 0 S0.9 62,4 · 107.2 :::::::::::::::: 23.7 """''"'"TE 
WSW 70 ::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: 

w 

"' z 
~~ z-:> .. . ., ~ 

ii 
i . 

HOURS 
HE UR ES 

7.4 
4.7 
o.o 
8.1 
'1.1 

6.3 
9.0 
o.o 
S.3 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
s.s 
o.o 
o.o 
6.2 

. 6.1 
9.6 
o.o 
3.5 
7.8 . 
0.3 

. 1.0 
·9,8 

4.1 
o.o 
7.,3 

TOTAL 

109.1 

83.4 
· !l()R.,.Al[ -1.0 -7.9 -4.S 635.4 o.s o.o l:::i:ii:::illillilillll!ilililil::; 0.1 69.7 .74i6 140.1 ilI\i\ ·27.S f\Ef:/ft :: 

DEGREE-DAY SUMMARY/SOMMAIRE OE DEGR!:S JOURS · 
OA.YS wrH• TOT Al PRECtP1TAT!ON 0AYS WITH SNOWFALL 

JOVllSAV(C ru[CIPITATIONS JOUllS AV(C CHUT( DI NfrGE 
TOTAL ES 

Tl<IS THIS l'tl[VIOUS YfAP "'fVIOUS """ ""' 
YlAR V[AR NOllr.cAL A90V( ''C V(AR NOR ... Al 

IHOW •l'C ANN([ A .. NH llf()A.,.All 02 t 0 J 0 10 0 900 u •O 10 100 90 0 

Al.rOf.SSOUS Of 11•C ANNH NOllMALl AU-Of.SSUS Ol s•c A,.NH 
(N PllfC£0(NT( 

, .. 
Pfl£C(0("T[ o• o• o• o• 0- o• O" O" O• o• 

COURS 
COUllS MOllll .,.Of'I M()fl( "'cal WOf'( W()ll( MO•l "'Cl'( MOIO( "°"' Pu cX, -

TOT AL FOR MONTH TOT Al FOR MONTH OU OU OU OU OU OU OU OU 

TOT AL OU MOIS 666.1 76G.2 635.4 TOTAL OU MOIS 1. 7 o.o 0.5 .... us .... us .... ~ .... us "L \.'5 l'\.V5 l'\.US .... ~ .... u s .... vs 

ACCUUUV.TEO ACCU'o'UlATEO 

S•NC[ JVLY, $INC[ APRll t 

ACCur.culff. 314S.2 3230.0 3083.l ACCU"'ULEE 1279.1 1377.6 1194. s IS lS 10 3 0 16 12 a 2 0 
OEP\.115 ll It• JUILlU CEPUIS LE lt• AVlllL 

UOC 551 S06 1 I I . Notl/Awll 1 C1tm110109oc·e1 Oay/Joumte chmllolog•Qu• 0231 NST ..; 0230 HST . 
~ - ~~':"~~.~~rmale 1951-199 0 . 

Ca11ada 
4 . M • Mlst •ng 1ManQu1nt 

: ~~"~7;~~:~~.~110~ 1::~;,·,~.~ ::,u;~:~~1: ~:'11~, !;~~~':~~'. or rn11 1mu"' 2 monutt ,., .. ,, IPftll (~H oag• •111 nc1 1oue 11 p<em,.,.. di plue,.urt on Clttectiont 
d om1n1ntet 11.-Du II Vt1UM moyenne m1a1mall tu• 1 fTl•rtUlfl (VO" l)lgl •I 

~ - ;,:;·~:~~::::, $3 • 00 : annuli (Jan 10 Oe<:) $29 • SOPna. flu rn(t ro i nd•v•Out~J • 00 ; ,,,,,l,Z1JQ._(j1m. * oec I 



COMPAAATIVE RECORDS AT: . 
AELEVU COMPARATIFS A.: 

,~ ............. . 
.._..MIWPttc .... ._ ._.... __ ....,. - • C.-••"' _...._,., __ ,_, 

-Ml ___ ,_I THIS MONTH 
CIMOll-0 

-2-

ST. JOHN'S NfLD 
""EVIOUS YEAR 

ANNEE 

.· 

MONTH 

MOfs · rEe. rEv. 
"fCORD FO" THE MONTH 
RECORD POUR LE MOIS 

·' 

1991 

,_....__ ...... 
..... ._.IV_..,_ -.c:--~-ce1111 . 

-~1, ...... 1...iitl•Mllll 

~RECEDENTI NORMAL HIGHEST EVER . LOWEST EVER 
..-~~~~-+----~.--~~NORMALEr---M_AX.,.1M_u_M_A_BTso_L_u __ -+-__ M_1_N_1 .. ~u_M_A~BS~O~l~U--~ 

VALUE DAY VALUE DAY 
........ _...._ ...... lioft -··---''"•I AELEV£ JC?lJR RELEV£ JOUR 

VALUE DAY .YEAR VALUE DAY YEAR 
AELEVl JOUR ANN~E RELEVl JOUA ANNEE 

. HIGHEST TEMPERATURE (MAXIMUM) 
TEM .. lAATUAE MAXIMAL£ 

LOWEST TEMPERATURE (MINIMUM) 
• TlMP(AATURE MINIMAL( . . · 

MEAN MONTHLY TEMPEAATUAE 
TEMPlAA TURE MENSUELLE MOYENNE 

TOTAL MONTHLY RAINFALL . 
. HAUTE"" TOT ALE MINSUELLE DE ftLUIE 

TOTAL MONTHLY SNOWFALL 
• . ''HAUTIU" TOT ALE MENSUELLE DE NllOE 

TOTAL MONTHLY "'ECIPITATION 
MECl ... TATION TOTAlE MENSUELU 

.. 

.NO OF DAYS WITH MEASURABLE PRECIPITATION 
HOMBRE DE JOURS_ AVEC PR£CIPIT A TION _MESURABLE 

GREATEST RAINFALL IN ONE DAY 
.HAUTIUR .DE PLUIE MAXIMALE EN UNE JOURNEE 

GAEATEST SNOWfALL IN ONE DAY 
HAUTEUR DE NEIGE MAXIMAL! EN UNE JOuRN£E 

GREATEST PRECIPITATION IN ONE DAY 
AAECIPITATION MAXIM.ALE EN UNE JOURN£E. 

MAXIMUM RAINFALL RECORDED IN 
HAUTEUR DE "LUIE MAXIMALE ENREOISTR£E .EN: .. '.• . 

SMINUTES 

1.1. 5 

27a2 

11. 7 

27a2 

16 

15 

12 

1~ 

10a8 10 

69.7 201.9 

74, 6 144.8. 

140.1 233.9 

. 20 27 

67.1 

54.9 

68.3 

22 

15 

22 

1949 

1970 

1942 

1973 

1959 

1973 

:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::.;::::::.:::::::.;::::.:·:·=·:·:·:·:·:· 

2.4 

7.8 
63.0 

. ". 

10M_IHUTES N/A 1.~ 24. 5.6 g 1969 
1S MIN1JTES 

JO MINUTES 

to MINUTES 

JC CONSECUTIVE HOURS 
HEURES CONSECUTIVES 

MEAN WINO SPEED {llmtlll 
.VITE.SSE MOYENNE DU VENT (llmth) 

MAXIMUM SPEED 12 /ntn mean) lllmlll) 
VITESSE MAXIMAL( (moyen"9 !ur 2 nun.) (llm/h) 

MAXIMUM GUST SPEED film/II) 
• POINTE DU VENT MAXIMALE {km/h) 

TO.T Al HOURS OF SUNSHINE 
TOT Al DES MEURES INSOLA TION 

. MEAN STATION PRESSURE fllPaj 
PRESSION MOYENNE A. LA STATION (llPe) • 

GREATEST STATION PRESSURE fllPal . 
PRESSION.MAXIMALE A. LA STATION (llPa) 

LEAST STATION ~ESSURE lllf'I) · . 
~ESSION MINIMALE A LA $"TATION fllPI) 

NIA 

N/A 
··NIA 

27.2 

·23,7 

WSW 70 

WSW 95 

15 

1 

2.0 24 

3.4 24 

6.6 10 

30.9 24 

28.5 

WNW 71 

WSW106 

. CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA THIS MONTH FOR THE PAST 
OONNEES CLIMATOLOGIOUES CE MOIS-CI POUR LES . 

llAAXIM\IM MINIMUM TOtAL 
.. £ .... 

YUll ""' TO•• ....... Tl .. llA .. ,All INOW•AL.I. "'fCtl' 
WINO SPUO 

-u TfMI' ""'" 
TIMI' MAU'ffll" DI MAUTfUll DI ""'fCtl' 

VITUS( 
M.AllMA1.I MINIMAL( llO•l-1 11\.Utl NllOf TOT ALI MO•l-l 

ors V(NTS 

1982 S.6 -19.7 -1.0 70.0 94~9 ·159,0 . 29.2· 
1983 7.2 -19.4 -4.2 61.3 . 79.6 146.2 24.3 
1984 15.6 -17.2 -1.9 143.7 7.8 151.1 27.4 
1985 S.2 -20.7 -5.9 23.9 72. 7 96.3 22.4 
1986. 6.3 -16.3 -s.s 102.3 . 65.6 184.9 31. 9 
1987 : 3. 9 -lS.3 .-s.o 44.0 132.4 175.1 25.l 
1988 ~.6 :-18.7 -3.9 144.3 31.3 172.6 29.3 
1989 10.7 ;..19, 5 -7.1 55.2 67.6 118. 9 27.l 
1990 10.B -23.B -9.4 75.9 72.1 133.7 28.S 
1991 l l. 5 -20.0 -s.e 50.9 62.4 107.2 23.7 

NotelAYll I Clt ... ••OIOQ•Cll oav .Journ .. Ch-IOl091Que 
2 No•,.•• ' "'"""111 1~51·1980 
3 E•lre"lll for penOd 01 record/Eatrtmea pour la ~riooa oa r90illrt .. Ma11mu"I re1nf1n.recor0eo rn may OY9•1ap ca1eno11 oays;Hau11vr 01 ptvoa maxt"lata anreg111,..a an 
5 •• lno•cllH most recerH oc:curr1,.ce11no1aue ie ptu1 rtcent .. • lndic:atn ltrJI of more 1118" one occurrencallnchQue It premier de plu1f8urJ .· . ---... 

MAllMV'-1 
WtNO S•EEO 

••TlSSE 
M~JIMAL( 
OU V( .. T.S 

89 
65 
74 
65 
83 
67 
BO 
65 
71 
70 

6.9 

7.9 

15.0 

67. l 

9 

22 

22 

22 

1968 

1973 

1973 

1973 

I 0 YEARS 
OERNIE.RE ANNEES 

IUNSM~( M(Aft..0 Ol>OW•NO 
MOUAS OE011u:ons C>£0"U·OHS 

><IU"U C>lGll(S·JOU"S C>fGllfS ·JOUAS 
IHSOL,.tTI~ OE CHAL/Hf Of C"0t5SANC( 

90.0 701.S o.o 
72.3 622.4 o.o 
75.2 577.3 12.7 
70.8 667.8 o.o 

109.S 657.6 o.o 
60.~ 643.4 o.o 
82.7 633.4 2.0 
98.9 702.8 1. 9 
80.S 76&.2 o.o 

109.1 666.1 1.7 

peu1-41ra pour plus O une ·;ourn" Ou catendrotr 

COOL•'<G 
0£GAf£-0A"S 

OlG"U·JOU•S 
Of 

"'(•lltOfUrtO' 

o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

50 

50 

50 

50 

50 

so 
.50 

50 

50 

50 

26 

26 
26. 

26 

so 

so 
so 
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·DRY BULB .TE"PE_RATURES AT/T_E"PERATU~ES DU THER"DHETRE SEC A: ST.JOHN'S, NrLD 

. rEBRUARY/rEYRIER, 19.91 

HEURE/ 
HOUR · 00 -01 02 · 03 ~4 05 .. 06 07 OB· 09 10 · 11 12 13· . 14 15 · 16 .17 18 . 19 20 : 21 22 23 

· DATE · 
1 .• 34 ·-se -79. -76 -s9 -9s -97 .-103 -113 -111 -112 ~~09 -102 -100 -110 -120 -130 -136 -141 -145 -151 -162 -163 -161 

.·2 -112 -11s ·-112 -110 -166_ -i-s1·-145 -141 -131 -111 -110 -105 -94 -92 -89 .;97 -83 ~78 -e2 -s1 -73 -64 · -4e · -3B 
. . 

3 -30. -24 - ~-33 -36 -45 -54 -54 -45 -43 -37 -33 -11 -4 ·. -s -4 . -7 -7 -7 -7 -7 ~21. -32 -40 . -47 

~ . ·. 4 -78 -107 -125 -146 -158 -163 -168 -173 ~173 -169 -164 -162 -1S3 -148 -146 -148 -148 -161 -172 -191 -195 -184 -187 -188 

s -1e2 ~1BB -1s2 -116 -162 :152 -139 ~120 -101 ··-92 -11 ~ss -•a -32 -39 -26 ~21 -1e -12 -1 · -2 o o 

6 3 4 · . 4 2 ·2 · ·27 .. 49 ··54 ·62 .•59 -59 . -57 -SB -SS ·SB ·61 -67 ~87 -116 -103 -103 -109 ~122 -134 

1 -13s -13B -142 -134·-131 -113 -111 -113 -106 ~73 -53 -37 -1e -e -10 -11 -16 -21 -32 -34 ~29 -a2 · -3B -29 
B ·27 .-32 ·31 -25 . ·23 ·20 ;.16 ·S 5 . 12 . 20 22 · 22 .. 17 14 12 . 6 4 . -7 .. g ·14 ·14 ·23 : ·22 

9. -32 -42 ·46 ~SB ·57 ·56 -60 ·60 -37 ·20 •1 1 . 15 9 22 · 22 15 -4 ·14 ·19 ~32 -38 ·50 -51 

10 -57 -63 -63 -65 -54 -47 -42 ·38 -31 -21 -s 10 22 16 13 · 3 , -1 . -10 -14 · -14 ~17 -16 ~1e -1e 

. 11 -20 . -23 .-22 -23 . -23 -23 . -23 -21 -18 -12 •4 -1 . 0 8 14 17 11 -3 -5 -3 2 -7 -8 

12 ·10 · ~ll · ·16 ·20 ·25 ·29 -34 -39 -39 ·40 ·42 ·42 ·45 -46 ·52 ·56 ·SB -57 -57 -54 ~49 -52 -SB ·61 

. 13 -65 -68. -73 -76 . -so -86 -91 -101 -106 -105 -106 -109 -105 -104 -97 104 -lOB -120 -125 -127 -127 -123 -121 ·-116 

14 -109 -111 -110 -106 -10s -104 -101. ·99 ·95 ·87 ·72 . ·66 -67 -61 · -62 -61 -66 ~1s ·79 -9o -B9 -94 -66 -62 

15 -49 ·43 ·35 -25 ·19 -4 11 '37 54 63 72 76 74 -82 84 77 76 98 92 BB .. 1Q2 · 103 102 106 

16 109 101 · . 89 107 . 109 110 107 92 94 98 100 95 83 101 99 89 90 84 74 . 72 . 51 42 44 39 

11 42 25 · 19 15 s· . 5 · 1 -3 -3 . ~6 -2 -9 -4 -4 -14 -20 -26 -36 -41 -42 -44 -4e ·-47 -46 

1e -4B -so -s4 -54 ·4S -43 -37 -22 -21 -30 -35 -36 -32 -25 -32 . -29 ·41 -s2 · -60 -67 -1s -79 -es -es 

19 -92 ~9e -97 · -97 -99 -100 -96 -93 . -s4 -10 -se -so -34 -32 ~33 -34 -3B -51 . -56 -60 -sa -60 -62 -59 

. . 20 -64 -66 -62 -61 -58 -48 -42 -43 :-38 -28 -20 -14 -4 21 20 18 ·17 . 15 l7 15 10. 6 4 . 4 

21 6 ·~ e s · 4 2 -5 -13 -31 · ·42 -45 · -57 -56 -ss -62 ·67 -68 ·-11 -11 ·76 -02 . -es -s9 ~go -96 

22 -99 -100 -101 -101 -107 -112 -123 -101 ·82 . -71 ~63 ·51 -38 -27 -23 -27 -29 -30 -38 ·-48 -60 -60 -SS ~36 

. 23 -'30 -25 -29 -21 ·15 ~s 6 11 10 6 2 -4 -10 ··23 -:-35 ·52 -69 -Bl -94 -107 -132 -139 -134 -122 

·~4 -112 -io2 -102 -10s -101 -114 -116 -110 ~114 -112 ~10s ~106 -101 ~90 ~a1 -92 -9s -105 -114 -110 -122 -124 -129 -130 

. '. 25 ·132 -131 -134 ·134 ·130 -126 ·124 -125 -117 -108 ·96 ·SB -81 -70 -65 · ·61 -62 -74 -BB -97 -92 ·92 -87 -84 

26 -83 -76 -73 ~72 -6B -65 -64 -63 -59 -57 -56 -49 -53 . -44 -52 -56 -60 -67 . -73 -76 -72 -65 -67 -12 

27 -63 -60 -65 -83 -98 -105 -106 -90 -72 -61 -52 -44 -46 -so -49 -48 -49 -48 -48 -so -46 -34 -26 -23 

28 -17 -28 ·44 -SB ·67 ·68 ·79 -87 ·92 ·95 -101 ·-102 -103 ·98 -92 ·BB -91 -97 -96 -95 ~98 -100 ·99 -102 

29 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 

. 30 999 999 9S9 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 ·999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 

31 999 999 ·999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 999 

tM o 1 Av; • t. r 1 ; u t n 1 nn i o 1 D a v I Jou r nee cl i 1 a t o 1 o o i o u e O 2 e l M S • T • - 0 2~ O Al. S • T. 



MONTHLY METEOROLOGICAL SUMMARY · • •• I~ lrwlioiu..,.,. 
. Cer*9e c.-. . 

. ~OMNiAIRE Mt:Tt:OROLOGIQUE MENSUEL 

AT/Aa ST, JOHN'S .•A• llf'U. ·/ T .II. · 

LAT· 47. • 37. 'N· LONG· S2 • . 45 w 

DATI Ii. 1:1.J· 
ii . 

DEO"H·OATI 
DlO"ls-.IOUl'I 

l .• ,,, -12.2 .,,, .27.6 . J 8.4 -9.2 --1,4 1814 . 
I·' -&.8 ·' 16.4 . . .-,J· :!:I. ~ :I d:i 

' :4,1 · . ·4.t . •0.2 . 11.2 
7 2.5 •S,I ·1.3 19,3 

•• .•0,3 ··l.t ·-1, I . 19. l 
9 . 0.1 -2.2 -1.1 19.1 

.10 . ·O,O ·2.5 .·-1.3 19,3 
: 

UOCSIUCll.1 I I ..... ,,..,. 

·Canada 

IUVATIOH 
ALTITUDl· 

"ll. HUMIDITY 
HUMIOITI "lL. 

140 
·· MECl~TATIOH 
"'l~TATIONS 

: 11 49 
. 98 !f ... 7. 2 . . . ~ Tl '. 98 .. · . . . 3.8 

1i~ .· ·: i ; ; . ~:1 -. .t~ . 
t7 · . . 73 . •. 

19 " 97 .. ,. ·o.4 TR 
99 95 0.4 0.2 

.·.99 91 .. 0.2 I.& 

100 BB 1.4 1.2 
100 98 t.8 
JOO ·93 2.4 2.0 
100 84 TR 1.4 
·100 . 97 .TR 0.4 

-
7.2 
3.8 
· 1:1 

0.4 
0.6 
1.8 

'·' t.8 
4.( 
2.0 
0.2 

. 1991 ( . . .. 

ITANOAJllO TIME USED. "lj f 
HIU"l NC>Mot..U UT .. ISH MST 

-
22 

:1 
' •• t 

29.t llBW llBW 41 
26.0 . II -. II 43 
9.2 E ~ · ·v " 14.2 " lfHE 22-. 

7. 17.9 I • . 22• 
-

7· 
15 
14 
16 
16 

29.8 EIE ENE 44 . 
13.0 £ ·e 28• 

'·' II we ·., . 
27.2 

. "" IN 44: · 
20.1 •• ~24 · •. 

2.t 
9.5 
0.6 
o.o . ·o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
i·o .1 
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IT. JOHN'S lfll 
"' · .•.. 

TMI t.IOHTH · ., "'MOUi YiAI' 
Cl MOtS-0 AHNH 

MOHTM . • • .._ . v- .·, . .,.. . llARCH I llARS · · . . 
llllCC>f'O '°" T)4( MOHTM . • 
"l(:OflD ~ U lilllOll · ......... --~ ,._........_ ....... _.,. __ ,_, 

- C.0----- i-1 .... ~·- -·-'--"',_.. 
. ---·-··- -·---~ 

lllMCIDINTI NOMW. I HIOHflT fVflll 
r-:".:".":"""-:-r-....-;_+-----...JNOMIALI MAXl~AUOLU I -····- .._........ I 

VALUE I DAY I VALUE I DAY 
"llEV( JOUlll lllELIVI JOUfll 

HIGHEST TEMl'tlllATUAE (MAXIMUM) 
TIWl'IAAT\Jllll WAXIMAU 

LOWEST TEWl'tlllATUfl( (MINIMUMI 
TIMl'aRATUllll MtNIMALI 

MEAN MOHTHL Y TIUf"lJ'A TU'!! 
T'EWIRAT\MI MrNSUlUI MOYIHNI 

TOTAL UONTHL \'""""'ALL 
HAUTEUfl TOTALI MecSUIU.I DI PLUll 

TOTAL UOHTHL Y ~AU 
HAUTIUfl TOTALI MEN1UEu.1 ~•IOI . 

TOTAl. UONTM. Y ""lCIPfTATtON . ! • 
.... rct,,TATIOH TOTAll WNIUlLLI 

NO O' DAYS WITH MEASUlllAILI ""!Ct,,TATtON 
NOU"'r DI ~s AVIC PfllCIPfTATION ~ 

OlllL\TUT MIHFAU .. ONE DAY 
HAUTIUfl ~ PLUll llWaMA&.l IH. ~ JOUiNC1 
OlllL\TEST SNOWFAU 1111 ON! DAY 
HAUTlUfl Dl NllOI MAXIMALI IN UNI JOUWU 

OlllfATHT PfllCll'fTATION IN ONI DAY 
PfltCl,.ITATIOH MAXI~ IN UNI JOUiUilU 

UAXIW\.IM lllAfNFAU lllECOADED IH 
HAUTIUfl DI ~I MAXMALI IHAEGISTRU IN: ' 

IMHUTU 

10MIHUTU 

ti flllNVTIS 

IOMNITIS 

· · •ulNVTD 

. .. _co.cs1cvmt HOl"'9 
. NE'UMS CONSICUTMS . ·' 

MlAN WIND Sf'&D fUll"9 

· .. 
.. 

¥1TISSl ~ ~"'"' ~: i . • . . . • • . ··" 
MAXIMUM~ ft- _, fUVlll • . • · 
YITUSllMJOMALl...,.__,_....._,....-, '. .·:. i.•,· ·

1 
• 

. MA.I....,., OUST .rt!> f"Wfll • ' :· . . f· ('-".) ~ ~ : 
PONTE DU VIHT MAICIMAl.l fUl.4ll . • · ! : '" . ~ 

TOTAL HOl"'5 Oii ._.... ·.·i . 
. TOTAL DO Hrl.NI ..OUTION . • -

tff.AN STATION~ ~I 
· · •: f'RESIGUIOYB.•lllU U ITA~ Wiii ; 

.=. ~ :. . ~ . . • , :-- ( { . , 
• O'IEATDTITAT1DN"'°8UM ~I. · ... 

• · ~MADMLIAUITATION_. . . 
~ . . . ·• . :. ~·: .. · .. :.,.. .. , ~;·: 

LEAST ITAT10N ~"'*I · • "'.'i 
· PMSSOf~.A~JTATION..,., · · •. :_ - . , .:. . 

u.tl 30 
•12,2 I 

20 

1.2111 

.. 11 

II II 

. II . II 

II .'II 
27.0 .20 

11.1 
68.1 

'a7 

11.11: .4 

II • . .. 

fl . 
II ... 

...: .. ......... :- -:· ·Q.fMATOl.OGK:Al °"TA ms MONTH FOR THE ,AST 1-':_2~ · ~ 
. ' . OONNtts ClJMATOlOOfQUES CE UOIS-CI POUR LES . •,~• 

. 4.1 ,2 
.. 1.4 ·24 

11,·3 24, 

so 

50 

.~. 

i,:Cs., 1o . 
IVll 1i0~· 

~.'.50. 
;~ . 

••• ' i : 
.. JO·, 

··t_:: ·: .... 
... - ... . 

......... 
TIW ,. .. • ' 
~ 

...... ,... . 
TIW 
~ 

13.2 . •19.4 

....... .,... I ·--AU. I .... AU. ,_. ~DI ..,,_... 

..,.,... .... ' .. ·- ~1~..._ ·1 ~THI . , ...,,.... ·1c:COOl-:J · wrTDll .• ..,...,.. ~ D!Wl-OA\fl DIG..a.0-'1'9 lll.D'lllOl .. 
. IMnlUU · ~ . ~ DIOllllJ.-'OUll ~ IOI · 

DD"""' ~TIDM ··~ DI~ 
.. =~·::-1~ '911~. .• ..,..,.... 

10Td .• ¥DfTI 

. . . - . . ·: . . . ... ... 
1982 

-HH 
198S 
f 986 
987 

1989 
19S9 
1990 

-..!!!! 
...... A .... 

12.8 :-20.3 
2.s -12.1 

·-4.0 

:t:I 
·47.1.i 45.5 
168.2 ... , t.4 

89.I ; ·21.1 ·~'72.y · ns.1 ... '75.3 : ~ ·:;" 1.3.i'~ .. ~•·•:='· · 

186.& . . 24.1 ~.~' /:-11 · ~ .: .. 75 .. t ~: st.•·.· ~ : ;:- .2·1 ·: ~ ···1 i 
· S.6 ·22.S 

11.6 ·23.8 
6.0 -11.1 

14.S ·12.2 
10.1 . -15.4 
13.4 -11.1 
11.9 -12.2 

-s.1 · 
. -3.8 . 
-3.4 
-1.6 
·-5.l 
-5.0 
-1.6 

37.0 ·. 112.6 
48.8. 51.1 · 

127.0 46.3 
101.& · ·so.a . 
140.1 . . 38.4 
16.1 . 84.2 
53.8 11.1 
71. 9 42.2 

'· c• ..... totota• 01Y1Jou ..... ~... ' • 

42.1 . 23 • .. 11. t1.1 &06.e . 4 . .. l.o. 
102.3· ·27.S · .. ·74· 137.0 717.2 . ~ o • .. •• I 

· 175,3. 27.7 · · "74 ·.. llS.O · 673.8 ·:. t,&. ~ . o.: · 
49.7 22.1 : ,5 . 82.1 663.9 ,.o . o. 

... : 71.8 27,5 . · .. 13 111. 606.5 ·:~~ .2 . . . o.o 
102.·5 ·30.4 84 - 46. 714.2 . .3 o.o 68.1 . 24.7 ,,. 168. 710,9 · .2.1 o.o 
116. 21.s · ' t2. 606.2 2.1 o. 

I. --~- 1'5t·t• 
J btr- for lllriod al 19C:ord1E~ '°"',. •ttodl .. 1W9llft -: ' • 

l I . 

• W.••""11'1 ,.,,,,.. rwc0t0e<S lft. "'9' -• , .. .,., """'"'"""' •.,..... -•imllte ""'flalr'H en: ""'~""' ""' f'une '°""* .i C9""''* 
S •• tnoc•• lftO'll -.cem oc:curr-""Ct!Que • plljl r6cll'lt · 

I. • INllUlll tint of '"°'' """ - ~lncliQul 11 pr"'"9r * pll.o..eurt ·,, 

I I 
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IRY IULI TEllPERATUREB AT/TEKPERATUREB DU THERJtD"ETRE SEC A1 IT. JOHN'S llfl.D. 
, . 

. KAR. KAR, 1991 

HEURE/ · 
· HOUR 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 · 14 15 16 17 l8 19 20 21 . 22 23 

DATE 
1 ·105 ·113 •113 ·113 ·112 ·110 ·118 ·118 ·JOI ·94 ·83 ·83 ·77 -75 ·72 -71 ·74 ·II ·91 ·92 ·IS .-94 -'1 -80 

· . 2 •10 •71 •13 •77 •76 •71 ·52 ·66 •47 .•32 ·18 •8 ·4 ·9 ·7 ·13 ··22 ·21 ·21 ·17. ·7 I 12 17 
I 10 II 11 13 73 SI 12 SO 11 47 49 49 48 43 17 33 . 10 · 3 ·14 ·II· ·33 ·40 -49 -56 
4 -sa -&2 ·5S ·73 -11 -11 -as -12 ·77 -12 -&2 ·65 -s1 -&1 ·69 -11 ·74 -1& ·.7, -1& -11 -as -11 -12 
5 -&3 -57 ·51 -49 -49 -47 -39 •35 ·28 ·23 ·19 -15 -12 ·10 -13 -9 ·9 ·9 .-7 14 21 49 56 65 

. . 
· · t . 52 . 49 43 . ~l . 16 .. 8 . I . 6 S 5 10 13 . . 4 0 ·I ·ll . ·12 ·19 ·24 .·2! ·30 ·33 ·34 -36 

7" ·45 •47 -47 -so -so ·49 •49 •42 -34 ·22. -· 0 . "14 21 21 . 20 . 22 15 4 ... -3 -4 -I -3 -6 

:i •13 •7 ·3 · ·10 ·14 ·16 ·14 ·13 . •12 ·lO ·11 ·13 ·10 ·14 . ~1' ·14 ·19 ··1.7 ·JI ·. ·.17 -i7 . ·16 ·17 ··IS . . . . . . 
9 .. ·14 ·15 ·17 ·U ·-21 ·21 . ·18 ·21 ·16. .;.8 . ~ ·I ·I ·3 ·S :-S . ·3 · -6 ·5 -4 -3 ·2 ·I · I 

10 I 1. ·I ·I ·2 ··3 ·3 ~3 ·4 ·4 ·6 ·7 ·7 -6 ·7 ·S ·S · ·1 -10· · ~10 ·II ·ll . ·14 ·18 

.11 · ·21 ·25 ·23 ·23 ·13 · ·17 ·14 ·16 ·14 ~1 ·6 · ·S -6 ~10 , ~8 ·7 · -6 -3 . ·-2 ; ·2 ·-2 ··I . . . . . . . . . . . 

12 0 0 · I . ·2 ·3. ·4 . -4 ·4 · ·3 ·. ·l ·I ·2 · l l . ·2 -1.· -4 ·6 ·9 . ·10 . ~ ·8 
13 ., ~ . ~ - -2 -.. · -3 -2 -4 -1 ~ -s -c -3 -3 ·-1 -1 -a -3 ; -6 -1 · _, 

14 ·13 •13 •12 ·If ·12 ·14 ·10. ·10 ·13 ·13 ·13 ·13· ·20 ·23 ·25 . ·27 ·27 ·30 •31. ·32 . ·33 ·36 

0 0 

-I -7 

-10 -u 
·39 ·42 

IS. -42 -41 -41 ·38 ·36 ·36 ~35 ··3~ ·35 ·32 ·29 ·25 ·24 ~20 ·J6 -18 -20 ·20 ·19 ·-19 -~O ~21 -II -20 
~··!. ~·~~- ,'' .· 

· 1' •20 ·II ·17 ·17 ~14 ·14 ·12 ·8 · ·I .. ·7 . ·S . -4 ·3 . ·3 ·5 ·I ·10 ·12 ·14 ~u .·II · ·20 •21 ·22 
. . - . . . ·•. ;" : . 

17. ·23- ·24 ·2S ·27 -29 ·30 . -29 ·29 ·29 ~27 .-25 -23 -22 -21 -22 . ·30 ·32 ·35 · .. -3' :~2 .. -44 ~7 -50 -52 
. - / . ; . . . . .. 

.11 ·55 •S7. ·II:. ·70 .•75 ·IS . -tO .·82 ·73 -64 . -43 ·33 ·21 ·14 · -4 I 2 - ~2 ~13 ·17 ,.:,•24 -~ ·21 -3~ . . .·. . : . . . . ' f '. .. :: . . 
11-:~0 ~so . ·~ss_ .· •SS -72 ·58 . ·SI -40 -~ -a :.~· -3 . -& . -18 -12 . -7 -14 -II ~20 :~ ;~J·~2t .~Ii ~ -13 -IC 
20 . ·2 . S .. 13 . . 16 . II 20 23 27 ~ · 32 . 33 . · 36 ·37 . co 40 . 46 51 51 .40 . 33 ~ 3t · ~ 33. ·. 34 27 24 
'-<~:;_ ...... '. .· ~-' - ;·F ;:.- . . . . . . . .... ~~. <~~~ . . . . . . . . . ·-_, ~ _- .. -~-. .._ : . 
21 \ H .. 13 . 24.~·{~H ... 17 14 · ~.: · U .. 12 14' :.11 . '-.H ·.21 . . '.I\~ . ·15. ~27 ~ ~ ~-'i::-.41 ·~ .~ ~ 
·- ~ - . ' ·• . : ? .. . . . • ·• • • • • .. .• • .. -; • . • ~ ., ."'- : . . . ~ •. • ; • . • ~~ ~ ' ~- . :'~ . -· . 

22~.'!58 ~ .. :~k" -12 -11 .. -u ;;z .~/-,A{f4!f43, ~• ~n ::• ;·31_;~~ -~ ~ ~~di. ::'5 ~10_ -11 

23 ~-:~77. ~13 . ~.~.::·93 _-M ·95 -~n. ~93. ~ -.· ~·9 ~i1.2.~:~~71.'.·~~ .. f!1 .. ~.;a : : ~15_ -~2- .1~ ;r :.av::~- :;1~ ;._ ~ -1; 
24. ~ ·73 ... 74 ·· ~7' ~-ti -17 ·-· -ti: ·77 ~ -u I ·3' .::'•II·, ·10 ~. -4 . I ~· 1 { 2. • · .. -9 ~H. dt,.~~23 . :·26 . ·30 -3f 

;.~•:· · · · · ~· ~ · - - .·~r:· . ·•·.· : . . · ... ·.·~ ·· . ~~· ~· .... ..:. .... :i·~ ·•f · .. ·· ... · ·~·. : .. ·: 
25 •: ~36 · •36 ~. ~·-co --41 -42 -42 · -11 · ~32 ·-n· ·.;.22 ~ .~22.;-. -21 -11 -. -21 .. ~30 · ·36 · -41 ~ ~·\-a ~-.u : -42 -4J 
... ~ - ~:· ......... ::: ;:? -< ·~ ~ ~- .·~; ·:-'~ ·' ." :.?:.: ··.:;: · ~.:~ .· .:·: .. . ~: • . ~::;:~ .· _.. . ;.·•. :, .- -~::.~--. ·· ~~ 

... 26 •41 -41 . -41 . ~O · •39 ·37 .·33 -·30 ·2' ·22 ··II. ·ll .;.7 ·S ·•2 : 0 · ·1 · 2 ._.' 4 ·~ 1 · .. : 4 /'5 I 
': . . . .•· . . . ' \ . . : . . . . . .· . . " ~ : ·:·· ' ··, ,. 

. .. 27 :' l I .· . I ' . I . . I ~ 0 0 ' . . ' ". 1. . . ' 3 . 3 . : · 1 . I ' . . ' . 1 :. I : 0 .. . •I I -I ~ ~ 
... 1 . • • • • .·.. • •• ~ ""· .. ~ · •• . -~ ••• 

: 28 .~ · ·2 -. ·2 ·2 . ·1 0 ·I ·3 · ·I · 0 2 . ~· 4 t 8 8 12 12 IS It 9 . ... 7'. , •- > . t . 4 
. 29 . . 2 · 0 •I -4 0 . S 4 8 I 19 . It . & 8 · 16 27 30 34 36 2' · 22 . · 19 . · 19 · 21 3t 

t . • • . .• • 

30 4t SS. 41 27· 34 49 46 . 37 38 . SI SS SS S6 12 SS 12 SS SO 47 49 72 106 107 101 

. 31 110· 102 91 77 70 51 26 21 . 14 JI 19 30 37 37 26 . 22 12 2 . -7 ·IS ·20 ·2~ ·31 -31 

Mot1/Avl1 l. Cll11tolo9lc1l D1y/Journ11 cll11t~lo,lqu1 0231. K.~.T.- 0230 1.8.T. 
. 2. Houri art L.S.T,/L11h1ur111ont 11 heur1 nor11l1dt11 loc1llt1 

3. Unit/Unitt • O.l C -
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W.IND SUMMARY .- · i. BDMt-tAIRE ·DES VENTS · 
11 A 11 

, .. ~ r L J> • 1 .. ; T ~ N • · .. _.. . . MARCH I MA.RS,._ .199.i 

HOUR/ . ·. ' · · RArALE 
HEURE 0 I .2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 JO II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 . "Al HOUR/ 
DATE . . . . · .. GUST HEURE 

1 WNW WNW WNW WNW U WNW U WNW W WNW WNW W W WNW WNW WNW UNW WNW W II U W II U W 1230 
30 30 28 26 26 26 20 9 17 22 28 31 24 24 19 20 15 13 13 9 IS 19 19 26 43 

2 W · V WSW W WSW WSW SSW SW S SW SW SW SW SSW SSW SSW S S S · S S S SSW SSW S 1815• 
20 13 . 13 13 II 13 · .6 · 11 7 IS 19 24 26 20 26 24 28 30 35 24 30 28 31 24 . 48 

3 SSW SSW SW WSW U U W W II W U WNW WNW WNW NNW NNW NNE N NNE NNE NNE NNE N MNW USW 0330 
31 33 44 il 59 56 48 . 41 33 37 41 43 22 11 9 · 6 7 11 . IS 15 · 17 9 9 9 89 

4 NNV R NNW NW NNW N NNW NNW NW NNW NNW NNW NNW NNE NNE NNE NNE NNE NNE NNE ENE E ESE ESE ESE . 2356 
9 11 9 7 6. 11 11 IS 17 I 9 l S 7 9 IS 9 9 . 13 · 9 IS 17 9 19 · 22 . 20 . . 3 7 

5 ESE ESE £SE ESE ESE ESE SE E E ESE ·E E E E ESE E E ESE SE SSW SW SW SW SW ESE 0446 . 
20 26 28 30 31 31 26 .24 26 26 IS 7 IS 13 13 13 9 .9 9 9 9 22 20 22 . 52 

. . . . . . . " 

' · wsw llSW SW .WSW ilsw· " llSW vsw ·wsw WSW WSW WSW i . llSW llSW usu llSW llSW " " " " . " I WSW 0413 
. 22 24. 28 35 35 24 24 22 31 31 28 31 : 26 '33 33 41 26 26 28 37. 37 33 22 26 .. 56 

·'.J 

. 7 ". II . II . II . v . II . " .· . II II . II ". .11 . . II WSW WSW v llSW II . II " . . II II II " . v .. ~ . ~ .~ I : • 

. . 43 41 33 26 26 22 ·26 31 26 30. 22 ·31 .. 31 31 '31 . 24 19 . 20 19" ·19 19 17 ·20 17":... . ·. 
. .. : . ·. .a II. NNW NNW. N t . C . N . N ~NE ·NE ENE. E · E ENE _E E NE ENE NNE. JINE_.NNE NNE NNE DE .:° ~" .. .. .. . 
. . . . . . 19 11 9 13 . 2 6 . 9 9 6 13 II 17 11 13 1 13 .11 7 1 11 9 1 .-.. 

· · . · . 9: NE NNE NNE HNE NNE NNE NNE NNE N H ·N ; N NNE NNE NNE NNE NNE N N · II · N · NNW NNll I ·: . t~ :. ~ 

·• 

· .. ·.- · 6 · 13 13 15 11 · 22 11 17 · 13 15 13 · .17 . U 20 ·· 19 13 13 13 lS 13 ll 11 15 IS ·, ... 
. ' · · 10 · I N H NNE NNE NNE. H · N lfNE NNE NNE N - ti · N . N .· N II . N II .NNE NNE NNE NE . IE./ -.· 

·20 _15 . .13 .13 17 15 · 19 22 .20 20 22 .19 :". 22 15 .22 19 . 15 19 19 13 13 · 19 19 19 ,_.·
7
· · • . , · . . . . .. ;-.. . .... 

11 . NE NE NE ·. NE NE . NE ·ENE ENE ENE ENE ENE ENE ENE ENE ENE ENE ENE ENE E . E E · . E E · 
1 

E .': ... . · 
· I~ II 11 15 20 22 22 22 26 28 26 37 33 ·43 43 44 41 .37 39 41 39 41 28 28 .. :· · . 

12 . E · . E ESE ESE E · E . E ESE E E ·. E . ESE E ENE E E ENE'. NE NNE ENE ENE NE NE IE 
28 28 28 24 .22 15 13 . 9 ' 6 13 9 6 g. . . g .· g 11 . 6 ' . 7 . 11: "13 . 9 11 . . 

13 . KE NE · NE · NE NE · NE NE NE · NE NNE NNE NNE NNE N N If If N · . I . • . N N N I . ·~ . 
9 II 13 ·9 lS ll 13 19 ·13 9 ·g 11 · 9 11 4 ·6 4 4 7 · 7 9 9 II 13 · 

14 · • N NNW NNW NNW NNW NNW NNW NNW NHW NW NW . NW NW NW NW NV MW NW NU NW NW NNV : IN ;; NW 1330 
13 7 11 . 15 15 26 26 22 28 28 33 37 43 44 37 37 37 . 30 26 31 31 26 30 19 . 58 . 

15 NNW NW 'NNW NNW NNW N N .N N N . N N · N N N NNE NHE NNE NNE NNE NNE NE IE DE N 1230 
. 19 22 22 17 19 17 19 17 19 22 20 20 22 20 22 22 ·24 22 22 20 20 20 19 IL 35 

· : . .. · . . : . . . . . .. ~; . 
16 MNE NNE NN"E NNE NNE NNE NNE N NNE NNE NNE HNE NNE NNE NNE NNE NNE NNE NNE HNE NNE. N • • • . on 1722• . 

. 17 13 · 19 13 IS 11 15 19 1'9 19 .24 26 28 28 28 31 33 33 30 33 30 31 28 35°' . 6( 
. 17 . N N : N · N · N . N N · N I N · N . N N NNW N WSW llSW 'NNW NNW NNW NNW NNW MW IN .... 1130 
. 30 33 33 ,31 ·33 31 35 31 35 ~3 37 41 43 33 33 31 SO 33 · 31 ·33 ·26 24 26 · 30~· 6S 

. lB . IN NW NW VNW WNW " - II . " WNW " '. " v . I " .' ·II II II II .. w " . II " II " f v ' 
20 24 - 17 .20 20 . 11 13 15 20 24 20 . 22 24 24 24 24 19 .17 . 20 20 20 20 19 ff.1 

. n . · II I .·· V .•'V . II ··II C . N C .· C . C . SE ·SE SE SSE SSE· SSE SSE .SSE -SSE SSE SSE SSE SSE 
IS 11 : .13 ~u .. 9 . 9 . . 4 . . · .. 7 ;. II . '"13 19 11 22 ·. 26 . 19 .17 26 22 ·26 . ,2f~ 

20 · SSESSE ·SSE :· s s· .. S. SSE s ·5 : s·· s-ssESSESSESSE · s ·s·.,s .:·· s·· 5 : s ssw ··su;SW ·S 1530 . 
· . .. 26 : 2S ;.33': :'33 ·31 33 33 37, 30 41 . 46. 41 • 49. 44 .44· 48 SL.~5. 3Q -20 . . 13 .- 7 9 'iJJ 86 

.',. .' ·: \\ : . ~~ ·. · .. - ~· . . . ·. ' . . ... · . . ~ .. · : .. ·. . . ·. ' .: ~ . : :: .· . .. ; . ~ " "·~ )' 

·21 . . ·SSE SSW SSW S . SSW SSW SSW SW USU SW SSW SSW SSW SW llSU USU II . WSW llSU llSli SV VSW VSW · 1·/ ··II 1558. · • 
. · .. ~ -13 11 / 13 ~.6:: .11 .13 · 9 ~ 7 Jl 13 .13 A7 .. 20 26..26 .31·.3o·37 ·37 ·39 .33 33 37 :J3~;: :61 -
22/- · i'. I y:.11 }if · IL' II · II ·VSV :.-v .. U ~:. ~ V :-.·· 11 ~ ; II ... V II · V . YSV llSll_ llSi.ll~. ·· 11 . ~ IOOl IOOllli 'V . 045. > . 
. ~~'· · 39 31 >37 · :a1.··30 · 26 26 ·.26".33 · ". 31-- 33:~.35 <37 30 .30.24.· 24:24 '•22· ·22·-; .. ~7t11> ... 7 ···1·· 3.3 ?56. ~~ ·· .-: . . . ·' . , 

l.3-)~ VNU WNW UNV 100l llNll VNU WNW IOOL IOI. w.· .., ·nn1 INW MNW. IW IOOI IN ; IN FllU~"Jfi~_.,·~~- 11 ~· ··:11. . ~ 1020 . .... '· 
."·~z. 11 o.1s J5 ·ns ·.:u ... ' · 13 ~ ~20 ·~ ·22 · ·; 22~~:22 i·'2•~;24 : z4 .:u >· 19 ;~ .22 .·:19 ~{' ~~~:J~ ·~ 11 <u ;;n ~ ~ , ... :· ,, 
24 :~ ~ ~vw "VNW W\1~11 · .~ ·v ~ · llSW llSU USM ... sv· ·-::v :· . .- iU~ll !.-~U ·· -.1 .··:: . V ·: II' ·~·v1nL~ 1Fi"l '.•~d:1.(.'.~ : IE:r· E' : r~ ._, D850. · ~ --:.-- -
.~ ~ .. :: .. 15 . ~· 1s .·'.:J3 ~~· · 9 u ·:u ·. 11 · ... 11 · :20 19 ·,:20 .··· 24 ::-·22 24" ·20 '. · 19 ;:.· 9 '."~131.i ~ T~~:.;·r.'·'. 4 :~~1n1~ ~ µ ... ,.,-,.,~-~:: · 

~2'~: · ENE :ENE:~ · E~~. nE · .·E~ . ·E - "E ~ : E":~~E . £NE .< £~ :: ·efENEo.EN~· NE EWE.EWE EN~.:EME. · EIE fME; · ·~-:-NE;:~ . ~·E ~ ::.-·~ 
: Z:r. :J5;...U¥1J.~~~-~.f P: .. : · 2~.~ lSt~,s~.!~ ~1~· -~22._~-,~~ ~:O ... :22 .... 2' 30..,·2'-·:24: ·-.24:-~ .... :~-;;; 28 ~~,~ai ~? ~~-:=~:~.·. _ 
·26 . . NE JfE "NE' NE NE.NNE NNE NNE NNtNNE NNE NNE NNE NNE WE PE m ·•NE NNE m NNE NNE ·NE IE IE. 2225 . 

. 28 30. ·2e . lO 28 . U · 28 · 24 :30 33 33 · 33 ~ 28 26 28 .24 24-. 22 26 37 · 37 41 · 48 >35:~ 76 : · " . 
·27 NNE N ·. It NNE • . N N . N ~ ·N N 91 ! . JF · N N N .. N -·· N . . N. -11 •.· If · N N 1 ~I~:•·· .'N 1155 

, . ·31 37 . 37 .37 37 33 .35 33 · 31 37 41 · n . 41 · 37 35 30 · 30 33 41 · ~s · 31 ·30 3r~ 21~~ 69 
28 N N . . II . . N · N N · N N N · N NN"E II ~ N rNW • MNW II ·llME . ME JfW WNW NNW NNll UIV N 0411 

28 28. 26 -26 . 24 24 19 20 9 13 IS · l9 19 5 11 11 · 13 · 7 : 9 · · 7. 17 .. 7 · 9 ··.J3 ·. 39 - . 
29 II II W · C . W C S S SSE SSW S SSE .. S SSW WSW llHW W . II · · W . I . V llSll SSW .. SV . INll 1453 . 

9 11 II ".·· ·9 .. 7 · 7 ·7 15 .7 17 26 24 26 28 33 ·26 20 17 24 13 13 .19<'·· 47 . 
·30 WSW SSW SSW S ·. SSW S . S S SSW WSW II II II . II llSW SSW SSW : S · S . .SSW SSW SW SSW '.·&Ir"; Sil 2330 

19 24 19 33 30 28 · 43 39 31 28 28 22 22 IS 9. 4 1 . ·6 11 g 24 37 33 41 .·~ . 67 
• • f • ' t' 

31 SW WSW VSW WSW II · WNW II WNW NW W II . W II II II II II · llNW II · WSW WSW II WSW t : . llSW · 0330 
33 37 · ~l 44 ·33 37 22 19 11 · 15 19 20 26 10 31 28 31 28 26 26 · 15 13 . 6 . : • ~B 

Note/Avis I. Cli1atol og ic1l. da y/ Journe~ cli1atolo?ique ~231 NST - 0230 NST 
.2. Hours are L.S.T./Les heures sont al heure nor1ale ~e la locali te 
3. Unit/Unite • 1.0 ka/h 4. C • Cal1/C1l1 S. ft ~ "i11ing/"1nqu1nt 
6. 1 Indicates 1ore than one otcurrence of 1a1e speed/ . · . 

1 Indique le pre1ier de plusieur1 de la 1e1e v1tesse 
7. t Gu ~~ in np1t ca l tnd!r davl t R1 f1lt dans lt oroch 1in jour dr c1ltndritr 
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LAT 47 . 37 'N LONG 

TEMltElllATUllll 
TIM.-flllATUlllE 

·Ii n zl 
DATI c.., 

=· z- lj d d 
•c •c •c 

I 1.4 -s., -2.1 

I r :J·4 : -o., 
I :I :1:i 

o. 
i 1:, 

-

' 7,5· -3.4 2.1 
7 -1.9 -3.8 -2.9 
I -1.1 -4.1 -3.0 
t 0.2 -1.3 -1.6 

10 o.o •• 2 ·1.6 

II 1.0 -2.0 3.0 
12 1.1 ~·2 -2.3 
13 -2.3 •• 4 -4.4 
14 -3.0 ·S,4 -4.2 
15 4.S . -3.6 o.s 

" 2.t -4.7 -0.9 
17 -2,, -4.4 ·3.S 
II 0.7 -3.6 -1.s 
19 2.9 -0.4 .3 
20 '·' 1.7 4.2 

21 s.o -1.s ••• 22 1.3 ·1.4 -0.1 

ft 10.9 -0.2 s.i ;12,t 1.1 7. . 
25 '·' 0.4 . 3.6 

··2' 1·3 ·3.9 -0.3 
27 I .t -3.0 5.0 

D ··u -2.1 
~:I ~:I 

llllAN 3.7 -2.9 0.4 111()'1'(~ 

NOl'IMAL 4.S -2.2 1.2 NONIALE 

52 
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MONTHLY METEOROLOGICAL SUMMARY 
SOMMAIRE METEOROLOGIQUE MENSUEL 
llONTH/llOll1 APRIL/AVRIL 1991 

·. <AT/Aa sr. 1111'1 ··A·· 111.1. I T.I. 

. 45 w 
lLEVATION 

HO 
fASl) STANOAlllD TIME USED: Inf 

ALTITUDE (MERI H(UlllE NOlllMALE UTILISH IST . 
DEGlllU·DAYS lllEL HUMIDITY lllllfCl"T A TION WIND 

OEGlllU·JOUlllS HUMIDITI lllEL lllllECl~ITATIONS VENT .. 
l 1~ Ill ~ ! ! a:; d z~iz 

11 

... ... .., 
UH i5"'2! u !~ !~ "'" _,Ill _,.., o ... !: s~ 

1~ 
_, ... _, ... f e zii!5 ii c::> C::> ..,j ~ ...... ~ 

~~ d u H 11 ~l6{~- !~ni =· z- ~' h u! d d c- .,.u IU~ r~·o c!! er ~.., i~i· ! 
c ::> 

! ~ I cs 

•.Uf 11cre 9ASllO"C llAlltlO"C ' ' - Cfll - - 11111111 lllllhl 

20.1 98 41 0.2 4.0 4.0 TR ·11.1 lllNf 111112 

1':~ 98 72 2.1 ·,g . ·2.1 4· ·n:J II pi 
H IJ 

2 II 
17.3 . 2 ·20.1 II 
3.2 Tl 25.4 II 119" u 

IS.9 100 74 0.2 0,2 . t.4 Tl 17,7 • llSd 26 
20.9 95 BB . 0.6 0.4 Tl 13.S IE 

n 1.4 ·SSE 

' f g 
-~ "'"i h 
I 

HOU"S 
MlUlllU 

s.s 
l:i 
1.3 

H.2 ~ 

'·' t.l 
••• 21.0 97 8l 2.0. 2.2 .SSE H. 

19.6 99 82 0.4 Tl 2 s.s IE IE 13::. •••• • 19.6 92 70 Tl Tl '"2 . . 13.1 t E 22 4.4 

15.0 IOO ·92 u.1 11.1 I 11.s· IE' IE 211 · ••• 20.3 . . Ii· 79 ra 1.2 1.2 ·TR 27.3 11\1 •. 35• t.4 • 
22.4 ·74 TR Tl Tl u·· :1 NHV 26•- · ~ 6.S 
22.2 4J4 83 I0.8 t.4 ·TR .7 • IV 56 ••• 17.5 90 45 0.2 0.2 II 2'.4 .,.. IN 46 .. H.I 

18.t 100 53 ' 7.3 IE . ., 13 1,1 
21.5 97 90 Tl Tl 4· 12.0 £ I IE J9t ••• 19.S " 70 1.6 Tl li6 4 25.3 IE llE 31 2.3 
16.7 100 99 0.4 0.4 3· 17.8 E .,u: t.o 
13.8 100 100 Tl JR Tl 8.6 ••• • •• 
16.2 100 100 Tl TR Tl 13.1 . • • 1r. : ··1 18.t 100 100 1.7 1.7 TR 15.3 £ · IE I t •• 
12.1 i:i 100 99 3.7 3.7 17.7 SSE 8 31 1.0 
10. 100 '3 21.2 21.2 

"· 7 
. II I 30• 1.7 

14.4 ! 94 " 1.4 l.4 7.8 I 24 •••• 
11.3 IOO 14 12.4 • I 24 3~9 
I .O . 89 SS Tl Tl 11.2 II II 33 1.4 

IU ·17 44 Tl Tl 

1J'3 J 111 6.S 

IJ i1 Tl TR TR I :l .... 
8i6 •. , Tl . 24 

••• 

TOTAL TOTAL TOTAi. TOT ~OT ... TOTAL TOIAL 

ill 
~,,. .. ,~ ...... -1.1 TCf&L 

527.t 2.1 e.o " ·73 0 44.3 20.0 12.3. 15.t -L., •56 Hl.9 .. 

SH.I 1.0 t.O ;~l1l111l1~11i1l11ml1t1i111 0.1 71.1 ' 84.1 tlS.6 24.4 .. l1\~1l1l~l~l~1~l1j11Ifaj us.s 
OEGAEE-OAY SUMMAAY/SOMMAIAE OE OEGR£5 JOURS 

DAYS WITH TOTA4. ... ECl.-.TATI~ DAYS Wm4 IHOWJAU. 
.l()UlllS AVIC ,..[Cll"fT ATIOHS JOUl'S AVIC CHUTE Ol .. IOI. 

T()TAl.fS 
THI$ THI$ 9'11VIOUS "'IVIOVS - -

MLOW•rc 'nAl'I YIAI' ~ ~s·c 
YI..,_ 

YI"" N()MIAL 

AU-Ol!SSOUS Ol 'll'C 
-rE AHNE.£ ~· 

~ssusOEs•e 
~r. 

~£ ~ 01 ,, IO 000 •• u .. Ill •• so 
IN "'ECIOENTI! 

IN llllltc:tOENTt Oii Oii Oii Oil Oii Oii Oii Col (Ill Oii 

COlJl'S COLl'IS 

"'°"' 111()11( MOii( U()lll( WOllll MON M()lll( W()lll( --
TOT AL FOA MONTH 527.9 458.5 504.6 

TOT Al FOR MONTH 2.1 13.3 6.0 OU ~ OU OU OU ci, OU OU OU OJ 

TOT AL l?U MOIS TOTAL DU MOIS l\.UI ......... "I.US •ws -..us ~ P\.VS l'l.llS "UIS "UIS 

~TU> ACC\.MUV< T£D 

SINCl JUl.Y 1 SINCE Al'fllL 1 

ACCVMULh 4279.3 43H.4 4217.1 ACCUMU\.EE 2.1 13.3 6.0 I' II 7 2 0 ' 4 3 t • OEMS LI 1er JU1Un 
09'\llS LI 11• AVl'llL 

U0C 55UOl1 I I ..... /Aftl 1 Ch,,.110l09ieal Dty1JoumH c~me101og•QU1 0231. ISJ • 0230 llSJ · 

Canada 
: ~:':';::,_" 19SI • 1980 
' · M • Mlas1ng.'M1nou1nt 
S No entry/Pat ell wlleur • No occurr1ne11Pu d·.,..nemant 
I • '"°'"'" ltrtt ol IN>t't """ - prev1111ns d•rechon 1ncs.or ,... • ...,u,,. 2 "''""" -" ,,,..0 1- Piii' 4VlnG•QUI '',.......,.ell Olutll\ltt C1et .,._.. 

domontnles 111ou II..,.,,. lllOJ'9MI 1ftU1rntlt sur 2 "''"Ulft (woir PIQI 4) 

~ ~::·~c;::,. t3, 00 . ennu11 1.11n 10 o.c-29, 50 .Pn• 11Ufftfro ifldmctuaH• 00 : innJ29, 50 °'"" • oec.1 
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COWll'MATIVI "ICO'DS AT: 
"ILMI COWAAAT•I A:. 

'---".....,_. 
.. • 1 LI ... ........__.,._ ....... _ ...... 
..... ~·-...... _._ ... _.., 

-·c:-. 
-Ml t n a 1-1 _....._, ___ ,_, 
-Cc ... _ ... , 

_._.,,...,.._,..,... 
_.__ ..... , 

MOHIST TIWll'PATU"l (MAX_..) 
T....aMTURE MAXIMALI 

LOWUT Tl~MTURE (WINIMUMI 
. TIWCAA'N"l MINIMALE 

MIAH MOHTHL Y TIMll'llUTUf'E 
TIWIAA'N"l .. NIUlUI MOYINNE 

TOTAL MONTHLY MINFAU. 
HAUTIUR TOTAL! MENSUIL&.I DI fl'Wlf 

TOTAL MONTHLY SNOWFALL 
HAUTIUR TOT ALI MIHSUIL&.I DI •IOI 

TOTAL MONTHLY "'IClll'fTATION 
MICl,.,TATION TOTAL! MINIUEllf 

NO~ DAYS WITM MIASUMILE "'ICl,.,TATION 
_,.,..,DI JOI.IRS AYEC "'ICl,.,TATION WHURABLE 

O"IATUT M""'ALL IN ONE DAY 
HAUTIU" DE 11'\.Ulf IUJllMALI lN \M JOUNilH 

O"IATIST SNOWf'ALL IN ONE DAY 
HAUTIUfl DE NllQE MAXIMAL.I IN UNl JOl.lf'NH 

QllllATEST "'IClll'ITATION IN OHi DAY 
PMClll'fTATION MAXIMAL.I IN UNI JOURNEI 

MAXIMUM RAINFAU "IC0"0E0 IN. 
HAUTIUfl DE ll'LUIE MAXIMAL.l INlllEOIST"EE IN: 

IMINUTU 

tOMINUTIS 

IOMINUTU 

,. CONSECUTIVE HC>Uf'S 
NIUNS COHSICUTIYU 

MIAH WINO Sll'lEO (llllVfll 
VITISSI MOYlNNE DU VlHT (MIJtlJ 

MAXI..,.. PlEO 12 - -11'1'1\1911 
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CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA THIS MONTH FOA n. 'AST 
DONNtES Q.IMATOl.OGIOUES CE MOIS-CI ~LES 

1182. 20.0 ·H.4 2.0 53.1 21.1 73.t 25.1. 
···UH •

1i·i 135.2 J·' . .. . , .. .. B:l . I -I • ; . .2 .205.1 ·· I , 7 .2 
: .. . ~2 

74 
. 65 
'3 
74 ·· 11'' f ·uu . u:1 ·•·1 aft:I- ;• 43.4· ··Y:I.: ... . • 2 4.4 129.2 . :·:. '3 

1s:J '1917 ·7.0 ··. 2.0 tlt.3 1.3 ·121.' . ·20,3 · ·1' 
988· 1.2 · -s.2 . 0.9 140~0 n.1· 151., . 24;4 13 

1tn 17.7 . -4.0 ... s.t -as.4 . ·10.2 ·45, '24.S ". 
HZ? . 13~1 :!:: i:I Jt·I J~2 I03.6 . 22.i ll "-~ "· ._,A ... 1. ClinlelOIOflUI OlytJoumM CMflletolotlQUI 0231 IST . • 1230 •t 

I . Norma~ll 1151-1.., 
J btr- tor pe"°° o1 19eorcl'fmt- pour II •nooe Cle '9Qiln 

MONTH 
MOIS APllL/Aftll 

"ECC>f'D f()tll THf MONTH 
"leof'D ll'OU" LE MOIS 

2.1 
3.3 

••• 

'·' ·U,7 

2t lt71 

' 1964 

' 1"4 
I IH4 

ft tt71 
11. 7 · II 1951 

10 YEARS 
DERNltAE ANNt!S 

111.7' ·411•' . ·21.1 .. 11., 425., 43.i . 13 •. . 547. o. 
1n.1 ~ 140,, 0.4 
143.0 412.t '6~5 
122.4 · 48l.S 1., 
l0h6· 512~5 .. o.o 

. 111.t 462.6 
' '·' 111:1 :H:t · ·~:I 
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. ft, M. ·· IHI 
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.. llUR£/ 
11M ,oo- · · 01 . 02 13 ·04 15· · ·16 · 17 ti · Ot 10 · U 12 13 14 IS · 16 · .17 II · ·19 20 · 21 · ·22 · ·n-
IATE 

I ·39 -43 -4' -41 -sz .·-S., ·SO· ·-41 .-27 ·18 .-10. · S J ... 14 · i · I ·JO· ·II -Jt ·22 ,_.25 -43 · -50 -50 

· : .·: ·I ~ ... 7 • -47 -43 · -42 -40 ·•Jt !"II ·2' · ·2b ·II 7: ·29 · It II . II .4 ·: I : · ·I ·t ·12 ·tf · ·15 ··20 •2' 

I •30 ·32 ·30 •12 ·32 ·12 9!'21 -II .•IS .: -I IO · 24 · 32 42 41 ·47 47 .· IS ·. · l7 . U · 7 :. · i 4 . , I 

4" · •2 · -S -I •II •II ~11 ·II •IS : ·12. -·1 · ao · I . 14 11 ·22 · 24 .. ·11 . 12 ·I ·S ··7 ·II ·13 ·14 

s •II . ·II . ·II ·II •JO· ·13 ·7 14 II 17 . 71 13 103 106 108 107 . ,. a 12 41 44 SI ' a . 2' 

I 2t 32 · 37 12 H . II 14 17 2t · 41 · S2 '4 ·· IS · 57 16 · SS .. ·41 · 10 ·4 ·12 ·16 ·21 ·23 ·26 

7 ·29 ·31 -33 ·37 -38 ·16 ~35 -32 •30 ·25 ·29 ·26 ·25 ·21 ··26 ·•25 ·27 -11 ·32 ·32 ·33 ·32 ·29 -30 

.. I •3S · •37 .· .•31 . ·3' -40 -41 ·3t ·3' ·31 ·21 ·27 · •23 •2' ·27 , .!921 · ··2& · ··ff ··24 •24 ·25 ··26 ·25 ·21 ·28 

I •27 ·27 · ·21 •2t •32 ·21 . ·23-· ·•20 . .. 14 · ·t .· ·S ·3 · ·I ·I .-f ·14 •II •19 -20 •21 •21 -22 •27 ·-21 

. 10 -21 ·2' -26 : -21 -21 .. ·30 -aa -21 -2• ·24· ·a&" ., ·1 · -ae · -11 "'" -·21 -21 ~21 -30 -29 -21 ·26 · ·25 

11 ·24 ·21 ·20 ·It ·17. ·14 ·II -10 --1· · ·1 · · 1 ·I · 4 . 12 : 32 · 65 76 · · '4 · 38 24 '. 16 II " g· ·· · ·I 

-:' '.: 12 -I : S : I , 4. · 4 2 ·I . 1 I I ·4 I . ·S •10 •14 ·21 •25 .... 34 ·942 .. . 41 ·S0 · .-54 •55 •SS 

II .•17 -61 -62 -'2 -It -u ~ -12 -60 ·58 -54 . -48 . -41 ·29 ·30 : . ·21 . ·29 •33 ~43 -4t •54 ·-56 -54 . •54 I ·-s1 

· .:·· · · H · -49 -46 -47 · -47 · -SO ·S2 ·S3 · -52 -51 · ·-47 , ·-45 · ~ -42 --40 ·3' ·3': -40 '-41 · ·3' ·H ·3t ·37 ·3' ·35 · ·31 

15 . ·31 ·33 ·35 ·32 ·33 . ·2t •21 ··-II . ·2 I 15 . 22 ·· 26 32 .: 31 40 35 . 27 15 · 3 -13 •1' -15 ·22 

-11 · ·24 ·27 ·32 -42 ·3' -42 ·3' ·27 ·II · It I I I 22 23 It "·-u "t ·10 ·2' ·.35 ·35 ·.31 ·3S 

17 -36 ·37 -40 -40 -43 ·-42 -43 ·-44 -40 ·37 · •3S. -35 -33 ~32 ·-12 -32 ·31 -32 -31' •34 -32 -32 -32 -33 

.· II ·34 .. 31 ·3S ·3f ·3' ·33 ·34 ·30 ·17 ·•12 ·I .. ·I S . ·S . ·7 ··It •II ·14 ·19 ·20 ·It ·14 -II -7 

It -S -I -4 ·2 ·I I I · · 2 4 S ·· 10 13 22 26 · 24 25 25 . 25 22 19 20 19 17 19 

. :20 II· .11 24 ·II · 17 , 11 · .. 11 · ·27. 2S 2t .. · 14 S6 · 4t 44 ... 14 · ·; 44 · SS 56 54 20 30 27 32 37 

21 · 34 35 12 II 29 13 16 • .. 39 43 43 · 47 43 26 17 S •3 ·5 •9 ·13 ·13 ·14 ·14 ·14 

22 ·14··.•H •14 ··13 ·•13 •II ·S -6 .•a . ·I ' 7 I I I 3 : 3 2 2 I · 4 2 I I I 

23 I t ·I ·I 0 · 2 I l4 28 . 29 29 33 · It IO · -62 · 70 ·IO · : 75 72 69 73 5' " · 10 · 

.24 . =.11 .·ao3 103 t7 .ts .14 .ts .u . ti 11 '° u · tt 121 _ 111 121 .113 t7 .12 " " s2 38 u 

25 n · 14 . .11.. za .. 24 . 41 , a n u '° . u. -.a 56 u · 16 12 41 as · M · 11 s 11 ·19 12 .. · . 

. 26 . 11 1· 12 23 25 I ·1 ~s . ·S I IS IS · 17. 21" 29.-, 22 :2' II 3·, ·IS •25 ·H ·31 ·3S . . . 

27 •38 ·37 ·30 ·20 ·I It 22 a . 28 · IOI 117 125 · IOI· 18 14 • · 14 ·10 64 47 H 27 15 ·10 ,. -S 

.. · . 28 ·12 ·14 ·17 ·It ·14 ·IS -6 I 3 II l9 · 31 . 43 SI SS.· 27 · II .· 4 ·t ·IS ·14 ·14 ·IS ·17 .. . . 

29 ·16 •17 9 17 •32 -45 ·36 . ·18 ·14- ·ll 3. 3 10· 12 · 31 · 17 22 13 ·t ~10 ·II ·13 ·U ·14 ·12 

30 · ·11 ·IS ·16 ·23 ·25 ·24 ·22 ·22 ·26 ·23 ·IS . ·IO 2 7 4 · S 2 I · -4 ·7 ·7 ·S ·S -4 

loh/Avll t. Cl111tolqle1J l1l/Jourrt11 cJl11toloJi't11 02U 1.1. T.• .0230 1.1. T . ... 
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WIND· SUMMARY I SOMMAIRE DES VENTS 
ST. JOHN'S •A•, N~LD. I T.N. APRIL/AVRIL, 1991 

RAF ALE HOUR/ 
IEURE 0 I 2 3 4 S I 7 8 I 10 JI 12 13 14 15 H 17 18 19 20 II 22 23 . llAI HOUR/ 

· ' IUST llEURE IATE 
1 

2 
3 

4 

s 

c c IMI tcD nu II II 111111 llNV • "" •w II 
' 11 II ' II 17 22 20 •t II ' 

ff E llE If E !f E !IE llE ~E 21E f IE f IE I 11 !!" 4! 
II II II . 111111 II II II II If SW llSll II II II 

33 28 19 20 IS II 4 19 15 15 22 20 24 
II II 111111 II II II I II llNV llNW INW llNW II 

11 II . II 19 20 22 19 22 26 22 19 22 17 
II II II llSW 8811 II II II II 1811 llSll 11811 II 

26 · 22 22 15 II 13 IS 20 22 20 26 26 26 

8 IE IE SE ISE ISE SSE SSE IE ESE ESE 
4 t t t II 15 13 15 17 19 17 
II II II II II II II If II II II · II 1452 

48 so 46 41 37 33 31 33 35 30 35 &7 
II It II II II · II llSV llSU II · I II · 

24 20 22 22 17 9 7 II 15 17 15 
II II II ·II II - II II II II II II II 1731 

22 22 17 20 24 26 20 26 26 28 26 47 
USU USU II II II II II II II II II llSW 1332 
33 44 33 33 33 26 26 33 30 31 24 60 

' • II I nu • II II II • 11811 II • llSU II . " lfNll llW ·II INE lftE IE " . IE llE llBW G328 . . 
22 22 19 26 24 24 19 24 19 19 20 19 13 IS 15 II t II 13 17 IS 15 15 19 37 

1 NE NNE llNE INE INE llNE llE llNE ·IE lftfE N INE llE IE NE NE INE' NE DE I · I OU I IE · 
22 17 15 17 II 17 17 19 17 15 17 17 15 15 15 9 13 13 7 6 6 6 4 13 

8 IE ENE ENE EIE EIE EIE ENE E E ESE SE SSE SSE SSE SSE SSE SSE SSE SSE I ·S SSW C C · 
' CJ ' ' 7 ' ' 7 9 ' ' 13 15 13 13 13 13 7 4 ' 1 2 t SSW C C IE E SE E EBE IE SE C ESE ENE IE IE IE EIE IE IE.EE IE ENE E ENE 
2 2 2 4 4 4 7 ' 4 4 2 ' 7 ' ' ' ' 13 ll 9 7 10 E E E E ENE E E ESE E ESE E E ESE E ESE E E E E ESE SE EBE ESE SE 
7 1 i t t 11 13 13 IS 17 17 22 17 17 17 19 IS 9 13 15 IS 17 13 17 

11 E E E IE IE IE SE IE IE IE IE SE SSE I llSW 8V VSW 11511 II llSV I USW II VSW 
7 7 ' 20 22 19 20 20 28 28 28 19 ' ' 7 ' 13 26 13 24 22 . 19 22 26 

12 IV llSW SU 1511 USU VSW WSW MSW 11611 I WNW llSll NNW NNW I I I I I I INW NNW NNU llN1I IMI ·H45 
15 31 24 28 22 26 30 26 30 22 26 30 30 31 35 28 30 35 33 26 26 · 26 24 22 ~ 

13 NNll NNV · I · I I N I II II I llNU I lfE lfE llE NNE ICE llE IE IE NNE lfNE I I · · 
20 26 20 " " 26 " 20 24 20 19 ll 20 19 l 9 19 19 17 17 " 17 17 20 20 14 I I I I I I IMV INW I II I NNW NNW NNW IOOI NNW 1111 IU lnl Ill llNll Ill IN Ill · llNW · 1530 
20 17 22 20 28 26 22 30 33 37 33 37 37 44 44 46 S2 56 52 44 44 46 44 46 80 

15 II VNW 1111 111V llNW YNll II II II II llSW II II II YSW YSV ISlf VSW SSW Ill llSW II llSll llSW . llNW 0252 
44 41 46 37 41 41 31 26 28 28 31 33 28 30 20 26 .22 17 IS i t II 13 9 67 

16 I 11811 11911 II II II II ISW IOOI ESE IE SE SE SE EBE SE E IE IE IE C t C I 
13 11 ' t 6 11 9 7 2 6 11 9 7 11 9 11 7 6 6 6 4 4 

17 C C E C E EIE E E E E E E E ENE IE ENE EIE ENE ENE EllE EIE IE EIE IE · 
4 4 7 II II IS IS IS 17 17 17 19 17 17 19 17 IS 17 13 9 11 · 

18 IE llNE IE IE ffNE m HE NNE INE NNE m IE IE NE INE NNE INE m INE DE NNE NME NtfE m • . 1214 . 
. IS 13 15 22 22 22 26 2' 28 30 26 24 30 31 24 28 24 30 30 30 28 28 28 28 SO 

19 MME NNE NlfE NNE 1NE IOIE IE INE If NE IE llE NNE NNE NME INE lfNE IE INE INE nE INE NNE IE IE 
28 28 24 22 22 19 22 19 II IS IS l7 17 19 17 15 15 15 15 13 13 15 IS 15 

20 NE I lfE IE INE E DE ENE I INE llNE INE NE NNE IE I DE I I llE IE lltfE NNE I 
13 1 13 13 9 1 9 1 6 9 II 6 7 6 6 9 6 9 9 6 1 9 II II 

21 llNE I I I I ICE llNE INE ICE I INE lfNE EIE RE llNE lllE RE INE ICE llE IDIE NNE IME INE 
II 7 9 t 9 9 6 IS 15 13 II 13 13 9 1 17 15 19 17 19 19 19 17 17 

22 NNE IE IE IE · IE EIE m: IE EIE EIE E E · ENE E EJIE E E E E E E E E EBE 
17 19 19 19 17 13 15 15 ll 15 IS 19 13 ll II 13 17 13 13 IS 17 19 15 IS 

23 ESE ESE SE SSE SSE SSE SSE SSE SSE SSE SE SSE SSE 8 8 s & s B s s SW SSW sw· I 1745 
. : II 9 17 II l9 15 13 11 15 15 1 19 15 19 19 22 31 30 2' 30 30 17 13 II 45 

24 , 11511 Sii Ill Sii 11511 SE IOOI SSW llNll II II II II II llSll II II II II USU llSll llSW II II 
9 II II II 15 4 4 4 30 22 20 19 20 24 26 30 28 24 19 19 19 7 1 17 

25 ISll I I I I II II C C SSE S SSE SE NNE UE · IE ENE C · C C C MNW OW IV 
19 IS 11 9 11 9 11 7 9 24 11 1 7 ' 4 9 6 11 

26 Ill OW NNll NNll II ml DE I I I ICNE lfNE II NNE llNE llNE INE ENE 11NE llNE IE IE II llSll · 
. ' . 7 I ' 9 ' 17 17 24 19 22 20 19 17 19 20 IS ' ' 4 4 2 7 4 27 11811 SW & I ISll 111 SBll SW SW USU W II I II W 11 llNV 1W YIN NW NNW Nlfll NNW W 13301 

' 4 4 ' 13 ' ' 15 15 26 22 22 22 30 26 33 28 28 30 19 9 9 ' 24 48 28 IV Ill II llNll Ill Ill IN 1N11 llNW IV IN llNW llNW NII W ESE SSE SE ESE SE ESE ESE E INE IV . 0455 · : 
15 19 17 22 17 19 II 20 20 19 19 19 19 19 II 13 II 9 II 9 9 6 4 4 35 

29 IE C C NNW llW llNll IN N11 I NII lfNll NW NW NNW IE ENE IHE lfE INE I N NNW 11181 NW · 
4 4 6 7 II II IS 15 IS 17 15 22 9 9 9 IS 13 9 13 19 13 l~ 

30 tfNW NNW INW NNW NNll lfNU ION INW 1HU llfV JtNW INY NNW NNW NNW NNll tfHI llNW 1111 NW It . I IN IV llNW 0320 ·. 
20 IS 22 20 24 22 22 20 22 19 22 20 19 19 17 13 17 15 IS 13 11 ll 7 13 37 

llot1/Avl1 I. Cli11tologlc1l d1l/Journ11 cli11tolopiqut 0231 IST - 0230 lfST 
2. Hours art L.S.T,/ 11h1ur111ont 1 l .hturt nor11l1 dt 11 loc1llt1 

. 3. Unlt/Unlt1 • 1.0 k1/b 4. C • C1l1/C1l1 5. " • fti11lng/ft1nquant 
r . 6, I ln~~Clh? IOrl . ~~~n _,!ft!, ~~~~~!"5! ~! ~~~! ~f~!~!e 




